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Cary Audio is pleased to offer an entire family
of exotic triode amplifiers. The triode tubes used
in the Cary triode family are REAL directly
heated, three element tubes. These tubes offer far
greater linearity and lower distortion than tetrodes
or pentodes. Class A triode audio amplifiers
are known for offering the highest fidelity
in tube audio. A Cary triode amplifier
frees the listener from the harshness
and fatiguing distortions of high power
pentode tube and solid state amplifiers.

Call 1-800-421-5456 or
FAX 919-460-3828 for
additional information.

101 JWOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, N.C. 27511
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A TTRACTIONS

First, an apology: logistics problems meant that
Robert Harley's reports on affordable digital
processors from Enlightened Audio Designs,
Kinergetics, and Bitwise weren't able to appear
in this issue. They will appear in the September Stereophile, along with (if all goes according
to plan): Corey Greenberg on affordable tube
power courtesy of Nobis and the resuscitated
Dynaco; Thomas J. Norton on solid-state muscle from Aragon and PS Audio; and Larry
Greenhill on FM tuners from Naim, Meridian, Quad, and Pioneer.

In addition, J. Gordon Holt explains why he
thinks the High End is going off on the wrong
tack; Mort Frank recommends recordings of
Brahms's Second Piano Concerto; Peter van
Willenswaard attempts to discover the flaws
in DCC's PASC encoding scheme with an
early sample of the Philips DCC-900 recorder;
and Peter W. Mitchell examines the future of
digital, in particular the way data-elimination
techniques are fast becoming adefacto standard
for playback and broadcast media.
—John Atkinson
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The Mark Levinson N°28 Preamplifier is at once acontinuation of the
Mark Levinson traditions of musicality and enduring quality, and an
entirely new implementation of technology that will set the pace for
innovation in high-performance
audio in the 1990's.
Mark Levinson products have
offered the advantages of balanced
interconnection for many years. The
N 28 introduces anew execution of
balanced circuitry called aDIDO
(Differential In Differential Out) that
provides fully balanced operation
throughout (not converting to singleended for internal processing) while
still rejecting common-mode noise
from source inputs or arising within
the unit itself. All versions of the
1128 have 2balanced (XLR) inputs
as well as balanced output connections. Even single-ended signals
benefit from the DIDO, since it
rejects common-mode ground noise
as it converts single-ended signals
to differential at the input.
Your local Mark Levinson Dealer
can provide complete details on
these and many other refinements in
the design of the N"28.
More important, you can hear for
yourself how this preamplifier tips
the balance in your favor.
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Levinson
Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781 Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540
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nlast April's Stereophile, reader Hilary
Paprocki expressed his belief that recording engineers are unconcerned
about sound quality. Indeed, he went so far
as to allege that engineers intentionally use
inferior miking techniques so that they can
bill clients for additional time spent trying
to fix the sound. The example he used was
the engineer who places amicrophone directly in front of aguitar amplifier, atechnique
Mr. Paprocki felt captured only "4%" of the
sound. Mr. Paprocki also likened recording
engineers to "featherbedders."
Needless to say, his letter brought aresponse from the recording faction. In this
issue, recording engineer John McCortney
responds angrily to Mr. Paprocki's letter, and
indeed, to what he sees as "bashing" of recording engineers by audiophiles.'
But are recording engineers less concerned
about sound quality than are audiophiles? If
so, why? Isn't someone who has devoted his
life to recording music more caring than the
hobbyist audiophile? If not, why not?
1It should be noted that by publishing areaders letter. Stereophik doesn't necessarily endorse che views presented therein.
Rather, "Letters" is where readers can express their opinions,
however diverse.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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Purist techniques are never even mentioned, much less taught, in most recording
curricula. Ishould know—I learned recording engineering in acollege program, and
later as astudio owner and recording engineer. Iwas therefore far from being an audiophile when Ifirst became involved in audio,
but my values gradually shifted toward apurist approach to music recording and reproduction. Because Iwrite full-time for Stereophile, Ihave since become what you might
call aprofessional audiophile. I've seen the
issue from both sides?

A

BLANKET

CONDEMNATION OF
RECORDING ENGINEERS
WHO USE CLOSE MIKING
TECHNIQUES IS CLEARLY
WRONG.
First, Ishare Mr. McCortney's frustration
with Mr. Paprocki's dismissal of the technique of close-miking aguitar amplifier, and
therefore the skills of all recording engineers.
There is acertain bite and edge to recorded
guitar sound when the amp is close-miked
that is appropriate—no, vital—to some
music. Although the vast majority ofrecordings are too dosely milted, in my opinion, the
technique is valid in some instances. Ablanket condemnation of recording engineers
who use close miking techniques is clearly
wrong, particularly when issued by someone
without practical experience in the matter.
But as Mr. Paprocki pointed out, there is
agreat disparity between the values of audiophiles and those of recording engineerings.
Many audiophiles see recording engineers
as less committed to sound quality than they
should be. When we buy records and CDs
that are overly bright, metallic, lacking depth,
devoid of inner detail, and generally unmusical, the audiophile's first reaction is to ques2As has JA, who worked as asession musician in the mid'70s, acquiring much hands-on studio experience in the process. In asserting that "You [Stereophile) have no idea of the
expense and hard work that go into running arecording studio: .Mr. McCortney practices the same brand of uninformed
dismissal that he reads in Mr. Paprocki's letter. Mr. McCortncy's assumption that Stenwhik knows nothing of recording
and recording studios because were audiophiles parallels Mr.
Paprocki's mistaken impression that no recording engineers
care about sound quality.
8

tion the recording engineer's skill or commitment to sound quality. This perception
is reinforced by the apparent lack of concern
about the signal path to which engineers subject the signal. The inside of amodern recording console would give an audiophile
heart failure: hundreds of op-amps, carbon
resistors, cheap capacitors, miles of penniesper-foot wire—the list goes on and on. But
does this mean that engineers don't care
about recording the best possible sound?
Yes and no.
To understand the dichotomy it is necessary to know something about the requirements of arecording environment. Although
printing asignal on tape is the result of arecording session, that goal can be almost
secondary to the enormous procedural complexity of engineering amultitrack session.
In addition to recording the dozens of signals on the multitrack tape at the right levels,
the engineer must also get amonitor mix,
route signals through amaze of sockets,
adjust outboard devices such as compressors,
find aheadphone mix that the musicians are
happy with (ha!), elicit the cooperation of the
band members, take direction from the producer, and attend to the dozens of other details that make the session work. Moreover,
he must do all these things quickly and efficiently. Clearly, these conditions dictate that
function and control take precedence over
preserving subtlety and nuance.
Although achieving a"good" sound is on
the engineer's mind, the recording session
is not the optimum environment for discerning differences and spending time (read
"money") on what are considered matters
of secondary importance. Recording engineers in asession don't have the luxury of sitting in achair with nothing to think about
other than the sound they are hearing. Further, the differences between cables, mike
prearnps, and other electronics are often more
subtle than and of adifferent nature from the
large differences introduced by changing or
moving microphones. The first-order effects
of tonal-balance differences between microphones tend to overshadow the second-order
effects of cables and electronics. Finally, it
isn't the engineer's prerogative to stop the
session to experiment with tweaky techniques or components.
The primacy of control over sound quality
is exemplified by the comments of George
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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After all, why bother? The unpleasant truth
is that most music is recorded for the teenager
with aboombox, not the audiophile with
tube-driven electrostatics.'
In the belief that the product must stand
up over a3" car speaker, engineers often process music in ways that are anathema to audiophiles. One technique of making sure the
bass line is heard is to shift it up an octave and
mix it in over the original bass. When reproduced over aplayback system that rolls off
the bottom two or three octaves, there will
still be some semblance of abass line. Remember, the goal of the artist, producer, and
engineer is to create aproduct for mass conRECORDING'S SUCCESS
sumption. Using this technique on the bass
IS JUDGED BY THE NUMBER
is thus acommercial decision, not an aesthetic
OF RECORDS IT SELLS, NOT
judgment. To the listener with atable radio,
the bass-shifting trick increases his or her
BY HOW REALISTICALLY
ability to enjoy the music. To the owner of
INSTRUMENTAL TIMBRES
aMuse Model 18 subwoofer, the technique
is aperversion of the recording art.
ARE PORTRAYED.
Another factor widens the gulf between
audiophile and recording engineer: the reBut why is this level of control necessary?
cording community's general ignorance of
Why is changing where the drum fills occur
high-end audio. Very few engineers, produmore important than capturing the sound of
cers, or artists listen to their music through
the drums in the first place? And should the
systems audiophiles would call high-end.
engineer be treating what the drummer played
Instead, they have scaled-down versions of
as mere raw material to be manipulated?
studio playback systems that play very
It's very easy for audiophiles to forget that,
loudly, have low distortion at high levels, and
in the vast majority of recording sessions,
those involved are there to manufacture a are reliable. These systems also tend to be
extremely colored, lack soundstaging ability,
product for mass consumption, not preserve
and have avery hard treble. Many in the rethe qualities audiophiles find important. A
cording community just don't know what
recording's success is judged by the number
ahigh-end system can do because they've
of records it sells, not by how much space is
never heard their music through one.
captured, or how realistically instrumental
Similarly, engineers have learned one way
timbres are portrayed—or even conveying the
of recording and see no need to change.
drummer's expression, to go back to the engiMany techniques that could be used in modneer's remarks quoted above. It's acompletely
em multitrack sessions are purist in approach
different value structure. The end—manufacyet wouldn't compromise the goal of making
turing hit records—justifies the means.
acommercial product. Isaw an example of
Because most of the listening public hears
this in arecording magazine article that interthe engineer's work on car stereos (someviewed top engineers for their tips on recordtimes in mono), there isn't the motivation to
ing brass instruments and horn sections. An
capture the signal as an audiophile would
engineer described an accident that changed
expect it to be preserwd:s Engineers assume
the way he thought about recording. He was
that no one will appreciate the difference.
milting ahorn section with his usual method:
3These comments are from aworkshop held at the 89th AES
amike at each instrument's bell, horns posiconvention in Los Angeles. A full report on the discussion
tioned left to right in the stereo image with
(including extended transcriptions) begins on p.8I of Vol.14
the console's pan pots, and artificial reverb
No.6.

Massenburg, one of the most respected engineers working today: "I am sold on [digital]. Not because it sounds good, but because. ..
it gives you tremendous procedural
capabilities." Another engineer at the same
discussion added: "Digital editing is what
sold me on [digital recordings—the creative
possibilities of being able to have almost an
endless number of different versions of a
recording and being able to fly tracks back
and forth, and being able to change where
drum fills are."'

A

4It is adepressing fact that the aftermarket in-car market in
the US is larger in dollar terms than the market for hi-fi
separates, which itself is much larger than the true high-end
market.
— JA
10

5For decades, recording mixes have been checked on apair
of Auratones, asingle 5 driver in atiny cube that sits on the
console Auratones are known affectionately as "Horrortones."
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

...Have you heard?
"Rooms with good sound included Clearfield... The impressive
and reasonably priced Metropolitans were driven by
-Counterpoint's

gorgeous new monoblocks." —Robert Harley,
Stereophile, April '92, Vol. 15, No. 4.
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eginning with the first Mark Levinson
products, we defined quality in audio,
using superior components and
craftsmanship to heighten the experience
of music in the home. Twenty years later
we not only continue this tradition, but
enhance it with state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing, so that
today's Mark Levinson audio equipment
is a world-wide reference standard. The
1\1 9-23.5 Dual Monaural Power Amplifier is
one example of this evolution.
An improved version of the widely
acclaimed N° 23 amplifier, the N° 23.5 is
not the sort of update that merely takes
advantage of newer and better parts, or
that corrects flaws in the original design.
Rather, it incorporates substantial
improvements in four areas: self-referencing voltage reference in the power
supply regulator amplifier, a new active
balanced input stage, an enhanced

THE

BEST

current mirror, and differential cascode
bootstrapping. If you don't understand this
technical jargon, consider that it took
a team of engineers using advanced
computer-aided design tools over a
year to perfect the N° 23.5 and bring it
into production. Such sophisticated engineering requires tools and skills seldom
found at high-end audio manufacturers,
and demands aquest for perfection that is
at odds with supplying the mass market.
The sonic improvements are as easy to
hear as the electronic theory behind them
can be difficult to grasp: greater dynamic
contrasts and clarity of fine details and
harmonic structure yield a new level of
musical excitement. The results are available for your evaluation at your nearest
Mark Levinson dealer. Audition the
N° 23.5 for yourself, and learn why Mark
Levinson products remain your best
investment in home music reproduction.

ar-i`er.

uvinson

Mark Levinson eproducts are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FM12031346-1540

added to each instrument. This approach
gives the engineer total control over the balance between instruments, spatial position
(both front to back and right to left), and even
allows the sound ola particular instrument
within the horn section to be tailored with
equalization. He also put up acoincident stereo pair away from the horn section to pick
up some "room sound" that would be mixed
in well below the direct sounds.
One day—quite by accident—the engineer
pressed the "solo" buttons on the console,
cutting out all sound from the monitors
except for the signal from the coincident stereo "room sound" mikes. He was shocked
to hear that they did amuch better job ofcapturing the sound than the multi-miked, panpotted, EQ'd, and artificially reverb'd technique If he hadn't accidentally "soloed" the
coincident pair that day, he could have spent
his entire career not knowing that there was
another way to record ahorn section.
But can the audiophile condemn the recording engineer who makes products for
mass consumption—products made at the
expense of qualities the audiophile finds
important?
Anthropologists hold that one culture

should not be judged by the values of another
—for example, an Eskimo visiting New York
City and deciding that New Yorkers are stupid and unsophisticated because they don't
know how to hunt seals. Likewise, audiophiles working with one set of values should
be wary of condemning recording engineers
because most of the latter hold adifferent set
of values. The engineer's techniques—and
the resultant sound—are entirely appropriate
within his value system.
But look at what happens when the gulf
between the values of audiophiles and recording engineers is bridged. Engineers like
Keith Johnson of Reference Recordings and
Bob Katz of Chesky bring an audiophile sensitivity to recording, elevating it from technique to art. They capture the music in away
that can only be described as magical. Their
work, and the work of afew other likeminded engineers, dramatically illustrates the
width of the value gulf separating sensitive
listeners and most recording engineers. More
important, their recordings reveal how much
better the music can be preserved when this
gulf is bridged.
This gulf needs bridging more often. S

Infinite Possibilities!
Think all metal hi-fi furniture is
pretty much the same? Think again,
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and again, and again...
If you were to select only four
modules from either our Sound
Organisation (hi-tech industrial) or
Tripod (elegant contemporary)
racking systems, you would have
11,680 possible configurations
to think about! Surely one of them
would be perfect for your hi-fi.

Sound Organisation and Tripod are distributed in the U.S. by:

A

Audiophile Systems, Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Drive. Indianapolis, Indiana 46256
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AFFORDABLE HIGH-END!

The NAD 5000
CD Player

A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS?
Since 1972, NAD has represented performance standards that rival the most
esoteric stereo components for a fraction of the price. This is accomplished
without superfluous features or needlessly complicated and expensive front
panels. Rather, we favor investing your money on the technology inside, where it
counts.
From receivers and compact disc players to cassette decks and separate
components. NAD delivers simple elegance, ease of operation and superb sound
quality at an affordable price.
The NAD Model 5000 Compact Disc Player, pictured above, is a great
example of NAD design philosophy: elegantly simple front panel, ease of
operation, and terrific performance! In a comparison with several CD players.
costing over three times the 5000's price, Tom Norton of Stereophile (Jan., 1991,
Vol. 14, No. 1) writes: "If you're still awaiting the full evolution of digital, and
believe that spending big bucks at present on an up-market player is money down
the drain, the NAD might just keep you happy halfway to the next millennium."
At asuggested retail price of only $499, the contradiction ends!
At NAD, we invest your money wisely! Call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641 for
further product information or the name of your nearest NAD dealer.

NAD
633 Granite Court
Pickering, Ontario
Canada
L1W 3K1
Fax: (416) 831-6936
1-800-263-4641

U.S. Mailing Address:
NAD
P.O. Box 387
Lewiston, New York

NAD

14092
Advanced Technology ...
...Simply Applied.

L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting
advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have
to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all arc read and noted, only those of
general interest arc selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.

J
ARRETT, POODLES, ez MUSIC

Editor:
Iwonder if Ican use this space for akind of
meditation on listening. There is alarge difference between listening for something and
listening to something. Obviously, Mr. Black
("Letters," June 1992) is listening for the
"poodle!' But the poodle isn't just part of the
music, Mr. Black, it is the music (in first translation). There have been less favorable comparisons in the past; monkey orgies, for
example. This would be irritating if it wasn't
so sad to know that agreat number of civilized listeners have lost touch with "where the
music comes from!' These listeners would
say, "Yes, we live on the earth and we want
its benefits, but we certainly don't want to
touch the earth because it's dirty!'
Iwouldn't understand Glenn Gould as
well without his "singing!' Erroll Garner
without his grunting, Sonny Murray without his "whistling" sound, etc. None of this
is "discrete" sonic information. It is arecord
of incoming (and outgoing) inspired material,
without which the music would not be of the
same caliber. In light of this, it seems very
fiinny that Mr. Black says my piano playing
is "the best I've ever heard!' Does he want
the music or not? This "gourmet listening"
is something we have to watch out for, because, when we have real food in front of us,
are we going to refine to eat until somebody
makes it look better?
Idid not study singing or practice poodle
mimicry, but Ifeel much closer to poodles
than humans when the humans want vanilla
ice cream because it looks clean. So. ..
I'm
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glad Mr. Black refuses to buy the Trio
recordings. He ain't ready to trade in his Club
Artiste card. If he were to "let go," he just
might, at times, end up sounding like some
sort of animal. Then, maybe, on his highresolution system, he'd want to know more
about the poodles instead of waiting for them
to die.
Everything dies soon enough, Mr. Black
...
and we kill more things in ourselves than
we know. ..
we civilized listeners.. .
we
humans.
KEITH J
ARRETT
Somewhere, NJ

GOT ME

SOME K-HORNS

Editor:
Say, boys, got me some big K-horns recently
...big guys, beautiful wood. Some old
doctor traded them in, probably for some
minimonitors so he'd "get some image."
So then Ineed an amp, right? Stole me an
old Pioneer receiver at agarage sale for next
to nothing. ..
might be alittle zippy, but who
knows? Bought me some good 12-ga cable
to hook it up, sent for acheap JVC CD player
and put on some Alan Jackson. God damn
these things will play loud, might even peel
the paint from (or is that oft?) the back wall
with Jackson's 100W.
Then Inotice.. .
abit crisp. Hmm. Must
be the strident CD player. Turned on local
FM. Better, but still alittle zippy. Shit. I
wanna be an audiophile some day and Ican't
have azippy system, even if it has great bass
and the ability to peg ano-longer-sold Radio
Shack dB meter after I've left the room to
quiet the elderly lady next door who thought
15

she was deaf. Well, adilemma. Balls or zip?
Balls and zip!?
Ithought, okay: Corey says Tiny Triodes
sound great—no zip, and surely enough
power for horns. Hmm, but Idon't want soft
bass. .let's BI-, no. ..TRI-AMP! Yeah. Two
Tiny Triodes per side for mids and top,
maybe abridged Adcom for the bottom.
Yeah, but ...
how to get the crossover just
right? Iknow! I'll have an audio engineer
build me a3-way setup with electrically
optimized time-aligned signals for each horn,
thus correcting in one fell swoop the disgusting inability of my speakers to produce
squarewaves. That should solve everything,
imaging be damned to hell. (Corner tubes,
perhaps. ..
)
Then. ..
HEY!! My blonde girlfriend
(Best of Show? Likely.) said, "Too much treble!!" and turned the, uh ...cough, er, "tone"
control down three notches.
MY GOD!! LIQUIDITY!! It's all there
but it doesn't hurt!!
According to my third-grade calculations,
the bitch (term of endearment here, really
... really) just saved me enough cash for
many hundreds of new CDs, so I'm taking
her to dinner every night for amonth ...
she
does not understand, and is much too bright
(oops) to ask.
Did Imention that these things will blow
the walls off (or is that from?) abull elephant
at 20'. ..
assuming Icould coax the old fool
into my listening room ...
not that I'd actually put him through it ...
Stevie Ray is IN
THE ROOM, BABY!!
All BS aside, you guys put out afine publication. With my new discovery of the tone
control Ican now renew my subscription
with impunity instead of making payments
on expensive tube amps, etc.. ..
(much as I'd
like to; they really do sound better. ..
really).
All of you write well, very well, but Corey
is the one who makes me laugh, and that is
important for any national publication.
KEEP HIM!!!!
And Corey: My ancient Bassman is outrageously loud when it finally (and nicely)
distorts my Tele. ..
far too loud for use in the
tiny clubs in this area. Thank God for Tube
Screamers and volume pedals!
A final note: To J. Gordon Holt (in whose
ears we trust) ...
thank you, sir!
KIRBY ROWAN
Portales, NM
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ThULY SAD
Editor:
A sorry state of affairs [as revealed in June,
P- 9].
The average system of aStereophile reader
costs $9100 and only 1% of these people
subscribe to American Record Guide.
At the top of the list of other magazines
subscribed to by your readers are those that
are concerned (mostly) with equipment, with
afew pages set aside for music reviews. At
the bottom of the list are those that are concerned with music reviews.
Truly sad.
DAVID H. M ARKS
Philadelphia, PA

DRUG OF CHOICE: HIGH END?
Editor:
Ikeep getting your missives about my subscription expiring and Idecided it best to let
you know that Iam going to pass on your
deal.
Now you're probably asking "Why?"
Ihave come to regard Stereophile and all that
it stands for as the voice of the rather vocal
audio lunatic fringe. Ithink that it's great that
you people have nothing better to do than
to search for the audio equivalent of the Holy
Grail. After reading the magazine steadily for
acouple of years, Ihave to wonder how
much actual music you actually listen to; your
favorite 10 seconds of this piece vs your favorite 20 seconds of that piece. Really, now, do
you ever listen to asingle song, piece, symphony, etc. in its entirety? Idoubt it.
It used to be said that cocaine was God's
way of telling you that you had too much
money. Ithink that high-end audio has
replaced cocaine as the drug of choice. For
the most part, accessory manufacturers
(cables, felt pens, digital clocks, etc.) are pandering to the high-end audiophile's fundamental insecurity that he isn't getting every
last 0.001dB from his rather large investment
in fundamentally austere audio equipment.
I'll take science any day to metaphysics.
Count me out.
RICHARD CHINN
Redmond, WA

RECORDS OR HARDWARE?
Editor:
In JA's response to Howard Fersder, who—in
the March issue—indicated that audiophiles
tend to spend more on their components than
on their music collections, he said "I hope
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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Designed in Britain
Enjoyed Worldwide

ROTEL'S 900 SERIES'
Critically acclaimed around the world by the very best
audio magazines, winners of 'Best Product of the
Year 1991 & Best System' in Britains popular What
Hi-fi? Rotel's line of audio equipment can now be
auditioned in select stores across America.
Designed in England, by audiophile, Tony Mills,
each model is fastidiously engineered to exactly his
idea of perfection. Tony loves music and over the
course of ten years has constantly set his own
standards of reproduction higher for each new
model line.
The 900 series is amaster piece. The true beauty
of Rotel is the sound... simply wonderful.
Awards from What Hi-fi? for 'Best Product'
are not the only acclaims for Rotel. In
Consumers Digest Nov/Dec 1991 issue, the
editors recognized one of our receivers as having
outstanding value.
Hi-fi Choice magazine tested alot of CD
players, selecting Rotel compact disc player
RCD 965 as a'Best Buy'. "...equipped with a
sensible range offacilities, solidly built and
engineered to produce the sort of sound that
many high-end products wouldn't have ahope of
achieving This is aBest Buy..."
CD & Hi-Fi Buyer "(RCD965)...successor to
the RCD 865, improves upon that model. It is a
worthy addition to the market. Bass is tight,
deep and where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control. High frequencies
are sweet and clear.."
"So the RCD 965BX is an extension of
Rotel's original theme, expanded in its
repertoire and sophistication, pulling out
ever more subtle detail without
compromising its sought-after 'musical
quality.' Hi-Fi World November 91, goes
onto say "...effortless sound quality should
appeal to classical buffs, enabling them to
experience the ebb and flow of agrand
orchestral work without ever losing sight
of the music's scale and drama."
High Fidelity November 91, "...this latest Rotel (RCD
965BX) need not fear much serious competition, it's not just
good It's the most captivating integrated player I've heard
below £1000."
We make more than CD players, Rotel began and
continues to make afull line of superb affordable hi-fi
components, each with aFive year warranty (CD 2years),
we also market afine turntable, which received Sound
and Visions, Critics Choice award 1991.
Call us for acolor brochure and copies of reviews,
where you can audition Rotel and make plans to invest in
the best reviewed affordable audio line in the world today.
RotelofAmerica, POBox653, Buffalo, NY142AO,USA 1-800-3875127
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Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
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Introduces The ULTRAMP Series
b
f»

•Separate transformers for left and right channels for both
From our UHQRs (Ultra High Quality Records) to our 24
the Line Amp and D/A;
karat gold plated ULTRAI)ISC7one philosophy has
underscored Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab's 15-year history as a •Dual mono configurations for both the Power Amp and
Line Amp;
pioneer and leader in audiophile recordings —making recorded
•Separate transformers for digital and analog supplies, fully
music sound its very best.
discrete post filters and absolute phase inversion for the INA.
This same philosophy inspired the creation of the uurRAmr'
*Each arRANir's'component is priced at $1695. For alimited
series —a100 watt Power Amplifier (150 at 4Ohms), active
time only, you will receive ten 24 karat gold-plated
Line Amplifier with full-function switching, and Digital to
ULTRADISC"CDs —a$300 value —with each purchase.
Analog Converter for CD playback.
Featuring revolutionary proprietary design criteria that
accomplishes amazingly life-like playback, this threecomponent system has none of the grittiness or sterility
typically associated with the CD sound.' Instead, this fullyintegrated solid state series uniquely captures the warmth of
tube technology and adds to it the frequency response of
digital. The uurRAmr"'boasts an expansive, precise
soundstage, superb imaging and extraordinary depth.

How can Mobile Fidelity offer superior high-end sound at
such an affordable price! By selling directly to YOU. The
curRAmr'' is only available by calling our toll-free number,
where audio advisors will answer any questions you may
have and take your order.
Take advantage of this outstanding offer by calling today.
Listening is believing. If after 30 days you are not satisfied
with the uLTRAsiesimply return it for afull refund.

Designed and made in America, the iii.TRAsiP'"combines a The ULTRAMP!' Don't trust us, trust your ears.
variety of state-of-the-art features:
•Discrete circuitry, RF filtering and hand-selected
ors throughout;

mobile fldent7
sound lab

•etyma" ol SOWN. me

obil Fidelity Sound Lab's FREE Audio Seminar coming soon
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not." This response reflects what Ifind to be
akind of schizophrenic attitude on the part
of Stereophile, with regard to hi-fi components
vs music recordings.
There have been several instances in the
past when John Atkinson in particular has
implied acertain dismay over the fact that
audiophiles might spend thousands on upgrading audio components rather than spending money to increase their record (CD) collections. Iagree that there is something that
does not speak to the heart of an interest in
music per se when someone has $25,000
invested in atopnotch system and has but a
couple ofhandfuls of CDs to play on it. That
is an example of an extreme which I'm afraid
does exist. But trying to balance how much
is spent on recordings with what is spent on
equipment might not hold water, either,
when it comes to the musical pleasure derived from those recordings. The difference
ahighly musical, well-integrated and set-up
system might have on the reproduction of
whatever number of discs one owns may
make the investment in equipment upgrades
worthwhile. One may find agreater enjoyment listening to the same music, and this
usually has the effect of moving one to obtain
more discs, with the wish to hear more and
varied kinds of music.
The other aspect of this is the part that Stereophile itself has to play in perking up one's
interest to spend one's money on equipment
upgrades, rather than on music. Let's take the
March issue as acase in point. Although
Corey reviews acouple of "modesdy" priced
CD players from Rotel, Iwould venture to
say that many more readers of Stereophile are
going to be more interested in Robert
Harley's review of the Kinergetics Ultra, at
aretail price of $3995, even if the unit is
financially out of reach. And if one does
intend to spend that much money on adigital
front-end, do you really think it will be his
or her first piece of digital equipment? Which
is to say that these high-ticket items are probably for the most part upgrades to people's
systems, and not first-time system purchases.
And the interest to keep abreast of developments in the hi-fi scene is very much promulgated by ajournal such as Stereophile.
If one were to buy every disc reviewed in
the March issue (I count 30), at an average
price of $14 per, this would cost the reader
about $450 (not eliminating the discs not
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liked by the reviewer). The components
reviewed in the same issue have atotal retail
value of over $23,000, not including the
RoomTunes and AmpClamps. Do you get
what I'm saying? Equipment upgrades are
usually going to be somewhat costly, and
with magazines like Stereophile continuing to
fuel our interest in equipment upgrades, one
may well indeed end up spending more on
equipment than on music. ..
but Iam not
saying that in all instances this is necessarily such abad thing. And Istill find your
reviews of equipment interesting, even if Ido
not intend to purchase the piece in question
(the Mark Levinson No30 D/A processor at
$13,000 being acase in point!). So, while I
am not being critical of Stereophile, Iwould
hope you could clarify what your views on
this are.
STEWART GLICK
Springwater, NY
The Howard Ferstler accusation against audiophiles
as quoted by Stewart Glick is acommon one, echoed
as it is by Richard Chinn's generalization that contributors to Stereophile never listen to asingle song,
piece, symphony, etc. in its entirety. Frankly, this
type of cheap shot, based on the presumption that
while the one making it has integrity—I note that
these people always refer to themselves as being a
"music-lover," a"scientist," or some such word
implying universal respect and acceptance—those
they accuse are alunaticfringe only interested in
the hardwarefor its own sake, says more about the
accuser than the accused. I'm happy to count Mr.
Chinn out, as he requests.
When 1made that brief response to Mr. Ferstler
in March, Iwas ofcourse being provocative. However, Isee no point in spending large sums of money
on hi-fi equipment unless music plays asignificant
role in one's lift. While it is sadly true that there will
always be someone with a$25,000 system on which
he—it's always ahe, isn't it?—playsfive audiophileapproved recordings, music does appear to play a
major role in the lives of this magazine's readers.
Our readership surveys in 1988 and 1991, the
source of the statistics cited by David Marks, showed
that audiophiles who read Stereophile spend on
average 11 hours aweek listening to recorded music;
they buy on average just over one new CD or LP
aweek; and the average LP/CD collection numbers 720 recordings. At new prices, this means that
the average reader does have asoftware collection
worth at least as much as his or her hi-fi system.
From this viewpoint, however, this magazine's
writing staff is not typical. From Publisher Larry
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AUDIO CABLES and WIRES
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AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

6N-A2030/Balanced Type Interconnect Cable
/Application of high purity copper (99.9999% or purer) to audio and video products>
in the U.S.A. is a patent of Nippon Mining Co.,Ltd. (U.S. Patent No.4, 792, 369)

NIPPON MINING CO-LTD.
Marketed and Sold in the US. Canada and Europe by
NIMTEC Inc.. 2929 West Chandler Blvd., Chandler. AZ 85224
Phone 602-732-9857 Fax. 602-899-0779

Archibald and Founderf Gordon Holt downward,
the common element tying this diverse group ofpeople together is that they all have very large collections of recordings. Almost without exception, these
collections are worth several times the value oftheir
systems, as inflated in price as the latter may be. In
fact, you could say that this is the one essential
qualeation someone must have in order to be able
to review hi-fi components for Stereophile.—JA

with the market. A friend and Icritically
auditioned the ARC 20-bit DAC, LS-2 preamp, and Krell 64X DAC in his system over
aweekend. Your reviewers don't even average
one product review amonth.
Ilook forward to more each month of
what Iwant from my Stereophile subscription.
GEORGE M ONAGLE
Syracuse, NY

TIMBER ERRATA

Iwish it were possiblefor us to review every signecant product that comes down the pike. As it is,
however, while Stereophile does review more products each year than its competitors, even we can do
no more than scratch the surface with what we hope
is arepresentative and interesting selection. (Incidentally, the Mark Levinson No.28 was reviewed by
Robert Deutsch in thefuly '92 issue and while we
have not reviewed the Krell KSA-150, Lewis Lipnick and Roben Harley did report on the very similar
KM-250 in ourfanuary 1991 issue Vol.14 No.l.
Ido agree, however, that we have been somewhat
WASTE OF SPACE?
remiss in not reviewing productsfrom Krell Digital.)
Editor:
Regarding the apparently poor productivity of our
Your May 1992 issue, once again, was a reviewers, Ican only promise to whip them harder.
quick-read for myself as well as several of my
In their defence, however, our experience has generfriends who also subscribe to Stereophile. You
ally been that it does take alittle longer than aweekwasted 33 pages of that issue describing
end to critically andfairly audition three high-end
minutiae of the new Test CD 2which should
products.
—J
A
be in the booklet with the disc and not taking
up space that Iand other subscribers pay for.
M ERCURY, HOLT, &HERESY
In that issue you also reviewed aCD player
Editor:
for which there are only four dealers (not
Iwholeheartedly agree with Paul Kamler's
likely that most of your readers will be able
assessment of the Mercury Living Presence
to audition the unit at their local dealer).
LPs. They are as hard as nails, but one thing
While wasting valuable space in issues, too
they did have was great soundstaging, and
often you have chosen not to include many
to many high-enders, soundstaging is where
well-regarded mainstream products. To name
sound reproduction begins and ends.
afew: Krell KSA-150 and MDA-300; Krell
Iwill now pile another heresy onto Mr.
MD-1, MD-2, 32X, and 64X DACs; Mark
Kamler's by suggesting that he listen to afew
Levinson No.28 and Wadia 64.4.
of the Mercury recordings in their CD reinThe problem with Stereophile (and more so
carnations. Stripped of the limitations of
with TAS) is that you never manage to keep
1960s cutterheads, the high end on these is
up with the market. Sure, there are alot of
much, much better—still not as suave as you
products introduced and/or upgraded every
can get from agood 1990s condenser mike
month. But isn't it your job (in providing a (the Telefunken A-47 had alousy HF peak
service to subscribers) to keep current with
in its response, particularly in its omnidirecevaluating these products for your readers?
tional setting), but much smoother than the
If manufacturers don't cooperate in prooriginal discs. Iknow, Iknow, LPs are supviding their products to you for review, so
posed to be musical while CDs are supposed
what? It's still your job to get them (buy or
to be harsh and shrill. But that just isn't the
borrow them) and let your subscribers know
case here.
about them in atimely manner.
By far the best Living Presence sound I
With all the reviewers listed in Stereophile's
ever heard from disc was not from any Mermasthead, it would seem you could keep up
cury release, but from ademo sampler issued
Editor:
On p.18 of Vol.15 No.6, the third sentence
in the first paragraph of the second letter
should read: "Recent timber product use has
not resulted in areduction in forest acreage
in the US; timber volume in forests has in fact
increased since 1952 (the earliest date for
which we have adequate data)."
BILLY M ATTHEWS
President, Matthews Forestry
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In aperfect world your listening room seats
500 and the conductor begins on your cue.
In the real world you need loudspeakers
with the musicality and lifelike presentation
to transport you to that perfect world.
Introducing the new Mirage 90-Series.
Embodying the celebrated spatial qualities
of our revolutionary M-1 Bipol
arTM
loudspeaker. With graceful styling and
significant technical advancements. With
the singular power to express the boundless
magnificence of the world's finest music.
And with the finesse to relate
each critical detail.
We invite you to audition the new
90-Series at your nearest Mirage dealer.
And experience music without bounds.
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See the music.
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by Bose Corp. sometime during the early
'70s. Entitled The Sound ofBose, it was acompilation of short but complete excerpts from
avariety of Living Presence symphonic titles.
It's long out of print, but Iadvise anyone
who stumbles across acopy of it (the jacket
was white with black lettering) to snap it up.
J. GORDON HOLT
Boulder, CO

M ERCURY, HERESY, &
DISTORTION

Editor:
The fulminating letter from Mr. Paul Kaniler
in the June 1992 issue, in which he takes the
Mercury Living Presence recordings to task,
raised my hackles until Irealized that he is
technically right; but Ithink he missed C.
Robert Fine's point. As Iunderstand the
intent, the Mercury Living Presence records
were an attempt to allow the home listener
to hear the music as the conductor hears it, from
an ideal seat-that-never-was.
When Iwas an engineering student at the
University of Cincinnati (1957-61), Iattended as many concerts of the Cincinnati
Symphony as possible, most of which were
under the baton of the great Max Rudolf. (I'll
never forget an all-Strauss/Mozart concert
with Roberta Peters. Wow!) My favorite seat
in Cincinnati's wonderful Music Hall, which
was laid out in ahorseshoe shape, was in the
front row of the upper balcony, on one side
or the other, well toward the front of the hall.
There Iwould simulate (as best Icould) Bob
Fine's single microphone "suspended above
and slightly behind" the conductor, although
of course Ihad astereo pair to listen with! I
have always preferred balcony seats, from
which Ican listen down into the orchestra.
Yes, there is distortion on the Mercury
recordings (nothing is perfect; no, not even
CDs!), which Ihappen to find very good
sounding; Iam apparently immune to the
digititis that afflicts most of the high-end
press. The great recording engineers ran into
abit of tape-overload distortion now and
again in their attempts to capture wide
dynamic range. To quote Confucius: Better
adiamond with aflaw than apebble without.
The Mercury Living Presence CDs, in my
opinion, are comparable in every way to the
LPs of yore, marred only by the minor tape
deterioration that has regrettably (but perhaps inevitably) occurred over the years.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

Wilma Cozart Fine has done areal service to
music lovers, both in helping to make the
records in the first place and in making them
available at bargain prices now. Whether or
not one agrees with the original recording
philosophy, or even likes the records at all,
their worth is amatter of opinion and taste
and cannot be called into question. (See also
RI.% reply to Mr. Edward Fagen in the same
issue; Ihave to admit that RL is right, even
though Isee things the way Mr. Fagen does.)
CHUCK CRAWFORD
St. Albans, WV
WAY-COOL COREY
Editor:
We at Stereo Design appreciate having been
included in Guy Lemcoe's San Diego vinyl
roundup in June. We've moved to larger
(7000 sq. ft.) digs since Guy's visit; anyone
who wants to check out our substantially
increased record collection is welcome to visit
us at 9240 Clairernont Mesa Boulevard, right
across the street from our old store.
On an almost-related note, Corey Greenberg's otherwise way-cool review of Nirvana's Neverrnind indicates CD only. Not so,
amigo—we've got 'em on flat, black, allanalog plastic.
RICH DECUIR
Stereo Design, San Diego, CA

COREY, THE WAY ILIKE IT
Editor:
I
just received my June issue in today's mail,
and as usual cannot sleep because Ihaven't
finished reading it yet. Still, Ifound it necessary to finally break down and write to
you. It's 1:30am so please excuse any grammatical errors; my cognitive processes have
slowed, to say the least.
The reason Ifelt compelled to write was
the disconcerting lack of Corey Greenberg
in this issue. Ienjoy his articles so much that
Iinvited him to lunch afew months ago to
get alittle fix of his wit and wisdom when
Iwas running alittle low. (By the way, thanks
for coming, Corey; let's not be strangers.) His
piece on Nirvana's recording had me rolling
on the floor. Ifeel the same way about today's flabby-butted, let-Dad-mow-the-lawn
youth. Iread it to my wife, who normally
doesn't care for music talk, and she smiled
the same way she does when Italk about
something she cares about.
Corey mentions how good Nirvana's
23

This is especially true in the audio field where everyone, h, ... studio engineers to
manufacturers and reviewers, needs asolid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF Reference Series has been astandard by which all
other loudspeakers have been judged. The latest benchmark for loudspeakers is the
KEF Reference Series Model 105/3.
The 105/3's draw upon KEF's ground-breaking research into
the interaction of speakers and room acoustics: coupled-cavity
bass loading for deep bass from the smallest possible enclosures;
conjugate load matching, which uses amplifier power to its full
advantage and KUBE, KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which
produces the bass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3's are the first Reference Series speakers to use Uni -Q
technology.
Only the
Uni-Q: the first coincident-source drivers.
KU Uni-0

driver places the tweeter
inside the woofers voice coil.

KEF Uni -0 is an engineering breakthrough: the first truly
coincident-source driver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker would be apoint source;
unfortunately, multiple-driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most powerful of all magnetic materials, KEF has
created atweeter so small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice coil. In effect,
every Uni -Q driver is apoint source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as awave guide for the tweeter and controls its
dispersion. The entire frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly the same
time, producing seamless sound no matter where the listener sits. Unwanted reflections within the room are actually reduced, and the music you hear is
less colored.
If you appreciate music, audition the Reference 105/3's. For any
audiophile system, they are "standard" equipment.

KEF Electfonscs of Ansenca, Inc., 1701 Touchstone
Color.) fleights, VA 23834 (804)520 7200

Rd

Fax (804)5207260

The Speaker Engineers.

music made him feel. There's some rock from
afew years ago that does that for me, but not
much new rock can get me through the Austin traffic with asmile. Ican't wait to hear the
entire CD! Maybe I'll be able to say, "Hell,
yes, Officer; Iwas doing 90 in a55 during
rush hour! There's no emergency, this tape
just kicks ass!"
Could we please not see any more issues
with such asparse serving from the Greenberg School of Music and what to play it on?
Although all your writers are exceptional, he
tells it the way it is in away few do today—
THE WAY ILIKE IT Besides, his article
made Christina smile—and you wouldn't
want to see her frown.
Tom MACKAY
Audio-visual Consultations, Austin, TX

COREY'S SPOT ON!

Editor:
Iread Corey Greenberg's review of MFSL:s
Quadrophenia with much amusement (as all
of his reviews). Itoo have wondered what
goes on in the minds of the folks at MFSL.
But let's not be too hasty in condemning
their efforts.
First, they really did apretty good job on
the Beatles stuff (but then they blew it on the
Stones box set). When you compare MFSL
Beade albums to US or even UK pressings,
they really stand out. It sounds as if they
EQ'd the bass up alittle, so if you want a
more accurate pressing, go Japanese.
Corey is on the mark, however, when it
comes to selection of material. I'm always
amused flipping through the "audiophile"
used-record section to find so many titles that
have so little interest. (No point in getting
specific here and offending someone's taste.)
And he's right on the results: Many original
releases sound better.
The point Corey didn't touch on is that
they are still collectible from the vinyl junkie
standpoint. Actually, they did make some
very interesting records. Try Aqualung (if you
can find it). But why Cosmo's Factory and not
Bayou Country? Why do Woodstock? Why do
the Stones at all, anyway? Perhaps the reason is that the amount of royalties to be paid
determines the release.
Ican't believe the amount of people
offended by Corey. His statements about
music over sound quality, and hi-fi nerds, are
spot on!
BOB SHELDON
Benicia, CA
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TOILET-TRAIN COREY

Editor:
You must see to it that Mr. Greenberg is
toilet-trained.
STEVE MIHILKA
New York, NY

REGRESSION TO THE CIRCUS

Editor:
Send Robert Deutsch to the Excalibur Breakfast Buffet next time he attends the Las Vegas
WCES (April, p.99). The "regression to the
mean" exception still holds, but they are ahair
better than Circus Circus for something
which won't improve on second impression.
GARY CLAUSEN
Colorado Springs, CO

DON'T BASH ENGINEERS

Editor:
Iam writing to express my annoyance with
the unwarranted and misinformed bashing
of recording engineers by some audiophiles.
In arecent issue of Stereophile, aletter from
areader described recording engineers as
"featherbedders," sonically ignorant cretins
who deliver "only 4% of the sound" The
example of recording ignorance given by the
reader was amicrophone placed close in front
of an electric guitar amp. The reader felt that
this would deliver only asmall percentage
(4%!) of the total sound coming from the
instrument. The reader didn't say whether
this technique was observed in astudio or on
astage, and did not mention whether or not
he had any experience in mike technique for
amplified guitar. If the reader has no experience in recording or sound reinforcement,
then questioning such close mike placement
is understandable. Insulting us is not.
The close mike is placed there because the
sound is brighter at that position and we
want some of that brightness for the final
sound. In astudio, the close mike would
usually be augmented by another (preferably
stereo) mike for the room sound. If the
instrument is acoustic, then amike would
usually be placed in front of it, about I' to
3' away. The artist or producer will choose
some combination of the mikes as the desired
sound. The decision is artistic, not technical.
In asound-reinforcement situation the close
position is dictated by the necessity of avoiding feedback and, to alesser extent, the need
to avoid leakage of other sounds into that
mike. These mike techniques are the result
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of many years' experience. The reader's remarks about recording engineers suggest that
the reader has little or no experience in music
recording and is hurling insults based on misinformation.
Most of the artistic decisions for arecording are made by the producer or the record
company executives, not the recording
engineer. We are usually told what kind of
sound the producer wants and then expected
to deliver it NOW! Some producers encourage creative input from the engineer and
some do not, lithe producer wants something that Idon't like or makes my work difficult, Istill have to deliver what they want.
One of the aspects of recording which is
usually left to the recording engineer is the
selection and placement of the microphones.
Of all the elements that go into recording and
reproducing sound, few have an effect as significant as moving or changing amicrophone. If you enjoy tweaking asound system and listening to the results, try moving
mikes around adrum set! Try putting up
different stereo pairs in front of an orchestra! Iencourage the reader to purchase his
own recording equipment and enlighten us
all with his unprecedented recording quality.
To be honest with you, Istarted out to
write an angry letter on behalf of recording
engineers everywhere. You have no idea of
the expense and hard work that go into running arecording studio. My normal work
day is at least 12 hours; and if you think stereo
gear is expensive, try buying premium
recording equipment! Although you may
find this hard to believe, most recording engineers are rabid hyperlisteners like you. If you
want the recording community to become
more sensitive to the interests of audiophiles,
then try some intelligent and open-minded
dialogue with us. Misinformed insults will
only add to the problem.
May Isuggest that Stereophile make contact
with some recording studios in your area and
make arrangements to visit some of them
during sessions. I'm sure you'll find afew
who would enjoy being part of an ongoing
series of dialogue and listening experiments
with your magazine. The studios will become more connected to the opinions ofyour
readers and Stereophile readers will gain insight not only into how recordings are made
but why things are done the way they are.
Hopefully this would help to clear up the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

misunderstandings which currently exist.
Toward this end, we are talking with John
Spelt of Quintessence Audio in Naperville,
IL about making aseries of recordings of several kinds of music using avariety of recording equipment and techniques. We hope to
produce aseries of radio shows focusing on
how recording technology and techniques
affect and enhance our enjoyment of music.
We'll keep you posted on our progress. In the
meantime, Iwould like to request that your
readers refrain from bashing recording engineers and instead try to learn more about the
process which allows them to enjoy music
whenever they like.
JOHN MCCORTNEY
President, AirWave Recording Studios
Chicago, IL
Robert Harley responds to Mr. McCortney's letter in this month's "As We See It."
—JA
'illAT SPEAKER TEST
Editor:
Imuch appreciate the effort Tom Norton and
his colleagues put into the listening-panel test
of "inexpensive" loudspeakers in May. There
is great meaning within these tests for those
who wish to read between the lines.
Ithought Iwould put TJN's numerical
rating system to akind of self-consistency
test. Iexamined the list of the top four
speakers from each reviewer, and for each
entry Iassigned ascore of 4for the topranked speaker, 3for the second-ranked, 2
for the third-ranked, and 1for the fourthranked. Then Isummed these rank scores for
each loudspeaker and divided by 8, since
there were 8reviewers, and hence 8opportunities for each speaker to appear in some
reviewer's list of the top four.
The resulting plot of reviewer's score vs
rank score is shown in fig.l. It shows that,
5.2
5. 1
5.0
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4.7
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2

Fig. IAverage reviewer score vs rank score from
top four loudspeakers.
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for the most part, the reviewer scores are
nearly alinear function of the rank scores.
The most glaring exception is the lonely KEF
Q60 loudspeaker, which received ahigh
score of 4.95 from the reviewers, but did not
do well in the top four ranking.
This may be explained by the fact that the
speaker did well at what it was designed to
do, namely have flat response with arolledoff bass to be used somewhere near awall for
reinforcement. Placing the speakers on stands
well away from walls biased the panel against
this type of speaker. Furthermore, the Q60
is designed to maintain adirectional forwardradiation pattern at high frequencies. This
keeps highs from spraying off of the side
walls and enhancing asense of spaciousness
at the expense of image specificity, which
may run against the personal preferences of
some of the reviewers.
If you wanted to, you could construct a
two-way analysis-of-variance table with
speaker model and reviewer as factors. This
would permit one to determine whether
there was astatistically significant difference between reviewers and between loudspeakers, once an estimate of the variance was
obtained.
VICTOR STAGGS
Orange, CA

was seen in the men's room at the CES wearing adress and smoking apipe filled with
polypropylene! That rumor has about as
much accuracy as Dick Olsher's account of
my and NYAUs struggle to perfect the Futterman circuit and my business dealings with
Julius Futterman. Doug Cassara is about as
reliable asource for that information as the
man who saw Dick wearing adress. For
implying that Ihad dishonorable dealings
with Julius and not substantiating those
rumors, I1) demand aformal apology, and
2) award Stereophile the 1992 Richard "Tricky
Dick" Nixon Award for Audio Reporting.
If readers of Stereophile believe Iam upset
by this, they are right. For example, when I
asked Counterpoint's Michael Elliott and
Laura Hendershot to stop illegally using my
OTL Amplifier°trademark, they faxed me
these two comments:
"Dear Mr. Rosenberg,
"It has been widely reported [presumably referring to the Olsher article—HR] that you bilked
the Futterman widow out of her husband's
design. Your intellectual property? [I never
claimed the circuit was my intellectual properly, only
the name—HR] Most people invent or at least
pay for property they call their own. [I did
handsomely, which is why the OTL has inspired
so many copies, and why they, too, are making someROSENBERG 8c MUSIC
thing they call an 071 Ampleier.®—HR] May
Editor:
Isuggest you get back to developing Gizmos
Dick Olsher's interesting review (and tweakfor abetter world. [I couldn't agree more, including) of the Fourier Sans Pareil OTL ampliing some new audio equipment.—HR] —Laura
fier in June prompted this letter. Ibelieve that
Hendershot, Counterpoint"
nothing positive can come out of publishAre mealy-minded readers easy marks for
ing hearsay about the relationship between
mealy-minded reporting? Iremember the
Mr. Rosenberg and Mr. Futterman. Besides
good old days, when the power of the press
helping keep affordable tube equipment in
could make an audiophile or manufacturer
the spotlight, Mr. Rosenberg has been inquake! Don't you get it, Dick Olshers of the
strumental in giving me many, many hours
world? In the real world there is atradition
ofjoy listening to music though some of his
of high standards for journalism in terms of
electronics.
JOSEPH STERN, D.P.M.
respecting aperson's good name. You treated
San Francisco, CA
this subject as if you worked for The National
Enquirer. [Actually, DO did make it clear that he
ROSENBERG t9e
was reporting Doug Cassara's opinion.—Ed.]
TRICKY DICK OLSHER
Shall Iburden you with the facts, genEditor:
tlemen?
Who says that Stereophile is the guardian of
When Doug Cassara introduced me to
the audio reviewing high ground? Can I Julius Futterman, he was adying man. He
come to the rescue of those readers who have
had abad heart, and was extremely depressed
fallen under the spell of Dick Olsher's review
for agood reason. He was soon going to die,
of the Sans Pareil amplifier?
with his lifelong love (his circuit) passing into
1) Have you heard the rumor? Iknew aman
oblivion. No one—not the five or six differwho heard from some guy that Dick Olsher
ent companies who had previous licensSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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"the Theta Data is the bes:
CD transport I've heard
and by awide margin.
The Theta Data redefines what we
can expect from a CD transport.
...presenting an unrivaled smoothness
and liquidity to instrumental textures, a
remarkable freedom from hash and
grain, and throwing a huge sense of
transparent space before the listener.
...should be considered by audiophiles
on any budget."
—Robert Harley
Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11
November 1991
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ing agreements with him—was able to perfect his circuit. The Futterman circuit was
doomed to be a"one-at-a-time-out-ofspare-parts" tweaker's nightmare. Iand
NYAL were his last chance for carrying on
his work. Inaïvely assumed that Mr. Futterman, the audio legend, had afull understanding of the operation (and snafus) of his own
circuit and would guide our design efforts.
It did [not] take long to discover why, during 25 years of attempts, no one (including
serious attempts made in Japan and Europe)
had been able to translate Futterman's handtweaked amplifier into acommercial product:
paradoxically, Futterman, the OTL guru,
didn't understand agaggle of electro-mechanical snafus inherent in OM circuits. Soon
after we signed our licensing agicrinent, Futterman became very sick and senile and
couldn't assist us in the development work.
We then discovered that he didn't have any
engineering notes to guide us—he kept
everything in his head! Talk about agizmological mess!
It took the engineering team of Ted Hammond, Jon Syder, George Kaye, abrilliant
radio-transmitter circuit-board designer, a
year of work, and too much money (it almost
bankrupted the company) to finally create the
circuit which everyone is now copying—
the CrI1-3 circuit. For Olsher to say that the
OTL-3 is similar to an H-3a is akin to saying aJohn Deere tractor is similar to aPorsche
Carrera.
Of course, Tricky Dicky could have made
one phone call and gotten the story straight
(including how we solved the Barkenhausen
oscillation problem) rather than implying
that Islimed Futterman while discounting
our development work. By the way, Doug
Cassara was recovering from acrippling auto
accident during this time and had no firsthand knowledge of my business and technical dealings with Futterman.
2) The Ravings ofaRavenous Raver Rave On.
In the early 1980s, Ipissed off the audio press
when, Harvey the unknown bigmouth upstart, Istarted to rave. To wit: What happened
to the millions of dollars the high-end audio
industry spent on research to create state-ofthe-art solid-state amplifiers when arather
imperfect 1954 all tube circuit was doing
better than 99.99% of the modern amplifier
circuits? Tricky Dicky's review confirms the
validity of that still-unanswered question.
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3) What the World Needs is a$600 Solid-State
071 Amplyier. We all know it's possible to
duplicate the transfer function of the Futterman amplifier in asolid-state amplifier. So
why hasn't anyone done it? Such aproduct
will cause the next leap forward in the highend audio industry.
4) Tricky Dicky Catches GIL Fever. The legend is true—once you've got it, there is no
cure! Has Tricky Dicky ever heard the OTL
circuit with 24 output tubes? Did he ever hear
the all-triode OTT..? (I listen to a10W alltriode with your basic 100-lb regulated B+
power supply.) Did he know that the OTL
circuit without aregulated B+ power supply
(the OTL-1) is an underachiever? Is Dick
aware of awhole family ofexperimental OTL
circuits that NYAL developed? Does Dick
know about the top-secret output coupling
capacitor NYAL had designed in Japan by
Rubycon that will send tweakers into orgasmic states? Or what about powering the filaments of the input stage with car batteries,
Dick? Is anew Futterman circuit about to
emerge that will redefine the meaning of
searching for musical ecstasy at home? Has
Dick ever heard an GM circuit on Celestion
loudspeakers? Or on my personal favorites—
apair of super-tweaked Spica Angeluses,
whose virtues compelled me to retire my
Quad ESLs? No one has heard the genius of
Mr. Spica until you listen to them [with]
OTL amplifiers. ..
did Dick ever listen to
the OTLs on apair of bi-amped B&Ws?
Shouldn't it be compulsory review procedure for all small monitor speakers to be
reviewed with DATMAN master tapes and
OTL amplifiers?
Or, to put it another way: Why don't audio
reviewers come out of the amplifier closet
and fully explore OTL amplifier aésthetics
as away of stimulating the next generation
of amplifier designs?
The Sans Pareil amp is abargain at $3000,
and should be sold to every serious audio
reviewer for parts cost so it will be abasic tool
of evaluation. To do less is to do an injustice
to competent speaker designers and the public. Every Stereophile reader has the right to
have all appropriate speakers put to the On
test.
5) Thank youfor all the compliments, but please
don't break the law. Imitation is the highest
form of flattery, and none of the existing
copies of [the] OTL. circuit would be available
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if NYAL had not de-snafued the Futterman
circuit. Ihave, over the last few years, notified
the editors of Stereophile that both OTL
Amplifiers and Julius Futterman® are registered trademarks that Iown, and may not
be used without my permission or copyright
notation.
6) The last ofMr. Nice Guy. Let's go OTLcrazy. Would the esteemed readers of Stereophik, solid-state designers, tweakers, or spies
like to own schematics of the Futterman circuits, including the H3a, OTL-3, OTL-1, or
OTL-2 triode? Just send $10 to me at 137
Clinton Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11205.
HARVEY ROSENBERG
Brooklyn, NY

said, "Hey, it looks like this board works
...," Harvey entered the shop somewhat
shaken and said, "Julius just died, can you
believe it?" We were shocked!
Well, anyway, the family started to play
legal games. Mrs. Futterman, who was dying
from cancer and often not in her right mind,
changed her mind daily about whether to
permit the product to continue with her husband's design, etc. Other members of the
family, as well as their lawyer, eventually
reached anew settlement of royalties, and
although Iwas strictly aproduction/engineering person, Ido know that there were
monies paid (how much or how accurate is
debatable).
Ialso wish to mention that WonderCaps
ROSENBERG &CASSARA
(for reasons Ido not understand) simply do
Editor:
not sound good in OTL amps. Ihave tried
Iwish to offer afew "notes of clarification"
this on Futterman and Counterpoint amplito Doug Cassara's comments in Dick 01fiers,2as well as on the CLARK-011 Iprosher's Fourier OTL amplifier review in Vol.15
totyped when running GSI,and they simply
No.6.
don't work. Ialso strongly suggest that Dick
While Iknow Doug, and consider him a try adding an outboard bank of Computerfriend,1Ido feel he is allowing his hatred of
lyric caps to the Fourier's power supply.
Harvey Rosenberg to make some seriously
Compared to "real" capacitors, the Rubyflawed and unfounded accusations. While I con Photoflashes simply lack the solidity in
put in many hours (usually an 18-hour day)
the low end when used in any amp. Phofor the few years I, Ted Hammond, Jon
toflashes work well with the quick discharges
Snyder, and Harvey tried to get the seminal
they were made for, but in audio circuits we
Tube-God/NYAL machine to fly, Iwas also
want aresistance to the ability to quickly lose
bitter, since Iwas to become ashareholder
the built-up charges in thecap. Since the Futwhen the company went public, become a terman output stage uses about 500mA at
partner, etc. So let this preface the comments
idle, but peaks to 7amps at clipping (no kidbelow, and help make clear that Iam the least
ding!), this change is important. Ioften added
likely guy to defend old Harv.
afew thousand microfarads of ComputerWhat, in fact, was the case was that anylyrics to the OTL-3s when modifying, and
one (NYAL induded) had to produce aworkthe improving dynamics and low end are
ing production sample which was to meet
very clearly heard. This is further seen if you
the approval ofJulius before commencing
hear the OTL-1 compared to the OTL-3 side
construction. He gave acompany ayear to
by side.
make things work; if it didn't, you would not
Finally, the best 6EJ7 in the world is the
be granted permission to mass-produce. In
Russian-made one with the shiny silver
fact, we spent legal funds to get Golden Ear
screening. They are labeled "Made in USSR"
in Minnesota to cease and desist with atand sound great. The grey-screened tube (it
tempts to market the products they tried to
looks almost as if it's corroded, with holes
make from Futterman's designs. We actually
in it) from Japan, although not as sexy lookgot the first 011-3 production (sample) on
ing, is okay, but the Russian tubes always
aPC board working on the day Futterman
prove the best, when you can find them.
died. (I believe on aFriday, complete with
thunderstorms, lights flickering, and high
2Dick owes it to himself to review the Counterpoint SA-4
winds; Iswear, it was like aHollywood movie
OTLs. Although they have had some reliability problems, they
scene.) Not ten minutes after Ted Hammond
sound great. Roger EModjeskil designed them.... Ironically,
IIt's interesting that Doug, who makes aFutterman of his
own, has not sent his amp to DO for acomparison.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

Roger's RM-9 uses my dual 6DJ8 cascode differential amp
from my ST-70 modification.. Oh, well. (DO is currently
working on areview of the Counterpoints.—Ed.]
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Thanks for the forum, and good luck to
those able to keep both the tube and OTL
flames lit.
ANDY FUCHS
Bloomfield, NJ

DYNAGROOVE

Editor:
Even though Iwas not around in the days of
Dynagroove, and in truth have had very little
listening experience with vinyl recordings
(and none at all with Dynagroove), Ifeel
agreat urge to address the subject of the
Fletcher-Munson curves mentioned in Vol.15
No.6, p.83. Unless Iam missing the point of
JGH's argument, he is absolutely correct in
stating that increasing the bass content of
crescendos and attenuating low frequencies
when there is little to begin with would create
an illusion of greater dynamic range. As will
be seen, JA was incorrect in his footnote.
The Fletcher-Munson curves show two
distinct and important properties of psychoacoustics: 1) in general, higher-frequency
sounds seem considerably louder than lowfrequency sounds of the same volume, and
2) as overall volume increases, perceived volume of low frequencies increases faster than
perceived volume of high frequencies.
JGH's statement about perceived dynamic
range is supported by property 2: arelatively
small change in LF volume results in asubjectively larger change in perceived volume,
regardless of the fact that the ear is less sensitive to low-frequency sounds. Simply put,
the ear is more sensitive to sounds in the
lkHz-51cHz range than in the 20Hz-100Hz
range, but it is more sensitive to volume
dynamics in the lower range than it is in the
upper range. In his footnote, JA was correct
in stating property 1of the F-M curves, but
was wrong in applying it to the dynamics of
the LF range. Boosting bass when there is little, and cutting bass when there is alot, only
serve to reduce the dynamic range of sounds
in the region ofhearing most sensitive to such
volume changes—truly ahideous, hideous
mistake for RCA. Therefore the premise of
Dynagroove is abad one at all volumes, and
has no correct one, as JA concluded.
At any rate, we must remember that any
equalization, whether intentional or one
resulting from equipment imperfections, is
permanent damage to the recorded sound.
One analogy Ilike to use relates the response
curve of an acoustic event to athin-walled
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

pipe (or aheavy wire for those solid-core
freaks): once the pipe has been bent, it can
never be restored to its original shape. Certainly schemes such as Dynagroove that so
greatly affect the fundamental aspects of a
musical event are the bane of the quest for
genuine fidelity.. ..
Iwould like to use this forum to make a
request of the high-end recording industry.
From the F-M curves it is easy to see that,
as overall volume of amusical event changes,
the ear's "equalization curve" changes quite
abit. Generally, the louder abroadband event
is, the more perceived bass content there is.
Therefore playback of any recording should
simulate rather closely the volume of the
original event to reproduce the event with
the intended balance. Ibelieve this is one
point ofJA's footnote on p.83, even though
he mistakenly came to this conclusion [only]
for the Dynagroove recordings instead of for
every recording ever made The volume present at any recording venue should be the volume incident upon the listener's ears, whether
present at the recording or at home.
Thus Icall upon those recording labels that
use great care in their recordings, such as
Chesky and Reference and so forth, to include in their liner notes the average sound
level at the microphones, so that people at
home can match that level at their listening
seats (any audiophile should be able to afford
a$30 sound-level meter from Radio Shack).
Or maybe each disc could have apure-tone
track to set levels by. No, Iguess that'sjust
adream ...
but agood one. Is anyone listening?. ..
DWAIN WHIT71NGTON
Winchester, VA
The venerableJGH has also pointed out to me that
Imisunderstood the thrust of his comments in that
1963 article on Dynagroove, explaining that Ifyou
want to make the ear think it's hearing more ofa
volume increase than is really there, one way to do
it would be to stimulate the ear's natural response
change to increased volume—by boosting the bass
during louder passages. My apologies to him and
to readers. Iagree with Mr. Whittington, however,
that arbitrary equalization will damage the recording. In addition, ¡feel that not only areference tone
for setting level would be agood idea, but including aseries offrequency tones on commercial recordings, such as are used at the head of master tapes
to help align the replay deck, would also be abig
help.
-JA $
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suered
ff
amassive blow at
the conclusion of the Summer CES with the
death of Sal Demicco. To many people, Sal
was abig, burly, gruff kind of guy. To those
of us fortunate enough to have gotten to
know him better, he was much, much more.
Sal was never eager to take the glory, but
always willing to lend aknowledgeable and
helping hand to anyone who asked.' He
quietly helped an awful lot of people in audio.
His contributions to speaker development,
AC line filtering, interconnect and speakerwire construction, acoustic room treatment,
crossover design, and ahost of other products have gone largely unappreciated. When
Sal first introduced many of these innovations, we tended to view him as amadman.
Unfortunately for Sal, it took most of us a
long time to catch up with him and his brilliant insights.
Sal had alifelong passion for audio. At the
CES, he introduced an entirely new line of
wire and power-conditioning products called
Omega Gold. He had spent the last few years
of his far too short life developing these prod1And even to those who didn't ask. At Stereophik's 1989 show
in San Mateo, the crossover board of one of the B&W 801s
we were using for our amplifier listening tests had selfdestructed in transit. While Iwas gazing at the silent speaker
in horror, Sal (who just happened to be passing by) rolled up
his shirt sleeves, got out asoldering iron, and with the help
of Scott Rundle of B&W, fixed the problem. Ahero and aheck
of anice guy.
—JA
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ucts, which incorporated his latest thinking.
His sons will carry on Sal's work.
If there was anything positive about the
timing of Sal's death, it was that he was surrounded by his friends, with people who
shared his passion and understood his genius.
He is survived by his three sons—Rick,
Ralph, and Sal Jr.—his daughter Jennifer, and
his wife Irene. Sal was asweet and caring
man. We will miss the big guy dearly.

UK: Ken Kessler

Melodrama. Pure showbiz. Brilliant PR. Call
it what you will, but you just have to admire
the timing of the KEF salvation announcement: smack in the middle of the Summer
CES at Chicago. Most of the British contingent knew before flying off to the US that
Meridian had been saved 2through aman2See "Industry Update," Vol.15 No.7, p33. A management
syndicate formed by Bob Stuart bought Boothroyd Stuart,
Meridian Audio, and Meridian America from the receivers,
Price Waterhouse, on May 30, 1992. The new, privately
owned Meridian Group has the following structure: Meridian
Audio Ltd. (sales) is the holding company, with two subsidiaries: Meridian America Inc. and Digital Gramophone &
Wireless Ltd. (design and manufacturing). Meridian America
is currently looking for aNational Sales Manager. Inquiries
to: Meridian America Inc., 1701 Touchstone Road, Colonial
Heights, VA 23834. Tel: (804) 520-7200. Fax: (804) 520-7260.
—JA
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The New "MIR CS3.6
A new generation of THIEL loudspeakers has evolved from over 15 years of research,
design, and engineering dedicated to the highest level of home music reproduction.
The new CS3.6 continues the high standards set by the critically acclaimed reference
model CS5 and the more affordable CS2.2. Using all THIEL designed drivers, the CS3.6
provides an extremely high degree of tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic accuracy.
The THIEL tradition of innovation and superior performance continues.

The same 1" metal dome
tweeter used in our flagship
model CS5 eliminates
resonances, energy storage,
and colorations in the audible
range. The short coil/long gap,
large suspension design
provides very low distortion
and high dynamic range. The
result is high frequency
reproduction of unparalleled
clarity and realism.

The 4.5" midrange driver uses
our unique double-surface,
air-core diaphragm (patent
pending) which practically
eliminates "cone breakup"and provides exceptionally clear response. A short
coil/long gap magnet system
is used for very low
distortion. Rigid, cast
magnesium chassis are used
in all CS3.6 drivers to
improve clarity.

The new 10" woofer employs
arigid anodized aluminum
diaphragm to eliminate cone
"break-up" and unwanted
energy storage. A specially
shaped magnetic pole greatly
reduces distortion, and heavy
copper rings maintain an
ultra-stable magnetic field. In
conjunction with the bass
radiator which eliminates the
resonances and noise of a
bass port, the result is
remarkably clean and tonal
bass reproduction to 27Hz.

The baffle is sloped to
properly position the drivers
for correct time alignment
and accurate reproduction of
transient musical information.
It also incorporates rounded
edges to greatly reduce
energy diffraction which
contributes to very "open"
reproduction.

A 3" thick baffle, 1" thick
cabinet walls, and extensive
internal bracing greatly
increase cabinet stiffness. By
reducing unwanted vibration,
both clarity and imaging
performance are improved.

The synthesized first-order
acoustic crossover is a25
element unit implemented
with 36 parts. It provides
extremely uniform tonal
response (±1.5dB), and
completely phase accurate
transitions between drivers to
preserve the recording's
spatial information. Custommade polystyrene capacitors
and low-oxygen copper, aircore inductors are used for
very low distortion and highly
transparent reproduction.

Cabinets are finished in either
mirror-matched Amberwood
or gloss black lacquer.
Custom finishes are available
by special order.

Suggested Retail $3900/pair •Call or write for literature and the name of your nearest 1111EL dealer.
111IEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427

agement buyout, but the big question mark
still remained: What about KEF? So now we
know. It's been purchased from the receiver
by Kinergetics Holdings (UK) Ltd., atriumvirate of two venture capital firms—Gold
Peak Industries, based in Hong Kong, and
the British PL Banner and Associates whose
chairman, Paul Banner, has become the new
company's chairman—and an American
audio company, Kinergetics Research. Yes,
this is the same Kinergetics fronted by the
cuddly Tony Di Chiro, ahi-fi enthusiast
whose love for this crazy industry knows no
bounds. Gold Peak holds 50% of the new
company and Kinergetics Research 40%. But
with Kinergetics in the partnership, there's
no way that KEF will be reduced to amere
badge attached to junk. But let's back up.
The announcement mentioned the acquisition not just of KEF, but of Celestion as well
from its textile manufacturing parent? And
this was the shocker of the year, the best-kept
secret imaginable. Why? Because nobody
even knew that the profitable Celestion was
on the market. (Silly, when you think about
it; everything has its price, including hi-fi
companies.) It means that two of Great Britain's largest speaker makers are part of the
same family. Iwas told that the combined
might makes the group the fourth largest
specialist speaker firm in the universe.
Let's leave Celestion, though, because it's
too much ola surprise. All Iknow is that
under the Kinergetics Holdings (UK) banner,
KEF's and Celestion's autonomies will be
maintained for the foreseeable future and it
will be business as usual. Assuming that the
shareholders approve of the purchase, Celestion will continue as Celestion International
Ltd., no longer connected to the company
known as Celestion Industries plc, while
KEF will be known as KEF Audio (UK).
Aside from the option for Celestion to
acquire the property and factory from its
former parent, and Gordon Provan remaining as Celestion's Managing Director, that's
it. No change for the time being.
KEF is another story entirely. The company was in financial trouble! It went into
receivership. Things did not look too good.
3According to an article in die June 2issue of London's Financial Times. Kinergetics Holdings paid £4.7 million (around
58.5 million) for Celestion, including £1.6 million of debt and
£500,000 of goodwill. The price paid for KEF was not disclosed.
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The new owners will, therefore, have to kick
some butt, especially if KEF is to regain its
reputation as aspeaker maker that matters.
Which leads me to this open letter to KEF's
new owners.
Whatever the behind-the-scenes problems,
part of KEF's downfall was undoubtedly
product-based. And alot of it came down
to attitude All you have to do is look around
at KEF's direct competitors to see who's
doing well and who isn't. The answer is
obvious. The companies which think retailers, customers, and reviewers are knownothings and necessary evils, the companies
which think that hi-fi design is amatter of
mere specifications, those that wish it were
1968, when they could toss afew samples off
to "friendly" reviewers for the obligatory
rave—they're the ones sweating in the '90s.
Then you look at companies like Mission
and Tannoy, enjoying great success during
arecession. Both companies, while professional as can be, also employ people with ears.
Mission has always had Farad Azima around,
and we all know what aloveable space cadet
that terminal audiophile is. Heruy Azima, the
designer, has an open mind and afantastic
bullshit filter.? Which is why the company
had commercial successes with the Cyrus
electronics and one of the first-ever decentsounding CD players. And why they're shifting small speakers by the truckload. And
now they've added Denis Morecroft of
DNM.
Tannoy's crack design team, steered by
people like Steve Harris and Ken Weller,
manages to produce products that satisfy
both the number-crunching nerds in the studios and those who listen with their ears. And
it goes on: B&W, Monitor Audio, Arcam,
Musical Fidelity, and others, all companies
that know The Stuff Has To Sound Good.
So what happened to KEF? It has one of
the best R&D departments, staffed with the
finest engineers, in the industry. Its spokesperson-cum-hi-fi-showman was David In4Polk Audio was being rumored in May as apossible purchaser of KEF, due to the American company's financial
involvement in AGI, the British company that owned both
KEF and Meridian (see Stereophile, November 1990 and January 1991). According to the June 8, 1992 issue of Audio Week
however, the sale of KEF and Meridian means that Polk will
be repaid a"substantial proportion" of the 53.2 million they
had loaned AGI as part oldie proposed but ultimately aborted
purchase.
— JA
5See my Siereophile interview with Henry in Vol.10 No.7,
October 1987.
— JA
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"Easily the best sound at the show."
—John Atkinson, Editor Stereophile xv no. 4. In referenc4 to the EAD,
Cardas, Hales System One, MFA system at the Winter '92 CES
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Audio Design's landmark products are setting new musical standards for digital audio 'playback. The technological breakthroughs in the
DSP-7000 earned EAD's director of research the prestigious 1992 Mby
Award, recognizing the nation's outstanding innovations in sci e
nce and technology

DSP-7000
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The DSP-7000 combines EAD's acclaiMed AccuLinear- analog circuitry
with dramatic innovations in the digital domain, resulting in unprecedented
reproduction of digitally encoded music.
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The 1:7000 is the' world's most technically advanced transport. It combines
proprietary high-speed reclocking circuitry with aheavy-duty CD-Laserdisc
mechanism to achieve the cleanest sound and lowest jitter in the industry.
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man, the first person I'd head-hunt if Iever
became amanufacturer. It employed Andy
Giles, the PR person's PR person. It has history, an enviable track record.
This is all supposition, but Ican imagine
tortured meetings between those at KEF
who actually had contact with the customers
and the men in white coats, in which the
former suggested essential changes in the
products' performance, only to be outvoted
by the latter. Ithink of massive non-events
like KEF's in-wall and in-car loudspeakers,
the KUBE cul de sac, the Uni-Q dual concentrics. And all the while, all the world really
wanted was an update of KEF's two greatest
models: aKEF R104aB and aKEF Coda for
the 1990s.
But no, KEF had to come up with superbly
engineered oddball products, as if to justify
the existence of such ahot R&D team. And
it was all numbers and specs and science and
theory. Trouble was, the stuff didn't cook.
The sound didn't blow away customers,
dealers, or reviewers, in whatever order you
care to place them. The tragedy is that the
KEF products were always beautifully presented, superbly constructed. You wanted
to love 'em, but they put you to sleep.
So, to KEF's new owners, I'm pleading
with you (and not just because I'm ataxpayer
in Kent) to do the following:
1) Find David Inman and beg him to
return. Oh, and give him apay raise while
you're at it. He was/is the most loyal employee you could ever hope to retain. And
one of the very few who commands respect
from the press. Because he returns respect
when it's earned. And, no, David does not
kiss butt. Which is another reason the press
respects him.
2) Stop dabbling with dead-end nonsense
like wall-mounts. The market is too crowded
and far smaller than everyone wishes it to be.
Why? Because, when acustomer is up against
the wall, the last thing he's likely to do is cut
ahole in it. It's far easier to stick aspeaker on
the floor, astand, or ashelf.
3) Give us aKEF 104 '92. A Coda '92.
And stop wasting your time with monster
floorstanding designs for amarket even
smaller than that for wall-mounts.
And while I'm blathering, here's asimilar message to Meridian:
1) Stop trying to out-Japanese the Japanese.
Instead, look at their remote controls and find
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

out why they're almost instinctive. The last
time Isaw an owner's manual as big as the
one for your top preamp, Iwas looking at an
MS-DOS guide. Remember: Ergonomics
has nothing to do with the number of useless features you can invent.
2) If you must insist on chasing the multiroom market (another sector considerably
smaller than the hype suggests), please make
your stuff easier to install, easier to use, and
compatible with other brands. You designed
multi-room for audiophiles when audiophiles don't buy multi-room. Convenience
freaks with loads of money buy multi-room.
And they don't give adamn about Bitstream
or jitter or phase inversion.
3) Be as innovative as you were adecade
ago: give us asub-£1000 CD-R machine. I
know you can do it.
Industry-watchers are going to be busy
through 1992-93. It will be fascinating to see
whether or not the revived KEF and Meridian are given afair shake or ahard time.
Whatever troubles KEF and Meridian have
weathered, they are honest, professional
firms. Nobody thought for amoment that
either would disappear. And yet the companies which should go down for good are
allowed to return within aweek of declaring bankruptcy. With anew trading name,
of course.
Why? Because there are too many naïve/
impressionable/stupid dealers and reviewers.
The former continue to stock goods from
makers whose companies have ashorter shelf
life than their products, while the latter succumb to the charms of some daft Svengali
with negligible business sense. Point out to
them that they're recommending products
to their readers which will have zero aftermarket support and they whine, "But they
sound great!' Sonic considerations are definitely the overriding priority, but how good
can an amp sound after it's burst into flames
and there's no one left to service it?
Ithink that maybe all reviewers should add
one specification to their reviews: aDun and
Bradstreet rating.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

The lawyers are at it again: Definitive Tech41

R

egardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
".. .
the effective suppression of AC RF hash by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players.. ..the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb. ...
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is sidnenible to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later"
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes
11 Elkins Road. East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 [hunt,. to(
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ADCOM
tierces ou can hear
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nology threatened to sue Definitive Research
for trademark infringement. Definitive Research was mentioned six years ago in the
BAS Speaker as the brand name of the lowcost cylindrical subwoofers designed by Poh
Ser Hsu. But when the legal system gets
involved, the outcome usually is determined
not by who's right but by who has the most
resources to spend on lawyers and depositions. As was the case when an outfit called
Yankee Audio threatened to sue Stereophile
over acolumn that Ientitled "The Yankee
Audiophile it's more practical to switch than
fight. Henceforth Definitive Research will
be known as Hsu Research.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

A year ago Philips said that first-generation
DCC recorders would be priced around
$600. Last winter the official estimates went
up to $700 for the Technics-built Philips
DCC-900 deck, $800 for the blackface
Marantz DCC-82, and $900 for the goldcolored Marantz DCC-92. At the summer
CES the prices went up still more, to $800
for the Philips and to $1100 and $1200 for
the black and gold Marantz models. The latter are "audiophile" products—the first to
employ 18-bit A/D and D/A converters that
could exploit the full 105dB dynamic range
of the PASC low-bit coding system.
While some price rises may be due to difficulty in producing the 18-track thin-film
DCC heads, apparently pressure from dealers
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The Philips DCC-900 will be available in stores next
month for $800, while the premium, gold-finish
Marantz DD-92 will cost S1200,
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also played arole. Since DCC is an important new technology, Philips executives
had thought that the first-generation decks
would sell at or near list price, and prices were
set to give dealers anormal profit margin on
that basis. But many dealers (and their customers) have become so addicted to discount
pricing that they needed ahigher "list" price
that will allow for aggressive discounting
while still maintaining areasonable profit.
Philips canceled its previously announced
plan to sell alimited number of DCC decks
to "opinion leaders" this summer as away
of building word-of-mouth enthusiasm for
DCC's mass-market rollout beginning in
September. The rollout will be progressive,
not simultaneous everywhere: only afew
dealers in the largest cities will have machines
to sell in September. If you live in Tucson,
Duluth, or Greenville, SC, your local dealer
may not have DCC decks to deliver until
later in the fall. The first Technics DCC decks
are also scheduled to begin arriving in
October.
Philips has confirmed that major-label
prerecorded DCC tapes will be priced at the
same level as premium CDs. The high prices
of machines and recorded tapes may help
Philips to persuade consumers that DCC
offers sound quality every bit as good as CD,
despite using only one-fourth as many bits.
But aconspiracy buff might be excused for
wondering if the combination of slow delivery and high prices for DCC hardware and
software means that Philips would rather
have slow growth than instant success for
DCC. Slow acceptance would ensure that
growing demand won't outstrip the ability
of Philips, Marantz, Technics, and Radio
Shack to ramp up their production. In any
case, the first portable and car DCC decks
from Philips, Technics, Sharp and Sanyo
won't arrive until the spring or summer
of '93.
Meanwhile, Sony expects to begin worldwide shipments of portable MiniDisc players
in November. The slow arrival of DCC, after
nearly two years of advance publicity, means
that DCC and MD actually may arrive in
many stores at the same time. Sony will also
have acost advantage: portable MD players
evidently will be priced under $500, with
recorders perhaps 50% higher. The list of
MD hardware licensees includes nearly every
major Japanese audio company except Mat43

So Who Are We
To Argue?
Introducing The NEW
Hailer Trans
There is something "very right -about
tube sound.

Audiophiles know it. musicians

know it. so who are we to argue? We don't. Jim
Strickland. Hat ers chief engineer, has created
"tubey" sounding solid state circuitry for Hafler's
new Models 9300 and 9500 power amplifiers.
Aunique drive stage allows the lateral MOSFET
output devices to be connected just like tubes!
In fact. this new trans•nova circuitry is so
unique, it's patented.
As with the rest of the new Series 9000
line, the trans•nova amplifiers share the same
elegant sonic quality, simplicity in design. modesty in price, reliability, and an unprecedented
7-year warranty!

We know you'll hear the

distinction immediately.

Audition the new

Models 9300 and 9500 trans•nova amplifiers
at your local Haller dealer and hear incredible
tube sound... without the tubes.

Model 9500

Hamner
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THE AFFORDABLE HGH END

Hailer. ADivision Of Rockford Corporation
Tempe. Arizona 85281 U.S.A. (6021967-3565
In U.S.A.. Fax (602) 894-1528
in canada. can Korbon Trading (416) 567-1920
in Europe. Fax (49(421-487-877
in Pacific Asia (65) 339-0363
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Prerecorded MD packaging now includes jewelbox
that will fit in retailers' cassette display units.

sushita (Technics/Panasonic), while recordable MD blanks will be produced by Sony,
TDIC, Maxell, and JVC. The list of MiniDisc
record labels inchicles the Sony group (CBS,
Epic, Sony Classical), the EMI group (Angel,
Capitol, Virgin), the Warner group (Elektra, Asylum) after some public indecision,
Blue Note, GRP, DMF; Denon, and Rykodisc.
Sony conducted an A/B comparison of
MD vs CD in aChicago hotel during CES,
and provided alittle more technical information on how the system works. The ATRAC
coding for MD analyzes the incoming signal
in blocks of time that vary from asmall fraction of amillisecond up to urns (depending
on the nature of the signal), and divides the
signal into as many as 52 bands. The net
result is that ATRAC uses an average of only
3bits per sample to code the signal in each
audio channel. But like DCC, it allocates
fewer bits (or none) to sub-bands containing no important sound at the moment, and
adozen or more bits for sub-bands containing astrong signal.
My impression of the MD/CD comparison was that the MD copy had slightly less
depth, spaciousness, and resolution of fine
detail. But the circumstances of the comparison made this judgment unreliable—not
only because of the high level of background
noise in the room, but also because of the
equipment setup. The signal from the source
CD was fed into aPCM-1630 and then to
the MD encoder for disc recording, and the
playbacks from the CD and the MD were
monitored through the 1630. The net result
was that noise and quantizing distortion were
added to the playback of the CD as well as
the MD. (We confirmed this by playing the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

low-level glide tone from the CBS CD-1 test
disc.) So the CD/MD comparison certainly
was not conclusive. The differences in sound
may be large enough that the MiniDisc won't
be the audiophile's favorite format, but they
are small enough to be unimportant to most
listeners. MD is asplendid format for the
mass market, especially for the on-the-move
listening that the format was designed for
(headphones, cars, airplanes), situations
where convenience counts for more than
sonic refinement.
A clever aspect of MD's recording logic
became evident during this test. If you record
different items as tracks 1and 2, and then
rerecord track 1with alonger song, on most
audio or video recorders (analog or digital)
the end of the new track 1would record over
the beginning of the old track 2. But since
the MD machine knows where track 2is, it
automatically records the last part of the new
track 1in ablank area elsewhere on the disc.
During playback the machine uses its 3second anti-shock memory to splice the

Prototype Sony MiniDisc player/recorder with
prerecorded and recordable discs.

physically separated sections of track 1
together, with no audible seam. (This method
of allocating block space on adisc is familiar
to computer users, but it is anew convenience
for consumer audio.)
MiniDisc has an additional attraction, particularly for record companies: it may invite
less home copying than either DCC or analog cassette. Preliminary announcements
from Japan indicate that recorded MDs will
be priced lower than CDs, consistent with
their slightly lower sound quality. (Of course,
there's no telling what record companies in
the US may charge.) And the marketing
thrust of the MD is focused mainly on its
remarkable portability and convenience as
45

aplayback medium for store-bought discs.
The fact that home-recorded MDs will play
on the same machine adds to the format's
appeal; but MD recorders will cost more than
play-only decks, and blank MiniDiscs also
will be relatively expensive. (Prerecorded
MDs are merely aluminized plastic, stamped
out like CDs, but arecordable MD is a
magneto-optical disc with arather complex
multi-layer construction.) The bottom line
is that blank MO recording discs may cost
nearly as much at retail as mass-produced
MD recordings. Consumers won't have
much economic incentive to make home MD
copies of CD or MD originals.
The same cannot be said for DCC. Blank
DCC tapes may be pricey at first, but with
normal retail discounting the actual cost to
the consumer will be under $5 before long.
With prerecorded DCC tapes headed for the
same $15 ballpark as premium CDs, the gap
between blank and recorded tapes looks like
apowerful incentive for consumers to copy
CDs onto DCC—or buy one DCC tape in
astore and make several copies of it for swapping among friends. (SCMS may prevent
serial copying, but it won't hinder making
several digital dubs from the same original.)
Prerecorded DCC tapes will have two
convenience features that analog cassettes
lack: subcoded text information (song titles
and lyrics which may display on the player,
on the remote control, or on an attached TV
set), and acoded Table of Contents which
enables the player to cue rapidly to the beginning of each song. When aDCC is copied
on aconsumer machine, only the music is
transferred; the dub will lack both the text
and the TOC. Only time will tell whether
the loss of these conveniences will be amajor
deterrent to DCC copying.
The decision of record companies to price
recorded DCC tapes equal to premium CDs
may be partly due to the high cost of converting duplicating plants for DCC. Some
of the most advanced tape-duplication systems already store the master recording in a
solid-state bin (a large computer memory or
ahigh-capacity hard disk) rather than on a
physical tape. Converting such asystem to
DCC involves little more than installing
DCC heads on the slave recorders and
adding acomputer to integrate the text display into the digital code. But older systems
must first be upgraded to digital bin storage;
46

in many cases it might be simpler to continue
using existing hardware for analog cassettes
and invest in acomplete new duplicating system for DCC. (But if this really were the reason for high DCC pricing, we could expect
the prices to drop down to analog-cassette
levels after the first million tapes. Don't hold
your breath.)
On arelated topic, Marc Finer of Communication Research, Sony's public relations
firm, told me that last year's glut of excess
CD production capacity has been used up
by the growing market for CDs plus the
explosion of other optical disc formats (CDI, CD-ROM, et 4. Which is why, although
it would be easy to convert an existing CD
production line to produce MiniDiscs, Sony's
Digital Audio Disc Corp. opened anew plant
across the street in Terre Haute, IN to manufacture MDs and CD-ROMs.

UK: Martin Colloms

Ihad not enjoyed much exposure to Sony's
MD, the new MiniDisc system that threatens
to be adirect rival to Philips's DCC for the
higher-quality leisure, in-car, and personal
audio market, until very recently, when the
promise of ahands-on demonstration at a
London recording studio caught my attention. The venue was Metropolis Studios, an
amazing place built in the shell of the old Victorian power station at Chiswick in West
London. I
joined agroup of recording industry professionals on May 8th, several heavyweights, including Hugh Padgham and senior men from the UK division of Warners,
having made the effort to take time off heavy
schedules. The formality of apress presentation was absent; these professionals are
completely bullshit-proof, and Sony's representatives soon got down to business.
Two New Audio Formats: Arguments are
already raging about the questionable need
for two more incompatible audio formats.
Record shops are horrified at the prospect of
further multiple-inventory stocking when
they're so pleased that they had just got rid
of one format, vinyl. However, having now
seen MD in action, and taking into account
apromised launch toward the end of 1992,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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The MAX.1000

aline conditioner/surge protector
by PANAMAX
Designed for the discriminating audiophile who
wants the sound quality improvements that can
only be obtained with superb, low-source
impedance line conditioning. The MAX 1000
continuously monitors and filters AC power and
provides the most technically advanced power
protection available.
1. Line Voltage LED Indicator Constantly monitors AC voltage.
2. Indicator Light -Shows the
MAX 1000 is plugged in. and that
there is clean power to the "Always
On" lln-switched) outlets
3. Master On/Off Switch -Controls power to the "Switched" and
"Delayed Turn On" outlets

8. Two Unswitched "Always On"
Outlets -Provide power when the
MAX 1000 is plugged in. Components with clocks or programmable
features remain in operation.
9. Four Switched Outlets -AC
power for the system accessories.
Power controlled by front panel
switch or by the master control.

11. Coax In/Out Connection Coax line protection.
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5. Circuit Breaker -15 AMP
6 Ten ti. AC Power Cord i14 AWGI

f
PANAMAX

10. Two "Delayed Turn-On" AC
Outlets 10 to 15 second delayed
start-up/shut-down prevents amplifier 'thump"

9

4. Eight AC Outlets -Provide
continuously monitored, filtered
and protected power

7. Six ft. AC Master Control
Power-Sensing Cable Connects
to master control unit (18 AWG)

The Panamax pnnted cacznt board teatimes
out exclusive balanced cwcuitry tor
ophmum pedomnance and connol
Superior components, design and craftsmans/IC enable us to bath the AMX 1000
with the 'Panama, Lifetime Product d
Connected Eguptnent Warranty

0

0 0

Ifill„arim%
6
in 7
1
0

0

'THE PANAMAX LIFETIME WARRANTY Panama, will repair or replace any equipment
ca -ases by a°owe' s2ge wn,le properly connected to aPanamax surge protector
See actual warranty for details

For more information call 1-800-952-5409. Ask for Dept. PE 21
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PATENT PENDING

Ithink it has good prospects. These were
strengthened by the delay in the launch of
DCC from April to September'92. [See Peter
Mitchell's report elsewhere in this issue.—Ed.]
However, no one in the industry is in favor
of the conflict and confusion which will
result from the launch of the two competing media, and there is adanger that the consumer may stay away from both until aclear
winner emerges, adelay which could prove
fatal to both formats.
Format Basics: Both these new digital
media use psychoacoustically optimized
compression systems to squash the audio data
down by four or five times in order to
accommodate over 70 minutes of playing
time on aphysically smaller storage unit. One
is aminiaturized CD, the other adigitized
form of the compact cassette. The DCC code
is called PASC, while the Sony MD code is
called ATRAC, short for Adaptive Transform
Acoustic Coding. Sony claims acomparable resolution to PASC, despite ahigher
compression rate, by the additional enhancement of nonuniform frequency analysis.
PASC has alogical simplification where the
auditory critical bandwidth is taken as aconstant 750Hz over the frequency range.
ATRAC achieves additional economy by
allowing the critical band to vary with
frequency. The aural pattern corresponds
roughly to bands 100Hz wide at frequencies
below 500Hz, while above 500Hz the critical
band increases by around 20% per band. At
the nominal 4kHz band center it is 700Hz,
while at 13.5kHz it has increased to 3.5kHz.
The masking theory on which the code
reduction is based relates to the definition of
these critical bands.
ATRAC also employs anonuniform time
axis whereby the width of an analyzed time
segment is varied according to the program
demand. For intermittent, transient-type signals the intervals are shortened to 1.5 to 3ms,
with priority given to time-domain analysis.
On the other hand, when the music is steadier and more drawn out, with less amplitude
information, the available computing power
is given over to higher-precision analysis and
coding along the critical bandwidths, and the
time segments may increase up to amaximum of 11.6ms. Information theory tells us
that time and frequency are reciprocal. With
higher transient resolution, frequency disSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

crimination is lost; with longer segments for
better frequency analysis, time accuracy is
lost.
It's worth noting that all the data presented
for ATRAC defines 16-bit operation with a
claimed -105dB noise and distortion floor.
For PASC, the inherent resolution is in fact
18-bit; we might expect the DCC camp to
try to capitalize on this difference.
Sony released some information on MD
mastering, explaining that cutting aglass
master could be done in existing CD plants
with little modification. The present UMatic-based chain would remain augmented
by an MD code box and some revised handling of text data. Rather more can be put on
an MD than aCD. For example, the tracks
may be accessed via areadout of the title, and
scanning lyrics are also in the cards if the
mastering engineers will make the effort to
type them in at the final production stage.
A Threat to CD? The proponents of both
systems claim that the compression algorithms are sufficiently well developed to be
inaudible or nearly so, especially in normal
use. It was enlightening to hear it admitted
at this Sony event that MD did not sound as
good as CD, although it was nevertheless
expected to be quite comparable to DCC. If
these two media stick to their chosen "personal leisure" markets, this is all very well.
However, if one or both were to become very
successful through the late 1990s, market
forces could force amove to obsolete that
older, more cumbersome digital carrier,
namely CD. Sales predictions indicate that
CD will have peaked by 1995. CD is the best
we've got so far; as RH explains in this issue,
in audiophile terms, we're only just beginning to get the best from it after 10 years of
development. The prospect ofits replacement
by apotentially inferior medium is unpleasant
and unsettling. As Tom Norton says in this
issue, what the specialist audio market would
like is an improved format, one with agreater
information-handling ability, not less.
Here the enthusiast is at the mercy of those
who plan corporate strategy for the major
operators in the consumer audio field. These
plans, made years ahead, are based on the
need to hold on to and develop world-scale
markets. To some degree, "make it just more
than good enough for the masses" holds true.
Bluntly, if they made it any better it would
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Accuracy From the U.S.
Advanced Technology in the Service of Musical Tradition
The Acurus P10 Phono Preamplifier
The musicality of better analog recordings is undisputed. The
Acurus P10 was created to preserve and advance the quality
of these cherished recordings. The P10 may be connected to
the auxiliary input of any preamplifier. Its selectable gain and
loading allows it to be properly interfaced with any moving
magnet or moving coil cartridge.
As you would expect of Acurus, only 1% metal film resistors,
polypropylene capacitors and matched transistors are in the class
A circuit. The price of the P10 will surprise you, because there are
no integrated circuits used to cut costs, thereby making the
Acurus fully discrete... Because discretion is the better part of value.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2Elm Street, Ardsley NY 10502 • 914-693-8008
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be wasteful and cost more. This is not avery
happy scenario for the audiophile. We must
hope that both Sony's and Philips's stated
intentions to continue to strongly support
CD hold true. The men from Warners did
not appear to be totally convinced. CD had
turned into the cash cow of the music business, and at last the industry was making big
money. In this context, the threat from MD
is real enough.
First Listening Fresh from their morning
coffee, the visitors from the music business
were serenaded by some rock CDs which
were subject to abypass comparison with
MD code/decode. The coding unit was a
Sony K-1216 format converter. An indicator
showing red or blue spelled achange of digital signal path. After afew trials, and with
no one ideally placed in the record producer's
hot seat, Sony invited them to guess the identity of the indicated replay paths. No one
present was prepared to chance his arm, or
more appropriately his ear. In fact, the blue
state was assigned to MD, and the red to CD.
Under these informal conditions, with aquite
good but unfamiliar replay setup, the difference was small enough to evade identification
on some material, particularly classical.
However, it was felt that some customengineered effects in rock percussion were
perceptibly warped by MD coding, even in
these demonstrations. Several comments
along these lines were made by record producers who had brought their own material
for trial. Nevertheless, to the relief of the Sony
personnel, all were quick to agree that both
MD and DCC represented ahuge advance
over compact cassette, and this is the target
medium.
The Audibility of Code Systems is No
Secret: While discussion rages among the
hi-fi fraternity and audio critics as to whether
these compression systems are audible or not,
it appears that many professional recording
engineers have already arrived at afirm opinion on the matter. Several of those present
were in no doubt that, in aprofessional
monitoring context, the losses introduced by
both DCC and MD are readily audible. One
claimed a10 out of 10 identification ability
and cited diluted dynamics (especially in the
bass), more diffuse stereo imaging, and losses
of atmosphere and impact; in aproduction
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

context, a"smaller" sound, the latter acomment with which the Sony team did not feel
inclined to disagree. When asked, Sony's
David Kawakami explained that MD would
of course be sold on the basis of "a terrific
sound". ..
relative to analog cassette.
Personnel from Warners expressed concern that MD would cannibalize CD once
MD had got into its stride in the mid-1990s.
We did not get aclear answer on this. If correct, it would make Sony the king of the digital audio business. The stakes are high, with
literally trillions of dollars involved. Remember that Sony intends MD to be recordable,
and thus match the comparable facility
expressly defined for the DCC tape format.
Sony is saying that tape is amedium of the
1960s and 1970s, and that small, thin data
packages, be they CD, MD, or, in the computer field, microfloppies and credit-card
software, are now the norm. They acknowledge the fashion-conscious nature of the
portable audio market, and feel that the
"Nintendo generation," as they call it, will
be more at home with acredit-card-sized
sealed-disc unit. On this point Iam bound
to agree. Compare directly the MD and
DCC packages and there is no contest: MD
is the winner. Sony claims that, after some
development, an MD Walkman" will be even
smaller than acompact cassette equivalent,
something clearly beyond the design of a
DCC product. Significantly, the first item
of MD hardware will be alargish semiprofessional recording product akin to an RDAT, but it will be portable and batterypowered. So far, the planned DCC launch
machine will be in the form of alarge mainspowered hi-fi separate, though working
Walkman-style prototypes have also been
shown to the press.
In some markets, the analog cassette never
really took off. This may well influence the
relative success of DCC and MD. For example, Germany and Japan were not strongly
affected by cassette, but embraced CD with
enthusiasm. MD could be very strong here.
In the US the situation is better balanced,
while cassette did well in most other markets, including Britain and France. Here
DCC may make agood start.
Both audio systems now claim major support by software and hardware producers;
for example, Sony now states that technology
licensing agreements have been agreed with
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32 companies, and that samples of optical
components, MO heads, and relevant semiconductors and chips will be made available during June. (MO stand for MagnetoOptical; the recording mode uses acombination of magnetic and optical registration
working in concert.) Mass production of
these parts is planned for August. Sony
predicts that an MD software catalog of some
500 titles will be available by the end of 1992.
More Listening Tèsts: While at Metropolis
Studios, later and more private listening confirmed the sound quality of the demonstration and allowed for abetter comparison of
direct and coded paths. A valuable bonus was
the on-line recording of apair of R-DAT
copies for me to take away. These recordings
comprised two CD tracks, one of the direct
feed into the ATRAC box and the other the
result after full ATRAC processing. The
losses are thus constant for each path. I
replayed the tapes at home in conjunction
with ahigh-performance decoder and RDAT transport for critical analysis on my
reference audio system. It was also found
helpful to compare both of these tapes with
the CD originals replayed via the Accuphase
DP 70V transport.
The results were fascinating in that asimilar story was found to that described for
DCC in Stereophile.6 Compared to the CD
original, the "direct" tape copy showed asurprising loss of clarity, aloss which would
prompt any self-respecting audiophile to
question the whole idea. The effect on the
reference decoder was roughly equivalent to
substituting abudget CD player for the good
transport and using alow-bandwidth Toslink
digital link. The sound was less dynamic, of
arougher texture, and showed areduction
in focus and clarity at all frequencies.
Moving to ATRAC showed afurther step
backward, and in my experience this was a
greater loss than heard previously with
PASC. Like PASC, there was some dulling
and softening of transients, aloss of that
direct-coupled immediacy of reproduction.
Stereo focus was less sharp, particularly in
the treble. The effect was one of both adiffusion and aweakening of both resolution and
attack over much of the upper frequency
range. Like PASC, MD was subjectively
6Vol.15 No.2, February 1992, p.47.
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something of amoving target over much of
the midrange. Sounds were presented in a
way slightly different from the original, often
very plausibly, which can add to the confusion during attempts at A/B testing. Masking-related processing has to make decisions
regarding the best use of the available data
space on acontinuous basis, and this generates acontinuing region of subtly changing
alterations to the sound. These are difficult
to pin down. Less difficulty was found with
the quality of sharp transients as reproduced
by MD. There was no doubt that the processed signals were rounded and softer, with
less dynamic impact. This was noticeable in
the bass as aloss of definition and punch on
fast bass lines. The rhythmic quality of the
performance was reduced, though to nothing
like the degree evident with even goodquality compact cassette.
Comment: Perspectives are hard to establish
at this point. To the question "Is MD good
enough for the in-car and portable, leisure
and jogging market?:' the answer is probably "Yes." Newcomers to MD will undoubtedly be impressed, as Iwas, by the
strong improvement shown over cassette and
by the very compact and modern-looking
nature of the concealed optical disc carrier.
They are likely to be equally attracted by the
potential for even prettier, more compact digital Walkmen which have no skip problems
when bounced or shaken. That data-storage
feature is really impressive: the prototype
player could be shaken around with no audible effect, the disc itself removed while the
music continued to play for another three
seconds. While Iconcede that Sony has
developed adesirable, modern consumer
audio package, one which Ifeel will be successful in its chosen market, Iremain concerned that the sound-quality target was not
set higher.
Remember that this new medium will not
begin to sell in serious volume until the mid1990s. For casual listening Iuse aTechnics
CD portable selected for satisfactory sound
quality, especially when used with such
transparent-sounding headphones as the inthe-ear Aiwa HP V99 or the larger Sony
MDR V3. From my admittedly critical, and
hopefully discerning, viewpoint, in atest
using comparable equipment, Ifound CDs
played on this portable to be clearly superior
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to the MD equivalent. If Ican hear MD's
reduction in quality now, it is fair to assume
that some of the more quality-conscious, if
casual, listeners of the future will also be able
to hear it.
There is something oía parallel here with
what Kodak planned to sell us afew years
back: aminiature camera using asmall data
area but highly convenient disc film. The
cameras were clever and attractive, and the
idea looked great on paper, but no matter
how strong the sales propaganda, ordinary
people looked at the results and said what
Kodak could not bring itself to admit: the
pictures from the tiny negatives were bland
and fuzzy. There was just not enough space
on the film to satisfy the standards even of
anontechnical mass market. Most people
have thrown their disc cameras away; the
decades-old and significantly larger 35mm
format is hugely and justifiably successful.
Ihope that fate will not befall these compressed-data systems when still newer technologies bring larger and cheaper data stores,
rendering the throwing away of information
unnecessary.

US: Robert Harley

A remarkable new CD mastering technology
announced at the Summer Consumer Electronics show in Chicago promises to bring
unprecedented sonic performance to the
Compact Disc format. The technique, developed by Sony, is called "Super Bit Mapping"
(SBM), and reportedly provides nearly 20-bit
resolution from CD—without changing the
CD format or existing playback hardware.
The CD's 16-bit word length has long been
thought to be alimiting factor in CD sound
quality.
To understand the significance of Super Bit
Mapping, alittle knowledge of conventional
CD mastering is necessary. CD mastering
is the process of creating amaster tape from
which CDs are pressed. If the source tape is
analog, the signal is converted to digital with
resolution varying from 16 bits to 20 bits.
Because very few digital recorders can store
20-bit words and the CD format requires 16bit word lengths, the Least Significant Bits
(LSBs) below 16 bits are either chopped off
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

or used to round off the LSB of the remaining
16-bit word. Both chopping off the LSBs (a
technique called truncation) and rounding
degrade the sound, the information contained
in those bits—often ambience, and reverberation decay—being thrown away. Crudely
truncating the LSBs introduces acoarseness
to the sound, shortens reverberation, makes
the hall appear to shrink, and introduces an
annoying "granular"-type sound to lowlevel signals. These problems can be mitigated by redithering the signal (adding alittle
noise), but at the expense of ahigher noise
floor. These sonic compromises are necessitated by the CD's 16-bit word length—a
significant limiting factor in CD sound
quality?
Sony's Super Bit Mapping works very
differently. The process begins by converting
an analog master tape to digital with a20bit A/D converter. (The UltraAnalog 128xoversampling unit is currently the only 20-bit
converter available.) Alternately, the source
tape can be digital, provided it was recorded
with 20-bit resolution. The music is then
edited on aspecially modified 20-bit Sonic
Solutions Sonic System, aMacintosh-based
hard-disk editing system8
The 20-bit data is now ready for output
to a16-bit CD master tape. This is where
SBM comes to the rescue. Rather than just
throwing away the four LSBs—and the
musical information they encode—SBM uses
psychoacoustic principles to encode some of
their information into the 16-bit words. Sony
is not releasing technical details of how the
process works, but they plan afull technical exposition in apaper to be presented at
the San Francisco Audio Engineering Society
convention next October. Basically, SBM
shifts quantization noise away from the most
audible frequency bands to less sensitive
areas. The process also redithers the signal
with anewly developed algorithm.
7Idon't think anyone has yet heard aCD with true 16-bit
resolution. This is because digital master recorders have poorquality A/D converters and the LSBs of a16-bit word get corrupted during editing and signal processing. It was reported
to me that apopular $25.000 digital two-track had only 12
bits of resolution in the treble when measured from input to
output.
8All the Sterrophik CDs have been mastered on aSonic Solutions system. The Macintosh-based system stores the digital audio data on acomputer hard disk (consuming 10.5
Megabytes per stereo minute!) and provides graphical waveform editing with amouse and the familiar Macintosh graphic
user interface. After editing, the data are read out to aW' UMatic CD master tape.
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Parasound announces our world-class amplifier, designed by John Curl.
World-renowned over 20 years
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for his brilliant advances in
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high-end audio. You can feel

• 750 watts mono 8

his genius in the stunning

• 130V/..second slew rate, DC servo coupled

new HCA-2200.

• Dual-mono twin 1200 VA toroid transformers

Hear it now.

1,000 watts mono 4(J

• 100,000mF computer grade capacitors
• Independent regulation of Mosfet drivers
• Matched complementary J-FET inputs
• 24 0—matched 60MHz, 15A output transistors

Parasound

• Balanced XLR and gold unbalanced inputs
• Two pairs of 5-way terminals for bi-wiring
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Fig. I Spectrum of I
kHz tone at -101dBFS, truncated
from 20-bit original to I6-bit word length.
Note rise in noise floor, level change of fundamental, and the introduction of harmonic
components.
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Fig.3 Waveform of 100Hz sinewave at -90dB,
transferred from 20-bit original to I6-bit
word length by truncation. Note waveform
steps between discrete quantizing levels.
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Fig.2 Spectrum of 'kHz tone at -10IdBFS, transferred from 20-bit original to 16-bit word
length with "Super Bit Mapping." Note that
rise in noise floor now occurs above SkHz,
fundamental level is preserved, and the
absence of harmonics.

A 16-bit digital signal generated by SBM
has three unique characteristics: 1) the noise
floor is lowered to that expected from 20-bit
quantization, 2) harmonic distortion products
generated by truncation are vastly attenuated,
and 3) the noise floor's spectrum is unusually
shaped. Fig.1 is an FFT-derived spectrum of
alkHz sinewave after truncation to 16-bit.
Fig.2 shows the same signal processed by
SBM. Note the lower noise floor, reduction
of harmonic distortion products, and gradual
increase of the noise floor with frequency.
This last feature is aresult of anoise-shaping
technique that shifts the quantization error
away from the frequency band where the ear
is most sensitive (1kHz-4kHz) to ahigher
frequency. Note that, unlike noise shaping
used in oversampling converters that push
the noise above audibility, SBM redistributes the noise within the audio band. Ishould
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Fig.4 Waveform of 100Hz sinewave at -90dB,
transferred from 20-bit original to I6-bit
word length by "Super Bit Mapping." Note
reasonably good sinewave shape, overlaid
with noise.

point out that the harmonic distortion components seen in fig.1 are aresult of crude
truncation; the distortion would be greatly
reduced by the addition of dither.
Comparing the waveform of a lkHz,
-90dB sinewave encoded with conventional
16-bit resolution (fig3) and with SBM (fig.4),
the finer-quantization step size is readily
apparent.
But how does music that has been subjected to SBM sound? In ademonstration for
asmall group of journalists at the SCES,
Super Bit Mapped 16-bit audio was compared to 16-bit redithered audio. SBM's
superiority was immediately obvious—and
welcome. The sonic differences between
SBM and conventional redithering were very
similar to the differences Ihear between
mediocre and superlative digital processors.
The SBM CD had rounder, more liquid textures, resolved much more space and air,
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lacked an unpleasant edge and stridency,
had greater transparency, and was overall
smoother and sweeter compared to the 16-bit
redithered version. Note that the conventional 16-bit data was redithered, not just
truncated. Had it been truncated—as sometimes happens on CD releases—the difference would have been even wider. According
to aSony spokesperson, a16-bit CD processed with SBM is very close in quality to
the 20-bit master tape from which it was
made.
This comparison vividly illustrated the
limitations of conventional 16-bit digital
audio. Given Sony's previous bullish stance
on CD sound quality, Iwas surprised by their
candor in admitting the sonic deficiencies of
their format. Incidentally, the same master
tape was used to create both the SBM CD
and the standard CD auditioned in the comparisons,
Because virtually all professional digital
recorders have 16-bit storage, Sony modified one of their open-reel DASH (Digital
Audio Stationary Head) machines for 20-bit
recording capability. The custom machine
is currently used on all Sony Classical productions. In fact, I'm told that all professional
digital recorders now in development—from
every manufacturer—will have 20-bit converters and 20-bit storage.
The SBM hardware is housed in aslim
(single rack space) box. The $15,000 unit will
be available for sale to mastering studios by
this October; if mastering engineers adopt
the process, many newly released CDs—
including those from labels other than Sony
—will benefit from SBM. Discs made with
SBM will be identified by aspecial logo.
I'm tremendously excited by SBM and the
prospect ofbetter sound from CD. The 16bit barrier inherent in the CD format had
previously appeared insurmountable. Watch
for updates on SBM as the first CDs using
the technique are released. Although Super
Bit Mapping appears promising from the
brief audition, final judgment will await an
extended audition in afamiliar playback system. Even better, we may have the opportunity to transfer some of Sterrophile's original
/"master tapes to digital with the process
2
1
and compare the analog reference to the
20-bit master and to the 16-bit Super-Bit9Technological improvements will continue to vindicate
CD's critics,
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First Super Bit Map—mastered CDs will be Sony
Legacy's Mastersound releases, and will include
gold plating and deluxe packaging.

Mapped version. Stay tuned.
The second part of this report is also good
news for music lovers. As reported on elsewhere in this issue, Sony Music Entertainment has established anew division, Legacy,
to reissue selected titles from the former
Columbia Records vaults.° The reissues will
not only be remastered using SBM, but will
be made with alevel of care and attention not
usually lavished by alarge record company.
Most reissue CDs are made by grabbing
the first tape found in avault and converting it to digital with poor-quality A/D converters. These tapes have often been equalized
for the physical limitations of vinyl and are
many generations removed from the original two-track masters. Further, some CD
mastering engineers have taken it upon
themselves to "improve" the sound, either
with equalization and other signal processing
or by following the fade with the digital editor's fader. This second practice causes severe
quantization error—heard as agranular,
sandpaper-like sound—at the end of the fade.
Unfortunately, the end of the fade is often
the reverberation tail which has already been
corrupted by quantization noise. Additionally, it is very uncommon for the original art10 When Sony bought Columbia Records, they instantly
became the owners of the largest recorded music catalog in
the world.
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ist, producer, or mastering engineer to be
involved in the transfer to digital. All these
factors contribute to the inferiority of CD
(compared to LP), especially on early CD
releases. Much of the problem with CD can
be attributed to this lack of care and sensitivity rather than the CD format itself."
Given that background, it came as abreath
of fresh air to learn of Sony's plans.
The retail price of Legacy reissues will be
in the $25 range. However, once the new CD
master tape has been made using SBM, that
master will be used for all subsequent CD
production. All consumers will then realize
better CD sound without paying apremium
for the Legacy packaging and gold reflective
layer. Because record companies and retail
stores typically have ayear's worth of stock
in inventory, it will be at least that long after
new CDs are pressed from the new master
tape that the higher-quality CDs will appear
in stores at standard prices. We can only hope
that SBM becomes the industry standard for
all CD releases. Further, Legacy's care in
transferring the analog tape to digital may
serve as amodel for how the process should
have been done from the outset.
Sony's motivation for devising SBM and
making apremium product out of their catalog titles is obvious. First, by improving CD's
sonic performance, Sony has increased the
differentiation between CD and their new
baby, the Mini Disc (MD). The Mini Disc
is a2.5" recordable (and erasable) format
designed to replace the analog cassette in
portable applications. MD is envisioned as
the digital equivalent of the Walkman and car
stereo of the next 20 years. Although Sony
readily admits that MD does not sound as
good as CD and is not intended for home
use, Isuspect Sony fears that consumers who
have not yet bought CD will buy the recordable MD instead, cutting into CD's growth.
Second, CD faces achallenge from Philips's
Digital Compact Cassette (DCC). Philips is
touting DCC as equal in sound quality to
CD—indeed, better in some cases—despite
DCC's data-compression system. Again,
consumers may be tempted by DCC's record
capability to bypass CD altogether.
By improving CD sound quality, Sony
11 The difference between aChesky disc and an early CD
throws into sharp relief the differences between superlative
and poor mastering—Chesky's superior recording techniques
notwithstanding.
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increases the gap not only between CD and
its rival DCC, but also between CD and
MiniDisc. It is no coincidence that SBM and
MD are being launched simultaneously. The
strategy is clearly designed to prevent erosion of CD sales by consumers lured by one
of the two recordable digital formats.
Further, the Legacy reissue series hits
DCC in its weak spots. DCC tapes contain
no liner notes, will likely have significantly
inferior sound quality, and are subject to
wear. Although the Legacy reissues will cost
more than standard DCC titles ($25 vs $17),
they would appear to offer much more value
than DCC. By improving the overall sound
quality of CD by making SBM available to
mastering studios, consumers have another
reason to select CD as the format of choice
for the home.
Ihad never expected awholesale improvement in the CD format beyond refinements
in AID and D/A converters: Sony had no
commercial motivation to do so. Ironically,
the imminent introduction of two lowerquality mass-market formats (MD and
DCC) promises to bring better sound to the
audiophile and serious music lover.

PURE SILVER /
PURE MUSIC
After years of research
& development, the
culmination of science
and inspired listening
come together to produce
the most musically accurate
and harmonically correct
design on earth..
$210.00 per meter pair
Money back guarantee
CALL NOW !

SILVER SEVEN INTERCONNECT
WAVETRACE TECHNOLOGIES INC.
122 S. Clearwater Largo Road
Largo, FL 34640
(813) 587-7868
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE tO build the finest
in-wall speaker?
Quite simply, better design execution.
Better in-wall performance demands better
materials. So, rather than flimsy plastic parts, we
use arigid aluminum diecasting that combines
the main chassis, mid/bass driver chassis and
tweeter faceplate into asingle unit. Instead of
inadequate mounting hardware made of plastic
parts, metal clips etc., we use arigid
diecast-aluminum full-perimeter mounting
flange. Add PARADIGM'S renowned driver
technology and seamless dividing networks,
and the performance results are amazing!
Articulate and transparent, these speakers
simply reveal more of the musical and spacial
reality of the live event.

MN\

EVEN MORE ASTONISHING IS THE

For the same or even less than
conventional in-wall speakers, you can own the
best... PARADIGM ARCHITECTURAL MONITOR SERIES
speakers.
You won't find PARADIGM ARCHITECTURAL
MONITOR SERIES speakers everywhere. A product
this good requires the expertise of aqualified
audio specialist. So, before you buy any in-wall
speaker, visit your AurHoluzED PARADIGM DEALER
and listen to the finest of in-wall speakers.
PRICE'

FOR MORE INFORMATION write

AuoiciSTREAm, MPO Box 2410
Niagara Falls, NY 14302.
In Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar
Drive, Weston, ON M9L 2R6.
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Y EARS A GO TODAY
J. GORDON HOLT

T

ocomplement this issue's reportfrom the
1992 SCES, we include areport byJ.
Gordon Hokfrom the New York Hi-Fi
Show that took place in the Fall of 1968 This article
first appeared in the Spring 1968 issue ofThe Stereophile, Vol.2 Na8, but don't befooled by appearances: the Spring '68 issue was publishedjust before
the New Year of 1969.JGH wrote at the time that,
"For thefirst time in publishing history, The SteSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

reophile presents aSpring issue containing a
writeup of ahi-fi show that took place in the
Autumn of the same year. This has nothing to do
with the occult sciences, but rather with the embarrassingfact that we are alittle behind on our publishing schedule. The US Post Office requires that
we date each issue chronologically, regardless ofwhen
it is actually published, and since we just got the
Autumn/Winter '67 issue out barely in timefor
59

Want aSecond Opinion?
"...the JPW Sonata scales new
heights for abudget loudspeaker." Hi-Fi Answers
"...an obvious Best Buy on all
counts." Hi-Fi Choice
"The results were astonishing...
unqualified recommendation."
Graham Mayor
"The superiority of the JPW
Sonata loudspeaker is beyond
question." Alvin Gold
JPW Loudspeakers are distributed In the U.S. by:

A

Audiophile Systems, Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Drive. Indianapolis. Indiana 46256
Phone 317 849-7103, Fax 317 841-4107
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MONARC HY AUDIO
380 SWIFT AVE . UNIT : 21
S. SAN FRANCISCO , CA 94080
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Christmas of'68, it is only natural that the Spring
'68 issue should report on an event that happened
in Autumn '68. Or, so it would seem.. .."
The cover of the August 1964 Stereophile,
VoLl No.8 (pictured above), proved controversial,
as evinced by the two letters reprinted here. "This
was thefirst time we realized that asubstantial number ofour readers had actually been looking at the
covers," Gordon later wrote. It also highlighted Gordon'sfeelings even then that video was necessarily
part of the high-end experience. "We doubt that
Ampex's Signature V'home entertainment console'
will be topped for some time to come," he wrote,
adding that, "Complete with avideo recorder and
camera, color receiver (with tube), asecond blackand-white receiver, an audio recorder, and stereo amp,
preamps, tuner, and speakers, the Signature Vwas
introduced as an `exclusive'for Dallas's NeimanMarcus department store, with amodest .130,000
price tag. We were informed that there is no discount
for quantity purchases."
—John Atkinson

them were anumber of firsts. For example:
KLH finally unveiled its long-awaited
Dolby tape recorder which, at this juncture,
looks as ifit may be agood contender for The
Perfectionist's Recorder that we described in
the last issue We will try our best to get ahold
of one of these for testing.
Electro-Voice honored arevered American
institution with its "mothered" approach to
receiver construction. Instead of the usual one
or two printed-circuit boards and handwired interconnections, the new E-V receivers assign each basic element of the circuit to
its own small circuit board, and use asingle
large board (the "mother") with plug-in connectors to tie together the small boards. Sort
of like "Quasar" TV, but minus the drawer.
According to E-V's literature, "mother"
minimizes everything from variable wiring
capacitances to dry-soldered joints, but in
keeping with the modem marketing approach
of accenting the positive and ignoring the
negative, there was no mention of what would
ell, we've seen it coming for a seem to us to be the most significant advanlong time, and it finally came to
tage of this arrangement: ease of servicing.
pass. Year after year, hi-fi show
Let's assume, heaven forbid, that your E-V
exhibitors have been beating their brains out
receiver has some subtle malady. You take the
trying to make their super-deluxe equipment
whole thing to your friendly E-V dealer, he
perform to best advantage in tiny, stuffy
tries replacing each plug-in module with a
rooms crammed with noisy, acoustically abnew one until the trouble clears up, and you
sorptive visitors, and year after year, the
go home with aperfectly functioning resound that they got was more often amatceiver. The dealer then sends your sick circuit
ter of chance than of anything else Little $75
module back to E-V, who determine whether
compacts in one room shook the floor with
it needs anew capacitor or five new transissubterranean lows, while massive multitors, and bills the dealer (who bills you)
woofer systems next door sounded like overaccordingly. We like this idea very much. It's
blown table radios. Systems with asmooth,
the best solution thus far to the knotty probmusical high end sounded dead, while others
lem ofservice in the field. And if you've ever
that would normally fracture your eye teeth
tried to get atransistorized device repaired
sounded warm and sweet. And then, to add
anywhere except at an "authorized service
insult to frustration, The Stereophile started
center," you'll see what we mean.
reporting who had the best, and the worst,
sound at the show, as if the exhibitors really ELECTROSTATIC 'PHONES
could get topnotch sound just by using top- Koss introduced the first self-energizing elecnotch components.
trostatic reproducer we've ever heard of the
This year, it was obvious that most exhib- Model ESP-6 headset. We're short on details,
itors were just taking an Oh, what the hell
but it seems that the ESP-6 has abuilt-in
attitude. Instead of trying for super sonics,
power supply that draws the polarizing voltmost of them just set up some sort of asource
age for the electrostatic transducers from the
of loud noise (to lure the visitors), and con- input signal itself, via astep-up transformer
centrated on the visual aspect in their displays.
and aslow-charge/slow-discharge filter sysTo be sure, there were some stupendous- tem. This could work fine, if it's done right.
sounding displays, which we'll mention later,
The 'phones sounded very good to us at the
but the highlights of the show were things
show, but with completely unfamiliar proseen rather than things heard. And among
gram material, who could tell what? One
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B&K PRO-10IVIC

An Investment in
Quality Components
-1.0111111e

The PRO-10MC is atruly first-rate preamp.
It delivered utterly satisfying, even thrilling
sound and did so with an unassuming competence of control behavior that made it a
joy to use as well as listen to.
In the passive mode, Ibelieved Icould
perceive a subtle increase in "focus"
— a gain in the illusion that the sound
actually was being generated, rather than
re-created, in my listening room."
Robert Long with Edward I. Foster
Audio, April 1992
Specifications
Frequency Response
1Hz to 150 KHz, ±1 dB
RIAA Accuracy
Within ±0.2 dB
¡HO
002%
SMPTE IM
002%
5/N, A-Weighted
MM phono, 82 dB; MC phono, 70 dB;
high level, 89 dB
Volume-Control Interchannel Tracking
±0.1 dB
Input Sensitivity ..MM phono, 0.8 mV at 1kHz; MC phono,
0.09 mV at 1kHz; high level, 45 mV
Phono Overload at 1kHz
MM, 225 mV; MC, 17mV
Phono Input Resistance
Adjustable
MM Phono Input Capacitance
Adjustable
Maximum Output
14 V rms

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road • Buffalo, New York 14218-3241 • USA
NY:716-822-8488 •FAX: 716-822-8306 • 1-800-543-5 25 2
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thing we could tell, though, was the fact that
most of the ESP-6 'phones on demonstration were being driven at too high alevel.
You see, Koss has thoughtfully installed alittle neon bulb in the front of each ear piece,
and this flickers when the 'phones are on the
verge of overload. We could see that the
'phones around us were flashing, but we
couldn't be sure about the ones we were
wearing until we took them off. There was
no mirror in the room. But, no matter. ..
CN labs introduced the first self-tuning
tuner since the old Karg "Tunamatic" of the
mono era. Like the Karg, the CN 804 uses
crystal stabilization to maintain avery high
degree of tuning accuracy without the need
for AFC. But instead of aseparate crystal for
each of afew FM channels, the CN 804 uses
acrystal-stabilized frequency synthesizer to
produce the 100 discrete frequencies that
constitute the FCC-allocated FM broadcasting channels. Thus, instead of fine-tuning the
804 to the desired channel, like an AM radio,
you just start at the bottom of the FM band
and advance it, manually or automatically,
by the number of steps necessary to reach the
desired channel. The frequency indication is
via four of the digital readout tubes that are
used in computers and electronic counters.
If this sounds like an absurdly complicated
way of accomplishing what conventional
tuners accomplish perfectly adequately, that's
because it is. But it may also be the best thing
that anyone has come up with to date for
automated off-the-air tape recording, particularly when one wishes to record from
two or more different stations in agiven
evening.

STEREO BATON?

Remember the Audio Baton? The "tone control" unit that divided the audio spectrum
into nine segments and allowed for individual
control of each one? Well, an outfit that calls
itselfJVC Nivico has brought out some preamps and integrated amplifiers incorporating
stereo versions of similar devices. Hopefully,
these will have alot less distortion and phase
shift than the Audio Baton had.
That's about all of the really far-out products we can recall seeing at this year's show,
but there were plenty of other items of
interest. Finally, we got to see, and to hear,
the Bose 901 loudspeaker system that Julian
Hirsch rhapsodized over in HiFilStereo Review.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

It did have phenomenal low-end response for
aloudspeaker system of its size, but we're not
at all sure that those profound bass tones were
as tightly controlled as they might be. And
the level was so shockingly high most of the
time that it was impossible to tell whether
the upper-range distortion we heard was
from the speakers or the amplifiers or our
poor, overloaded ears. We were promised a
pair of these speakers for testing "some day,
when the demand for them falls off abit."
Meanwhile, we'll try locally. [The review
appeared in Vol.3 No.2, Autumn 1971.—Ed.]

ESP& SNR

Sony was showing anew tape recorder—
the 666D—with "ESP Reverse" and "SNR
Noise Reduction!' ESP reverses the tape
automatically if no sounds come along for
10 seconds, which may or may not be such
agood idea. On many prerecorded tapes,
reversal before the tape's own reverse tone
comes along will miss the opening bars of
the reverse track. And while we think of it,
what's the sudden industry fascination with
ESP all about, anyway? Shades ofJean Dixon?
Sony's SNR, which looks at first sight like
an answer to the Dolby system, isn't. Like the
Dolby system, this automatically reduces the
volume of quiet passages during playback,
taking the background noise down too. But
unlike the Dolby, it does not increase the level
of quiet passages when recording, so it ends
up expanding the dynamic range "by 100%,"
which ain't our idea of high fidelity. It remains
to be seen how compatible, if at all, this will
be with KLH-Dolby-recorded tapes.
Other interesting features on the 666D include ascrape-flutter filter, non-magnetizing
heads, and VU meters that are claimed to
meet professional standards for calibration
and ballistic (inertial) characteristics.
Also new from Sony was adeluxe version
of their Servomatic turntable, this one essentially the same as the preceding model except
for the addition oían automatic toneann lift
at the end of aside. We mislaid our blurb
sheet on this (if indeed we ever got one), so
we can't cite amodel number. So we won't.
It looked nice, though. But we wonder: Will
it work with any tonearm besides the Sony?
ELPA Marketing also had anew turntable
to show. Theirs was abasic Thorens TD-150
unit with an electronic drive system somewhat akin to the one Weathers Industries
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New England Audio Resource
The NEAR-50ML
The 50M 's three
metal-alloy-diaphragms
deliver superior musical detail
without "break-up" or "ringing."
"...this is one of the most
accurate loud-speakers you
can buy at any price."
Martin G. DeWulf,
BOUND FOR SOUND
See the complete review of our
50M in THE ABSOLUTE SOUND
Issue #77, or call us for afree copy.

CA, Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills Audio
213-276-2001

IL, Chicago
HIFI Hutch
708-351-9351

NY, Syracuse/Liverpool
Audio Excellence
315-451-2707

CA, Concord
Stereo Unlimited
510-676-8990

IN, Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
219-482-2069

NY, Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
716-262-4310

CA, Mill Valley
World of Sound
415-383-4343

LA, New Orleans
Wilson Audio
504-866-3457

PA, Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
215-923-3035

CA, San Francisco
World of Sound
415-928-3101

ME, Falmouth
HIFI Exchange
207-781-2326

PA, Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
412-521-9500

CA, Woodland Hills
Wilson Audio Video Entertainment
818-883-2811

MO, Kansas City
Primus Audio
816-421-3555

TX, Dallas
Krystal Clear
214-520-7156

CO, Denver
Gramophone Shop
303-744-1284

NC, Charlotte
Mr. Audio
704-377-4434

UT, Salt Lake City
Audioworks
801-364-9999

FL, Gainsville
Sound Ideas
904-378-0192

NJ, Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
908-671-1559

VA, Centreville
Gifted Listener
703-818-8000

FL, Pensacola
All Pro Sound
904-432-5780

NJ, Teaneck
Sound View Electronics
201-837-0020

WI, Madison
University Audio Shop
608-284-0001

FL, Tampa
Audiovisions
813-871-2989

NJ, Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
201-744-0600

PR, Caparra Heights
Precision Audio
809-782-6969

GA, Atlanta
Stereo Video Systems
404-916-1001

NY, Albany
Altair Audio
518-452-3525

CANADA, Toronto
Audio Excellence
416-321-9130

679 Lisbon Road Lisbon Falls Maine 04252
PH 207-353-7307
FX 207-353-7309

made for use with their "Synchromatic"
turntable.
For comparison purposes, the Sony 'table
uses aDC drive motor with aspeed-sensing
system that automatically raises or lowers the
DC power source as necessary to maintain
the proper rotational speed. The Thorens unit
(designated the Model TD-125) uses asynchronous AC drive motor, and an integral
solid-state power supply that provides a
source of frequency-regulated 115V AC
drive, largely independent of external line
variations in voltage or frequency. We were
also pleased to note that the TD-125 has a
removable tonearm-mounting panel (like
other Thorens turntables) that will accommodate most "universal" arms, and has
adjustable shock-isolation springs to balance
out arms of different weights.
CLARIFIED CLEANERS
ELPA was also showing the first real effort
to straighten out the utter confusion caused
by the recent proliferation of record-cleaning
devices devised by the late Cecil Watts, who
is known to most hi-fi perfectionists as the
inventor of the "Dust Bug" and the "Preenee
Those of us who haven't kept on top of the
Watts developments may be interested to
know that he also invented a"Manual Parastat," a"Hi-Fi Parastat," a"Humid Mop,"
a"Stylus Cleaner," a"New-Formula Antistatic Fluid:' and a"Record Wash Brush." All
of these items, and their place in the hi-fi sun,
are described in detail in amost informative
booklet entitled "Professional Methods of
Record Care and Use" (50e), and ELPA has
devised an ingenious point score system to
delineate the degree of disc cleanliness required for agiven amount of pickup tracking
force, and the cleaning devices needed to
accomplish it.
AUDIBLE GOODIES
As we mentioned previously, most of what
we gleaned from this year's New York hi-fi
show was assimilated visually, or as aresult
of chats with the various exhibitors. But as
we also mentioned before, there were afew,
albeit very few, exhibits that got to us aurally.
We cited one afew paragraphs back: the Bose
901 system, about which we had some reservations. Some others that impressed us were:
The Pioneer exhibit, featuring aline of receivers, turntables and arms, and loudspeakers
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1992

ranging from tiny and tinny to moderately
large and most impressive-sounding. This
is afirm we have heard little about; we think
it deserves some looking into.
Hartley Loudspeakers, which again featured their Concertmaster systems (whose
low end stood our hair on end last year). The
bottom wasn't as stupendous this year as last
(different room, different amplifier!), but we
were much happier with the improved smoothness and lower distortion through the upper
ranges. We keep promising to do areport on
these. Maybe this year. ..
The dinky little bookshelf loudspeakers
that Dynaco was offering as their answer to
the ARs and KLHes. We would hardly venture to make comparisons on the basis of
what we heard, but the Dyna systems did
sound better than anything that size had any
right to.
The Electro-Voice Model 4a speakers which,
despite arather small room and what appeared
to be most injudicious placement (on top of
30"-high stands), yielded some of the deepest
bass we've ever heard at ahi-fi show. Like the
Bose 901s, the bottom sounded abit flaccid,
but it was so deep it stretched the credibility. It stretched ours to the point where we
had along, pointless discussion with one of
E-V's attendants about the possibility of
hanky-panky. (Are you sure the bass controls
or the loudness control or the program material isn't/aren't helping at least an itty bit?) We
were assured that everything was fair, square,
and on the level, including the frequency
response of everything feeding the loudspeakers. Finally, we got one admission that
all might not be according to Hoyle. "The
room seems to have some standing waves at
the right frequencies. It doesn't always happen this way, but isn't it nice when it does?"
We had to agree. We had just gotten through
listening to six KLH Nine panels in the
Crown exhibit that seemed to have hardly
any bass at all. They looked nice, though.

AUDIO VERITY
Distortion-free audio systems can only
be afforded by those too old to hear the
distortion.
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"Kinergeties offers its purchaser
more than aglimpse of what the
best CD sound is all about"
:Eeie9;G
;
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The secret: A balanced design approach. Turning bits
into music isn't just number crunching. It is adelicate
process which requires that equal design consideration
be applied to digital processing. digital to analog
conversion, and the critical analog stage.
Recognizing this, Kinergetics Research approaches all of
its digital designs with meticulous attention given equally
to these three stages. The KCD-40 also incorporates a
complete balanced topology. By differently amplifying the
signal. the KCD-40 greatly diminishes all forms of
distortion and in most instances, completely eliminates it.
Our balanced design approach and balanced topology
give the KCD-40 the edge in musicality over other CD
players. For this reason the KCD-40 has become the
reference to which all other CD players are compared.
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The KCD -40 compact disc player features:
• All machined aluminum chassis
la Quad 18 bit digital to analog converter
MI Hybrid bipolar — J-FET output stage
• Patented hysteresis canceling circuit.
II Volume and balance controls on front panel to drive amplifier
directly
• Optional XLR connectors
• Dual mono design
We will continue to create improvements in areas of
psychoacoustic that others have yet to discover.
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PO.
Box 4839. Chatsworth, CA 91313-4839
213/582-9349 •Fax: 213/582-9434

ALAS, POOR LASS!
Editor:
The young lady on your cover seems to be
having trouble getting adequate visual stereo
center fill-in, or is her strabismus and her upin-the-air attitude the result ofjust having
seen her bill from Neiman-Marcus?
ROBERT COTTON
Newark, NJ

Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium vacuum tubes newly
developed by agroup of British
audiophiles and engineers, in
conjunction with the Shuguang
tube factory in China.
"Judging by the quality and
sonic superiority of the Golden
Dragon 12AX7and ELM, this
venture is the best thing to have
happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve
and Mullard... the Golden
Dragon goal of premium tubes
rivaling the best ever made
appears to have been realized"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14
No. II ,November 1991.
You will hear the difference.
Preamp Tubes
12AT7A
12AU 7A
12AX7A
6DJ8
Power Tubes
L84/613Q5
EL34/6CA 7
6L6GC
6550A
KT66
KT77
KT88
2A3
3006
811A
845

(singles)
$14.00
$14.00
$14.00
$22.00
(matched pairs)
$ 22.00
$ 42.00
$ 42.00
$ 72.00
$ 48.00
coming soon
$ 96.00
$ 96.00
$264.00
$ 54.00
$156.00

Tubes by Design
813-925-3483
P.O. Box 48865, Sarasota, FL 34230
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LAST COVER
Editor:
Your last cover was not cute, clever, arresting,
artistic, appropriate, or even well done. It was
just ridiculous. Can't you do better than that?
JOHN DOWNEY
San Francisco, CA
Not always.
J. Gordon Holt

IDO. ..
Yahoo! Yippee! Hooray! Now that the wedding
is over, and Mr. J. Gordon ("I am The Stereophile") Holt and your magazine have once
again graced us, your lowly subscribers, with
an issue, how about getting the SOB. out on time!
In 1969, Ihope to see The Stereophile every
three months, especially since you are now
married and "settled down!' Now, if you will
repeat after me:
"I do solemnly swear that LI Gordon ("I
am The Stereophile") Holt, will not let children, grass cutting, house painting, nor family arguments interfere with publishing The
Stereophile on time, and that Iwill love, honor,
cherish, and obey my subscribers, the cranky
bastards, by getting The Stereophile out on
time."
Congratulations and best wishes to you
and your hi-fi wife, and may you have every
happiness that marriage can bring.
JOSEPH B.W ILLIAMSON, J
R.
Chicago, IL
Many thanksfrom both tf us to all of you wlio u'n'te
to express their congrats. Asiiir our publishing se bedide (truly asore spot, which is why we talk so much
about it), we are going to have to get this thing out
more often than every three months if we are to
gain ground on our tardy schedule. But then, we
have every reason to believe we can.
As far as those "cranky bastards" are concerned,
about all that lit can say is that we've been gratified
to see how many of thon have been so much more
patient with our lapses than we had any rig/it ro
expect.
—J. Gordon Holt
S
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AUDIOPHILE
ACCESSORIES

Call us toll-free at 1-800-942-0220 for all the finest audio accessories and gear.
Digital Noise Absorbers

RECORD DOCTOR II

Block, dogolal
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Monstrous Cartridge Savings
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514 95
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Monster Cable AG-100011 moving cod

399 95

Monster Cable SG-2000 moving cod

599 95
9995

Blue Point nigh output moving coa

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning machine

Only

295 00

New Blue Pornt make MC

169 95

LP &CD Cleaning Machines

Shure HTS5300 III

Power Wedge Conditioners

Home Theater Sound Processor

Protect andlO/Sideo gear
and Improve
pedormance

Rated Class

A

by Slereophile Magazine
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Cartridge Accessories

"51099 00

Only

*499.00

Power Wedge I 10 outlets

Get the most out at your
TV. VCR or laserdisc player

Power Wedge II 9outlets

49900

Power Wedge III 4outlets

*26900

Power Wedge V tor big amps

*37900

Power Pack II 6outlets

.

199.00

PAC Idos Digital Filter

CABLE ENHANCER

SIGNET
81637

«meUIc
Electromt
AM cables sound better orner or oier.,

51,

LP Cleaning
Solutions

Turntable
Upgrades
Nee YPIMod Id
Upgrades API New
to MY 19 Illk IV.
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69500

.AST 910000 01
mer Cleaner
•..seryand
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• •...ss Cleaner
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12 95
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24 95
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Reny Golly hrs1
Record Cleaner
14 95
24 95
Ni119 GnIty Puffier 02
11 95
39 95
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DoosTechCE1000
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AR Motor
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API Dust Cover
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"39995

IDOS 1Meal filter
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199 95

Audioprism 'so-Bearings

POLARITY TESTER

Vlbrabon Dampening Support Globes

EleCtronecally sense P0611 1,
polarity or powercordS
15. equIpmen1

Elbe
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RECORD SLEEVES
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SUMMER CONSUMER ELECTONICS SHOW
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PETER W.M ITCHELL

T

he Chicago CES turned out pretty
much as expected. There were about
200 fewer exhibits than ayear earlier,
as some of the biggest names in consumer
electronics (Sony, Hitachi, Pioneer, Zenith,
JVC) skipped the show. Were it not for the
huge amount of space occupied by the Nintendo and Sega videogame exhibits, CES
would have looked conspicuously shrunken.
Trade attendance (dealers and journalists) was
said to be about 51,000, afew thousand less
than last year. According to the official count,
about 98,000 consumers showed up on the
last two (weekend) days; but since that figure
is based on aticket count, it could represent
just 49,000 consumers who came both Saturday and Sunday. (A separate ticket was
required for each day.)
The large exhibits in the McCormick Place
complex, particularly those featuring video
games or widescreen TV, drew large family
crowds on both days. The high-end audio
exhibits in the Hilton hotel, however, were
only lightly attended, though fear of having
to compete with mobs of consumers caused
most dealers to leave town on Saturday
morning. So, while the large international
companies seem content that next year's
Chicago CES may again be acombined trade/
consumer show, many high-end companies
were less happy. With the trade show aspect
of the Summer CES abbreviated to two days,
the benefit may no longer be worth the high
cost. Audio exhibitors might more profitably
focus their trade-show resources on the Winter CES, while the Stereophile High End Show
may prove to be amore cost-effective consumer show for them than the Summer CES.

COREY GREENBERG

I

told her it would be boring, Itold her
she'd hate all the walking around and
schmoozing, but it was no use; ever
since she read my "Best Babes" section in last
year's Chicago CES report, my girlfriend
Dara made it very clear that we were going
to this year's Show together.
"I don't think you really understand what
you're getting into, dear—"
"Ah, but Iunderstand very well what you
are most certainly NOT 'getting into' in
Chicago, dear. Now, should Itake the black
dress or the red?"
Actually, Iwas psyched that Dara was
coming with me; we were going to stay with
my brother Mark and his band the Coctails
in their converted warehouse/loft, and this
would be agreat chance to spend some time
with everyone. We also learned that MTV
was coming to Chicago the very next weekend after CES to interview the Coctails for
aspecial on hot indic-label bands, so everyone was in high spirits. THANKS for putting
us up, Mark-Atcher-Barry-John-GiselleValeria-and-Smoot; just make sure that copy
of Stetrophile you had lying on the coffee table
is still there when the film starts rolling!
It was opening day of the Show. Ihailed
acab outside Mark's building, and told the
driver to take us to the Hilton.
"This is so exciting!" Dara beamed. "I
finally get to meet all these people you've
been talking about!"
We got to the Hilton, pushed our way
through the revolving door, and before we'd
walked five steps areviewer from another
mag who shall remain nameless came running up to us.

Arcam's $1500 Delta 170.3 CD transport accepts aclock signal from their Black Box S($895) to
minimize data-word jitter, ascheme first seen in the Linn Karik/Numerik and the Sony DAS -RI.
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"Corey! Hey, is this yer girlfriend? Look
babe, close yer ears for asec, OK? Corey! I
used to sleep around with achick says she
used to be yer BABYSITTER! Yeah! All my
brothers slept with her! Yeah! Well, gotta go!
OK babe, you can open yer ears now! Nice
ta meet ya!" And off he shot down the hall.
Icould see the bile rising in Dara's throat, and
Iquickly applied pressure on her Adam's
apple with my finger to stop the flow.
Welcome to CES, dear!

WHAT IF THEY HAD ACES AND
NOBODY CAME?
The big news of this summer's CES was the
designation of the last two days of the Show
as "consumer" days, which meant that—
gasp—REAL PEOPLE WERE GONNA BE
ALLOWED INTO THE ROOMS! Manufacturers shrieked of unholy scenarios
involving ademented mob of "Li'l Abner"type hicks snapping the cantilevers off of
Ikedas and letting their milkcows poop on
the Krells while crying three-year-olds with
Smucker's Concord Grape jelly smeared all
over their faces poked their stubby little
fingers through Wilson WATT tweeters and
knocked over Thiel CS5s. Seasqned hi-fi
journalists showed up outfitted with brand
new Nike running shoes and shirtpockets full
of speed, trying to cover the whole Show in
just two days before the Unwashed Hordes
descended on the Hilton with their crazed
eyes and open sores.
Businesses spend hundreds of millions of
dollars every year on consumer research and
focus groups, trying their damndest to get
inside the average consumer's head in order
to tailor their goods accordingly, but direct
face-to-face contact with actual consumers?!?
Ye gods, man; that's too scary to even contemplate.
And the dealers, the very group the CES is
aimed at in thefirst place? They mostly stayed
home, took advantage of the airfare wars to
go to Ft. Lauderdale, and otherwise stayed
the hell away from Chicago. Room after
room, Ifound manufacturers sitting around
in very expensive and very empty suites,
wondering where everyone was, dammit.
The Academy for the Advancement of
High-End Audio, in the shape ofStereophile's
Larry Archibald, put together acool-man
exhibit of high-end gear on the main floor
of the "Zoo" at McCormick Place, which
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

was agreat idea. But while volunteers like
myself, the Tweak Shop's Elliot Kallen, and
TAS's Michael Fremer told everyone who
came to gawk at all the high-end gear—
nearly 10,000 of them—that they could go
over to the Hilton and actually play with all
this stuff, very few actually did; it was like
the high-end exhibit was amildly amusing
mirage, there to break up the garish neon
megabuck displays for Philips DCC and
Savage Gorilla car subwoofers.
The general consensus among the highend audio manufacturers, dealers, and writers
Ispoke with is that the SCES has become a
bummer, adud, and awaste of time and
money. The costs of showing at both the
Vegas and Chicago Shows are astronomical,
even prohibitive for most of the smaller companies that make up the High End. Add up
the costs of flying agaggle of staffers and
products out to the Shows, renting rooms to
exhibit and stay in at inflated rates, and buying expensive meals and wardrobe accessories for influential members of the press, and
you have abig fat expense that even the
largest, most successful high-end manufacturers are starting to seriously question.
My vote? Leave the Chicago Show to Nintendo and let the Vegas WCES be the High
End's yearly love-in. Two CESes ayear
PLUS the Stereophile High End Show PLUS
all the foreign hi-fi shows is just too much.
Let Natural Selection take its course.

WHERE'S BOB?!

HAW HAW! This was my favorite part of
covering CES, because JA had asked me to
cover digital gear in place of Robert Harley,
who had to leave early to attend the AES
Measurement Conference in Oregon. It was
great; you should've seen the panicked looks
on all the digital gurus' faces when Itold 'em
Iwas Stereophile's digital correspondent
instead of Bob:
"OH GOOD LORD NO00000000000!!!!"
"Oregon, you say? Karl! Box up the prototype! If Ihurry, Ican make the red-eye!"
"See this, Corey? This is aDAC! Can you
say DAC? D-A-C. .."
Once they were convinced Iknew jitter
from Shinola, though, they cooled off
enough to spill me their latest beans. And
believe me, there are enough new beans afoot
in digital these days to make Blazing Saddles
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look like achurch picnic.
Of all the new entrants into the digital
arena, my vote for Most Intriguing goes to
Bill Firebaugh, the inventor of the wonderful
Well-Tempered family of turntables and
arms. His first project is acollaboration with
Bitwise Audio lkchnologies, a$4500 twochassis digital processor called the Musik
System 2tc. The new Bitwise processor employs an 8x-oversampling 20-bit chipset codesigned by Firebaugh and Bitwise's Bjorn
Bjerede' called the Time Continuous DAC.
The TC DAC was specifically designed to
suppress digital noise contamination, which
the Firebaugh/Bitwise team thinks generates IM distortion and other enharmonic
nasties. Bill Firebaugh says the basic idea
behind the TC DAC process came to him
while he was out jogging; how come when
Iwork out, the only things that come to my
mind are images of the French Foreign
Legion marching over the Sahara and giant
frosted mugs of cold beer doing the Monkey?
Bill also has another digital project up his
sleeve, this one for Well-Tempered's distributor Transparent Audio Marketing. TAM
head Karen Sumner (who still wears the
coolest jackets at CES) gave me the preliminary details of the forthcoming WellTempered DIA and Well-Tempered Transport,
which should be ready in early '93. The WellTempered Transport, in particular, sounds
like it could be one of the hottest new products in '93; it's going to apply the same
silicone-damped "Zero Clearance" bearings
as the WTI' to the disc transport. Both this
project and his collaboration with Bitwise
are exciting news for audiophiles; if Bill Firebaugh can do for digital what he did for analog with his "crazy" notions about speed stability and mechanical resonances in turntables, things are going to get very interesting
indeed.
This CES also marked the official debut
of the Mark Levinson No.31 transport,
Madrigal's companion to their heralded
No.30 processor. The $8000 (or so) No.31
is just about the most technically sophisticated piece of equipment I've ever seen that
wasn't designed to kill people; this is as high
as the High End gets. Physically, the No.31
1Contrary to what it says in this month's TV Guide. Bjorn
will not be playing the role of my little Swedish buddy who
gets all his Y's andys mixed up in this season's episodes of
Stereophik.
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closely resembles the No30 processor, but
without that unit's external power supply.
Icould quite literally spend this entire report
telling you all the cool things the 31 can do,
but rest assured you'll hear all about it once
Digital Lad gets his optimum-dimensioned
mitts on one.
As for us reglar folks, Madrigal unveiled
the new Series 3versions of their Proceed
PCD 2CD player, PDP 2processor, PDT
2transport, and PCP 2animal stimulant.
Madrigal's Mike Wesley explained that all the
little tricks they learned while developing the
$13,000 No30 processor and $8000 No.31
transport enabled them to trickle the tech
down to the more affordable Proceed units.
No UltraAnalog chips this time around,
but they've upgraded the DACs in the PCD
2and PDP 2 from Burr-Brown's 18-bit
PCM-58s to 20-bit PCM-63s, the same chip
used in Theta's cool-man Generation III
series.
Speaking of whom, Theta's Neal Sinclair
and Mike Moffat had the new Gen. III on display, driven by the $2495 Data Series II transport; as with the original Data, the optional
AT&T optical interface is $400. Whereas the
original unit is astandard Philips laserdisc
player with Theta's proprietary reclocking
and digital driver circuits added on, the Data
Il is amore substantial reworking of the stock
player, with separate power supplies for the
transport, digital section, and clocking/optical
circuits. Theta not only claims better audio
performance for the Data H, but hotter video
as well; the picture is said to be 80% sharper.
Now, now—current Data owners don't need
to fret none; you can have your transports
updated to Series II status for only $400.
Most everyone in digital agrees that asignal bandwidth of at least 330MHz is mandatory for ideal transmission of the digital
signal, but even the preferred AT&T optical
interface has abandwidth of only 50MHz,
while Hewlett-Packard's relatively lesserused 100MHz version of the AT&T falls short
of the mark. S00000, Theta has been working on abetter optical interface featuring an
actual laser as the signal driver rather than
the more common pulsed LED, along with
askinnier fiber-optic cable and special connectors. Just how fast is Theta's new optical
interface? Try three GIGAHERTZ on for size,
Yertle! And they promise to deliver an even
faster version once they bring it to market,
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which means audiophiles will probably
snicker at ST optical one day like they do
now with Toslink.
Ialso scored some K-Y Jelly-looking stuff
Theta's got to enhance the AT&T optical
interface. They call it Optigue; you dip the
bare end of the ST fiber-optic cable in it
before you stick it into the jack. Optigue's
mojo is that it's specifically designed to have
the same optical properties as the fiber-optic
cable itself, so filling in the gaps in an AT&T
connection with Optigue reportedly clears
up the transmission? Ihaven't tried this stuff
out yet on my Thetas, but Lew Lipnick gushed
that he gave the goo ago and giggled "Good
Golly!" greatly and gaily?
Vimak is aname new to the High End,
but you'd never know it from looking at their
all-out $5000 DS-2000 and $3300 DS-1800
processors. While the DS-1800 is astand2Some thousand or so years ago. Iused to identify minerals
in ore samples by dropping the crystals in various goos with
different refractive indices. When the crystal under the microscope lens disappeared, you knew that its refractive index was
the same as that of the goo, hence you could look up what it
was in ahandy reference book. The same principle applies
in optical data transmission: when there is no change in refractive index at the glass/goo interface, there can be no reflections, hence no reflection-induced uncertainty in the data transition timing.
—JA
3I'd tell you that K-Y works just as well as Optigue, but then
I'd probably start another Armor All-type "fiasco" all over
again, with thousands of readers flooding Santa Fe with letters
about how the K-Y was the most amazing CD tweak of all
time, but then amonth later crying about the fact that ever
since they brought the tube of K-Y home, they don't have
enough time to listen to their system.

alone DAC, the DS-2000 includes afullfeatured preamp (albeit without aphono
stage). Both units employ Delta-Sigma
single-bit conversion, and offer more trick
convenience features than Speed Racer's
Mach V. Arnie Balgalvis is currently working
on areview of the DS-2000, so look for it in
the July '95 issue. Vimak Fakt: According to
the promo lit, the DS-2000's front control
panel is angled at precisely 10.5°, "calculated
to best accommodate the contours of the
human hand." Ten and ahalf, eh? Sounds
about right.
Wadia was making some mighty good
noises with their $3700 Wadia 6CD player
hooked up to apair of Rowland Model One
amps driving the new Thiel CS3.6s (these
new Thiels are kick-butt, by the way). The
Wadia 6packs alot of technology into a
single-box player, including Wadia chief Don
Moses's DigiMaster decoding software and
amodified version of the Esoteric P-2 transport. The 6also sports aremote volume control operating entirely in the digital domain,
which means CD-only audiophiles' can plug
the Wadia directly into their amplifiers. Considering that the Esoteric P-2 transport alone
sells for $4000, the Wadia 6actually looks like
abargain! And for all those Nyquist Theorem
fans who don't dig Dr. Don's de rigueur
DigiMaster digital decoding, Wadia also
4An oxymoron, but what the hey.

Cary Audio's 805 single-ended 50W monoblock uses one Gold Aero 211 transmitter tube for its output
stage. JA thought the sound, driving Unity Audio Fountainhead Signatures, was ahighlight of the show.
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Aiwa showed this mock-up of ahome MiniDisc recorder/player, which makes full use of the system's
track information data.

showed their new $2800 AT&T-equipped
Wadia 8transport.
Tube-driven Conrad-Johnson isn't a
name you'd expect in digital, although they
do produce the oh-so-lush $895 Sonographe
SD-22 Ireviewed in Vol.15 No.2. C-J's new
$3495 Premier Nine Tube DAC utilizes the
latest Philips bitstream chip, the SAA-7350,
married to C-J's own tubed analog stage.
One interesting design implementation is
something C-J calls "digital silence muting,"
which "detects the micro spaces between
musical signals and suspends processing,
providing atrue 'black' background, resulting in amajor improvement in retrieval of
ambient information." That sounds kinda iffy
to me, but not only are Bill Conrad and Lew
Johnson probably the two guys in high-end
audio least interested in wasting their own
time hyping quasi-reality circuits, but their
gear is among the most musical at any price;
for now, I'll take their word for it. The Premier Nine Tube DAC comes complete with
five digital inputs including AT&T optical and
what should've been the electrical standard
adopted by the High End, BNC coaxial.
Music Hall's Roy Hall had his usual greatsounding room full of Epos speakers and
Creek electronics, including both the $1295
78

CD-60 single-box CD player and the $1000
DAC-60 processor. Idon't want to step on
Jack English's toes, but I've got to put in a
plug for Creek's new $325/pair CLS 10 minimonitor; not only did it sound great, but its
dome tweeter is colored cool-man Creek
Green! The Creek CD player is in my listening room breaking in with Slint's Spiderland
(Touch & Go CD 64) as Itwo-finger this
report out, so look for areview.
Altis had their full line of digital gear at
the Show, but what caught my eye was their
new $2995 CDT-1 transport. The CDT-1
isn't the first top-loading transport I've seen,
but it's definitely the first one that had the disc
spinning out in the open high above the chassis! That's right: the disc spins around in
broad daylight, just like an analog turntable.
After listening to Madrigal's half-hour dissertation on why they went to such lengths
to shield the No.31's transport mechanism
from any and all light and vibration, Iwould've
loved to sec their reaction to the Altis transport. And even better, Altis's Howie "Superfly" Mandel's reaction to their reaction!
Museatex held aluncheon press conference to introduce Ed Meimer's all-out assault
in the Digital Processor Wars, the new
$15,000 Meitner Intelligent Digital TransSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

lator. In addition to separate external power
supplies for the digital and analog sections,
the UT features Museatex's C-Lock jitterreduction circuit, as well as anew form of
decoding algorithm called Intelligent Digital
Translation; instead of implementing afixed
algorithm like most processors, IDT's four
DSP microprocessors constantly analyze the
signal and adapt the algorithm accordingly.
Museatex claims fixed algorithms sacrifice
either frequency or transient response, but
that IDT results in simultaneous optimization. Your brain hurt yet? Mine sure does! Bet
your bottom dollar Bob'll get this bruiser,
so look for areview in coming months.
You may find this hard to believe, but real
people don't buy separate digital processors
and transports. They don't buy regular CD
players, either. What are most civilians
buying these days to play their CDs on?
CHANGERS! It's true; Iread it somewhere.
Unless you own the $13,000 Proceed CD
Library, though, it's hard to find aCD
changer that doesn't sound like someone taking apower sander to the back of your head,
so the good news is that this summer's CES
saw the introduction of not one but two
audiophile CD changers. NAD's $400
Model 505 couples afive-disc carousel to a
single-bit audio section based on the goodsounding $300 Model 5425 single-disc
player Ireviewed in Vol.15 No.2, while
Adcom's $600 GCD-600 also holds five
discs but uses the Philips 16-bit TDA-1541A
DAC and borrows both the line stage and
power supply of Adcom's GFP-555 II preamp. Spread the groovy love vibes and steer
your non-audiophile friends to these NAD
and Adcom changers instead of that closeout BSR/dbx-labeled junk in the DAK
catalog.
And finally, what CES digital report
would be complete without the fine products from those price-busters at Audio
Alchemy? AA was showing their full line
of half-pint digital gear with the muy expensivo
Monitor Audio Studio 20 speakers (AA and
MA share the same distributor, Kevro Int'l.),
and the roomful of people listening to Stevie
Ray Vaughan's Couldn't Stand the Weather were
digging it quite abe Audio Alchemy has just
5Iwas impressed by the Digital Transmission Interface which
fits betwixt CD transport and WA processor and minimizes
word-jitter by reclocking the datastream. Could be abargain
clean-up act at just S350.
—JA
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raised the price of the DDS two-chassis CD
transport again; once it was $700, then it was
$800, and now it's selling for acool grand.
If all you groovy cats out there in Radioland
keep buying them as fast as you have been,
maybe Audio Alchemy will raise the DDS's
price even higher! Do Ihear $1199 in Vegas?
SOLD!

AMPS PREAMPS A-LOO BOP,
A-WOMP BAM BOOM

If you're like most Stereophile readers, you
might wonder why some manufacturers
never seem to get mentioned in our CES
reports. One reason is that some manufacturers always seem to show at other hotels
outside of the Hilton in Chicago and the
Sahara in Vegas; we try to make it out to see
all of these satellite suites, but sometimes
there just isn't enough time. "I'll catch you
guys at the next Show," Stereophile promises
irate manufacturers when they call the week
after CFS Then we run out of time six months
later, too!
One such victim of this has been Classé
Audio's Glen Grue. Glen faxed us the week
before CES, pointing out that nobody from
Stereophile had set foot in his suites at CES for
the past two years running. Ashamed, I
decided right then and there to visit Classé's
suite at the Ritz-Carlton or die trying.
The Canadian Classé company is wellknown for their muy expensivo brute-force
solid-state gear, most notably the DR-8 amp
that Apogee's Jason Bloom highly recommends for driving his Stages. But of all the
high-dollar gear in the room, what really got
me going was Glen's new $1200 Classé 70
balanced stereo amplifier. Mr. Blackwell says
affordable amps are "in" this year; if the 70 can
offer agood slice of Classé sound for the
price of an Adcom or aB&K, this could be
another "find" like the $1200 Muse Model
100 Ireviewed in Vol.14 No.4. Classé's sending me a70 for review; Ilook forward to
comparing it to the Muse in an upcoming
issue.
George Bischoff had his Melos "Plus
Series" triode tube amps-at the Show, from
the $3000 ($3500 with balanced inputs)
Triode 200 Plus 200W stereo amp to the
$6000/pair 400W Triode 400 Plus monoblocks, which come with balanced inputs as
standard. Features of the Plus Series amps
include toroidal power and output trans79
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formers, class-A operation up to 25W for the
stereo amps and 50W for the monos, and alltriode gain stages. At the opposite end of the
universe, Melos also showed their $1000
SHA tube headphone amplifier, designed
specifically to drive the cool-man Grado
headphones. Both JA and Ihave found the
Melos to be akiller line stage as well; I'm
working on afull review as we speak8
NAD announced that they're getting into
the affordable monster-amp race with the
new $1200 Model 208 MOSFET stereo
amp. Rated at 250W into an 8ohm load, the
NAD claims apeak current rating of 100
amps for the Model 208. Sh'yeah! Into what
—a dead short, my friend? Not only is the 208
bridgeable into a500W monoblock, but it
comes complete with balanced XLR inputs
and two sets of output posts to facilitate biwiring. NAD also introduced their new $550
Model 106 preamp, aminimalist unit said by
NAD to maximize sound quality by eliminating seldom-used controls and features.
The 106 sports afully discrete RIAA phono
stage and comes complete with balanced
XLR outputs; for audiophiles who want to
try abalanced system, the NAD's 106 preamp and 208 power amp look like agreat
entry-level duo.
Audio Research introduced their latest
generation of hybrid/tube triode power
amplifiers at CES, the new V-Series. ARC's
Terry Dom explained that the V-Series amps
are similar to those in their current Classic
series, but benefit from such further circuit
refinements as the use of MIT Multicaps and
balanced XLR inputs. While the Classic amps
use KT88 output tubes, ARC is fitting their
V models with the new KT90 pentodes codeveloped by tube manufacturer Ei and
VTL's David Manley; Terry described the
triode-connected KT90 as having amore
neutral sonic signature than the "romantic"
sounding KT88. The $8000/pair V-140
monoblocks, $4000 stereo V-70, and $3000
stereo V-35 will eventually replace the Classic series, but ARC plans to produce Classics for some time yet (which is just as well,
6Thanks to all of you who, like me, called Melos demanding aphono stage for the 333 preamp. It's now in full production:John Atkinson and Iwill be reviewing some portion of
the complete preamp in the not too distant future. The fully
balanced (in and out) 333 with phono stage will retail for
$4995. A balanced-out-only phono version is $4195; a
balanced-out-only line-level preamp is $2395; and a
balanced-in and -out line-level unit is $3195.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

given the length of time JA has been keeping readers waiting for his review of the Classic 120). ARC also introduced two new preamps at the Show, the $3000 LS2-B line
stage and the $2500 PH2 phono stage, both
offering balanced inputs as well as balanced
outputs. ARC is keeping the original version
of the LS2 without balanced inputs for
$2500; current LS2 owners can have their
units converted to balanced-input LS2-Bs
for $700.7
In addition to the No31 digital transport
and the new Proceed digital gear, Madrigal
also introduced the latest version of their
popular Mark Levinson No.27 solid-state
100W stereo amp, the $5000 No.27.5. Improvements made in this revision include
power-supply refinements and anew input
buffer similar to that used in Levinson's
Nos.23.5 and 20.6 amps. While Madrigal is
usually able to offer circuit revisions to owners
of their gear, the No.27.5 contains enough
additional circuitry that alarger chassis is
necessary; No.27s can't be upgraded. Hey,
you play in this league, you learn to take your
lumps.
Conrad-Johnson had amess of new tube
gear at the Show, starting with the latest version of their flagship Premier 7A preamp,
which Jack English dug so heavily in Vol.15
No.5. The $10,000, four-chassis, dual-mono
Premier 7B 8is the result of several key parts
refinements, and should be ready to ship in
early September. If you've already sold all
your LPs to finance your switchover to CD
and still haven't come to your senses, C-J's
packaged the 7B's line stage into asingle
chassis to create the $3500 Premier 10 lineonly preamp. Looking for an even lowerpriced entry into tube sound? C-J also introduced their new PV10A preamp, which
features apassive RIAA stage and the same
line section as the Class B-ranked $1900
PV11 Bob Deutsch raved about in Vol.14
No.12. The price? Five clams shy of agrand!
7 For those with single-ended preamps who purchase
balanced-only amps. ARC will offer what they call aBL-1
Active Balanced Line Driver this fall. It accepts single-ended
RCA inputs and has balanced XLR outputs. The BL-1 can
be purchased, leased, begged, or borrowed while the conversion to afully balanced system is undertaken. In my opinion, this was one of the more interesting product announcements at the Show; it represents aviable way for the typical
audiophile to make the conversion to abalanced system.—JE
8Interesting, isn't it, that the very first "high-end" preamp
was the Maranta.. .
7B? When you get older, Grasshopper,
you will learn that the passage of time is as circular as your
pale bald head.
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Mark the PV10A as yet another promising
piece of gear you'll see me tackle in afuture
issue. And for all you guys out there who
always wanted to go with tube amps but
hesitated to bring acouple of big, clunky,
ugly mofos home for fear the wife would
make like Itchy'n'Scratchy and hit you over
the head with afrying pan so that when she
removed it, your head was in the shape of the
pan, hesitate no more! Of all the gear she was
forced to look at while accompanying me
through the Show, Dara thought C-J's new
$2900 MV70 70W stereo amp was the bestlooking piece of gear at CES; she even used
the word "gorgeous"!

FREE AT LAST! FREE AT LAST!
THANK BILL &LEW ALMIGHTY,
YOU'RE FREE AT LAST!

JA's Formula 1pal Casey McKee finally
decided that living in Austin, TX but commuting to New York to work at Brooklyn's
Innovative Audio wasn't exactly the way God
planned it, so he set up shop here in Austin
as the North American distributor for the
British Exposure line of high-quality solidstate amps and preamps. The Exposure components are gear after my own heart: Not
only are the power supplies mentioned again
and again in the promo lit as being the most
important part of the circuit, but they're even
sold as afully separate component category!
Once you pick out an Exposure amp or preamp, you get to choose from several levels
of power-supply quality to match your needs
and budget; this is very cool. The Exposure
design philosophy seems to be squarely in
the "simple signal path/killer power supply"
school, and ranges from the $1100 Model VII
to the $3200 Model IV 80W dual-mono
amplifier. Judging from the sound of Stevie
Ray Vaughan coming out of the floorstanding Royd speakers Casey'd set up, the Exposure gear looks and sounds serious, Ican't wait
to go eat BBQ at Casey's and hear more of it.
After their three-ring "Show-within-aShow" at the Stereophile High End Show in
LA the month before CES, VTL played it
rather cool in Chicago with only one new
product introduction: the new $1250 High
Resolution Line Preamplifier. Offering four
line-level outputs and dual-mono volume
controls in aslimline chassis, the HRLP
breaks with VTL tradition by providing DCcoupled, capacitorless outputs. VTL's Luke
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

Manley explained that the new line preamp
has the same audio circuit as the Manley
professional preamps. VTL also announced
that Audio Advisor will be the sole US distributor for the $1175 Stereo 75/75 tube amp
Iwrote about in my WCES report.
Ican't recommend Muse's $1200 Model
100 stereo MOSFET amp and $2500 Model
18 active subwoofer highly enough, so I
stopped by their room to see their latest gear.
Well, Muse's Kevin Halverson told me that
he doesn't come out with new models every
six months just to satisfy hi-fi nuts with short
attention spans. GO KEVIN GO!

HERE ATWEAK, THERE ATWEAK,
EVERYWHERE ATWEAK TWEAK
Strangest CD tweak of the Show? Ibumped
into Clark Johnsen, éminence grise of Boston high-end shop The Listening Studio, and
he hauled out an AC-powered bulk eraser the
size of ahardcover book.
"This is the latest and greatest CD tweak
to date!" Clark declared.
Normally, bulk erasers are used to erase
open-reel recording tape and cassettes; the
almighty magnetic field these units create
shakes up the magnetic particles on the tape
and randomizes their directions, restoring the
tape to its original virginity. Now, an aluminum-and-polycarbonate CD contains no
ferrous material, so amagnetic field shouldn't
have any effect on it. Nonetheless, Clark
claims that running aCD through abulk
eraser's magnetic field improves the sound.
Arnie Balgalvis says that he and his fellow
Westchester Audio Shriners have played
around with these bulk erasers, and have also
heard changes in the sound with "treated"
CDs.
Hmmmm. Ican go in any one of three
directions with this:
1) Why not? If green ink, Sims Navcom
rings, surface polishes, and cryogenics can
change the sound of CDs, what's so odd
about passing adisc through amagnetic field?
2) As George Tice has also been claiming
the beneficial effects of pulsed magnetic
fields, perhaps it behooves us all in the highend audio community to explore the hitherto-unthinkable possibility that perhaps there
are electrical and perceptual phenomena that
our archaic and myopic so-called Laws of
Scientific Theory are too narrow in scope to
explain.
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3) Sh'yeah! And maybe CD longboxes will
fly out of my butt!
IHATE ALL THIS CD-TWEAKING
CRAP!!! Yes, green ink, Navcom rings, CD
polishes, and cryogenics can make adifference in the sound of CDs. Irnmedia's Allen
Perkins gave me his new "CD Absolver" mat
at the Stereophile Show in LA, and it works.
And putting your player on squishy rubber
balls, that works too. Guy Lemcoe sea AmpClamping your player works, so long as you
don't crush the chassis. I'm sure that somewhere deep in the frozen wastelands of Togo,
apoor slugfisherman has found that apound
or two of fresh baby seal chum smeared on
aCD player's chassis makes all the difference
in the world, an even greater improvement
than that Kimber KCAG DigitalLink he
spent all last season's catch on.
All this stuff works, and all this stuff is a

WASTE OF TIME. Because all we're doing
by fiddling around with all these little CD
tweaks is spraying ditty armpits. All of these CD
BandAids help make digital sound better, but
even if you employ them all at the same time,
the net effect is stilljust aminor improvement.
I've tried every CD tweak in the book, and
I've never heard the HUGE! INCREDIBLE!
NIGHT'N'DAY! transformations Ihear
audionutsjizz about. If Ihad, I'd still be using
the green ink, the Sims rings, and storing my
discs in the freezer next to the Push-Ups.
Folks, the flaws in CDs aren't the kind of
things you can "fix" with green pens and
liquid nitrogen. When amastering plant
throws away the last four bits off a20-bit
digital master to make CDs, stretching ahitech rubber band around the disc's circumference is not going to get them back. If we
all want digital to sound better, we need to

Krell Signature D A processor and MD-20 CD transport feature new styling.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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start focusing on improvements, real improvements, at the SOURCE, not fiddley-ass
little "tweak o' the week" BandAids. In short,
it's time for the High End to GET REAL.
"But Coreeeey!" Ihear you bleating. "The
Giant Japanese Conglomerates who make
CDs are never gonna change their manufacturing methods! Green ink and CD condoms
are all we GOT!"
Until now. A new manufacturing process
that could very well be the most important
breakthrough yet in improving the sound of
CDs was announced at CES by one of the
inventors of the medium, and Sony was its
name-o!
VE ADMIT MISHTAKES VER
MADENSHTOPPEN
Arnie Balgalvis and Icabbed over to the Four
Seasons Hotel 9to hear what Ifelt was by far
the most important digital news of the entire
CES: Sony's new Super Bit Mapping digital
processing system. Bob covers the SBM process in greater detail in his report elsewhere
in this issue, but basically the SBM process
claims to provide 16-bit CDs with 20-bit
sound quality through sophisticated noiseshaping techniques. The current practice for
converting 20-bit masters involves atechnique called "truncation"; quite literally, the
four least-significant bits are lopped off—
gone, history, de nada. The unfortunate byproducts of truncating the last four bits are
gritty quantization noise and distortion,
especially at low signal levels; problems that
are said to be absent with Super Bit Mapping.
Sony's demonstration involved flipping
back and forth between standard and SBM
16-bit versions of the same 20-bit digital
master tapes, copied on to CD-R. The playback system consisted of B&W speakers and
(what else?) Sony electronics; ayoung Sony
representative reportedly made the suggestion that they use some Theta and VTL gear
for the demo but was given aviolent wedgie
instead by several Sony engineers.
The SBM process offers exciting potential, but atool's just atool unless you pick it
up and HIT SOMETHING WITH IT, and
this is where my monkey-bone starts twitching; Sony also announced their new Master9Wouldn't it be great if every time someone said "Four Seasons Hotel:' Frankie Valli popped out of nowhere and
shrieked, "Bunug güiirls, they don't KER-RI-Y1-YI!!" That
would trump bottled-beer-taste-in-a-can any day.
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1992

Sound series of ultra-high-quality CD reissues of classic Columbia, CBS, and Epic
records, all processed by the SBM system!
Sony Music Entertainment has established
anew division, Legacy, to reissue selected
titles from the former Columbia Records
vaults. A&R'° manager Amy Herot detailed
the process by which recordings are prepared
for the MasterSound series. First, an extensive
search is made for all known master tapes and
session notes; incredibly, Sony Legacy then
goes the extra mile by involving, when possible, the original artists, producers, and engineers to make sure that their 20-bit digital
master sounds as faithful to the original
recording as possible. Of course, the final 16bit glass master is cut with the SBM process,
so as much as possible of the 20-bit sound
quality is right there in the CD you buy. The
MasterSound CDs will come packaged in a
deluxe hardcover box that, unlike the cheap
boxes that came with the Robert Jolunon CD
set that you thought about maybe saving but
chucked anyway, will open like abook and
feature near-LP-size cover art and the full
original program notes. All in all, this is the
first major reissue project where everything
seems to be first-class all the way, and Iconsider it bargain-priced at only $25 per disc.
I'd definitely drop another ten bucks for CDs
of this kind of quality.
So what did it sound like? Agiant step forward in CD sound, in virtually every area
where digital traditionally falls flat. Listening
to the SBM version of Dave Brubeck's classic
Time Out, the sense of real instruments in a
real space was head and shoulders above the
standard CD transfer, with afuller, gutsier
tonal balance. The SBM version of Dylan's
Blonde On Blonde sounded much better, too,
with Dylan's vocals gaining more body and
clarity. But it was in the high end, cymbals
especially, where I heard the greatest
improvement: while the standard CD's highs
sounded hashy and amusical, the SBM version sounded smoother, clearer, and more
open. The quantity and quality of improvement that the SBM process seemed to impart
to the CDs Iheard was far greater than all of
the CD tweaks combined. This wasn't acase
of slightly better sound; everyone in the
room, including Mike'n'Frank from TAS,
10 "A&R" stands for Artist ar Repertoire, which can mean
anything from supervising recording sessions to hunting up
young billygoats and amyl nitrite for the band.
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agreed that the SBM kicked the standard
CD's butt all over the room."
Now, I'm not aDevil's Advocate, but I
play one on TV Knowing firsthand what I
do about remastering recordings and comparative listening sessions, Iam fully aware
that any number of factors other than the
SBM process could have been responsible for
the perceived improvements to the sound of
the new CDs. For instance, all it takes is a
tweak of an EQ's knob for the tonal balance
to sound fuller and gutsier. And if the playback level of the SBM CD were just aweensy
bit higher than the standard disc, that could
translate into aperceived improvement in
everything from dynamic range to soundstaging. Hell, the current Sony/Columbia/
CBS CD reissues of classic LPs sound so
crappy anyway, just simply going back and
resisting the temptation to get rid of analog
tape noise by lopping off the high end could
make for awholesale improvement all by its
lonesome! What it's going to take is getting
these MasterSound CDs into afamiliar, hirez listening environment so Ican compare
them to the original LPs; Sony promised me
they'd ship my review copies before Fremer's,
so don't touch that Bat channel!
That said (and my butt covered), Sony
appears to have something very real and very
important with their new Super Bit Mapping
process and MasterSound series of classic
reissues. Ihave to tell you, though: sitting
there listening to the Sony representatives
admit that not only wasn't the original 16-bit
CD standard perfect after all, but that their
own current CD reissues sounded mediocre
was, well, like hearing Germany apologize
for the Holocaust. All along, Stereophile and
TAS have been saying that there was something very wrong with the sound of CDs,
while the manufacturers who set the standard and the mass-market audio mags who
cheerfully spread the "Perfect Sound" propaganda told us we were nuts, psychos, and
worse. Well, it's the summer of 1992, children, and Sony held apress conference to
admit that the High End was right after all!
JA told me that, at an earlier press conference
of the same presentation, all the mass-market,
11 Everyone, that is, except journeyman journalist David
¡lanada, covering the show for Stereo Review, who was fretting and fuming the whole time and seemed unwilling to concede that there was anything less-than-perfect with CD sound
in thefirst place. As Tom Robbins said, even ostriches get the
blues.
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"All Amplifiers Sound Alike" toads were sitting nervously at the front of the room
together while Sony proceeded to smash all
their myths about digital one by one right
there in front of their eyes. Would that Icould
have been there to drink deep of Dame Victory's chalice.
I'm giving Sony's press conference so
much ink here because Ibelieve its significance far exceeds that of any of the new
hardware introductions. Sony's SBM process
and MasterSound CD program attack the
sonic shortcomings of digital at the source,
during the recording and manufacturing of
the software; even the best-performing digital playback gear is only as good as the CDs
you feed it. Ever-better DAC chips, decoding
algorithms, and analog stages can't make
crudely truncated 16-bit CDs sound like the
20-bit digital master tapes any more than a
Versa turntable can make Michael Bolton
sound like Otis Redding.
The first wave of MasterSound reissues is
set for aSeptember release ofBrubeck's Time
Out, Dylan's Blonde On Blonde, Boston's Boston, Springsteen's Born To Run, and Billy Joel's
52nd Street.
—three, four, five—I thought there was
one more title due in September. ..
oh yeah!
MILES DAVIS's KIND OF BLUE!!! GO
SONY GO!"

Buy

ALL ACURUS AND ARAGON
PRODUCTS
Once again, the absolute best time Ihad at
CES was at Mondial's third annual dinner/jam extravaganza, held at Chicago's Zum
Deutschen Eck restaurantenschtatzen. The
high-end community dined on Germanic
delights and drank themselves silly on German beer, and the "Unified" Mondial Supergroup recorded another live CD for Bainbridge to benefit Mothers Against Drunk
Driving.I 2 To my surprise, even electric
rock'n'roll-hatingJGH showed up with a
great big grin, ready to show us knee-highs
how to party. Ieven caught him flirting with
acouple of young lederhosen-clad waitresses!
During one of the breaks, Gordon asked me
what that music was we were playing. Itold
him it was Santana's "Oye Como Va," and

12 The CD of the 1991 jam is now available for $15 from
Bainbridge Records, P.O. Box 8248, Van Nuys, CA 91406.
Make your check out to Mothers Against Drunk Driving—
LA, because that's where your 15 bucks are going, you philanthropist you.
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platitudes, everyone Italked to had to take
20 minutes or so to tell me how great I
looked (I love flattery!), to congratulate me
on Stereophile's 30th anniversary (as if! had
anything to do with its longevity!), and to
tell me at excruciating length about all the
incredible features of their newest product,
even if it had come out two years ago. Ihave
never cared what made something work,
only about how it sounds. Istill don't, and do.
Everyone seemed abit apprehensive about
the coming onslaught of the great unwashed,
but when Inoticed at noon on Saturday,
when the floodgates were to open, that there
was no line of slavering audiophiles at the
Hilton Registration Desk, Ibegan to wonder.
And for good reason. It never happened. The
busiest time, during mid-afternoon on Saturday, saw fewer people in the aisles and demo
rooms than on aslow day at atypical dealeronly CES. I'm told the Zoo was mobbed, but
as away of introducing "the public" to highend audio, the open-to-the-public days were
awashout. In fact, I'd be surprised if even
10% of the audiophile population of Chicago showed up.
Iboldly accosted about 20 total strangers
in the halls on Sunday and asked what audio
publications they subscribed to. Most said
Stereophile, TAS, or both. Only about eight
J. GORDON HOLT
named Stereo Review. Igot the distinct impression that this occasion was yet another case
of our preaching to the converted.
fter aweek of wet, dreary weather
Although Iheard no reports of guests
in beautiful downtown Boulder, I
walking out with Krell monoblocks in their
had hoped to find some spring sunpockets, there were apparently the anticipated
shine when Igot to Chicago. But when my
problems of dealing with the public. Iheard
plane took 20 minutes to get through the
about unruly children attempting to grab
dense clouds on its landing approach to
red-hot output tubes, people messing with
O'Hare, that hope quickly vanished. It didn't
carefully adjusted speaker balance controls,
matter anyway; Ihardly saw the outdoors at
and insensitive clods standing for long
all for four days, and didn't even realize the
periods in front of one speaker of the stereo
sun was out until aday after it appeared.
pair, blocking it from everyone else. All in
By the time Iarrived, on Thursday afterall, admitting the general public to the Hilton
noon, Larry Archibald had already checked
didn't really cause that much of aproblem,
out "the Zoo," and his observation that
but then Idon't think it served much pur"about 40% of the space was unoccupied"
pose, either. And it did cut into the time that
was depressing but not all that unexpected.
dealers had to talk turkey with manufacturers.
(The CES directory, which ran to 651 pages
It was an interesting experiment, but I'll be
for the Winter CES, was down to 432 for the
surprised if it is repeated next year.
Summer show.) Even we cloistered audio
On the night of our 30th anniversary bantypes know the US is in aClass-B recession;
quet, Imanaged to put adamper on an otherthis was just more evidence of it.
wise upbeat evening by reminding (scoldIdidn't make it out of the Hilton. While
ing?) the gathered audio luminaries about our
Ihad hoped to get into every room there, take
tendency in recent years to allow things like
aquick listen, and express the mandatory

he said it was, and Iquote, "Marvelous"mmm
He even asked me to TAPE it for him! First
Sony admits that CD is flawed, thenJGH asks
me to make him atape of Santana—was this
CES my first flashback?!
As much fin as Ihad playing onstage last
year, this jam was even better, and abig
reason for that was the addition of TAS's
Michael Fremer and Frank Doris on vocals
and guitar, respectively. Michael sang his butt
off and kept the room rolling with his
impressions of VPI's Harry and Sheila Weisfeld, but I've got to single out Frank here; I
can't remember when I've had more fun
playing with another guitarist. Frank wailed
and burned, and Ican't wait to hear the takes
of "Tin Pan Alley" and "Papa Was A Rollin'
Stone" we cut with JA on 5-string bass,
Immedia's Allen Perkins on drums, and the
Tweak Shop's Elliot Killen on electronic pieyanna. MAJOR THANKS go out to Bainbridge's Harlene Marshall and P.J. Littleton
for recording the music, and to Mondial's
Tony Federici and Paul Rosenberg for bringing everybody together again. It was ablast!
And Dara: thanks for being cool and not
throttling Gindi.

A
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soundstaging, detail, and imaging to obscure
systems. The Avalon people have become
our real goal: The reproduction of music.
friends of mine, and Ithink areview would
Under the circumstances, Ifelt obliged to
be stretching my credibility, not to say my
spend my show time seeking out demos
impartiality, abit too much.)
which, to me, caught the essence of musical
Ialso confirmed, in the Rowland room,
reality.
something Ihad long suspected: Rowland's
Iwas not at all surprised that Dick Shaamplifiers tend to sound rather recessed. In
hinian's Diapason speakers ($7600) ended
Rowland's CES room, the Ascents sounded
up once again high on my list. I've heard
detailed enough, but because of the backedthese often enough now to be able to write
off midrange, they never really came to life
afull report on them, but since I'll be taking
—just as they never had in my previous expedelivery of apair of them after the show, I'll
rience.
wait just alittle longer to hear them in my
Iwas also very much taken with the Monhome before doing the report.
ument II satellite/dual-subwoofer speakers
The prevalence of any one product at a ($10,000/pair) from Rush, which are topped
show doesn't usually signify anything, beoff by a small horn-loaded leaf tweeter
cause exhibitors often borrow what they
manufactured by Pioneer's Professional
need to fill out their demo systems. In the case
(Technical Audio) Division. These, too,
of Avalon's Ascent speaker system, it was
sounded supremely natural—very free from
significant; anumber of the seven or so
apparent coloration, and vividly alive and
manufacturers using it at the CES told me
realistic. If none of our other reviewers have
the speakers belonged to them. Iwas very
first dibs on these, I'm hoping to do areview
pleasantly surprised by their sound, because
of them myself after Ideliver acouple of
although I've heard the Ascents anumber of
reports I'm already committed to.
times in Boulder, mostly with Rowland amps
Another amazing little speaker system was
(all the rage here, it seems), Ihad been propthe Artemis' 3 EOS, atwo-way design in a
erly impressed but never bowled over. The
squat, angled enclosure vaguely reminiscent
speakers just never seemed to come to life.
of the Wilson WATT. Artemis was playing
Icould never figure out what HP had been
some original DAT tapes, made by agent
so excited about.
named Ron Meyer using aclosely spaced pair
At the show, Igot to hear the Ascents with
of B&K omni probe mikes. So while it was
avariety of other amplifiers, and Iwas bowled
impossible for me to tell what the recordings
over. This is one hell of aspeaker! The best
actually sounded like, the reproduction
Iheard from them was, believe it or not,
through the El (is that the plural of EOS?)
in the Crown room, where they were
was good enough that one could almost be
showing their Macro Reference power amp
fooled into thinking it was real. Even the low
($3900)—a rather gaudy-looking dual-760end was very respectable, sounding much
watter introduced ayear ago and recently
deeper than it had any right to in view of its
accorded arave review in the Journal of the
rated 48Hz "cutoff" Ididn't believe closely
NewJersey Audio Society. The sound they were
spaced omnis could possibly produce ademaking with the Ascents was immensely
quate stage width or instrumental spacing,
impressive. A visitor had brought aDG rebut both were there in abundance (I still can't
cording of the Mahler 2nd, and individual
believe it!), and the soundstaging was amazvoices in the chorus during the last moveing! Iremember thinking, "This is asound
ment were more readily distinguishable than
JA would love!" Ihope he heard it. [He did,
Irecall ever having heard before. You could
and liked what he heard.—Ed.]
literally zero in on avoice and follow it as
In the relatively-almost-but-not-quitelong as you wished. This is truly legendary
ridiculously-inexpensive category was Rogers'
resolution! I've heard that kind of definition
new $4000/pair P24a speaker, atwo-way
from other systems, but never from one that
mini-tower with an upward-slanted front
sounded so free of HF resonances. Overall,
panel and an unusual woofer-loading systhe sound was almost shockingly real. And
tem combining aclosed box behind the
this from arecord company not exactly
woofer and atunnel-loaded reflex port at the
known for great recordings. (Incidentally, I
13 Isn't that the name ola European record label?
will not be reviewing any of Avalon's speaker
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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front. Though lacking the suavity and resolution of, say, the Ascents, the P24a's gave
an altogether creditable representation of
live-music sound. Unfortunately, Iwas so
caught up in the beautiful music (from aVanguard PDQ Bach CD) that Ifailed to take
note of the amplifiers they were using, but
Ido recall that they looked inexpensive.
(Turns out they were Arcam Deltas, priced
at around $1100 each.)
Incidentally, for what it's worth, practically all the realistic-sounding demos Iheard
at the show were using CD sources.
There were also afew spectacularly badsounding demos at the show, induding some
involving speakers Iknow to sound much
better than they did sound. As much as I
would love to name names and gleefully
enumerate their failings (all writers love to
use their assault weapons), I'll refrain from
doing so because 1) Show exhibitors are at
the mercy of their rooms and have little say
about which ones they are assigned, and 2)
It would serve no useful purpose other than
to entertain some people at the expense of
others.
Actually, most of the active demos at the
show sounded very good. The ones Imentioned just happened to sound alot better
than that. All in all, the average sound at this
show was notably better than at any previous
one—something Ishould be able to take for
granted but had learned Icouldn't. Iwas particularly gratified to see (or rather, to hear)
that, after having pretty much ignored the
midrange for some years, the industry as a
whole was beginning to pay attention to it
again. Iheard fewer systems with sucked-out
middles than ever before, and music reproduction is all the better for it. A decent midrange is no long the exclusive bailiwick of
B&W, Shahinian, Sound-Lab, and Wilson.
The concept of reproduced realism is obviously still alive and kicking, even if it isn't
everyone's favorite horse. The interesting
thing, though, is that all those systems which
elicited my reality Gestalt' 4 sounded different! Obviously, they couldn't all be "accurate" But all that.this means, to me, is that.,
the reproduction of realism, like the sound
of real music, is just arange of "correct"
14 For those of you who forgot everything you learned about
psychology in school, aGestalt reaction is one in which a
limited set of sensory cues elicits the complete memory oían
experience or scene.
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sounds, within which the system evokes in
alistener the experience of hearing live music,
and beyond which it doesn't. It's like the socalled "absolute sound" of music, which isn't
asound at all, but arange of sounds produced
by avariety of instruments in avariety of performing spaces. There can probably never be
an ultimate truth in music reproduction, but,
as my listening at Summer CES showed,
there can be many that succeed equally well.

J
ACK ENGLISH

I

love going to the Consumer Electronics
Shows. Gathered together in one place
are some of the most brilliant and creative people in the world. What's even better
is that every one of them is producing something that can help us enjoy the reproduction of music in our own homes.
This year's Show was even better for us
reviewers. Every manufacturer spent as much
time with each of us as we liked. We were
able to play any music we wanted, discuss
new products, and even talk about the weather.
That was also the bad news. This Show had
the lowest attendance that Ihave ever witnessed. Dealers stayed away in droves, possibly fearing the onslaught of the public, or
simply suffering from harder economic times
than we had realized. The future of high-end
Shows in Chicago looks bleak.
For this Show, JA asked me to cover
speakers. (Unless otherwise noted, all prices
are per pair.) As in my Las Vegas report in
April, Iconcentrated on new items, assuming
that readers are already familiar with products
that have been available for some time. But
covering everything is impossible You really
should have been there. For once, you could
have been!
AFFORDABLE SPEAKERS, OR
THEY CAME FROM CANADA
(MOSTLY)
At the winter CES, both Bob Deutsch and
Icrowned the PSB Alphas the Best Buy at
the Show for $200. Little did Irealize just
how many specialty audio manufacturers target speakers at that magical $200 number.
In Chicago, my ignorance was attacked with
avengeance by people demonstrating product or simply attending the Show. What surprised me the most was the tremendous
93

number of Canadian speakers being offered
for sale in the US. PSB once again had wonderfully satisfying sound for a minimal
amount of money, their Alphas being driven
by an NAD CD player and receiver. Focusing on their objective of maximum performance at aspecified price point, they introduced two new stand-mounted speakers: the
two-way PSB 300 at $299, and the two-way
PSB 500 with an 8" mid/woofer, for $499.
Paradigm asked me if! thought asmall
minimonitor-sized two-way with a6" mid/
woofer and 3/4"dome tweeter for $199 might
be news (see PSB, above). They then told me
that their Titan speakers satisfied these
criteria, had been out for ayear before the
Alphas, and are available in black ash, white,
or oak finishes! The little Titans sounded very
nice; Tom Norton will review them in an
upcoming issue. Other recession-busting
offerings included the Phantom two-way
with an 8" mid/woofer for $279 and the soonto-be-released Atom two-way with a5"
mid/woofer for apaltry $149. While none of
the less expensive models offer 5-way binding posts, the 3se-mini Mark 2with a61
/"
2
mid/woofer for $299 and 3se Mark 2with an
8" mid/woofer for $379 both do. To mount
any of these inappropriately named bookshelf models, Premier M series stands are
available in four heights (all adjustable to
some degree) for $89.
Plateau Camber announced aseries of
changes to their ti/SM series of speakers,
including new woofers, crossovers, grilles,
and cabinets, with no immediate change in
price The five-model lineup ranges from the
$399 minimonitor-sized 1.0 to the S949
floorstanding 4.5 with dual 7" mid/woofers
and 3/4" tweeter.
Trying to introduce still another buzzword, three-year-old Esper Signals introduced aline of speakers with RAF—room
acceptance factor. The model on display, the
diminutive E-601, was about the size ola
ProAc Tablette, with an integral wood stand
and front-sloping baffle. The entire stand/
speaker assembly, only 24" high, is intended
to be placed on the floor. While they sounded
very promising, the S1650 retail price is likely
to be atough sell in the US. Still, their unique
size may appeal to many (especially interior
decorators).
Ian Paisley of Mirage graciously spent a
great deal of time with me describing their
94

new line of subwoofers. The subs are unique
in that they: are active; have adjustable level
and crossover points; are relatively inexpensive; and offer an unusual audio/video switch
that alters the EQ with amidbass boost for
video and aflatter response for audio. They
introduced the $550 PS-10, with a10" driver
and 90W amp, and the $1200 BPSS-210
bipolar, with servo and phase control, two
10" drivers, and a150W amp. (Similar models
are available under another of API's brands,
Energy.) Both Energy and Mirage also displayed new in-wall lines of products as well
as the upgraded flagship Ventas and M -si
bipolar speaker series, respectively.
Although Inever got to visit them,
Museatex introduced their first hybrid,
which marries the Melior panel with an 8"
woofer using 6dB crossover slopes. The as
yet unnamed speaker is targeted for aUS
retail price of under $2000. The prototype
was externally bi-amped but the production
version is scheduled to include an internal
passive crossover.
May Audio Marketing was displaying
speakers from both Castle (England) and
Totem (Canada). The new Castle York, at
$595, sounded and looked particularly good
for the price, with matching wood stands. It
is atwo-way, twin reflex port design. Using
the same system, the Totem Model Ones,
another Tablette-sized rninimonitor priced
at $1495, sounded particularly promising.
It is slated for areview in the not too distant
future.
Roy Hall puzzled anumber of people
when he explained what made the new $299
(or $325) Creek CLS 10 minimonitors
sound so good: their tweeters are green. At
various times, Roy explained how this was
intended to cure digital problems, control
cone breakup, improve soundwave propagation, etc. Could it possibly be that the
green paint on the tweeters was simply
intended to carry on Creek's corporate
image? (Every product Creek makes sports
that same shade of green.) On the digital
front, the new 20-bit Creek DAC 60 (S995)
sounded very impressive and should quickly
become another of the fine processors now
available for under S1000. Of course, all the
lettering on the DAC was in that same shade
of green ...
Lost in all the discussion of the Celestion
and KEF acquisitions was the announcement
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Celestion's floorstanding Model 300 loudspeaker
uses the drive-units from their Model 100 in a
transmission-line enclosure. An additional chamber behind the woofer is said to eliminate the
usual transmission-line problems of an uneven and
colored upper bass.

of anumber of new speakers from the former
company. Following in the footsteps of the
models 3and 5, Celestion announced anew
baby, the $229 model 1, as well as: the slim,
floorstanding model 15 and its new bass
technology (AFT or Acoustic Filter Technique) for $799; the new 300, which adds a
transmission line to the 100 reviewed by JA
in June, for $1799; and the CS135 subwoofer
for $259. The CS135, intended for use with
the inexpensive models 1, 3, and 5, is avery
small 71
/ "H by 20 1/
2
2"W by 13 1
/
3"D to
allow virtually hidden placement in the
listening room.
Staying with the subwoofer theme, JPW
introduced anew subwoofer/satellite system
for $595. Moving up the price ladder, Spendor displayed the new SP1/2 for $1849, with
accompanying 12" stands for $100. The same
size as the Bd, the SP1/2 is reported to have
increased sensitivity, better bass control, and
to play louder.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
RECTANGULAR BOXES, OR
THEY CAME FROM OUTER SPACE
For years, most speakers have come in big
rectangular boxes of one size or another; even
dipoles are, for the most part, actually big,
thin rectangular boxes. Not this year, bucko!
One of the most talked-about product
introductions at the Show was MBrs 101
Radialstrahler loudspeaker from Germany.
Upon asmall rectangular base sits alarge
watermelon/egg/pod-shaped thingamajig
called the Tiefton (in English, "deep sound").
Propped atop the pod are acouple of hightech-looking gadgets called the Mittelton
and Hochton, which are presumably the
midrange and tweeter. While this unidirectional system has been available for some
years in most of the rest of the world, it is new
to the US.
When Iwalked into the room and saw the
watermelons, Iexpected to hear something
dreadful. Iwas very pleasantly surprised at
the musical results, however. But when I
asked the price, Isurprised even myself by
not falling off my chair when Iheard $29,000!
They were good, but $29,000 seems awfully
high. The digital front end was one of the
two units from Mimic. Not only did Vimak's
electronics sound very nice in the two rooms
they shared with MBL, but the build quality,
internal parts, and overall functionality were
extremely impressive for the prices. More
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rIS AN ESTAIRISHED FACE
that evety component
in your signal path imparts its own unique signature
on the music you hear. And resuuch in the field of
listening tests —live uriamplified versus pre-recoilled
music —confums that no one cable design sounds
musical in every system.
For this reason, Synergistic Researeh has spent the
past three years perfecting the relationship between
interconnects, speaker cables and the vastly different
music systems in which they are employed.
ENGINEERED 10 AHIGHER EVOLUTION
Our initial offering, interconnects Mk Ithrough
Mk IV and spealcer cables Mk I
-S and Mk IS,
are engineered to the highest evolution of
their indi‘idual designs. No one of our cables
is more musical than another, but rather
more suited to certain systems.

Tr« Tmt ALL
We design our cables by ear
and we feel this is the only
way to buy cables for a
hieend system.
If you should decide to ny apair, we will ship you
the complete set so you can evaluate each cable and
anive at the match most suited to your system. All our
cables come with a15-day, no-tisk audition period.
S
TRAIGIff FROM THE S
OURCE
We sell our cables facrory-direct. And while they
are not inexpensive, they are substantially more
cost-effective than if we were to sell them through
high-end audio leaflets.
Call us and one of our system engineers
will answer your questions regarding our
cables' unique design principles.
1(800) 578-6489
in the United States

S1NERGLSHC RESEARCH
Hand-crafted cables for audiophiles and music hive's who listen with their can;.

than one manufacturer commented on this
to me. Most interestingly, either unit can be
plugged into amodem for factory-direct
diagnosis, troubleshooting, and, if necessary,
software reprogramming!
Speaking of egg-shaped speakers, the
Well-Tempered Sphere that Corey Greenberg fell in love with at the Winter '92 Show
is still along way off, although the new
Fountainhead Classic turntable debuted as
aregular product for $3600. WT has been
sufficiently pleased with the performance of
the new 'table to discontinue the $6500 Signature pending amajor revision. Equally surprising in terms of both appearance and parentage were the Solid speakers from Rock
Solid Sounds, which were engineered by
B&W. Eschewing what they refer to as
"pedestrian appearance," the $299 Solids are
very small, vented-enclosure two-ways
designed to be mounted on what looked like
microphone stands, or placed nearly anywhere, using wall brackets. The Solids are an
easy load, have high power handling and efficiency, and asurprisingly wide frequency
range. They come in white or grey, with
black or purple (yes, purple) trim. The mid/
woofer driver looks like abig eye, with atriangular support and wire mesh protective
screen. They were described to me as "lifestyle-conscious" at the Show.
While their saxophone-shaped Emphasis
speakers were not on display, B&W did

Infinity Micro II satellite/subwoofer system.
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announce the introduction of the new 600
for $350, and the 610 for $500. The more I
thought about this category, the more I
began to think that B&W might deserve a
lifetime award. They've always been willing
to offer speakers in odd-shaped boxes (eg,
pregnant-looking cabinets, R2D2 loolcalikes)
if they felt the result was worth it sonically.
Infinity introduced ahigh-tech, threepiece system called the Micro II. Each satellite was cylindrical (an odd coincidence,
given the cylindrical shape of Amie Nudell's
Genesis speakers), while the subwoofer
looked like alarge sealed letter or pouch, with
an opening in the center of what looked like
an overlapping flap. The $779 system's unusual appearance was accented by stands that
looked like snakes frozen in the act of rising
out ola charmer's basket. The stand's model
number is S-1—Snake One?
While everyone always talks about Richard
Shahinian's sound, music selections, and
cordial demeanor (excellent as usual), I've
grouped him here because of the appearance
of his speakers. While the woodworking of
all Shahinian speakers has always been firstrate, their cabinets still have an outer-space
shape. Ican envision one in the payload area
ola Shuttle. At the Show, the Diapasons were
on display with their grilles off, their drivers
located all over the baffles and facing every
direction. The more reasonably priced ($750)
Super Ellis now in full production.
From Denmark, Dantax was displaying
both their Opus speakers, ranging in price
from $500 to $2400, and aline of subwoofers
from $550 to $1000. What qualified them for
the outer-space classification was their 10year-old Tube line of speakers. Each speaker
looks like alarge-diameter piece of pipe
standing upright, the top cut off at asharp
angle, aseries of vents drilled out at the bottom. Since their small room was packed with
equipment, the sound was less than satisfying.
What didn't require any listening was
Nordost's novel new speaker wire, called
Flatline Cable. Flatline is primarily intended
for custom installations; being thinner than
adime, it can be run under arug, used under
wallboard tape, or put into asliced opening
made in awall with acircular saw. The cable
is constructed of oxygen-free copper and
extruded Teflon/FEP. It is claimed to be capable of withstanding 300°F, of being flexed
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indefinitely without breaking down, and said
to be non-hygroscopic and impervious to
most corrosive substances.
A second Danish speaker line was the
floorstanding, elongated-pyramid Acoustic
Preferences, imported by Rysgaard. Prices
ranged from $880 for the two-way PreflOOs
to $2150 for the Pref 250s.

Nordost Flatline loudspeaker cable uses rigid.
flat copper conductors in aTeflon sheath

Based upon name alone, Scientific Fidelity belongs in this category. They were displaying anew $990 bookshelf speaker tentatively named The Paradox. In consort with
the soft light, VAC electronics, and good
music selections, both the Teslas and Paradoxes made nice sounds. But Istill can't get
used to seeing someone dressed in atuxedo
and bare feet telling me about audio.

PAPER CONES? COPPER WIRE?
MDF CABINETS?
HA! I
TWASN'T ONLY THE
SHAPES THAT WERE UNUSUAL
ProAc was displaying the very fine-soundResponse Three Signature series, which
uses rhodium in place of virtually every other
type of metal in the crossover, wires, bolts,
and even spikes. Cardas is another company
making effective and extensive use of rhodium. The cost for all this precious metal is
high—the Signature will retail for $10,000
in the US. Another reason for the higher
prices is anew series of finishes, including
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

Madagascar ebony, bird's-eye maple, and
silky oak, among others. The real highlight
of the Modern Audio Consultants room,
where the ProAcs were playing, was the first
visit to the US by ProAc designer Stewart
Tyler. He was charming, and spent agreat
deal of time talking about some of his ideas
for future products.
NEAR, which uses metal-alloy cones in
all of their speakers, will be breaking new
ground with the release of aspecial model
50ML in Conan. While the price is still unspecified, the Conan version, like all other
50MLs, will have anew bass circuit, flatter
impedance, and better internal parts. Dick
Olsher will be reviewing the upgraded
50ML and might audition the Conan version as well. The price of the vinyl-clad
50ML is $1500, with oak, walnut, and black
ash finishes available for $1850. The 10M is
now truly in production as well, for $399.
Unity Audio, who pioneered the use of
Fountainhead speaker cabinets, introduced
the new Signature 3 for $1795. The new
model does not replace the 3, which is still
offered at $995. For its higher price, the Signature 3offers better drivers, an improved
crossover, and improved cabinets with the
same optional finishes as the Fountainhead
Signatures. Using Cary electronics and Purist
Audio cables, Unity had very fine sound in
both of their demo rooms.

HIGH-END AUDIO HIDES OUT

As if the outer-space shapes and the incredible array of space-age materials weren't
enough, this Show offered up some big-time
surprises about just where you might find
your high-end speakers in the future. Both
Magnepan and Apogee unveiled in-wall
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dipole speakers. The Maggies are athree-way
system with aquasi-ribbon midrange/tweeter
and planar-magnetic bass panel. Mounted
in the wall, they require the rear wave to be
vented into an attic, basement, or garage.
Magnepan also introduced atall, slim (9"
wide by 6' high) satellite system for $1200,
intended to be used with aseparate in-wall
bass panel speaker. To complete the picture,
the $8500 MG-20s are now in full production.
Apogee introduced the new Ribbon-Wall
speakers, which look like apair of Centaur
Minors run over by atruck. Priced at $1195,
this 3" -deep dipole is in atotally enclosed,
acoustic suspension-type box. As such, it
really can be mounted on the wall as well as
in it. Both the dynamic woofer and ribbon
midrange-tweeter can be angled to optimize
dispersion, tonal balance, and imaging. If that
doesn't grab your attention, Apogee also
announced anew Mini-Grand system for
$4500. This system consists of the Stages
coupled with the new Stage Subwoofer
(available separately for $2395, including the
Dedicated Active Crossover). The subwoofer, with two 8" drivers in avented enclosure, serves as integral stand for the Stage
and is available with either mahogany or
basswood trim to match.
Ialso had the pleasure of finally hearing
the BIG Apogee Grands at the Krell display
being driven by abevy of KAS amplifiers.
Never acompany to sit still, Krell was displaying the Signature DAC as the replacement for its oft-praised 64X. Priced at
$12,500, the new two-box DAC is said to
have aflatter response, greater extension at
both ends, alower noise floor, and finer detail
resolution. Upgrades will be available. The
MD-10 transport was sporting anewly
designed faceplate to match the rest of the
Krell cosmetics. While Ilistened to this
cutting-edge setup, Icouldn't help coveting
Krell's fully remote-controlled Krell preamp.
If nothing else, the advent of digital has certainly made all of us aware of how convenient
audio can be; companies like Krell and
Rowland are taking full advantage of this
newfound awareness.
As reported by Bob Deutsch in April, Phil
Jones of Acoustic Energy fame has resurfaced
at Boston Acoustics. However, the two
speakers he has designed will be marketed
under the separate company name of Index.
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The Index lisa $2000, ported, stand-mounted
two-way, while the larger Index 2is afloormounted three-way for $4000. Both use aluminum cones in proprietary drivers and act
as point-source emulators. In these entirely
new designs, specific attention has been paid
to cabinet rigidity and the dissipation of heat.
While the theories sounded fine, the speakers'
performance failed to meet my expectations.

WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE,
BUT. ..

One of the longstanding analogies used to
explain the propagation of sound has been
the movement of wave patterns in water. The
fact that many companies have taken this to
heart in naming their products or companies
offered away of grouping them:
Soundwave speakers were at the CES, as
they always are despite very little coverage
in the "underground" press. Technical Director Jim Gala once again told me Soundwave's
story, which argues against wide, flat front
baffles. Looked at from the top, virtually
every Soundwave speaker has the same pentagon shape, the two front surfaces stretching
out toward the listening position to eliminate reflections off the speaker's front baffle. Internally, sets of drivers are aligned in
V patterns to produce hemispherical wave
fronts. While Ifind the arguments interesting,
Isimply have never really enjoyed the sound
of these speakers at aCES. Prices range from
$895 for the Sonnet to $3600 for the Series
II Grand Soliloquy.
The $4000 Peak One and $6000 Peak
Two, introduced at the winter CES, were on
display from Wavefront Acoustics. With the
addition of alot of gold plating, the Gold
Series Peak Two is now available for $10,000.
Separate gold-plated stands are available for
an additional $5000. The $15k speaker/stand
combination was less than impressive, given
the price.
Ifound much better sound in the Artemis
room, where once again Artemis was pulling
the wool over our eyes with the dummy amp
box with the battery-powered LED on the
faceplate. Artemis, adivision of Watters
Sound Wave Co., was getting nice sound out
of their EOS speakers; they assured me that
the amp was very close. Fanfare International
was also using the EOS speakers, along with
the very impressive Jadis electronics.
When the Swan speakers were first inSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

Classics from the
past brought back
to new life.
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\;-;, Analogue Productions (LP) and Vanguard Classics (CD)
: I— are combining old recording techniques with the latest
ji mastering technology to create the ultimate sound. The
mi
LP's are Limited Edition and mastered by Doug Sax.

I

VEW WEAVERS/REUNION AT CARNEGIE HALL 1963. Recorded on locaion at Carnegie Hall on May 2nd and 3rd at two historic concerts celebrating the 15th
‘nniversary of the Weavers. Bernie Krause, Frank Hamilton. Pete Seeger, Erik Darling,
onnie Gilbert. Lee Hays, and Fred Hellerman. This LP has been on HP's list for
ears. This is real classic both musically and sonically. Like all Analogue Productions,
twas mastered off the original master tape -this particular one was from a3track
5IFS tape. Even though the tape is almost 30 years old it was in immaculate shape.
twas also helped funded by The Absolute Sound Magazine fund for recorded
nusic. LP=AAPF 005 $25 CD=CVAN 2150 $16
:OPLAND: FANFARE FOR THE
:OMMON MAN IRODEO;
VES: THE FOURTH OF JULY /
'HANKSGIVING. Dallas Symphony
kchestra, Donald Johanos. These
zcordings were made at the saine session
wchestra, conductor, engineer, tape
:corder, etc.) as the Rachmaninoff
ymphonic Dances. The CD also has
¿es: Washington's Birthday /Decoration Day.
D=CAPC 004 $16

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCK OF IN PRINT
& OUT OF PRINT AUDIOPHILE LPs & CDs!
LP=AAPC 004 $25

tie Nimmis,...,f1 Not lo

'OULD LATIN AMERICAN SYMPHONETTE "Both [Gottschalk] scores get the
ill treatment from Abravanel and his forces ...As for the Gould ... there are a
umber of other versions in the catalogue ... hut the Abravanel leaves these well
ehind." — HiFi/Stereo Review LP=AAPC 003 $25
ANTLOUBE /SONGS OF THE AUVERGNE This is the recording that has been
nHP's Hit list for years. It is considered by all to be the best recording and interpretaon of these works. Netania Davrath sings in the original French dialect (Auvergne).
3eautiful voice, enchanting song, marvelous orchestrations:* — Stereo Review
P=AAPC 002 $25 CD=CVAN 8001 $26(2 CD set)
HOMSON: THE PLOW THAT BROKE THE PLAINS; SUITE FROM -THE
IVER,' Symphony of the Air /Stokowski (Cl) contains extra music.) "This is one
the closest approaches on record, perhaps the closest, to the remarkable sound
okowski achieved "Live" the remastering, by Doug Sax, is superbly done, easily surusing the already very good original pressing." — 1?.E.G.. The Absolute Sound. Issue
?. July/August 1991 LP=AAPC 001 $25 CD=CVAN 8013 $16
ASSENET LE CID-BALLET MUSIC. The City of Birmingham Symphony
rchestra Conducted by Louis Fremaux. (CD contains extra music.) We will give
afull refund if you are not impressed with its sound. "The orchestra's playing is
perb in its disciplined abandon. The sound is just as sparkling as the music. In short.
is is among avery small handful of the finest recorded orchestral presentations Ihave
.ard." — Robert Hesson. Stereophile.lbl 1-1. No. 5, May 1991
)=AICLA 522 $25 CD=CKLA 11007 $16

'L'ai-RDER 1-800-525-1630
SHIPPING

Sheffield Lab Mobile Fidelity Wilson
Donan Reference Recording Chesky
Waterlily Harmonia Mundt DMP
Proprius RCA Living Stereo Klaver
Mercury Dying Presence Opus 3
Delos TBM •London Blue Backs
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auckquest

AudioQuest Centers are dealers who have contracted to keep in stock
most AudioQuest cables and accessories, including at least four models
of interconnect cable, eight speaker cables, four video and S-video
cables. digital and fiber optic cables. Sorbothane CD Feet"' Big Feet -

and LaserGuide:" AO Centers have these cables on demonstration and available for loan!
Audio0uest also has hundreds of other dealers who will be pleased to help you with your
AudiciOuest needs, however the AudeOuest Center dealers listed below have made an extra
commitment to help guarantee your satisfaction.

CENTERS

PA, Camphill

(310) 276-2001

CT, Rocky Hill
The Audio Store
(203) 257-3232

MI, Farmington Hills
Almas Hi n
(313) 553-4360

Hi -Fi Unlimitea
(717) 737-77" .

CA, Huntington
Beach

FL, Clearwater
Sounds Terrific

MI, Grand Rapids
Classic Stereo Ltd

PA, Erie
Custom Audio

Havens & Hardesty

(813) 538-2266

(616) 957-2130

(8141 455.6228

(714) 897-0166

FL, Gainesville

MI, Kalamazoo

PA, Edgewood

CA, Monterey
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303

Sound Ideas
(904) 378-0192

Classic Stereo Ltd
Better Sound
(6161 324-0665Concepts
(412) 731.3737
MI, Rochester

CA, Oakland
Pro Audio Electronics
(510) 654-6630

Sound Components
(305) 232-8848
FL, Winter Park

Almas Hi Fi
(313) 650-1700
MI, Royal Oak

TN, Knoxville
Hi Fi House
(6 15) 693-4331

CA, Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills Audio

CA, Redondo Beach

FL, Miami

Absolute Sound

Almas Hi Fi

TN, Memphis

Systems Design

(407) 629-0230

(313) 549-8090

Opus 2

Group

GA, Marietta

MO, Columbia

(901) 682-2455

(310) 370-8575

Audio Atlanta

Columbia Photo

TN, Nashville

CA, Sacramento

(404) 499-0145Video

Pa rady m e
(916) 481-3900

IL, Chicago
Superior Audio

8 14) 443-0503
(3
MO, Crestwood

Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TX, Bryan

CA, San Francisco
Performance Audio

Systems
(312) 226-4848

Flips Stereo
(314) 842-1600

Soundwaves
(409) 779-0065

(415) 543-4505

IL, Schaumburg

MS, Starkville

TX, El Paso

CA, Santa Barbara
Mission Audio

Hi Fi Hutch
(708) 351.9351

Ideal Acoustics
(6011 324-1020

Soundouest
(915) 779-5421

(805) 682-7575
CA, Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment

KS, Lawrence
)(let's Audio Video
(913) 842-1811

NC, Charlotte
Mr Audio
(704) 377-4434

VA, Richmond
Audio Exchange
(804) 282-0438

(310) 393-4434

LA, Metairie

NE, Lincoln

VA, Roanoke

CA, Tustin
Digital Ear

Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988

Sound Environment
(402) 483-4511

Sound Decision
(703) 772-3873

(714) 544-7903

MA, Worcester

NE, Omaha

VT, So. Burlington

CO, Boulder
Listen Up

°Coins
(508) 791-3411

Sound Environment
(402) 391-3842

Audio Den
(802) 863-4398

(303) 444-0479
CO, Colorado
Springs

ME, Scarborough
New England Music Co
(207) 883-4173

NJ, Lawrenceville
Hal's Stereo
(609) 883-6339

WA, Seattle
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633

Listen Up
(303) 633-2600

MD, Kensington
Soundworks

NM, Albuquerque
AbsoluteAudio Store

WA, Tacoma
Advanced Audio Systems

CO, Denver
Listen Up

(30 11929-8600

(303) 778.0780

aucJioquest

(505) 293-9092

(206) 472-3133

NC, Raleigh
Audio Advice

WV, Wheeling
Sterling Sound

(919) 881-2005

(304) 243-1033

A few very dedicated dealers have made a total commitment to
guarantee you access to all AudloOuest cables
AO Full Line Centers stock, demonstrate, and loan virtually

ine entire Audio0uest cable range

These dealers have made a very serious

commitment. They can satisfy all your cable and accessory needs.

FULL LINE
CENTERS
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SC, Greenville
Bravo ,.Inc

AZ, Phoenix

MA, Arlington

NY, New York

Sounds Like Music
(602) 993-3351

Audio Vision
(6171 648-4434

Stereo Exchange
(212) 505.1111

FL, Tampa
Audio Visions

MI, Dearborn
Almas Hi Fi

OH, Columbus
Progressive Audio

(813) 871-2989

(313) 584-1860

(614) 299-0565

For information about

KS, Overland Park
Audioport Ltd

NY, New York
Sound By Singer

PA, Willow Grove
Soundex Electronics

AuchoQuest products

(913) 341-2222

(212) 924-8600

(215) 659-8815

this issue

(803) 239-0487

see our product ad in
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troduced, Ithought they sounded bad and
looked worse—they were the ugly duckling.
With each succeeding year, both sonics and
appearance have improved. At the CES, the
sound and the looks of the Swan Cygnus
speakers ($5595) rivaled anything at the
Show. Ieagerly look forward to reviewing
them; Ireturned many times to this room to
hear music, and be amazed at the transformation this company has undergone.'s

REBIRTH, RENEWAL, EVOLUTION

One of the biggest surprises at the Show was
the excellent sound of the Thiel CS3.6, the
long-awaited replacement for the highly
regarded CS3.5. Unlike the earlier model, the
3.6 has done away with the active bass equalizer. In addition to amuch improved bass, the
3.6 sounded far more natural through the
upper midrange/lower treble region. In fact,
it may have been the best-sounding Thiel I've
heard. The rest of the equipment in the system included aProceed transport, the stateof-the-art Levinson No30 DAC, Magnan
interconnects, Sumiko OCOS speaker wire,
aTice Power Block, and Levinson electronics. At $3900, this is aspeaker to pay
attention to. Thiel had one of the best sounds
at the Show.
The most satisfying "new" thing at the
Show was the rebirth of the Bozak nameplate. Looking much like the big oak cabi15 We were saddened to learn that S, an designer Jim Bock
passed away before the show.
— JA

nets of yesteryear, the new Bonk announced
an entire line of speakers ranging in price
from the $1400 Sonata to the $5000 Grand,
with no less than nine drivers per speaker.' 6
Key to the new line is an Acoustic Isolation
Enclosure (ALE) construction separating the
drive-units from the furniture cabinets. Spectrum Audio, often praised by Stereophile
reviewers in the past, is now back for real.
They will initially offer two models: the
108C for $349, and the 208C for $595. The
big news is that each of these two-ways is a
coaxial design. The tweeters are mounted
with things resembling rubber bands and
suspended directly in fi-ont of the mid/woofer
drivers.
In what will be asurprise to none of you,
the venerable LS3/5a lives on, despite uncertainty over the supply of KEF drive-units.
It was being offered at the Show by (at least)
Spendor and Rogers, the latter company
offering abi-wireable version with aproprietary woofer, improved sensitivity, slightly
better power-handling capability, and aflatter impedance curve. Oh yes, you can still get
them in rosewood.
In my winter Show report, Italked about
the reasonably priced and modularly designed electronics from Allegro Audio
Designs. Due to anumber of legal challenges
16 Less satisfying was Bozak's announcement that they were
taking legal action against NEAR about the tatters supposed
use of the Bozak name. When will people learn that litigation tends to enrich lawyers without actually solving the
underlying problem?
— JA

The new speakers from the resuscitated Bozak, clockwise from front: Sonata. Rhapsody II, Grand,
Concerto Il. and Symphony Il
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1992
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to that name, the company has been rechristened Sonogy. With name-related issues
apparently part of their destiny, Sonogy displayed with anew line of speakers from
Hanks Electric Company. Catchy, huh?
While Istill can't begin to unravel all of the
names involved, the speakers were either
called the Model R45s or The Articulate
Ones. The company was either named
Hanks or Sounds Exclusive. Nonetheless, the
speakers and accompanying electronics did
show some promise wired together and
powered through acomplete line of Tice
products.
Another of the wonderful old names making another run at the High End is Crown.
While never out of favor in professional audio
circles, Crown has been absent from the
High End for along time. The product at the
center of all this fuss is the $3500 Macro
Reference amplifier. While the amp offers a
bevy of unique features, the one garnering
the greatest attention is the rated output
power of 760W into 8ohms. According to
the grapevine, the MR is akiller subwoofer
amp. Since at least one unit is in-house, a
review will be shortcoming.
Somehow, while my back was turned,
VTL changed their minds and followed my
advice. The Ichiban name will live on (for
now) in the Ichiban 600. With 12 KT90s, the
amp can be operated at 300W in triode, 450W
in atriode/tetrode combination, or 600W in
tetrode. A second surprise stared out at me
in the VTL room, mounted atop one of the
pleasant-sounding Vortex speakers: apicture of Lesley Olsher. VTL will be releasing
an album by Lesley,Jazz Me, by the time you
read this. Now we can really go for the Lesley
Test.
ICLIPSCH SCHMIPSCH
The efficiency wars were being waged bigtime at the north end of the Hilton's eighth
floor. Down one small corridor was newcomer Dais, adivision of Pieross Audio
Corporation. Although they claim to have
been in business for over 15 years, this was
the first time I'd heard of them. PAC was
offering avery wide line of speakers, all with
very high efficiencies, topped off by the CA
1030 at 96dB/W/m. At the opposite end of
the same corridor, Gertner Audio debuted
what they called the CEL technology series.
Their speakers ranged in price from $1325
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

to 84250, and in sensitivity ratings from 91
to 96dB/W/m. While Iheard agreat quantity of sound in each of these rooms, there
was unfortunately little quality.
An entirely different story was being told
just around the corner on the eighth floor.
Esoteric Speaker Products was again displaying their 96dB/W/m Concert Grands
($8900), driven by aForsell front end (cartridge and integrated tonearm/turntable with
the optional flywheel) and Yakov Aronov
Audio electronics. Unlike the two efficiency
warriors around the corner, there was real
music to be heard in this room. While things
sounded abit rough on Thursday, everything
sounded much better by Sunday. If they'd
had afew more days to work on it, Imight
still be out there. Iexpect we'll be hearing
much more about all three of these companies in the near future. At the moment, I'm
trying to get the Forsell for areview. The
number of exciting analog products being
released these days continues to amaze me.

SUPERSTARS, STARS, BUDDING
STARS, &WANNABES
Martin Colloms was right (Vol.15 No.6).
The Sonus Faber Extremas, imported by
Sumiko, are a state-of-the-art product.
Powered by an ARC D-400, they sounded
wonderful, and might well have been the best
sound at the Show. While certainly not inexpensive, they sounded superb with aTransfiguration cartridge, SME 4.5i tonearm and
Model 30 turntable, Magnan interconnects,
OCOS speaker wire, Audio Power Power
Wedge, Klyne phono stage, and Audio Research LS-2B and D-400 amplification.
The Avalon Ascents, sounding very
impressive in anumber of rooms with very
different equipment, also merited consideration for some of the best sound at the Show.
However, the really big news from Avalon
was the introduction of the Avatar. Looking
just like its bigger siblings, this newest offering is a$3995 two-way with atitaniumdome tweeter and Nomex/Kevlar cone midrange/woofer. Along with avan den Hul
Grasshopper Gold cartridge, Rockport Sirius
II turntable, all Rowland electronics (including battery-powered Model Nines), and Cardas
wire, the Avatar sounded very musical and
promising.
Martin-Logan, who recently released the
CLS LIZ at the same $3500 price as the [IA
105
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Upgrade to today's best moving coils!
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(upgrades are $695; I'll be reviewing one in
an upcoming issue), was another company
announcing anew, lower-priced speaker: the
$1995 hybrid Aerius. Slightly smaller than
the Sequel, the Aerius is finished in black,
although optional wood finishes are available. Iwonder about the dynamic woofer:
It crosses over to M-L's proprietary curvilinear electrostatic panel at avery high
500Hz. Too high? Growing tired of making
recommendations of what works best with
their products, M-L will shortly be offering
their own speaker cable as well. The targeted
price is $15/foot.
Arnie Nudell's Genesis introduced the
$800 Genre. Like all Genesis speakers, the
Genre has an internal tube construction and
aproprietary Genesis tweeter. Unlike many
other speakers, the grille is the baffle and
should be left on. Carl Marchisotto's Acarian
Systems has followed up the very-wellreceived Alon IV with the smaller, less expensive Alon II. This new $1800, floorstanding three-way utilizes the same technology
found in the IV. A prime feature common to
both speakers is the open midrange architecture The Alon II is asurprisingly narrow 11".
As always, the sound in the Ensemble
room was first-rate. The good news is that
the final version of the $2580 Tangos are now
available in the US. Other new releases included the $650 Phonomaster phono stage
without power supply, to be used with the
Tiger B50 integrated amp. A separate power
supply is available for $220. The most novel
introduction was aproduct called TubeSox:
a$48 pair is intended to both damp and cool
tubes. Made of Kevlar using acopper-thread
weave, they resemble Chinese handcuffs.
TubeSox are available only for smaller tubes
(eg, 12AX7s or 6DJ8s), where microphonics
are generally more oía concern.
Moving in the opposite price direction was
Linaeum, who introduced the four-column,
$13,500 Model 9B system. Each channel
consisted of one column with astacked array
of nine Linaeum drivers and an 8" cone
woofer, and aCompression Subwoofer column with two 10" woofers. The system's
fifth unit is an external passive crossover with
separate volume controls for the midrange
and woofer columns.
Although the sound quality varied from
day to day, another contender for Best Sound
was the system consisting of avan den Hul
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

Grasshopper Gold, Forsell 'table/tonearm,
Convergent Audio lbchnology CAT SL-1
Signature preamp, older MFA M-200C
amps with Gold Aero Platinum KT99As,
Cardas Golden Section wire, and the new
$8400 Merlin Excalibur Il speakers. The II
series has been redesigned to work effectively
in asmaller listening room. Icontinue to feel
that the Merlin speaker line deserves more
attention in the US. And for those who really
have to ask, no, the CAT amp did not make
an appearance. Maybe Vegas in '93.
Counterpoint happily announced that
both Clearfield speaker models are now in
full production. The smaller $3000 Continentals are floorstanding two-ways, while
the larger $6000 Metropolitans (also on display in the McCormack room) are threeways with dual 8" woofers. Iexpect to receive
the big Mets shortly for areview. Also now
in production is the Hales System One
Reference, which won my Best Sound at the
Show in Vegas. Unfortunately, they were
being shown but not played in Chicago. The
bigger news from Hales is that they now have
the capacity to produce speaker cabinets for
other manufacturers. Given the superlative
quality of their own cabinets, [sincerely hope
alarge number of other manufacturers take
them up on this offer.
Undoubtedly the biggest speaker-related
news at the Show wasn't directly about
speakers at all. Kevin Voecks of Snell conducted some fascinating demonstrations of
digital signal processing compensation for
loudspeaker/room interactions using aprofessional digital time-domain correction system from SigTech. Snell and Audio Alchemy
are cooperating on the development of an as
yet unnamed proprietary black box which
will accept analog or digital inputs and have
both analog and digital outputs. The underlying technology is an outgrowth of research
on radar evasion. By the way, Snell also showed
the new Type B Minor, aslim, floorstanding design with side-firing woofers priced
at $3390.
Using adigital front end from Anodyne,
Cello electronics, and power-line conditioning from Audio Power, Syrndex was producing some very satisfying sound from a
pair of $3450 Epsilon Signatures, three-way
Vandersteen lookalikes with 88dB/W/m sensitivity. The smaller $1750 Gamma Signatures were also on display, but Ididn't get to
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Get our new TEST CD 2with 31 tracks
designed to help you hear more. That's the
whole point of our TEST CD 2—NOT to turn you
into an audio nerd—a professional tester —
but to help you become a BETTER LISTENER.
The music and test tracks have been
chosen to bring out the best (or worst!) in your
system. You can better judge your speakers: the
placement... your amp: its distortion.., your CD
playback: its jitter. You'll appreciate when your
system does things right and you'll recognize when
your system is doing something wrong.
Along with being useful for diagnosis, setup, tweaking, and critiquing, the new
TEST CD 2is fun. Just aso picture is sometimes worth athousand words, a single test
track can be worth athousand reviews... Well, maybe not quite—but you get the
idea. Sometimes there's nn substitt ,te for ademo and a listen Get your TEST CD 2now.

STERFCWHILE TEST CDs
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Stereophlle TEST CD2
RO. Box 5960
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Please send
Please send

quantity
quantity
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1-800-358-6274
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Shipping 8( handling U.S. per CD @ S2.00 each
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Acct. #
O VISA El MasterCard El American Express
EXP. DATE
'Shipping 8e handling in U.S. add S2.00 per CD; Canada, add S2.95 per CD; other foreign
orders. add S4.95 per CD for air-mail delivery. Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to
Stereophile. Allow 4to 6weeks for shipment.
any

*Test CD 2available by purchase only.

Reel To Real Designs Convergence (left) and Protege (right).

hear them. Dahlquist has filled out their line
of speakers with the release of the new $700
DQ-16. They are now shipping the DQ-18s
and DQ-28s announced in Vegas. Istill find
it odd that the principal designer for this
Long Island, NY-based company lives in
Seattle; it just goes to show how small the
world has become these days.
Other new speakers on display included:
the floorstanding MCL-2 sealed-box twoSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

way from Ryan Acoustics for $1295; the
floorstanding Studio 5dual transmission line
three-way from Fried for $2750; the floorstanding, vented-box, three-way Convergence ($3400) and the similarly vented,
stand-mounted, two-way Protege ($2200)
from Reel to Real Designs; the revised
three-piece satellite/subwoofer Sapphire Ilti
system for $1998 from ACI; and the biwirable three-way Kronos Tower from
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Amrita for $1600. Amrita was proudly
showing off their great-looking new highgloss piano wood finish, available as an option
on all models.
Many other speakers performed well at the
Show, although they weren't new. While I
could never list all of this group's worthy
members, some of the more memorable ones
included: the S4475 Deluxe Reference System from Maston; the good-looking, moderately sized Taddeo Monitor One; the
Eminent lkchnology dipoles in the Klyne
room; the often under-appreciated Vandersteen Threes; the absolutely gorgeous
Essence 10As; and the unusual, surprisingly
musical Vision Acoustics point source
(coaxial) Soloists.
And one of the true highlights of the Show
was Mark Levinson's Cello suite at the
Palmer House, where he displayed an awesome "music and film system" (as opposed
to audio/visual system). All too brief snippets of Sinead O'Connor and Terminator 2
were truly spectacular.

THEY'RE BLACK, THEY'RE
CIRCULAR, THEY GO
ROUND'N'ROUND

In this period of rapidly accelerating vinyl
death, there were turntables aplenty at the
Show. Many rooms had great-sounding
music with front ends provided by Forsell,
Rockport, Immedia, Townshend, Voyd, German Acoustics, Basis, SME, VPI, Maplenoll,
Well-Tempered, Micromeca, Thorens, and,
of course, Linn, with cartridges from Benz
Micro, AudioQuest, van den Hul, Koetsu,
Sumiko, Dynavector, Goldring, AudioTechnica, Linn, Forsell, and Spectral, among
others. Dick Olsher is in the midst of acartridge survey which I, for one, look forward
to reading.

DIVORCES, OR
ALL GOOD THINGS MUST END

One of the sadder aspects of high-end audio
is the inevitable breakup of companies and
relationships. There seemed to be adisproportionate number of such changes this year.
MFA has now parted company with both
Bruce Moore and Scott Frankland, but still
intends to offer the MC Reference tubed preamp; an amp is to follow. Bruce Moore has
started his own company, and Scott Frankland intends to do the same in the near future
David Salz has left Steven Hill and Straight
Wire to form WireWorld, both companies
continuing to offer extensive lines of cable
products. MIT and Transparent Audio
Marketing have also gone their separate
ways; both will offer full lines of cable products. The former will obviously still be called
MIT, while the latter's cables will now be
known as Transparent Cables. John Bicht of
Versa Dynamics has severed his ties with
Micromega. The latter did not announce
plans for future US distribution.

THE AUDIOPHILE GRAPEVINE

Vision Acoustics Soloist features aconcentric
drive-unit with the tweeter behind the woofer
dustcap.
SIINI 01'1111i, AUGUST 1992

Many audio products begin to gather notoriety long before they're formally introduced
at aCES, Stereophile Show, or by alocal dealer.
These products may find their way into afew
audiophiles' systems, or even into some other
company's demo room. One such product
is Joe DePhillips's Discovery cables. While
he did not formally present at the Show, Joe
made the rounds, getting his cable heard in
anumber of rooms. Discovery is bucking the
current tide by using polyethylene instead
ofTeflon for insulation material, and offering
all of their cables fully shielded. What little
Iheard sounded very promising.
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SHURE

THE ENGLISH SHOW AWARDS
Worst Performance at the Show: Without
doubt, this award goes to all of you
audiophiles who had the opportunity to
attend the SCES and didn't. For the most
part, you didn't show. Shame on you.
(Dis)honorable mention goes to all of the
dealers who stayed away.
Neatest New Product: Optigue from
Theta. This gel-like substance is used to
fill the gap between optical cables (ST)
and the transmitter or receiver in digital
transports and processors. It is purportedly afar superior medium to the air normally filling those gaps. Theta also introduced yet another data-transmission
alternative, using lasers.
It's About Time: Artech Electronics
is now bringing Blu-Tak into the US
audio market. This mortice- or putty-like
substance retains its flexibility, is easily
removable, and doesn't stain or damage
veneers. It works very well in coupling
speakers and stands, and can be squashed
down as necessary to achieve near-perfect
physical bonding.
Here, There, and Eserysvherc This award
is athree-way tie illustrating some of the
massive changes that have occurred in the
High End. The three co-winners are
Michael Green's RooniIhnes, Audio
Power's Power Wedge, and Tice Audio's
Power Block. One or two of these products was in nearly every room at the CES.
The message is simple: Your room and
your electrical power critically impact
your system's performance.
Most Courageous Act: After the Winter
CES, 1nominated the Australian Metaxas
company for the Worst Sound at the
Show. They sought me out and are sending me some of their products for review.
My hat is off to them.
Most Overplayed CD: Without doubt,
this award goes to the lumbering bass line
from Bela Fleck & the Flecktones' Flight
of the Cosmic Hippo. Fortunately, some consistently wonderful sounds also emerged
from rooms playing either Reference Recordings' new Arnold Overtures disc, or
Acoustic Sounds' reissue of The Weavers:
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Reunion at Carnegie Hall.
Best Party: While Vandersteen once
again had agreat boat party, with live
music, and Mondial had aterrific bash
with writers and industry luminaries
manning the instruments, the winner was
none other than Stereophile for its 30th
Anniversary bash honoring J. Gordon
Holt. Never one to rest on his laurels,
Gordon challenged everyone in the High
End with aseries of provocative thoughts
and observations. [These will appear in written form in our September issue.—Ed.]
Lifesaver Award: Purist attitudes notwithstanding, many US dealers are staying alive as aresult of their custom installation business. Kudos to companies like
Apogee, Magnepan, Mirage, Energy,
Non:lost, and others who are doing their
best to provide dealers with true high-end
products specifically designed for custom
installation.
Most Innovative Product Introduction:
While Sony's MiniDisc will undoubtedly
receive the greatest amount of press coverage (along with Apple's Newton and Zelda
3for Super Nintendo), my choice was
Kevin Voecics and Snell for their groundbreaking work on digital signal processing as ameans of improving speaker/listening-room interaction. I'm sure we'll
be hearing agreat deal about this new
direction in coming months.
Best Sound at the Show: With this final
award, I'll simultaneously please and frustrate the very gracious and talented people
at Audio Research. On Saturday, with
an analog front end consisting of aLyra
Parnassus cartridge, Wheaton Triplanar
tonearm, and Immedia RPM-2 turntable, with their own PH-2 phono stage,
LS-2B line stage, LitzLine II wire, D400
solid-state amp for the bottom, and new
V140 tube amps on top, all through a
complete Wilson WATT/Puppy/WHOW
speaker system, they had the best sound
at the Show. On other days and at other
times, the sound just wasn't up to the
same superlative level.
—Jack English
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"Fi'egarding the Dana 2f, this little
honey sets a new standard for
floorstancling 2-ways under $1,000."

BOUND FOR SOUND.
220 NJ MAIN STREET
KEWANEE, IL

61443

309/852-3022
Martin G De

$2 00

No. 4a/92

2f by DANA AUDIO $395/pr., 8" 2-way,

-Publisher

same Seas metal dome tweeter seen in so many

43"x13"x8" (HWD), 26 lbs. each, 8 ohms; on

speakers of much higher cost. And while Iam

loan from manufacturer, designed by John Fish.

afan of the best soft dome tweeters around,

This is one of the ten best values in all of
audio With the Deltec Little Bit, Audio Alchemy

tweets, their expense is prohibitive in aspeaker

DDE, Parasound IICA-2200, mas DCC- I, and

costing only $395 the pair. The Seas seems a

such as the DynAudio D-28 and the Morel

Legacy Focus et al, the 2f from Dana Audio joins

reasonable alternative therefore, and while it

avery exclusive group of components that repre-

obviously has its faults (some shishiness), they

sent the best of the best in terms of value AND

are faults that one can live with when the price

quality. Idon't want to get into what other members of that elite class exist out there due to the

of admission is so low. In other words, there is

article on the same, which is veryclose to comple-

cause John Fish had the good sense not to bring

nothing offensive here, and all is aided be-

tion even as we speak. That is for another day.

the tweeters up in the mix for hi-fi effects. The

What Imuch desire now, is to discuss with you 4

2f is definitely not of the "light and bright"

very special product. one that. in spite of costing

brigade.

very little, succeeds at reproducing real music in

Another positive aspect of the 21 is the

the home environment. Unless you have inten-

way that it manages to disappear in the listen-

tions of spending $1.495 for the Taddeo or afew

ing room just like some of the big boys do

hundred more for the NEAR-50M or Chapman T-

Recall last month my comments regarding the

7. Ican see no monetary reason whatsoever for

Nobis loudspeakers and my appreciation for

buying anything other than the 2f. Here are some
of my reasons for such abold and far reaching

the way they could hide themselves from aural

statement: 1) Most speakers at this price point

to the Nobis in that regard, seeming to disasso-

require afloor stand of 18 to 30 inches. The 2f,

ciate its physical self from the music it repro-

without astand, still manages to get the drivers up

duces. The cloud of music that seems to hang

to ear level, the result being anicely placed stage

on the face of some lesser speakers is very faint

inspection. The Dana comes extremely close

with well integrated highs. 2) The 2f is asurpris-

with the 2f, though Idid hear, on some occa-

ingly good looking speaker that by no means

sions (few), atendency for some highs at hard

draws attention to its modest fiscal heritage.

right and hard left to attach themselves to the

I

can't imagine aroom decor that the 2f wouldn't

speaker face instead of seeming to emanate

feel at ease in, looking like amini planar made of

from behind the speakers.

oak. 3) The speaker is rugged and reliable. The 2f

placement at all frequencies was truly excel-

However, image

can withstand abuse that the Model 1of several

lent between the inner edges of the speakers,

years past could only dream of. And while it does

and the soundstage widens even further as you

have its limits dynamically when pushed by big

go deeper into it.

This speaker has a very

watts from one of the true muscle amps, the 2f is

natur a1presentation. regardless of how much it

at ease with amplifiers in the 85 to 150 wpc range.

costs,

When pushed hard it gave nary aburp of any kind

Again, fora speaker that sells for under

nd its got afirst order crossover to boot). 41 But

$400, the 2f has aremarkable midrange. Horns

most importantly of all. the 2f sounds extremely

have nice bit and presence.

good for its price

transients are clean and believable.

And speaking of sound. let's talk about
the performance of the Dana.

The 2f uses the

Leading edge
Vocals,

male and female are attractive and natural,
though Idid find some uncalled for warmth
with male baritones.
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Bass is tuneful with very little overhang and good extension. It does not equal the
performance of the Fried R./4 (or the Q/4 for
that matter), and it will not shake the legs of
your pants; though !never felt at aloss for bass
and bass dynamics. This is one area where I
would expect to see some improvement in the
future in the form of alarger and more expensive loudspeaker.
CONCLUSION. One thing thatshould
be made clear is that all listening with the Dana
was done with electronics of the highest calibre. lama firm believer that it makes no sense
to use electronics of lesser sophistication for
speaker evaluations just because that's the
way most consumers will use them. All products must be judged on their adherence to
accuracy and absolute transparency -- no more,
and no less.
Regarding the Dana 2f. this little honey
acts anew standard for floorstanding 2-ways
under $1.000,

No, it's not a perfect loud-

speaker, but for aspeaker selling for less than
$400, its such alovely breathe of fresh air. It
emphasizes abalanced approach to music that
some of the big time designers would do well
to emulate. The 2f has afew bumps sonically,
and its midrange lacks the vivid transparency
of the NEAR-50M or the Legacy Focus, but it
still conveys the message of the music in away
that never actively draws attention to itself.
With good ancillary equipment, this speaker
can be listened to for hours at atime without
fatigue or distortion induced distress. If Ihad
to have abookshelf speaker. Iwouldn't hesitate to purchase the Fried Q/4 for its greater
dynamics and bass punch, it's asafe buy. lf_on
the other hand. 1wanted afloorstanding unit
for under agrand. the Dana is where 1would
go. and Iwould use the money saved to upgrade the rest of my system,
Note: The Dana is sold factory direct.
For that reason Dana does not have regional
distributors or local dealers. We have talked

dcinci cludio 2f
$395 PER PAIR

before about the pros and cons regarding di-

Said only direct from Dana Audio with

rect purchases, and the fact that YOU as adults

a 30 day homs trial period!

are fully capable of making a responsible
purchase decision.

Make the decision that

seems the most sensible to you. Ialso have a
set-up tip. The speaker, with its rather smallish
platform, has a tendency to tip forward on
thick carpets or rugs. The simple solution is to
place two bricks, on end, on the back portion
of the base. You will not see them from the
front and the speaker will sound noticeably
better.

MGD
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Call Dana Audio directly at (512) 4543233 and order today! We accept Visa,
Mastercard or money orders. Shipping
charges, via UPS, vary according to destination. Address: 5555 N. Lamar, #K113, Austin, TX 78751
Dana Audio speakers come with a three
year warranty.

THE SPIN DOCTORS
THOMAS J. NORTON RUMINATES ON THE IMPACT OF
LOW BIT RATE-ENCODING ON CD QUALITY

/

ike it or not, data compression (more properly, low bit-rate encoding) of some sort is likely to elbow its way into the audio universe.
4 JA and RH have said much on the subject in recent months. I, too,
have concerns. When Ihear talk concerning the professional use of digital data-compression schemes, as currently implemented, Iget afeeling
of déjà vu—or future shock. My reservations are reinforced by the known
proclivities of big business (in this case, the big record labels) to save abuck.

M OST RECORD-COMPANY EXECUTIVES ARE INTERESTED
IN THE SOUND QUALITY ONLY AS FAR AS IT AFFECTS
THEIR BOTTOM LINES.
BEST

It helps to assume that most record-company executives are interested
in the best sound quality only as far as it affects their bottom lines. While
I'm certain there are exceptions—even outside the ranks of audiophile labels,
which are interested in sound quality—experience tells me to assume the
worst. The archival use of data compression will save afew pennies. If datacompressed copies of valuable, uncompressed originals are made, you can
be certain that the originals—including analog originals—will be lost somewhere in aremote, dank, dusty warehouse, or simply destroyed to save storage costs and prevent possible future pirating. To date, the track records
of recording companies in carefully storing and cataloging their treasures
116
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are not reassuring. Film companies, it should be noted, are guilty of the same
crime. And it is acrime, morally if not legally.

WHY WOULD ANYONE WANT TO USE DCC FOR
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING PURPOSES?
If that weren't bad enough, the still-embryonic talk of using data compression for mastering should raise alarms. I've even read aremark by a
spokesperson from amajor record company that DCC itstemight be usable
for original mastering purposes DCC is still an unknown quantity. Though
some reports have been favorable, the critical response to DCC has been
decidedly mixed. Until we see—and hear—production hardware and software, we won't know for certain. Even then, if DCC proves to be adisappointment, we should hold out hope for its eventual improvement. CD,
after all, is vastly better now than it was in its teething phase. But why
would anyone want to use DCC for professional recording purposes? If
asmall-format mastering setup is needed, DAT is already in that niche.
But wait—there's an even more disturbing possibility. Suppose you're
the president of MakaBigBuc Records, amajor supplier of CD and DCC.
You're sold on DCC's PASC compression scheme—so sold that, somewhere in your production work, you've found it expedient to replace your
linear PCM original with aPASCed master (if, indeed, you haven't already
done the original recording on DCC). Sure, that data-reduced master can
be re-encoded to cut alinear PCM CD. But that re-encoding can never restore
the anginal data; that CD can never be any better than the data-reduced master
allows it to be.
Don't bet that such athing will never happen. Ican't imagine what the
advantage would be to arecord company, but I'm certain some bean-counter
will find one. The incentive will be either money or some perceived convenience—perhaps both. The net result will be acompromise in the capabilities of any CD so mastered. Some of that medium's inherent capability will be thrown away to achieve some short-term convenience or afew
pinched pennies. Remember, in the mass record business, the bottom line
is neither sound nor music, but money.
Maybe it won't happen. A more likely scenario is the potential challenge
of both DCC and MiniDisc to the supremacy of CD. While Idon't discount the importance of vinyl LP in the audiophile firmament, the fact is
that CD is the major player: the best medium we now have which provides
reasonable access to new releases. CD is particularly dominant in the classical
arena; vinyl issues of new performances there are virtually nonexistent. Neither DCC nor MiniDisc holds forth the promise of higher sonic vistas, and
were not conceived for this purpose. But their recordability may well make
areal impact in the marketplace; CD sales may be affected. If either of these
mediums catches on big-time, no one can predict the eventual fallout.
As I've stated before, the recording-business powers that be are convinced
that CD is as good amusic medium as anyone needs or deserves. Many still
believe the "perfect sound forever" claptrap that even CD's developers,
doubtless realizing that it's hard to sell improvements on perfection, long
ago quietly abandoned. Technology seldom moves sideways; failure to
advance is an invitation to retreat. Remember, many audiophiles insist that
the "Golden Age" of analog recording—the late '50s to the early '60s—came
and went before we had the playback equipment to appreciate it. Could
it be that digital sound is now as good as it will ever get, and that future
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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FAMILY
CONNECTIONS

Now you can be connected to the top
families in high-end audio. Outstanding
designers have turned
their talents to creating
true high-end systems
that combine remarkable affordability
with sound quality that is nothing short
of breathtaking.
And nowhere will you find a wider
choice of these exciting new creations
than at SOUNDEX.
Let us introduce you to a comprehensive
selection of components with blood
lines that can be traced to the most
prestigious family names in the audio
industry: A.R.C. LS3, Acurus A250 & L10,
Centaur "Minor," CA. L. Icon MKII,
Counterboint Solid 1, Solid 8, Martin
Logan "Aerius," Mirage M7Si, and
Sonus Faber "Minima," XL0 "Pro."
Each fine piece of equipment assures
you of high quality performance.. and
exceptional value.
So don't settle for a "mid-fi" system
when you can go high-end. Call for
an appointment...or just drop by.
We'll show you how affordability and
musicality are all in the family.
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changes will be concentrated in the categories of "make it cheaper, make
it smaller, make me more money with it"?
There are potentially exciting applications of PASC-type recording
schemes that no one, to my knowledge, has yet suggested. They could make
data compression not only atechnical coup, but very possibly asonic one
as well. First, begin with amaster of 20 bits or more. Recorders with 20-bit
capability are presently available and in limited use. There is clearly more
data in such amaster than can even be put on aCD. This data could be
reduced, by some PASC-type technique, just enough—but no more—
for it to fit on aCD. This would still result in four to five times more data
than that proposed for the new data-reduced consumer formats.
The linear PCM scheme currently in use for CD was chosen not because
it was the best, but because, when the system was first developed, it was
the best that could be done at areasonable cost. A new coding scheme might
enable us to not only make better use of the data present from available (and
future) higher-bit mastering recorders, but, by concentrating it where it
does the most sonic good, to make audibly better use of the data period. Of
course, to get the full benefits from such ascheme, it would be necessary
to either master with ahigher bit rate or do 16-bit mastering with the new
coding scheme used at the mastering phase. Or both.
I'm not talking here of data reduction at the mastering stage; just more
intelligent coding from the get-go than that used in linear PCM. By "intelligent" Imean coding which makes use of our knowledge of how the ear
and brain react to sound, but which does so within the available storage
capacity of state-of-the-art digital recorders; not some expedient, lowcapacity medium. While this new system would clearly be incompatible
with present CDs, Ihave no doubt that clever application of technology
would make possible players which could play back both the old and new
discs. Unless we go to new lasers and techniques which allow us to squeeze
even more data onto CDs—which will be economical in the future, and
which are in themselves exciting potential advances—the new players could
use the same lasers and transports as existing machines.
But the established wisdom is that we don't need anything better than
the current CD—that, in fact, the losses that may occur with the new formats

THERE NO ONE OUT THERE WHO BELIEVES THAT

ADVANCES MADE SINCE THE ADVENT OF LINEAR PCM AND
THE CD MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO SUBSTANTIALLY ADVANCE THE
SOUND QUALITY OF DIGITAL PLAYBACK?
will be innocuous in the all-important mass marketplace. Is there no one
out there who believes that advances made since the advent of linear PCM
and the CD, both in digital encoding and in our knowledge of human hearing, make it possible now, or in the near future, to substantially advance the
sound quality of digital playback, not merely make it "smaller, lighter,
cheaper, faster," or give it more "bells and whistles"?
Postscript: This was written before the 1992 SCES, where Sony Music
demonstrated their "Super Bit Mapping" technology to improve CD
sound—see CG's report from the 1992 SCES, and RI-I's "Industry Update,"
both elsewhere in this issue. It is ironic indeed that it must have been the
commercial need to sonically differentiate CD from MD that has led to the
improvement in the former's sound quality.
—JA
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Our sister publications
tell you where the music is!
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Opus is the
Schwann guide
to classical
recordings.

11,1.1

Spectrum is the
Schwann guide to
all other types of
recorded music.

You obviously love music—you read Stereophile.
Our sister publications help you enjoy music, too. If you
don't know them already, we'd like to introduce you to the
Schwann guides to recorded music.
Opus is the quarterly guide to classical recordings—over
45,000 CDs, cassettes, and laserdiscs are listed in each issue.
Spectrum is the quarterly guide to other types of music—
over 65,000 CDs, tapes, and LPs.
Opus and Spectrum are the most current and comprehensive guides to recorded music—they're your reference.
They can help you shop. Help you build your music library.
And when you have your own copies, you can make your
selections before you visit the record stores—you have the
catalog numbers at hand.
Copies are on sale at many record stores. Or subscribe
and save. A year of Opus is only $29.95,* ayear of Spectrum
only $24.95.* Call this number toll-free and have your
VISA or MasterCard ready.

1-800-234-3373

*Rates good in US only. For all other countries, write
Schwann Guides, P.O. Box 55442, Boulder, CO 80322
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NAIM NA CDS TWO-BOX CD PLAYER
Robert Harley

Naim NA CDS CD player

Two-box CD player with 4x-oversampling digital filter. Frequency response: 10Hz-18kHz ±0.1dB. Output level: 2V at lkHz,
full-scale (OdBFS) signal. Phase response: linear phase. Output impedance: 100 ohms. Analog output: DIN jack. Protection
systems: DC offset sensing, relay muting, laser current interlock. Dimensions: 17" W by 3" Hby 11.8" D(each box). Shipping weights: 19 lbs (player), 33 lbs (power supply). Warranty: 5years. Price: $7395. Approximate number of dealers: 25.
Manufacturer Naim Audio Ltd., Southampton Road, Salisbury, England. North American distributor Naim Audio North
America Inc., 1748 North Sedgwick Street, Chicago, IL 60614. Tel: (312) 944-0217. Fax: (312) 944-0255.

"A reasonable man adapts himself to the
world around him. An unreasonable man
expects the world to adapt to him. All progress, therefore, is made by unreasonable
men."
Although George Bernard Shaw didn't
have Naim Audio's founder Julian Vereker
in mind when he wrote those words, they
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

seem tailor-made for Julian's audio design
style. Rather than make products that conform to what the rest of the audio world is
doing, Julian builds them the way he thinks
they should be. The result is often, shall we
say, idiosyncratic.
Nothing exemplifies this thinking more
than the Nairn CDS (for Compact Disc Sys121

tern) CD player. Everything about the CDS's
design, from its overall configuration down
to its tiny disc-clamping mechanism, flies in
the face of conventional wisdom about how
digital front-ends should be built. The $7395
CDS is astudy in optimizing the mechanical aspects of CD playback. Although the
unit uses conventional electronics (4x-oversampling Philips chip set, op-amp-based
analog output stage), the mechanical design
is, to say the least, unconventional.
Like the Linn Karilc/Numerik CD player
that Ireviewed in January, the Naim CDS is
the first CD player from aUK company long
known for its aversion to digital. Until recently, Naim preamplifiers had no input
marked "CD:' dearly astatement about how
they felt about the virtues of analog. Now
Naim has broken the digital barrier with their
CDS.
lECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Although the CDS is atwo-box CD player,
it isn't split along the usual transport/processor lines. Instead, the bottom box is the
power supply and the top box contains the
transport and digital-to-analog converter—a
CD player with an outboard power supply.
A multi-pin cable connects the CDS power
supply to the player. Both chassis are housed
in Naim's standard extruded aluminum cas&s,
and maintain the Naim look. In fact, the CDS
power supply looks identical to both the
NAP 250 power amplifier and NAC 52 preamp power supply.
The player's front panel contains alarge
and prominent green LED display (showing either track and index number or elapsed
time) and six square pushbuttons. The latter duplicate many of the remote control's
functions: Play, Stop, Next, Previous, Display, and Pause. The remote also has akeypad
for directly entering specific track numbers,
and repeat and programing features. The
front-panel buttons and display are very
large, easy to use and read, and the buttons
are accompanied by back-lit displays indicating their functions.
The top-loading transport is accessed by
asmall smoked-plexiglass hinged cover that
is flush with the chassis top. Opening the
cover reveals awell containing the transport
mechanism. When aCD is placed on the transport, asmall clamp secures the disc to the
spindle. After the lid is closed, the disc spins
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briefly, enabling the player to read the disc's
table of contents. (If the lid is closed without the clamp in place, the disc flies off the
spindle.) A safety interlock prevents the laser
from turning on when the lid is open.
The CDS's power supply—the most massive I've seen in aCD player or D/A converter
except for the Mark Levinson No30—is the
size and weight of many power amplifiers.
The analog supply starts with a300VA toroidal transformer with two center-tapped
secondary windings. The transformer secondaries are filtered by apair of 15,004F capacitors and rectified by two halves of two fullwave bridges. The analog supply output is
then regulated to ±24V by apair of TO-3
3-terminal regulators.' The analog supply
rails appear on the 13-pir rear-panel jack for
connection to the player. Inside the player,
the ±24V supply is re-regulated to ±18V.
The digital supply also uses ahuge, dualsecondary toroidal transformer, with one
secondary winding supplying the transport
and servos and one supplying the digital electronics. The ±24V transport/servo supply
and 13V digital supply are each filtered with
apair of 15,000µF caps and regulated with
TO-3 regulators. In all, the power supply has
six TO-3 regulators and an astonishing
90,000µF of filter capacitance. All this regulation is merely the first stage: these regulated
supply rails are re-regulated inside the player
by 19 TO-220 devices.
In the first release of the CDS, the digital
and transport/servo supply rails were regulated only in the player itself with TO-220
regulators. The second iteration of the CDS
added four TO-3 regulators inside the powersupply box?
Overall, the CDS's massive and elaborate
power supply is impressive Further, the execution is superb, with ahigh level of craftsmanship. At Naim Audio, assemblers build
an entire component themselves rather than
repeating the same operation on an assembly
line. This is amore expensive way to build
electronics, but the CDS's beautiful, meticulous build seems to exude asense of pride.
1The TO-3 is the round metal can that power transistors are
often packaged in. This is amuch beefier package than the
more common TO-220 flat pack.
2Adding these regulators reduced noise on the digital supply
rails from -110dB to -130dB. This may seem academic, but
the effects were certainly audible. Naim will announce an
upgrade program for owners who bought the original CDS
without this additional regulation.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

The transport, based on acustom version
of the Philips CDM-4 mechanism, is implemented in aunique way. The mechanism is
mounted on an aluminum subchassis and
suspended on three leaf springs. Three small
pins protrude from the subchassis bottom
and fit into three tiny cups mounted at the
ends of the leaf springs. The suspension's
"Q" and resonant frequencies in each axis
were chosen to avoid multiples of servo frequencies. This technique reportedly reduces
servo current demands, transmits less vibration to the disc, and eases stress on the power
supply. According to Naim, servo current
draw feeds vibration to the disc and degrades
the HF signal recovered from the disc. The
mechanism was thus tuned for minimum
servo current draw. Additionally, the subchassis is painted flat black to absorb any stray
light.
Because the subchassis is not secured to the
leaf springs, the player must not be transported or tilted more than 15° from horizontal without first locking the transit screws.
Conventional wisdom says that adding
mass to aspinning CD is agood thing: the
disc is rendered less prone to resonant vibrations, thus decreasing servo current demands.
This is the rationale behind CD mats, heavy
clamps, and stabilizing cligrç Naim, however,
has taken the opposite approach; the CDS's
clamp weighs virtually nothing. Here's how
it works.
After putting aCD on the spindle, the
clamp, looking like atiny top hat, secures the
disc to the transport. The clamp uses magnetism rather than weight to hold the disc
down. A very tiny rare-earth magnet inside
the clamp—a magnet so powerful that it
takes afirm pull to remove it from the spindle
when changing discs—meets the metal spindle. The idea was to get solid clamping action
without adding mass to the spinning disc.
According to Naim, heavy clamps tend to
couple motor vibration to the disc, degrading
the sound and taxing the power supply.
Additionally, aheavy clamp forces the motor
to draw more current, further adding to the
vibration imparted to the disc. The CDS's
clamp is the smallest, lightest design possible.
The clamp also has atiny loop of rubberlike
material on the bottom that makes contact
with the disc at only one point. According
to Naim, the size, shape, and material of this
tiny loop had an extraordinarily large inSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

fluence on the CDS's sound.
The single printed circuit board that contains the local power-supply regulation,
decoding chips, DAC, and analog output
stage is mounted on a5mm-thick plate that
floats on asuspension. This isolates the chips
from mechanical vibration—primarily acoustic energy from loudspeakers—and reportedly improves the sound.
The processor section is based on Philips's
SAA7220 4x-oversampling digital filter and
TDA1541 S1 "Crown" 16-bit DAC—nothing esoteric here. The "Crown" version of
the 1541 is the highest grade, selected for best
low-level linearity. A pair of OP42 op-amps
(one per channel) serve as current-to-voltage
converters. The direct-coupled analog output
stage is also based on the OP42, with two of
these devices cascaded per channel. Deemphasis is active, formed around a711 opamp and switched in with relays. Another
pair of relays mutes the output until the circuit has stabilized. Polycarbonate and polystyrene capacitors are used throughout, and
components are matched between left and
right channels. The DAC, I/V converter, and
output-stage circuits are very close together
for the shortest pcb traces. As previously
mentioned, all power-supply rails are reregulated on the player's pcb.
A huge benefit of this design—integrated
CD player with outboard power supply—
over the more conventional transport/processor configuration is the absence of the
S/PDIF interface and its associated problems.
Rather than trying to recover aclock in the
processor (and introducing jitter in the process), the CDS's single-box approach puts
the clock right there on the pcb. No muss,
no fuss. Naim believes that the problems
inherent in the S/PDIF interface make it
impossible to design an outboard converter
to equal the sonic performance of asinglebox design. In my review of the Linn Karik/
Numerik, Iwas able to audition the unit with
high or low levels of jitter in the S/PDIF
interface. The sonic improvement obtained
from lower jitter levels was dramatic?
Overall, Ifound the CDS attractive and
very well built. Iespecially liked the player's
ease of use: the large, back-lit transport control buttons were readily accessible and intui3See the sidebar on pp.166-167 of Vol.15 No.1 for amore
complete description of problems inherent in the S/PDIF
interface.
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tive. Further, Iwas intrigued by the level of
mechanical design that went into the CDS,
especially the clamp, transport subchassis
suspension, and floating pcb.
But let's find out how the Naim CDS
sounds.

lower treble and upper midrange, the CDS
was extremely smooth, lacking the glare and
grain often heard from digital. Consequently,
instrumental textures were well portrayed,
with asense of natural timbres. There was,
however, aslight "darkness" in the upper
mids and lower treble rather than acrystalline
Music
clarity, acharacteristic that contributed to the
The CDS has been my primary digital source
CDS's unoffensive presentation. Although
for the past month, augmenting the Theta
less aggressive than most digital processors
Data transport driving aTheta Generation
and CD players, the CDS was more incisive
III, Bitwise Musik System Zero, ICinergetics
and up-front than the Linn.
KCD-55p, or PS Audio UltraLink. InterestWhere the CDS clearly excelled in relation
ingly, the Theta Data/Generation III comto the Linn, however, was in its ability to betbination with ST-type optical interface costs
ter involve the listener rhythmically in the
exactly the same as the CDS ($2800 for the
music. The CDS was more exciting and
Data, $4400 for the Gen.III unbalanced with
upbeat, better conveying the music's energy.
ST-type interface, and $195 for an Aural
Music was more rhythmically involving
Symphonics or AudioQuest ST-type cable).
through the CDS, particularly with some
All comparisons with the Gen.!!! and Ultra- jazz, rock, blues, and fusion. However, Ifelt
Link were via their unbalanced outputs. The
that the CDS was ultimately bettered in this
processors also saw action with the $1695
regard by the Kinergetics KCD-55p, the
Museatex CD Deck and coaxial connection.
Musik System Zero, and especially the latest
The preamp was an Audio Research LS2
Theta Generation III processor.
driving aMark Levinson No.23.5 power
The CDS had aweightier presentation
amplifier via 20' runs of balanced or unbalthan Iremembered the Linn having, but the
anced AudioQuest Lapis. The interconnect
CDS's bass tended to lack focus, snap, and
between the CDS and the LS2 was aDIN- speed. The mid- and upper bass, though a
to-RCA cable made by The Chord Comlittle lean, didn't cause the presentation to
pany. (The CDS's DIN audio output necessound thin—perhaps because of the CDS's
sitated using this interconnect.) Loudspeakers
exceptionally smooth treble. Similarly, bass
were the Hales System Two Signatures, with
extension was good, but lacked the "centerand without the Muse Model 18 subwoofer.
of-the-earth" solidity exemplified by the
The Hales were connected to the No 235 via
sound of the Theta.
8' bi-wired runs of AudioQuest Sterling/
Despite the CDS's smoothness and listenMidnight. AC power to the LS2 and other
ability, Ifelt there was something missing.
processors on hand for comparison was conExtended auditioning—on its own and in
ditioned by aTice Power Block and Titan.
comparisons with other processors—sugNairn specifically requested that the CDS not
gested that the CDS lacked the last measure
be connected to any power-line conditioning
of low-level detail. It was as though there was
devices.
athreshold below which the CDS didn't
To its credit, the CDS had no salient sonic
resolve musical information. This no doubt
characteristics that called attention to the
contributed to the CDS's smoothness, but
player. Many digital products have acertain
Ifound music overall less interesting and cominterpretation of the music that makes them
pelling despite the player's excellent sense of
immediately identifiable—a lightweight bass,
pace. Compared to the Bitwise Musik Sysoverly bright treble, or forward midrange,
tem Zero, PS Audio UltraLink, and particfor example. The CDS was remarkably free
ularly the Theta DS Pro Gen.III, the CDS's
of such departures from neutrality.
presentation of detail was much more subMore specifically, the CDS had anatural
dued. On the Mokave CD (AudioQuest AQsmoothness and sense of ease, particularly
CD1006), the intricate percussion work
in the treble. This is one player Icould lis(frame drums) that makes this music so interten to for hours without fatigue. The upper
esting rhythmically was less immediate,
treble had anice sense of air, with cymbals
detracting from the music's intensity. The fine
sounding delicate yet not rolled-off. In the
inner detail that gives the listener agreater
124
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sense of instruments existing in the listening room tended to get lost through the
CDS. There was just less information presented to the listener.
Ishould make clear that I'm not adetail
freak. Many processors are etched, bleached,
and hyped to sound more "exciting." Such
products wear thin very quickly. Imuch prefer aslight loss of detail to an artificially analytical presentation. Nevertheless, Icontinually felt the CDS was missing part of the
Similarly, dynamics were less than impressive. Drums lacked the leading-edge sharpness and impact that contribute to some
music's life and rhythmic drive. Transients
sounded alittle slow and subdued, rather
than quick and tight. This was true of both
fine dynamic structure and overall slam. This
impression was confirmed by playing my
drum recording on the second Stereophile Test
CD. Through the CDS, it lacked the impact,
immediacy, and quickness Iremember from
the recording session—and have heard from
other digital front ends.
Soundstaging was good, but not superlative. The CDS didn't throw as great asense
of space and air as the Musik System Zero or
Theta Gen.III. Listen to "Spontaneity," from
Mike Garson's musically and sonically superb
The Oxnard Sessions, Vol. One (CD, Reference
Recordings RR-37CD). This recording's
stunning spaciousness has the potential of
turning the front half ola listening room into
the Oxnard Civic Auditorium. With the
CDS, Inever got the same sense of depth or
three-dimensional layering heard with the
Gen.III or even the modestly priced Musik
System Zero. The hall seemed smaller, there
was less bloom and air around the instruments, and the CDS lacked the same degree
of see-through transparency.
Iattribute these characteristics to the
CDS's apparent loss of low-level detail; lowlevel information provides the subtle spatial
cues necessary for throwing afully developed
soundstage.
The presentation thrown by the CDS
didn't differentiate individual instrumental
outlines as well as many other processors.
There wasn't the same sense of individual
instruments hanging in three-dimensional
4The Mark Levinson No30 had an extraordinary detailed
rendenng, yet the detail was so subtly and naturally presented.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

space. This tendency to fuse image outlines
had musical consequences. On the Bach
Sonata in e, BWV 1034, from Gary Shocker's
excellent Gary Shocker, Flutist CD (Chesky
CD46), for example, the cello was less of an
individual entity, resulting in areduced sense
of the counterpoint between it and the flute.
Listening to the same piece through the Theta
Gen.III and Musik System Zero, the counterpoint was much more apparent; the two
processors better conveyed the music's intent.
Overall, the CDS's shortcomings were
those of omission rather than commission.
This made the CDS smooth, unfatiguing,
and easy to listen to, but at the expense of not
resolving all the information in the music.
Although Ienjoyed listening to the CDS,
particularly the manner in which it conveyed
the rhythmic values of the music being
played, it never passed the threshold of totally
immersing me in the music.

M EASUREMENTS
The CDS put out 2.12V (left channel) and
2.08V (right) when decoding afull-scale,
lkHz sinewave. This is just slightly higher
(half adB) than the standard 2V output level.
Frequency response was flat, though the treble showed some passband ripple from the
digital filter. The CDS had no amplitude
error when decoding pre-emphasized test
signals. Frequency response and de-emphasis
error are shown together in fig. 1. The right
channel is 0.16dB lower in output level than
the left.
Crosstalk between channels, shown in
fig.2, was superbly low, measuring 110dB
at lkHz. The 6dB/octave upward slope of the
curves, indicating lower channel separation
in the treble, is indicative of capacitive coupling between channels. Note how closely the
left-right and right-left plots overlap.
Playing atest track of "digital silence," in
which the encoded audio data are all zeros,
is revealing ola digital system's noise as well
as any converter-induced artifacts in the audioband. Fig3 is a1/
3-octave spectral analysis
of the CDS's output when decoding digital silence. This is among the best performance I've measured from any digital product. Notice the very low noise level and the
almost total absence of power-supply-related
noise There are tiny blips at 60Hz and 120Hz,
but they are lower than -125dB in level—
superb performance.
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Performing the same type of spectral analysis when the CDS decoded a-90.31dB,
lkHz dithered sinewave, but this time just
looking at the audio band, produced the plot
of fig.4. (Because of the use of record dither,
any distortion products produced will be due
to the player's decoding circuitry.) Again, the
low noise floor is exemplary. Note that the
scale has been expanded downward (to
-130dB) to show the plot. When Iran the test
with the typical scale of -60dB to -120dB,
the spectrum was below the lowest horizontal division. When comparing the CDS's plot
to those of other digital processor plots, keep
in mind the different scaling. Note, however,
that the -9031dB test signal doesn't reach
the -90dB horizontal division, indicating
negative linearity error at this level.
While Iwas measuring the CDS's linearity
error, JA walked by and saw the intermediate
plot of the "fade to noise" test used to calculate departure from linearity. Ideally, the
line should be perfectly straight. As the curve
was slowly plotted (over 30 seconds), JA
remarked, "It looks like it uses the Philips
TDA1541 DAC." After afew more seconds,
he added, "And the Crown version!' t
thought he knew in advance that the CDS
did indeed use the TDA1541 Crown DAC
Male PISCISlee 2 Malik/ I LAAL1111,/
2 Ma

name.,

and was making ajoke. He wasn't. He could
tell by the slight but telltale negative sway in
the curve that it was the 1541. Moreover, the
relatively small amount of sway indicated
that it was the premium Crown version!'
Getting back to the CDS's linearity error
(fig.5), we can see the negative error typical
of the TDA1541. The right channel is shown
in the upper trace. This is fairly good performance, but not exceptional; some of the new
DACs (the Burr-Brown PCM63P, for example) have much lower linearity error.
The CDS's reproduction of alkHz, undithered sinewave at -90.31dB is shown in
fig.6. The overall shape is symmetrical and
the quantization steps appear to be uniform.
Using the noise modulation test described
in last February's Stereophile with the test signals on our Test CD 2, Imeasured how the
CDS's noise floor shifts as afunction of input
level. The tighter the groupings, the better.
5Ionce worked with aguy who could look at aCD and tell
what mastering machine it was made on—from any CD manufacturing plant in the world. Every mastering machine
(except the one we built) has imperfections in the lead-screw
that moves the turntable (or optics). These imperfections leave
telltale variations in track pitch at the same disc radius—the
machine's "fingerprint."
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Fig.3 Naim CDS, spectrum of silent track, 20Hz200kHz with noise and spuriae (A-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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Fig.1 Naim CDS, frequency response (top) and deemphasis error (bottom) (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Nairn CDS, crosstalk (I0dB/vertical div.).
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The CDS has excellent performance above
3kHz (fig.7), but the curves depart significantly below that frequency, especially below
lkHz. When the traces cross, it means the
noise floor's spectral balance is shifted by the
input level. This is arelatively new test;
we haven't yet established acorrelation between performance on this test and any sonic
characteristics.
The CDS performed well on the 19kHz
and 20kHz intermodulation test (fig.8). This
plot is made by playing track 30 from Stereophile's Test CD 2, which has an equal mix of
19kHz and 20kHz tones (the combined waveform reaching full scale), and performing
an FFT analysis on the output. The lkHz
difference component is well suppressed, and
the sidebands around the test tones are very
low in level. The two spikes at 24.1kHz (sampling frequency of 44.1kHz minus 20kHz)
and 25.1kHz (44.1kHz minus 19kHz) are
more apparent on this plot than other digital products Ihave measured. This is characteristic, however, of the relatively slow Philips
4x-oversampling digital filter rolloff.
The CDS's reproduction of alkHz squarewave at full-scale (not shown) is typical of
the linear-phase 4x-oversampling digital filter used in the CDS. Output impedance was

alow 99 ohms across the band, matching
Naim's 100 ohms spec. Output polarity,
checked by playing atest disc with apositivegoing impulse and looking at the output with
a'scope, was non-inverting. Note that the
CDS doesn't provide absolute polarity
switching.
Playing the Pierre Verany test disc's intentional data-dropout tracks revealed the CDS
to have adequate error-correction ability. The
CDS played through track 33 but glitched
on track 34, typical performance for aCD
player or transport. Finally, Imeasured 200µV
of DC at the left-channel output, no DC at
the right-channel output.
Overall, the CDS measured fairly well on
the bench. Its low-level amplitude linearity
was not as good as that available from some
newer DACs, but the player's very low noise
floor and absence of power-supply-related
noise was impressive.

CONCLUSION

Ienjoyed my time with the Naim CDS. It
was smooth, natural, and always easy to listen
to. Inever felt affronted by the CDS, aquality
that may endear it to many music lovers.
Ultimately, however, the CDS didn't quite
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measure up to the formidable competition
of the identically priced Theta Data transport driving aTheta Generation III via STtype optical interface By contrast, the CDS
was missing alayer of musical detail underneath the presentation. The CD player also
lacked the Theta's rock-solid bass, quickness,
and impression of instruments hanging in
three-dimensional space. Ialso felt the CDS
was bettered in many areas by the $1500
Musik System Zero processor. Some listeners, however, may prefer the CDS's softer,
less incisive presentation.
Another logical comparison is with the
Linn Karilc/Numerik CD player, both are the
first digital products from venerable analogleaning UK manufacturers. The Linn had a
greater smoothness, sense of ease, and more
naturally portrayed instrumental and vocal
textures. The CDS, however, was more
rhythmically exciting, with aweighter bass
presentation. Ultimately, however, despite

its lightweight tonal balance, Idid feel the
Linn to be the more musically involving
machine.
In short, the CDS's flaws were of omission rather than of commission. It added no
unmusical characteristics to the music, yet
it failed to involve me sufficiently musically.
These criticisms, however, must be taken in
the context of the CDS's not insignificant
price: the standards of performance to earn
arecommendation should be high at this
price level.
Don't get me wrong: the CDS is avery
good-sounding CD player. But at $7395, the
competition is fierce—particularly from the
Theta Data/Generation III. Those listeners
who tend to shy away from the Theta's type
of presentation and prefer amore easygoing
rendering would be better off spending
$1600 less for the Linn Karik/Numerik, in
my opinion.

RICHIE RICH'S NIGHT OF BLISS
Corey Greenberg plays Boy Millionaire with the Proceed CD Library
100-disc capacity CD player. Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz, -0.2dB. S/N ratio (unweighted): 105dB. Channel separation: 120dB. Analog output impedance: <Iohm. Shipping weight: 175 lbs. Dimensions: 33%4"Hby 217,," W by 21'/, ‘"D.
Price: "under $13,000, depending on dealer options: .Approximate number of dealers: 139. Manufacturer Madrigal Audio
Laboratories, Inc., 2081 S. Main St., Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896 or 344-9300. Fax: (203) 346-1540.
Ithink I've finally figured out the secret of
Stereophile's success. You, cherished reader,
don't read this mag because it's chock full
o' reviews of tantalizing audio gear (even
though it is). And you don't read this mag
because JA and RL strive so hard to keep the
literary quotient as hi as the fi (even though
they do). And Iknow you don't read this mag
cuz trusting yer own sensory input is a
mighty scary proposition indeed so you look
to Stereophik as to aHoly Bible that eases your
Earthly burden by telling you, Ah say Ah say
TAILING YEW what to buy (do you?).
No. You read it for the same reason Ido:
Stereophile is THE comic book for people
who are too old to read comic books!
Think about it. Sure, there's "adult comix"
like Raw and Eightball,' but the kind of comic
1Fantagraphics Books, 7563 Lake City Way, Seattle, WA
98115. I'm not really into "adult comix," but Dan Clowes's
Eightball is as cool as it gets; $5 gets you three issues of twisted
brilliance that makes The Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers look
like The Family Circus.
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books /'m talking about are SUPERHERO
COMICS! BANG! POW! 00F! ULP! Oh
man, Iused to do nothing BUT read comic
books, getting my pre-pubescent rocks off
on the full-color adventures of my favorite
superheroes. Batman! The Green Lantern!
Luke Cage: Powerman! Icouldn't wait for the
new issues to hit the drugstore racks each
month.
Trouble is, we get older. And Idon't know
about you, but Iwouldn't be caught DEAD
at the Bookstop checkout line with apile of
comic books under my arm. Ican just see the
clerk going, "Already read Hawking, have
we? Sid! Ineed price checks on Crusherman,
Dwarf Patrol, and Kid Mucous!"
So what do we grownups do to feed that
superhero jones? We read—TA DA! —Stereophile! THRILL to the adventures of DIGITAL LAD (mild-mannered Bob Harley by
day) as he fights jitter wherever it rears its
ugly head! SEE Manhattan socialite Beth
Jacques don her slinky Gortex jumpsuit to
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become THE BLACK PEN, striking fear
into the hearts of artistically bankrupt rock
groups! WATCH Canadian mountie Bob
Deutsch turn into CAPTAIN CANUCK,
blasting away bad guys with his mighty slab
of back-bacon!
Well, if we're all comic book characters
here at Stereophile, Iknow who Iwant to be:
Richie Rich, Boy Millionaire! I'd 86 that
wimp-boy "Little Lord Fauntleroy" getup,
of course, but I'd put together the most
HIDEOUSLY expensive audio system this
world has ever seen! Jadis—HA! I'd have
those french fries custom-build me some
10,000W monoblocks—no, amillion watts,
with gold-engraved $signs all over the chassis! Dedicated AC lines for every single piece
of gear, all wired with Kimber silver! Apogee
Grands in the bathroom flanking the bidet!
And digital? Icould buy the $23,000 Levinson No30 processor/No31 transport combo,
but I'd still have to get up to change CDs, not
to mention adjust the volume, return CDs
to their rases, find new ones, etc. That's DOG
WORK, my man; Boy Millionaires don't
spend their time fiddling with jewelboxes!
Naw, there's only one CD player that not only
does away with all the tedious chores of digital playback, but is also expensive enough
for Richie Rich: the $13,000 Proceed CD
Library.

M ADRIGAL MYSTERY TOUR

Madrigal's Proceed CD Library is agiant
light-grey metal cube perched atop adarkgrey metal base. It's large, and it's heavy. So
heavy, in fact, that UPS wimps out. You
want aCD Library? Madrigal trucks it to you,
good buddy! The guy who trucked mine
asked me what the HAIL was in that durned
crate anyhow; when Itold him it was aCD
player, he nearly bust agut laughing in my
face. Richie Rich would've had his bodyguards beat the crap out of him, but I
joined
in the yuks; whoever heard of aCD player
that came in acrate big enough for awashing
machine?!
The CD Library is really three products
in one: aCD transport, adigital processor,
and amulti-disc changer. For the transport,
Madrigal chose the Philips CDM-3, ahighquality drive also used by Krell, among
others. The digital processor section is identical to that in Proceed's $1595 PDP 2,
reviewed by Digital Lad in Vol.14 No.5. It
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features two Burr-Brown PCM-58P 18-bit
8x-oversampling DACs, one for each channel, with I/V conversion handled by aPMI/
Analog Devices OP-42 op-amp. Interestingly, the CD Library's analog section includes an Analog Devices AD845 highspeed JFET op-amp buffered by aLinear
Technology LT1010CT unity-gain buffer;
the same chips Ichose after extensive listening tests when Imodified astock Philips
player several years ago. Interesting also was
the small-value inductor in series with each
channel's output, ostensibly there to filter
ultra-high-frequency garbage from the audio
signal; while the non-inverting outputs have
series inductors (the unbalanced output is
paralleled with pin 2of the XLR jack), the
inverting outputs (XLR pin 3) do not. As you
can guess, the CD Library has both singleended RCA and balanced XLR outputs.
Most CD players with remote control also
feature variable-level outputs, allowing direct
connection to the system's amplifier. Problem is, most of these variable outputs
SUUUUCK; they tell you that the direct
hookup eliminates the colorations of that
infernal preamp and additional set of interconnects you own, but the miserable dogs
THEY LIE!! What you really wind up doing
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is swapping agood external preamp for a
cheap'n'dirty preamp circuit inside the CD
player that adds abunch of low-grade opamps, crappy caps, and cheesy resistors to the
signal path.
Not the CD Library; its variable outputs
(both single-ended and balanced) are derived
from acircuit called MDAC, first seen in
Levinson's No.28 preamp. The MDAC circuit
uses software control of amultiplying DAC's
precision resistors to create adigitally controlled stepped attenuator; the multiplying
DAC doesn't deal with the digital audio signal, but instead switches its internal resistors
in and out in various combinations to form
the precision voltage-divider networks that
determine signal level. The added gain of this
circuit is provided by an op-amp-based
gain stage built around BiFET-type Analog
Devices AD711/2/3s. Madrigal claims this
Proceed CD Library mechanism
stepped attenuator has over 900 steps, but I
tale of the boy who tried to play adisc with
lost count at 732 when Ibegan drooling on
aSims band on it in the CD Library, and
the remote.
when it came out, the band was hanging half
As far as digital outputs go, the CD Library
off and mangled? Well. ..
[flashlight suddenly
has both the usual S/PDIF coax RCA outpoints directly intoface] ...
IAM THAT BOY!!!
put and an AES/EBU balanced XLR digital
You can't watch the Rowe changer with
output. Madrigal feels that the balanced
the CD Library fully assembled, but Igot an
AES/EBU interface offers better perforopportunity to see it in action when Ihad to
mance, an opinion shared by Digital Lad once
take the Library apart because—get this—it
he tried it with Levinson's No30 processor
ATE some of my CDs! After Iloaded about
(although DL actually prefers AT&T opti30 discs into this big grey beast, two of the
cal to either electrical interface).
selections were mysteriously missing from
their slots: The Beastie Boys' Licensed To Ill
ROWE VS. WAIT
and Luke & the Locomotives. What had hapClearly, the star of this show is the changer.
pened was, at some point the discs had
Proceed fits the CD Library with an indusslipped out of the carousel and clattered
trial-strength CD changer built by Rowe
to the bottom of the Library? Madrigal's
Intl., the company that supplies these mechRichard Krehmeyer told me over the phone
anisms to the CD jukeboxes that have rehow to dissassemble the Library, so Ibribed
legated all those great 45-based Rock-Olas
abuddy of mine with asixer of Shiner Bock
to the junk heap? The Rowe changer basito come over and help me. Look, the grey
cally has two moving parts: amotorized
metal cover is HEAVY, and my truss was at
carousel that holds 100 CDs, and arobot arm
the cleaners.
that pulls the chosen disc from the carousel
Madrigal: You boys are missing aserious
and lays it in the transport. Because of the
bet by not offering the Library with an
nature of the carousel, the CD Library won't
optional see-through cover; Ihad more fin
work with 3" CD singles or all those audiowatching this thing than listening to it! Punch
philiac tweaks like CD SoundRings, SIMS
up your selection, and the carousel starts
Navcom bands, and the various damping
turning 'round and 'round until—klik—the
mats. You've all heard that terrifying campfire
2Except dean vintage "bubblers," which are in great demand
with arnaque traders. If you've got an old Rock-Ola, HANG
ON 10 IT! They're ten times cooler than aVersa, plus you
can bang on 'em with your fists in time to "Double Shot Of
My Baby's Love."
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3Madrigal went back and modified the changer mechanism
for all future production after the review sample ate my CDs,
but Ithink the problem was that 'just pushed the discs into
the opening slot too far when Iinstalled them. In any case,
Inever had the problem again in the three months Ihad the
thing.
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cool-man robot arm gently plucks the disc
from its slot, rotates its hand 90° with adramatic flourish, and lovingly places the CD
upon the Philips CDM-3 transport as the
Philips's top clamp plops down to secure it!
It's just too hip for words; we stood around
for an hour =Icing the robot arm go up and
down and up and down while my girlfriend
watched us from the couch, silently reassessing our relationship.

GAMEBOY SHMAMEBOY

If you've seen the ads, you know that the CD
Library is astark grey cube with no buttons
or switches of any kind, looking for all the
world like apost-modern dorm fridge. So
how do you get it to do its thang?
With the COMMUNICATOR!
The hand-held Communicator is alittle
bigger than this issue of Stereophile, only
thicker, with nice grey rubber grips on each
side so you can really grab hold. The central
backlit LCD display is flanked on both sides
by four blue rubber buttons positioned right
under your thumbs; Madrigal obviously
spent some time making the Communicator
as user-friendly as possible. Also located on
the Communicator's face are buttons for volume and mute, which only affect the variable outputs. As the wireless Communicator
speaks in infrared, asmall cubical IR receiver
is supplied that plugs into the CD Library
with avery long length of cable, so you can
set the thing for the best line o' sight reception.
But that's not ALL! As the proud owner of
the Proceed CD Library, you also get aseparate, full-size, PC-style keyboard to program all the names of the titles, artists, and
songs into the Library's memory! You can
stow it under your LA-Z-BOY when playing discs, but every time you install anew
CD into the Library you have to plug the
keyboard into ajack just inside the hinged
door and type in all the pertinent info.
For example, let's say Iwant to install Jiini
Hendrix's Are You Experienced (Reprise 62612). First, Itype in the title, ARE YOU EXPERIENCED; then Ihave to assign the CD
to one of the 15 "types" of music Ialready
typed in earlier (these can be anything from
"JAZZ," "BLUES," "SOUL:' etc., to
`THRASH:' "9PEEDMETAL:' 'WEAVERS:'
etc.). Iassign it to "ROCK"; then Itype in
the name, JIM! HENDRIX; the Library
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reads the disc, tells me it has 11 tracks, and
asks me if! want to name each one, which
Ido, so for track 1Itype "PURPLE HAZE,"
track 2"MANIC DEPRESSION:' track 3
"HEY JOE," ad irOnightmare. If it sounds like
adrag, try multiplying it by 100! Iwouldn't
worry about it, though; if you're laying
13,000 Jorges across your dealer's sweaty
palm, you have every right to ask him to
come over and do the all the disc-installing
hinueY. Hell, snatch your roll back ifhe balks;
money talks in this man's land.'
Now here's where the fun begins. Let's
pretend I'm Richie Rich, and I'm sprawled
naked on my giant bearskin rug with WilsonPhillips.5I'm grooving to The Black Saint And
The Sinner Lady, but the girls aren't crazy
about Mingus.
"I want to hear our CD!" chirps Chynna.
Iroll Carny off the Communicator, aim
it at the IR receiver, and press "On." The
backlit display blinks on, asking me to choose
acategory from the ones shown on the
screen. Ipress the blue thumb-button next
to "HURL:' then the "Send" button. The
Communicator scrolls past several selections
tall hit "WILSON-PHILLIPS," then Ipress
"Play" and "Send" The CD Library churns
for amoment as the carousel turns 'round
searching for the W-P disc, then goes silent.
A few seconds later, pure power pap for
pubeless pawns pours out of the Proceed, and
Ididn't even have to sit up straight! Is that the
coolest or WHAT?!
You can't imagine all the things you can do
with the CD Library. Got your mojo workin'? Tell the Communicator to play all your
blues discs back to back. Got an itch only
James Brown can scratch? Tell the Communicator to play every JB song in the box in
any order you feel like, even totally at random. Want to relive your old counterculture
college days? Get out that Zig-Zag and tell
the Communicator you want to hear every
Grateful Dead album in chronological order
(except Shakedown Street and Go To Heaven).
The possibilities are endless, limited only by
your imagination; even if you crawl home
from work and JUST WANNA HEAR
MUSIC, DAMMIT, the Communicator has
4Hell most likely send over the low salesman on the totem
pole, though, so be nice to the li'l guy; make sure he doesn't
leave your house with an empty stomach or alow bloodalcohol level.
5Even Carny—hey what's the point of being rich if you can't
be decadent?!
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a"Just Play" command which plays tracks
at random and doesn't stop until each and
every disc you've installed has played in its
entirety. Or you hit "Stop!'
The bottom line is, the Proceed CD
Library offers you the ability to play any
combination of 100 CDs, all from the comfort of your listening seat. That's all good and
well, but this is Stereophile, not Couch 'Taterphile; how does it SOUND?

A month or so goes by, and the new Stereophile comes in the mail. I'm flipping
through it casually and there it is. The new ad
for the CD Library:
"Have you seen Elvis?"
I
just have one thing to say to amanufacturer who would try so blatantly to curry
favor with areviewer by appealing to his
most private and intimate feelings of heroworship: Well done, my friend!

Ti-IE SYSTEM
Ipositioned the big Proceed right matt to my
Target equipment racks so Icould hook it up
with a1-meter pair of unbalanced Kimber
KCAG, same as Iused with the Theta Data/
DS Pro Basic III compared it with. Both
digital sources were fed to Aunt Corey's
Buffered Passive Preamp and apair of VTL
Deluxe 225 amps. Speakers were ProAc
Response Twos, Spica Angeluses, Eminent
Technology LFT-VIlls, and the mighty Muse
Model 18 subwoofer. Interconnects were
Kimber KCAG, speaker cables were Kimber 4AG, and all gear was plugged into
Power Wedge AC line conditioners.

SOUND

TRUE STORY/
OBLIGATORY ELVIS MENTION
By coincidence, Iwas in Santa Fe visiting JA
the same weekend Madrigal's Mike Wesley
was in town delivering the Levinson No30
processor and the CD Library for review by
Digital Lad and The Incredible Publisher,
respectively. When Isaw the CD Library in
Stereophiles listening room, Iwent ga-ga; the
Proceed is just the kind of weird'n'wonderful
gear Ican sink my teeth into.
"Lookit this thing!!" Ishouted, running my
hands over the cold grey monolith in wonderment.
Suddenly, alight bulb blinked on over
Mike Wesley's head.
"Hey Mike," Iasked him, "What's that
light bulb over your head?"
"Er, nothing, nothing at all," he said, nonchalantly trying to bat it away with his hand.
Back in Austin afew weeks later, the phone
rings and it's JA, asking me if Iwant to review
the CD Library.
"But Ithought Mr. Archibald was going
to write it up," Isaid.
"Well, Mike Wesley seems to think that you
would do asuperb job, so he wants to send you
one too, if that's all right—"
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If it can be said that the better digital processors are increasingly forming two camps—
Vivid'n'Ballsy (the Thetas, Levinson No30,
etc.) and Laid-Back'n'Easy (the Linn CD
player, ARC DAC1-20, etc.)—the CD Library
definitely belongs in the second group. The
Proceed has agentle, less dynamic character than either the Theta Data/Basic II or the
Levinson No30!' Iwon't go so far as to say
the CD Library approaches the ease of good
analog like the best members of its camp, but
it's avery good-sounding player.
There's good, and there's good; compared
to the Theta and the Levinson strictly in
terms of sound quality, the CD Library falls
short on several fronts. The Proceed is a
musical player, but doesn't really offer the
you-are-there resolution of the better digital
gear. The CD Library lacks the gripping
immediacy of processors like the Levinson
and Theta, which for me is the line ofdemarcation between enjoyable sound and whiteknuckled, head-nodding involvement with
the music. Ialways enjoyed listening to the
Library, but Inever got really lost in the music
as Iroutinely do with the Theta combo.
The most noticeable difference between
the two players is in the low end: while the
Theta combo kicks ass and takes names, the
CD Library seems to soften and reduce the
bass, resulting in amuch more polite rhythmic feeling than the Theta. Listening to The
Commitments soundtrack with the CD Library, the butt-bumping soul music sounded
too tame, as if it really was abunch of white
Irish kids trying to play Wilson Pickett. Kick
drums, too, were reduced in impact, altering the feel of the music's rhythmic structure
6Ilistened extensively to the No30 at Austin's Audio Systems, driven by the Linn Karik transport. The system was
Levinson's No.27 amp and No.28 preamp. Martin-Logan
Quests, Audio Express NoiseTrapper AC line conditioners.
and AudioQuest cables.
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to the point where my monkey-bone finally
said, "ENOUGH!," and Itook The Commitments out of the Library so Icould play it on
the Theta combo; Islap this disc on when I
want to groove, and the Proceed just wasn't
cutting it.
One CD I've been having alot of audionerd fun with lately is Chesky's new Test CD
Vol.II; this disc is pure unadulterated audioporn, with the coolest "listening tests"
I've ever heard, including ahyper-purist recording ofJeremy Kipnis downing abrew
and BELCHING into the mike!! GO
CHESKY GO!!!' Tracks 51-59 are Blumlein-miked sound effects, ranging from a
barnyard to apolice riot, and some of these
tracks have HELLACIOUS ultra-low bass,
especially the freight train ce I'd wager most
systems won't even hint at what's on down
there. The Muse Model 18 subwoofer can,
and revealed the CD Library to be much less
powerful and tight in the bottom octave than
the Theta; where the Basic II's bass is like a
big meaty fist in the kidneys, the Proceed
pulls its punches.
The CD Library's rendering of recorded
space was, again, very good but not up to the
level achieved by the Theta combo. Listening
to my guitar recording, "Eden," on Stereophile's new Test CD 2, the CD Library's
soundstage width was just as wide as the
Theta's, but the depth of image was shallower, the artificial dome of ambience smaller
than when decoded by the Theta Data/Basic
II. Digital Lad's outstanding acoustic guitar
recording on the new Test CD 2, made in
VTL's all-tube studio, also showed up the
difference in space between the two units;
while the Theta replaced my listening-room
walls with those of the recording studio, the
CD Library merely suggested that, yes, this
acoustic guitar was recorded in afairly large
room, but just how large remained to be seen.
The CD Library's high end, like its midrange, was smooth as silk. Idid note, however, atendency for the high end to harden
abit when the going got rough; Nirvana's
Nevermind, atextbook example of "rough,"
is all-out thrash with all the warts intact, but
7The second coolest track is 47, the "General Image and
Resolution Test," which is aBlumlein-rniked recording of
what sounds like abunch of crazed Zulu warriors shaking
tambourines and whooping up astorm as they circle around
you. This track is uncover, if you dose your eyes and it doesn't
feel like you're about to get aspear up your butt, then brother,
something's wrong with your system.
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the admittedly bright recording bothered me
more through the CD Library than with the
Theta combo (which Iwould not characterize
as soft-trebled). However, with less intense
discs like Bob Brozman's Devil's Slide (Rounder
CD 11557) and Charlie Rich's g
REAT
new Pictures and Paintings (Sire 26730-2), the
Proceed's high end is noticeably absent of any
hardness, sounding smooth and laid-back.
A bit too smooth and laid-back for my system, Ifelt, but I've heard plenty of systems,
including some of the rigs in Stereophile's
listening room, that would be greatly complemented by the CD Library's laid-back top
end. In my room, though, Test CD 2's acoustic guitar track lost abit of string-squeak
sparkle with the Proceed, which subtly
rounded-off the attack of the pick as it hit the
strings. By comparison, the Theta combo
reproduced the guitar with much greater
presence and clarity, again presenting the
instrument with ayou-are-there quality in
contrast to the Proceed's more distantsounding balance.
All of the above comments on the CD
Library's sound quality apply to the fixed
single-ended outputs only; while Ifound the
Proceed's variable outputs to sound much
better than those from most players, they
added amild but obvious congestion to the
sound from the lower midrange on up, as
well as reducing bass impact even further. I
can see where some CD Library owners
would give up that last dollop ofsound quality for the convenience of remote-controlled
volume and mute, but for the best sound,
stick with the fixed outputs.

DRIVING WHEEL
Ialso spent agreat deal of time listening to
the CD Library as atransport only, feeding
the Theta Pro Basic II processor. The Proceed offers such an amazing amount of convenience, Iwondered if its performance as
awhole wasn't being compromised by the
good but not great PDP 2internal processor. Iwould've LOVED to try the balanced
AES/EBU digital output with Levinson's
$14,000 No30, but alas, Madrigal forgot to
send me one, so Isettled on comparing the
CD Library's transport with the Class Aranked $2400 Theta Data, each hooked up
to Theta's Pro Basic II processor with Theta's
own digital cable from their unbalanced RCA
digital outputs.
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hooks the Proceed's excellent transport up
Well, if the balanced AES/EBU output is
to amore ambitious processor!'
better than the unbalanced digital output, the
Digital Lad has athree-pronged set of
CD Library is definitely aClass A transport;
questions that allow areviewer to ultimately
the sound through the Basic II was right up
decide on the worthiness of an audio comthere with the Data. The tremendous increase
ponent:
in ambient detail Iheard when Ifirst hooked
Would Ibuy this product with my own money?
up the Data to my system is essentially
Buddy, if Ihad 13 grand to blow on anew
matched by the CD Library. About the only
toy, it would have "Harley Davidson" stensignificant differences Iheard were aslightly
ciled on the sides, not "CD Library!' Still,
less forward midrange and abit less rhythmic
if Iwere arich forty- or fiftysomething
drive; groove-heavy recordings like The
audiophile in the suburbs with a911 in the
Commitments soundtrack rocked alittle less
garage and atrophy wife in the Junior League,
harder when driven by the Proceed's transboth wearing big black bras, Ihave to say my
port. To be fair, just as Imay have been handianswer would be, "YOU BETCHA!" It's a
capping the CD Library by using its unbaltoy, after all; a$13,000 precision piece of highanced digital output instead of the balanced
end audio equipment, but atoy nonetheless.
AES/EBU interface, so was Iwith the Data:
If you can afford this kind of fun, Isay GO
its AT&T optical interface edges out the RCA,
FOR IT! Believe me, there's plenty worse
too. But taken transporto atransporto using their
RCA digital outputs, the CD Library is a ways to blow $13,000 buying high-end
audio; I've heard most of 'em at CES.
worthy rival to the Data, making it by far the
Would Isuggest that my best friend buy it? If
most expensive Class A digital transport in
my best friend was the kind of guy who
Stereophile's "Recommended Components!'
could afford to take $13,000 and spend it on
but easily the most fun.
aCD player, that would mean that Iwas that
kind of guy, too. And if Iever reach the point
where Idrop this kind of wad on apiece of
... finds nothing new, notes lack of correaudio gear, I've authorized Debbie Fisher,
lation between measured performance and
Stereophile's den mother extraordinaire, to put
CG's listening, goes back to eating Melba
abullet in my head.
Will I
feel asense of loss when the product is
returned to the manufacturer? The truth? I'm
CONCLUSION
gonna miss this big grey lunk. The CD
The Proceed CD Library is aone-of-a-kind
Library arrived at my new house not long
product; no other combination of playback
after Imoved in, so Ifeel like it's part of the
gear, digital or analog, offers as great aselecfamily. Islept on the living room futontion of program material or ease of control.
couch for several weeks while the master
Being able to play any combination of your
bedroom was being rearranged, and many's
100 favorite CDs all from the comfort of
the morning I'd wake up, reach for the Comyour listening chair is almost embarrassingly
municator, and fire up The Sun Sessions while
regal, and Imust admit Igot pretty used to
still under the comforter. So yeah, I'm going
it during the course of the review.
to miss the CD Library when that giggling
That the Proceed doesn't compete with the
trucker comes back to load it up again. It was
best digital processors is, Isuspect, amoot
alot of fun.
point to the probable buyer of such aunique
piece of gear. Clearly, the engineering thrust
8Just before we went to press, Madrigal's Mike Wesley
behind the CD Library was concentrated on
informed me that the CD Library is to be updated with the
the transport and changer systems; the good
digital processor board of Proceed's new PDP 3processor,
but not great D/A section will satisfy both
which replaces the PDP 2's Burr-Brown 18-bit PCM-58
DACs with 20-bit PCM-63s. Idon't think this is cause for
the less critical purchaser who mainly wants
concern for current Library owners, who undoubtedly have
the convenience of remote-control multitheir units hooked up to high-quality separate processors
anyway.
play, and the audiophile couch 'tater who
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CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
SYSTEM II
VAPROCESSOR
Thomas J. Norton

---fterefflottell

California Audio Labs System IDIA processor
Digital to Analog converter with plug-in modules. Decoding system dependent upon module inserted. Dimensions: 5.9"
Hby 18.25" W by 12.5" D. Weight: 25 lbs. Price: $1995 w/o modules. MASH IV module: $200. Caelum module: $350. Indus
module: $650. MASH Vmodule: $1500. Approximate number of dealers: 96. Manufacturer California Audio Labs, 16812
Gothard Street, Huntington Beach, CA 92647. Tel: (714) 841-1140. Fax: (714) 841-2427.
There's no question that outboard digital
processors have become agrowth area in
high-end audio. It's not difficult to understand why. The expertise of most US (and
many European) high-end, non-loudspeaker
manufacturers lies in circuit design, not
mechanics. Digital converter design and
manufacture, while it certainly requires new
knowledge, also makes use of the same
expertise and production facilities which turn
out amplifiers and preamplifiers. Once the
new digital skills are acquired or hired, the
commitment to build aprocessor merely
requires the right market conditions—the
customer base must be seen as ready to accept
that manufacturer's "going digital!" Most US
high-end electronics manufacturers have
made this move.
Manufacturing aCD player, on the other
hand, moves into uncharted waters of motors,
gears, and other strange moving parts. This
is beginning to happen, but, apart from the
seemingly endless CD-player modifications
more common in digital's early days than
now, it has been aslow process.
California Audio Labs is amajor exception.
CAL has been marketing complete players
since entering the marketplace back in 1986.
Although their first model, the Tempest
(reviewed by JA in Vol.9 No.7), was based on
aPhilips player, and some of their parts, parS
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ticularly mechanical ones, have been and continue to be sourced overseas, the design and
assembly of all their players since then has
been done here. They have really had no
need, up to this point, to manufacture outboard converters to make their mark in digital; digital is where they made their mark in
the first place. When they finally felt the time
was right to jump into the outboard processor game, they clearly decided to offer something other than just another converter.
Something different was needed.
That something different is flexibility, both
in the type of D/A conversion offered to the
customer, and in regard to the whole question of rapid advances in digital technology
obsoleting "this year's" products. With digital developments coming out almost daily,
many buyers are understandably reluctant
to buy an expensive processor which may
well be old news in ayear or less. While the
situation today is not as fluid as it was two
or three years ago, digital is still the most
technically fluid product category in audio.
CAL's solution is unique: to my knowledge, their System 1was the first converter
on the market which could be easily updated
without being returned to the factory.' The
key digital parts—the DIA converter and digital oversampling filters—are encased in plugin modules. The fixed circuitry consists of
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power supplies, the final stages of postprocessor filtration, analog circuitry, switching, and input and output circuits—those dements less subject to rapid obsolescence. CAL
likens this arrangement to that of an analog
playback system: The cartridge—in this case,
the DAC,/digital filter—is changed more often
than the turntable and arm. The tonearm here
corresponds to the System l's unencapsulated
components, including the chassis. With the
CAL System 1the customer can upgrade his
or her converter more easily than upgrading aphono cartridge—no setup or tweaking
required—as improved technology becomes
available. The internal "motherboard" is full
ofjumpers which allow the basic system to
be used with present and future converter
modules.
There are two internal sockets for these
modules. One is designed specifically for
PCM or multi-bit processors, the other for
PWM or so-called 1-bit processors? Thus
at any given time the user may have two
modules on board, one of each type, and
instantaneously select one or the other by
means of afront-panel switch. Another
switch permits selection of one of three
inputs: two Toslink optical (EIAJ) and one
coaxial. While the internal layout of the System 1could accommodate an AT&T optical
link, there are, at present, no plans to provide
one as astandard or optional feature. Curious,
since CAL's upcoming transport will have
an optional AT&T outlet.
Switching to the appropriate sampling frequency (32kHz, 44.1kHz, or 48kHz) is performed automatically and the selected sampling rate is indicated by afront-panel LED.
Both balanced and unbalanced outputs are
provided. Most of the fixed circuitry in
the System 1is common to both module
"stations:
But the final low-pass filtering stage is
located outboard of the modules, since PCM
and PWM require different filtrations. Because of this, there are two separate analog
Most high-end manufacturers provide upgrades of one sort
or another. To use one well-known example. Thetis softwareintensive designs are often upgraded with the change of a
ROM chip. The same is true of Wadia. Also, as Iwrite this,
Inote at least one other processor on the market, from Counterpoint, which offers aform of modular upgrading.
2PWM, or Pulse Width Modulation, is the predominant type
of l
-bit decoding used by manufacturers on the left side of
the Pacific. Another common scheme, Philips's Bitstream,
uses PDM, or Pulse Density Modulation. The System Iis
not currently compatible with the latter.
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stages, one optimized for 1-bit processors,
the other for multi-bit. The basic design of
these two analog stages is, however, quite
similar.
As of this writing, CAL Audio manufactures four of these plug-in modules. Two are
1-bit (using MASH 3 1-bit technology), two
are multi-bit. The MASH IV module incorporates MASH 1-bit processing with a32xoversampling digital filter and 4th-order
noise shaping. The Caelum module has a
multi-bit converter and 18-bit, 8x-oversampling filter. The Indus incorporates the
latest Burr-Brown PCM63 DAC with 20bit, 8x-oversampling filtration.
The fourth module, dubbed Super
MASH, incorporates Matsushita's level V
MASH 1-bit technology, which has, according to California Audio Labs, never before
been made available commercially outside
of Japan. Even in Japan it has only seen
limited use. It is certainly too expensive to
be used in the mid-level CD players which
are Matsushita's audio bread and butter,4
though it has apparently found an application
in the video circuits of the Japanese HDTV
system. CAL has an exclusive on the audio
use of this processor for another year—their
close relationship with Matsushita probably helped. The Super MASH module includes separate MASH V sigma-delta converters for each channel and 20-bit, 64xoversampling filtration.
The Super MASH is apparently the only
currently available converter which can
accept a20-bit input. There is, of course, abit
of asnag in this: the source signal from the
CD is in a16-bit format. To furnish the
required 20-bit signal, CAL sends the digital
input through apre-processing board which
actually performs another stage of DIA, AID
conversion. When Iasked the obvious question—What's the advantage of the 20-bit
input if you have to go through an extra conversion to analog and back again to use it?—
CAI% Art Paymer answered that the overall
resolution is improved with the 20-bit input even with the added signal processing
required.
This extra stage of conversion also per3MASH, or Multi stAge noise SHaping, is aMatsushita
acronym for their version of aI-bit PWM processor.
4Art Paymer of California Audio Labs told me last year that
Matsushita manufactures about 17,000 CD players per day.
In contrast, he said the worldwide market for outboard D/A
converters is about 400 per month.
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forms an anti-jitter function—not only with
the Super MASH, but with the other modules as well. It is therefore in the circuit at all
times. Istill have some reservations about this
from atechnical standpoint; we have not yet
discovered the perfectly transparent DIA and
(especially) A/D converter. Adding additional
ones to the chain seems like atouchy proposition. It can only be justified if the disease
it is designed to cure is worse than the possible losses in the additional processing stages.
Only the listening tests would answer that
question, though not definitively—it is not
possible to hear the System 1without this preprocessing. This pre-processing board is,
however, designed to be easily removable for
possible future upgrades.
Installing (and changing) the System l's
plug-in modules is arelatively simple procedure. ft does, however, involve removing the
sides and top of the unit and making some
internal adjustments by means ofjumpers.
To use the Super MASH module, asmall,
auxiliary circuit board must be properly
inserted. None of these steps are at all challenging, but if you blush at the sight of anything resembling anaked circuit board, you
should let your dealer do the honors.
The System l's overall build quality is
good, if not in the same league as the superexpensive processors. The only obvious costcutting measure is the chassis thickness; the
top, especially, is rather flimsy. The front
panel, available in black or brushed aluminum, is neat and well laid-out, but also lacks
the extra-thick, massive look. None of this
is likely reflected in any way in the System
l's performance, however, and the battleship
construction used in pricier components adds
alot more to their cost than you might think.
Inside, the impression is of aneatly laid-out,
top consumer-grade product—nothing to
generate either raves or criticism. The modules themselves are solidly encased in artificial
marble of the Conan/Fountainhead family
of finefaux—the same material dressing up
the sides of the System 1's exterior, anumber of upmarket loudspeaker enclosures, and
mother's new kitchen countertops. The computer-board connectors which attach the modules to the motherboard make good contact,
though the modules themselves will rock
back and forth slightly after insertion. The
System 1should not be shipped with modules installed, as possible damage could result.
STEREOPHILE, Aucus-r1992

The first System 1we received worked fine
for several weeks. Then, during ahiatus in
which Iwas away from Santa Fe for two
weeks, it went wrong somewhere, for no
apparent reason. It still sounded the same,
except that it was now making odd intermittent noises, noises which resembled nothing so much as abrupt, widely spaced record ticks. These would vary in level from soft
to very obvious, showed no particular preference for either channel, and would happen
on an erratic time schedule, usually only
every few minutes. It was consistent with all
four modules. A return to CAL for servicing turned up no defect, nor could CAL
repeat the problem in the factory. A second
sample exhibited asimilar problem. A third
played anew game. The CAL uses muting
relays in the circuit to blank the signal while
the data is locking on (relays which, Ishould
note, are mechanically quite audible from
several feet away). The relays on this sample
were hyperactive, muting the signal at random times, including the middle of the
music.
The only possible explanation which we,
or CAL, could come up with was the unusually dry and static-prone conditions in
Santa Fe. Power or interference problems
specific to my listening room were ruled out
since GL, before he moved away from Santa
Fe, briefly borrowed the System 1and experienced the same muting problems in his
listening room as Ihad in mine. Finally, to
get around the problem, CAL provided us
with a"Santa Fe" version of the System 1,
identical in all respects to the normal version
except that the relays had been partially disabled. Isay "partially" only because Icould
still hear them working intermittently during
operation, though not through the system.
This appears to have cured the problem with
no side-effects. CAL says that they have never
before experienced this problem, so chances
are that few buyers will require this workaround.

OTHER EQUIPMENT

Equipment used with the System 1included
the Wadia WT-3200 transport, the CAL
Genesis CD player, the Rowland Consummate preamplifier, the Threshold S/550e
amplifier (and, briefly, the McCormack
DNA-1). The loudspeakers were the Apogee
Stages used on their matching stands. The
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processor-to-preamp interconnect was the
next-to-latest version of AudioQuest Lapis.
Cardas Hexlink (not the latest version) was
used from the preamp to the power amp.
The System 1was not asimple processor
to review. Not only are four different plug-in
modules available for it, but it has both optical and coaxial inputs. Throw in balanced and
unbalanced outputs, and you have achallenging number of possible combinations. I
quickly decided to do my listening using the
unbalanced outputs, since balanced-input
preamps are still the exception and available
to few readers. Ialso concentrated on the
top-of-the-line modules—the MASH V or
Super MASH 1-bit, and the Indus multi-bit.
The less expensive Caelum and MASH IV
were auditioned briefly near the end of the
evaluation.

SOUND

The Indus: Even with the early samples of
the System 1, despite their functional problems here in Santa Fe, it was clear that something right was going on. Ispent much of
this early listening with the Indus multi-bit
module, and was very favorably impressed.
Voices were natural, and instruments were
precisely detailed, with full-bodied yet not
overwarm timbres. Leanness and artificiality were out, an almost analog-like threedimensionality and richness were in. Idefinitely liked what Iheard. Through the important midrange, there was arightness to
the sound which drew me into the music.
The top end was delicate and unexaggerated,
yet in no way lacking. The bottom leaned to
the soft rather than to the tight and punchy,
but never seemed short of definition and
extension. The soundstage was tightly focused, with good, though not exceptional
depth (the Apogee Stage loudspeakers also
have this quality), and well-positioned and
properly sized lateral images.
It is by now acliché that it is difficult to
hear the flaws in very good products until
you compare them with something better.
That is certainly true of the System 1with
the Indus. Kenny Rankin's Because of You
(Chesky JD63) was airy at the top, slightly
warm but not unnaturally so at the bottom,
and very much there through the midrange.
The Kenny Rankin definitely sounded like
arecord to die for through this system. As
did, Imight add, another new Chesky re138

cording, Sara K. (CheskyJD67). Sonically
this is aknockout, superior to even the very
fine Rankin recording. Both are models of
what awell-recorded pop vocal should
sound like, whether or not you care for the
music and the performers. (I happen to think
both are very fine, thank you.) The CAL
delivered with both of them.
The System 1/Indus did just as well with
such widely diverse program material as the
Ken Peplowski Quartet's Sonny Side (Concord CCD-4376) and Bill Elgart's A Life
(Cello Acoustic Recordings CAR003). In the
former, an excellent recording, the CAL
revealed awealth of clean, sweet detail. Despite aslightly over-spotlighted soloist, the
sound had anatural, pleasing presence. The
Bill Elgart is part of aset of recordings made
by Mark Levinson between 1972 and 1978,
recently re-mastered on six CDs and available from Levinson's present company, Cello,
as acomplete set. A musically interesting
attempt at an integrated work for solo drumset, A Life is stunningly well recorded and
remastered. The System 1/Indus had no trouble with its sharp, punchy dynamics. The
sound had snap and sock, with aconvincing liveness. Ihad been particularly impressed
with this recording in the Cello room at
Stetrophile's recent LA High End Hi-Fi Show,
and while the sound through Cello loudspeakers certainly had more dynamic impact
than what Iheard over my own system, the
latter definitely was not shamed and demonstrated the importance of agood source—
disc and player. The System 1with the Indus
processor held up its own end of the bargain,
and then some.
Super MASH: Switching from the multibit Indus module to the Super MASH did
not result in adramatic change in sound. That
appealingly full-bodied quality and fully
dimensioned soundstage were still present.
The upper octaves were still extended and
airy, the midrange was still richly detailed,
and the bass still slightly softened but nevertheless more than adequately well-defined.
There were differences, however. On the
plus side, the Super MASH module displayed
amore layered soundstage from front to
back, with alarger ambient "shell" surrounding the performers. We're not talking
ahuge difference here, or one noticeable with
all program material. But it was nonetheless
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audible, and clearly evident on anumber of
selections from Auvidis (an Astrée sampler,
E 7699). The double bass on band 4(from
Captaine Tobias Hume: MusicaII Humors, Astrée
E7723), the instruments and chorus on band
2(from Ensaladas, Astrée E7742), the harpsichord on band 7(from Louis Couperin: Les
Pièces de Clavessin, Tome I, Astrée E7781), and
the organ on band 8(Nicolas de Grigny: Le
Livre D'Orgur, 1699, Astrée E7725), all had
superior ambience, depth, or both with the
Super MASH.
The Super MASH also had the more forward, immediate midrange, often sounding
louder than the Indus. But care had to be
taken here in making this comparison. All of
the System l's plug-in modules have slightly
different output levels, and the output of the
System 1with the Super MASH was 13dB
above that with the Indus.
Accurately comparing the two modules,
then, was not just asimple matter of pushing the front-panel switch—which, it should
be noted, switches silently between the
onboard modules. The small gain change
must also be accounted for, asimple matter
with the Consummate preamplifier Iused.
That forward quality of the Super MASH
could be amixed blessing, but in general it
resulted in apositive sonic gain. It could
work magic on vocal recordings, the abovementioned Kenny Ranlcin and Sara K. being
notable examples. The tactile feeling of a
vocalist present in the room could be uncanny, and the forwardness was rarely an
intrusion.
Idid have reservations about the Super
MASH's performance in two areas, however
—transient performance and upper midrange, lower treble balance. First the latter.
While Iwould not wish to overstate the case,
Inevertheless found that, on ahealthy proportion of good program material (though
not all), the Super MASH's response in this
region was abit more "mechanical" than that
of the Indus. The latter sounded sweeter. But,
perhaps paradoxically, the Indus also seemed
to have the better transient performance. It
was more focused and detailed than the Super
MASH, with abetter sense of space between
the notes and better-defined leading edges.
A couple of well-chosen examples will, I
hope, tie all of these impressions together. On
the previously referenced harpsichord piece
from the Astrée sampler, the overall detail
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was more clearly delineated on the Indus,
with abetter sense of attack and spacing
between the notes. Earl Wild's playing on
Earl Wild Plays Rachmaninoff (Chesky CD58)
was rather softened with the Super MASH.
There were ample helpings of warmth and
timbrai richness, but the dynamic impact was
lessened in comparison with that with the
Indus. On any objective scale, the difference
was small. Without the direct comparison,
it might pass unnoticed over the short haul.
But subjectively, that all-important sense of
dynamic shading and overall emotional
force—factors which greatly influence my
reaction to music—produced asolid vote
here for the multi-bit Indus. Ican't deny that
the Super MASH produced the better sense
of spatial ambience with both recordings, but
overall the Indus took the honors.
The tables were turned with the abovementioned Sara K. recording. Ifilled apage
and ahalf with notes on this one. With the
Super MASH, Sara K's voice was liquid and
rounded, suspended in air between the loudspeakers and stunningly three-dimensional.
That sense of forwardness in the upper midrange/lower treble was still there, but did not
detract. With the Indus the reproduction was
still very fine by any definition, but was
cooler and leaner. Still, the Indus excelled in
the finely focused rendition of transient
details, which were less precisely defined
with the 1-bit processor.
Putting it another way, the Indus had the
superior image focus and definition while the
Super MASH pumped up the overall picture,
adding anatural and pleasing bloom to
ambience and voice, but in the process losing
abit of definition by, in effect, closing-in the
intertransient spaces. Both modules leaned
more in the direction of warmth than ofcoolness, with the Super MASH going farther
toward warmth. With either module, the
System 1continues the CAL tube-player tradition without using tubes. Both were detailed, yet extremely engaging and listenable,
without the smear that those terms can
imply.
Going back and forth with many recordings led me, eventually, to an overall preference for the Indus. It was detailed without
being overly detailed. There was no sense of
any analytical quality, yet no sense of anything being missing, either. Its sound was
sweet yet vibrant with afine sense of—
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stay with me here—palpability. The Super
MASH, because of its slight emphasis in
the upper midrange/lower treble, initially
sounded even more detailed, but that impression did not hold up over time. Still, it was
also engaging in its own way, and did outpoint the Indus on anumber of recordings.
But not on the majority. The beauty of the
System 1, however, is that you don't have to
choose one or the other. You can have both,
funds permitting. Many audiophiles have
more than one cartridge available for analog
playback. The System 1provides that same
option in the digital domain.
All of the above listening impressions were
made with the Wadia WT-3200 transport and
Kimber KCAG digital coaxial interconnect.
CAL also sent along their Genesis CD player
for transport use. The latter has only an optical output, of the Toslink (EIAJ) variety. They
also sent one of their own fiber-optic cables.
Using the Genesis to drive the System
1—with the Super MASH processor and
CAUs fiber-optic cable—resulted in anoticeable change. Unfortunately, not for the better.
The overall definition was softened, there was
aloss of three-dimensionality and focus, and
everything seemed louder (though it measured the same). As always, such descriptions
tend to overstate the case to make the point.
The performance with the optical link was
certainly along way from unlistenable, and
the System l's essential performance remained
intact. But the sound was less precise—the
highs less defined, the midrange less transparent, the soundstage less layered. None of
these losses individually could be called dramatic, but together they added up to aless
involving experience. Ialso tried adifferent
fiber-optic cable, from Audio-Technica, with
no significant change in my observations.
But two variables were involved here: the
link and the transport. To try to pin this down
abit more specifically, Iexperimented with
using just the Wadia transport and comparing
its own coax and fiber-optic (Toslink) outputs in driving the System 1. My observations read like arepeat of the above comments. The coax was more dynamic, defined,
and articulate. The optical link was more laidback, less precise. Again, the difference was
not night-and-day—I would not bet the farm
on an A/B comparison here—but, given the
choice, there's no question in my mind that
Iwould use the coax. Every time.
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To try to place the System 1in context with
other competing processors, Icompared it
(using the multi-bit Indus module) with the
Audio Research DAC1-20. I've been using
the latter in my reference system and have
found it to be atopflight unit. The ARC has
definition to spare, with the superior sense
of transient attack, but its overall balance is
definitely leaner than that of the System 1.
The CAL has amusical richness and rightness in its reproduction of the critical midrange. It also seems more finely grained at
the very top end, more extended (though
with some loss in tautness as atradeoff) at the
bottom. Sara Ks voice was fuller, more
three-dimensional, more arrestingly present through the System 1. Earl Wild's piano
had more bloom and ambience with the
CAL, though the ARC outscored it in conveying the instrument's percussive quality.
And Bill Elgart's drumset was marginally
more potent in its low-end wallop with the
System 1.
Apples and oranges here, perhaps. Until
we know exactly what agiven CD is supposed
to sound like, one could make arguments for
the superior accuracy of either processor. I
can only say that the System 1drew me more
deeply into the music.
This comparison was made using the
AT&T fiber-optic link between the ARC and
the Wadia, the ICimber KCAG coax with the
System 1. Ihad originally intended to start
by using the coax with both, changing the
ARC to the AT&T link later in the listening.
But the coaxial link to the DAC1-20 broke
lock with the transport afew minutes into
the listening. It was restored later, but too late
to complete the first stage of the comparison. In general, however, the AT&T link has
been preferred in these pages in those processors which have provision for it. Therefore, by comparing the ARC with AT&T to
the System 1with coax, each processor was
performing at what Ibelieve was its best.
MASH IV 49c Caelum: Ispent some time
with these less-expensive plug-in modules
near the end of the evaluation period.
I'd done no listening for several days prior
to trying out the less expensive MASH IV
and Caelum modules. Beginning with the
MASH IV, Iimmediately noted that something wasn't right. The superior qualities I'd
noted with the Indus and Super MASH were
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gone: instruments were brighter and leaner,
and Earl Wild's piano lacked its former
richness—a dry, somewhat grainy quality at
the top replaced the pristine clarity I'd heard
before. There was acrisp quality Ihadn't
noted before. Bill Elgart's drumset had areasonable transient attack, but with asplashy,
slightly fuzzy quality. The midrange—the
vocal range in particular—was pallid and
dimensionally flat in comparison to the naturally three-dimensional quality I'd noted
earlier. Sara K's recording now sounded routine. Idefinitely felt less involved in the music
with the MASH IV.
This admittedly brief audition wouldn't
have been much longer even had time permitted. Isimply did not like what Iheard. It
wasn't so much bad as ordinary—a sound no
better than that available from any number
of complete CD players selling for far less
money. Iwondered if something had gone
wrong with the system in the days Ihadn't
listened to it, or if I'd been listening to the
System 1through rose-colored earplugs.
Ihadn't. Switching to the mufti-bit Caelum module resulted in an immediate sonic
improvement. "Much better!' Iwrote in my
notes on listening to the very first CD, Mary
Black's Babes in the Woods (Curb D2-77538),
a"smoother, less dry, less antiseptic sound!'
Much—though not all—of the delicacy and
subtlety I'd noted earlier returned, along with
aliquidity and richness which eluded the
MASH IV. The Caelum had agood balance
of warmth and detail, with awell-defined
soundstage and agenerous helping of depth.
The urne available for me to listen to the Caelum was no longer than what I'd spent with
the MASH IV, but in this case Iwould not
have objected to spending more time getting
to know it better.
Returning to the Indus processor after
listening to the Caelum, however, reaffirmed
that there was nothing wrong with the system. All of the qualities I'd noted previously
returned. The Caelum did amore than respectable job—good enough that it would
take alonger evaluation period to point with
confidence to specific shortcomings. But the
Indus sounded just alittle more "live," alittle
less "reproduced." It had the most solid low
end, the most smooth, dimensional midrange, and the most finely detailed yet subde
and delicate highs.
I'm not certain how much these less exSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

pensive modules will appeal to System 1
buyers. With the latter selling for nearly two
grand without modules, does it make sense
to skimp on the processor itself? Perhaps. The
buyer who wants to get into the System 1
because he or she likes the basic concept, but
cannot afford the system and one of the
pricier modules, might opt for this. Or the
buyer who wants the option of single- or
multi-bit playback but cannot afford the cost
of the Indus or the even pricier Super MASH
might go this route. And with CAL coming
out with more modules next year, the inexpensive processors might just allay concerns
that CAL is working on something which
will supersede either the Super MASH or the
Indus. Idoubt that the Super MASH is about
to be replaced, but amore upscale multi-bit
processor is not unlikely. (I have no inside
information on this other than the fact that,
when Iasked CAUs Art Paymer last year if
they might come out with an UltraAnalog
module, he did not deny the possibility.)

M EASUREMENTS
Since four different plug-in modules are
available for the System 1, there are also four
different possible sets of measurements—not
to forget its sets of balanced and unbalanced
outputs. To retain alittle control over the possible flood of data, Iperformed most of the
measurements from the unbalanced outputs,
those most likely to be used by the majority
of listeners. Idid run acomplete set of measurements of the System 1from the balanced
outputs with the Super MASH processor.
Those results are also given below when they
differ significantly from those of the unbalanced outputs.
The output level of the System 1when decoding afull-scale sinewave at lkHz differed
with each module: Super MASH 3.44V,
Indus 2.95V, MASH IV 3.0V, and Caelum
2.55V. The largest mismatch between channels was with the Caelum: 0.07dB. The balanced outputs gave the expected 6dB increase
in output, 6.87V with the Super MASH
module.
The output impedance of the CAL measured just under 47 ohms in the left channel
(about 2ohms less in the right) from below
20Hz to lkHz, increasing to under 117 ohms
(left channel, 110 ohms in the right) at
20kHz. The figures were about twice as high
with the balanced outputs (under 117 ohms
141

left channel and 122 ohms right channel to
lkHz, 248 ohms left and 264 ohms right at
20kHz). The output of the System 1is noninverting from the unbalanced outputs. The
balanced outputs conform to the AES/ANSI
standard in having pin 2as positive, pin 3
negative.
The System l's frequency response (fig.1)
shows asmall rise peaking at just above
10kHz. This may result in asubtle brightening of the sound, but at amaximum of
0.25dB it would likely be almost subliminal
in the best of circumstances and probably
inaudible in any other. Note that only the
results for the Indus module (top curves) and
the Super MASH (bottom curves) are given
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here. The curves for the other two processors fall between the two shown.
The de-emphasis error is shown in fig.2.
There is aslight softening in the top octave
—again probably innocuous, and in any
event of limited importance, since preemphasized discs make up only asmall percentage of the total available. Fig3, the output
of alkHz squarewave, is atypical response
to acircuit using alinear-phase filter, though
there appears to be alittle more leading-edge
overshoot than usual. (In figs.2 and 3, the
results for the Super MASH processor are
shown; those for the other DACs were not
significantly different.)
The stereo crosstalk (fig.4) is shown for all
four processors. The lowest crosstalk was
from the Super MASH (bottom curves), the
highest from the Indus (top). While crosstalk in excess of 65dB at 20kHz—the worst
case here—is unlikely to cause any audible
degradation, it is still considerably worse than
the best we've measured in anumber of other
processors. The high-frequency increase in0148141.11,11141.1 am
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Fig.I CAL System I. frequency response, Indus
DAC (top), Super MASH DAC (bottom);
unbalanced and balanced outputs matched
within 0.IdB (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 CAL System 1, crosstalk, from top to
bottom: Indus DAC, Caelum DAC, MASH
IV DAC, Super MASH DAC (I0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 CAL System I, Super MASH DAC, I
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squarewave at OdBFS.
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Fig.5 CAL System I. spectrum of silent track,
20Hz-200kHz with noise and spuriae, from
top to bottom above 10kHz: MASH IV
DAC, Super MASH DAC, Indus DAC
(Caelum DAC same as Indus) (
1 -octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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dicates capacitive coupling between channels.
The increase in crosstalk at the lower frequencies is due to power-supply noise skewing the measurements, this also evident in
fig.5. The latter shows the System l's output
when decoding atest track of digital silence
(all of the encoded data words set to zero).
Note the considerable levels of noise at the
power-supply frequency and its harmonics—
no grounding scheme between the Audio
Precision test set and the System 1would
reduce this. It never resulted in an audible
problem during the listening, however.
Except for this problem, there are no converter artifacts visible The divergence of the
noise spectrum above 20kHz is worth noting. The MASH IV (top) and Super MASH
(middle) show the highest noise levels. This
is expected as aresult of the noise shaping
used in 1-bit decoding schemes, which moves
the inherently high requantization noise of
the process above the audible range. Note
also, however, that of the two 1-bit modules,
the noise is considerably less with the Super
MASH. The curve for the Caelum module

is not shown here, as it precisely overlayed

the curve for the Indus. Interestingly, allowing for the 6dB higher output level from the
balanced output, the noise spectrum from the
latter is still around 6dB higher across the
band than from the unbalanced output. This
is surprising. Note, however, that this does
not necessarily mean that the noise from the
balanced outputs in asystem will be higher.
The overall noise will depend on the relative
contribution of any noise picked up by the
interconnects, acharacteristic in which balanced leads are generally acknowledged to
be superior—for long lengths. For this measure/11.1•• •••CIIIIMR •••••••••1•••3 • •••••••ifilikr, ••
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Fig.8 CAL System I, Super MASH DAC departure
from linearity (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 CAL System I, Super MASH DAC, spectrum
of dithered !kHz tone at —90.3IdB with
noise and spuriae (s-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).
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Fig. I0 CAL System I, MASH IV DAC departure
from linearity (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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ment, the interconnects were only 05m long,
balanced or unbalanced.
Fig.6 indicates the output spectrum of the
System 1with the Super MASH module
when replaying adigital representation ola
dithered sinewave at -9031dB. This curve,
as expected, reveals the same power-supply
noise as the earlier figures, negligible level
error at the -90dB level, and no significant
artifacts other than the low-frequency noise.
The corresponding curves for the other
modules (not shown) did not differ significantly, with similar noise levels and no more
than ldB variation in the lkHz output.
In the February '92 issue (pp.143-45) RH
described anew noise-modulation test for
converters. Iran this test here with the converter driven with the code for a41Hz sinewave at five levels (-60dBFS, -70dBFS,
-80dBFS, -90dBFS, and -100dBFS). Ithen
performed aspectral analysis of the output.
In an ideal converter, the resulting noise vs
frequency plot would have adecreasing noise
floor as frequency decreased and identical,
overlapping traces. The traces for the System 1are shown in fig.7. Here Ihave chosen
to overlay the traces for the Super MASH and
the Indus modules on the same graph. The
011010 /MOM 00110•00.1••••/ • 001•000014041
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clustering is reasonably good above lkHz,
with no significant differences between the
modules. There is some divergence below
lkHz (the peak at 400Hz is from the Indus's
curve at -60dBFS, the peak at 480Hz is in
the Super MASH's -60dBFS curve). The
traces for the MASH IV and Caelum modules were not substantially better or worse
than those shown, the sole notable deviation
being asharp peak (to -102dB) in the Caelum's -80dBFS curve. The significance of
these results, barring the unlikely event of our
finding aperfect processor, will become
clearer as we run more processors through
the test. RH's reviews of other processors in
the next issue will give you further data
points to which to relate the quality of the
System l's results.
The System 1's linearity is shown in
figs.8-11. The results with all four modules
were quite good down to -100dB. What's
interesting here is that the linearity with the
multi-bit modules, though slightly different in detail, could be judged to be every bit
as good as that from the 1-bit modules.
Because this was the first processor we've
tested which could be switched from 1-bit
to multi-bit operation—with achange also
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in the digital filtration employed—while
remaining essentially the same in other
respects, the System 1provided aunique test
bed to compare the 1-bit and multi-bit formats. Recall that low-level linearity was, at
the beginning of the 1-bit craze, the be-all
and end-all of this new decoding technique.
Figs.12 and 13 show the System l's reproduction of a-9031dB, lkHz, undithered
sinewave. Fig.12 (Super MASH) is the best
result obtained from all four modules, fig.13
(Indus) the worst (the remaining two are not
shown here). The ideal stairstep response is
barely visible from the Super MASH; even
more imagination is required to see it with
the Indus. In both cases the power-supply
noise is clearly evident in the wave's slow upand-down undulations.
Fig.14 shows the output from the System
1with acombined 19 +20kHz input. The
major IM artifacts are all below -68.7dB
(about 0.04% distortion). The result shown
is for the Indus module, which gave the best
result. Even the worst, however (the Caelum,
not shown), had no artifacts higher than
-62.9dB (0.07% distortion).
Finally, the DC offset of the CAL System
1measured 2.7mV (right) and 6.1mV (left).
CONCLUSION
The true value of any audio component does
not always lie in how well it reproduces
favorite, good-quality recordings, although
that is certainly arequirement. Rather, it lies
in the component's ability to bring alive
recordings which you had previously listened
to briefly but then set aside as okay but noth-

ing to get excited about. No accurate component can do this for all recordings, of
course—any component which does so
should be suspect.5
The CAL System 1passes this test decisively. A few months ago Ibought the new
Andreas Vollenweider recording, Book of
Roses (Columbia CK 48601). It was okay, but
Ididn't listen to it again until recently—on
the System 1with the Indus module. The
recording was not as edgy as I'd previously
thought, though all of AV's recordings are
on the hot side of neutral. Detailing was all
there, but without any distracting edge or
bite. Nor had Ifully appreciated before this
recording's musical qualities—it had never
appealed to me enough to sit down and listen
to it all the way through. This time Idid, and
found it involving both musically and (despite
its obviously heavily overdubbed nature)
sonically. Iwrote in my notes that the highs
here were "gorgeous,- an adjective Iwould
not often be inclined to attach to other
recordings by this artist. There are also several
rather striking examples of depth and soundspace in this recording, stunningly reproduced through the System 1.
While CAL's big-ticket multi-box CD
players may have passed into history, there
is no reason to mourn their disappearance.
The System 1is awinner, preserving the best
qualities of those earlier players. Perhaps just
as important, it gives the buyer aroad to easy
upgrading in arapidly changing digital present leading toward an unpredictable digital
future.
5Or purchased immediately.
—RL

W ITH ASTRANGE DIGITAL DEVICE ...
John Atkinson experiences aparadigm shift
with the Celestion DLP600

Celestion DLP600: stereo digital filter/time-domain equalizer that fits between an S/PDIF, 44.IkHz digital data source and
aDIA processor (32kHz and 48kHz data are accepted, but equalization is disabled). Data inputs: one optical (Toslink), one
coaxial (gold-plated RCA jack). Data outputs: one optical (Toslink), one coaxial (gold-plated RCA jack). Front-panel controls: equalization in/out. Indicators: Power On, Data Lock, Equalization In/Out. Dimensions: 7.75" (240mm) W by 1.75"
(44mm) Hby 9.25" (182mm) D. Weight: 2.5 lbs (1.15kg). Serial numbers of units tested: 543199 (sample 1), 726050 (sample 2). Price: $799.
Celestion SL600Si: two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker with Aerolam (aluminum-honeycomb) enclosure. Drive-units: 1.25"
copper-dome tweeter, 63" Kobex-cone (PVC) woofer. Crossover frequency: 2.3kHz, second-order, 12dElloctave slopes.
Frequency response: 60Hz-20kHz ±3dB, low-end, -6dB at 60Hz in free-space conditions. Sensitivity: 82dB/W/m. Nominal
impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements: up to 120W on program. Dimensions: 14.5" (368mm) Hby 7.75" (197mm)
W by 9.25" (235mm) D. Enclosure volume: 12 litres (0.4 cubic feet). Weight: 11.25 lbs (5.1kg) each. Serial numbers of units
tested: 121191 &2. Price: $1995/pair not including stands (matching 18" Celestion Si stands cost $299/pair).
S
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Celestion DLP600 loudspeaker processor

Ltd., Ipswich, Suffolk, England.
429 -6706. Fax: (508) 429 -2426.

Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 240. Manufacturer Celestion International
Distributor. Celestion Industnes Inc., 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746. Tel: (508)

You always meet interesting people in the
stairwells of hotels. Whether this is because
the more interesting aperson is, the more easily they become frustrated at having to wait
for an elevator, or because they feel better at
having expended alittle physical energy, who
knows? But so it proved at this year's Summer CES when, working my way down the
Hilton's floors one by one in my usual pedestrian manner, Ibumped first into David
Clark, then John Eargle,1and found myself
defending the typical audiophile's rejection
of equalizers.
And reject them we rightly do, for three
reasons: first, as you have no idea how your
loudspeakers depart from neutrality, an
equalizer can only apply an arbitrary change
to the overall sound. The chance of you hitting on exactly the right combination of
boost and cut all the way across the audio
band to produce aflat response is zero. All
an equalizer can do is to act as an enormously
complicated tone control.
Second, the much-vaunted ability of
multi-band equalizers to compensate for
room acoustic problems is acrock. The
sound you hear at the listening seat is amix
of the direct sound from the loudspeakers,
the early reflections of that sound from the
floor, the side and rear walls, and the ceiling,
and the room reverberant field. Stick a
(usually) omnidirectional microphone up at
the listening position, measure the 1
/-octave
2
spectrum of the sound, and apply the inverse
of that spectrum via aVa-octave eqnalinr, as
is usually done, and you'll have equalized the
reverberant field to be flat. On the other
1The name of David Clark, of course, will be familiar to
readers of this magazine as the organizer of many blind ABX
tests for Stereo Review and the Audio Engineering Society, the
results of which have been interpreted as showing that there
are no audible differences between amplifiers or between
cables. Mr. Clark is aContributing Editor to Audio magazine,
as is Mr. Eargle, who is also aconsultant to JBL and engineers
some fine-sounding classical recordings for Delos (see J. Gordon Holt's "Engineer's Choice" feature in Sterrophile. Vol.14
No.8, August 1991).
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hand, you'll have modified (usually) the direct
sound of the speakers with alarge amount
ofboost and cut at various frequencies, which
(usually, in anormal-size, normally furnished
room) is the sound that dominates the perceived tonal balance. The result, even if you
haven't applied so much boost at some frequencies that your amplifier runs in perpetual
clip, is sound quality that makes you want
to take up another hobby.2Or at least spend
more time with your Significant Other. And
children.
Third, Atkinson's Third Law of Audio
states in unequivocal terms that every component you insert into the analog signal chain
makes the overall sound worse, even if it
effects an improvement in one small area
of performance. Given that even engineers
of talent cannot design asimple line-level
preamplifier that is totally without character
what do you think are the chances of someone designing an equalizer, with its literally
dozens of cheap op-amp-based circuits in
parallel and generally aMickey Mouse power
supply, that doesn't savage the sound? Particularly if they're trying to reach aprice point
within reach of non-audiophiles? 4 Yeah,
right!
So, given that conventional equalizers are
quite correctly regarded in Audioland as
being poor-sounding pieces of cheap, amusical junk, what Iam doing reviewing what,
for want of abetter word, is an equalizer? Yes,
Iknow that Celestion calls their brainchild
2Though Vi-octave equalization is ubiquitous in recordingstudio control rooms. Iunderstand that if more than acouple
of dB boost or cut needs to be applied, the engineers physically readjust the room's acoustic treatment.
3Although Martin Colloms and Robert Harley tell me that
the Audio Research LS2 comes pretty close.
4Ioften wonder, when told by the left-brain-dominant members of the Boston Audio Society that all amplifiers can be
made to sound alike by judicious uses of Vi-octave equalization, which equalizer they are actually talking about. Or are
such people content to live with the results of their thought
experiments without ever feeling the need to put them to the
test?
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a"Loudspeaker Processor," but they're just
following the semantic lead of B&W, who
termed the bass equalizer for their 800 series
of speakers a"filter." The difference lies in
the word "digital," the "D" in front of the
"LP" in DLP600, meaning that the desired
tonal changes are achieved by subjecting a
digital data stream representing an audio signal to aseries of mathematical manipulations.
Although it's possible to design adigital
equalizer that works in the same manner as
aconventional analog model, applying arbitrary boosts and cuts to predefined bands of
frequencies, there's amore fundamental mode
of working: The correction can be applied
in the time domain, by modifying the system's impulse response. In effect, the designer
works out the impulse response necessary
to make that of the system conform to atarget, and designs adigital filter with exacdy
that impulse response. System impulse plus
equalizer anti-impulse equals sonic perfection; atime-domain "spin" is applied to the
digital data that optimally shapes the ultimate
analog soundwaves as they arrive at the
listener's ears.5
Paradoxically, that is where this idea's biggest drawback lies. The correction is specific
to apreviously defined spatial point. Anywhere else in the listening room, the correcting impulse response no longer adds to that
of the loudspeaker in the appropriate manner.
It might even make the sound considerably
worse. The designer of the digital equalizer
5There has been considerable published work in recent years
on the use of filters operating in the digital domain to optimize
loudspeaker performance. Those interested should read the
following papers: "Efficient Filter Design for Loudspeaker
Equalization," Richard Greenfield and Malcolm O. Hawksford,JAES Vo139 No.10, October 1991; "Digital Equalization
Methods for Audio Systems," J. Mourjopolis, and "Application of Digital Filters to Loudspeaker Crossover Networks,"
Rhonda J. Wilson, J.B. Scott and the late Glyn J. Adams, both
presented at the 84th AES Convention, March 1988, Preprints
2598 and 2600, respectively; "Digital FIR Filters for Loudspeaker Crossover Networks," Peter L. Schuck and Greg
Klowak, and "Amplitude and Group Delay Control Using
aDigital Equalizing Processor," Masaharo Matsumoto et al.
both presented at the 85th AES Convention. November 1988,
preprints 2702 and 2692, t.ipe‘..ively. (Preprints are available
from the Audio Engineering Society, 60 East 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10165, and cost $5 each to nonmembers.
including postage and handling.)
Celestion's Research Director, Graham Bank, has also published apaper on the design of the DLP600, "The Implementation oía Digital Loudspeaker Processor for the Celestion
SL600/SL600Si." which should be available from Celestion
at the address given in the specification heading.
The most accessible book Ihave come across on the design
and understanding of digital filters is Discrete Time Signal
Processing by Alan V. Oppenheim and Ronald W. Schafer
(Prentice-Hall, 1989).
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therefore has possibly to compromise the target response somewhat, both to allow the listener to sit without his or her head in aclamp
and to avoid the sound quality being inadvertently made worse in all but the sweet
spot.
A digital equalizer is considerably more
versatile, however, than an analog one. First,
besides correcting the loudspeaker's anechoic
amplitude response aberrations on the chosen
axis, the overall system phase can be adjusted
independently (as there is no reason for adigital filter to have aphase response connected
to its amplitude response). Second, by introducing "anti-impulses" at the same time
that the speaker features predictable reflections of the sound from such baffle projections as mounting-bolt heads, the grille
frame, and the edges of the baffle, the effect of these on the speaker's sound can be
eliminated.

DLP600

Celestion's DLP600 is asmall, rectangular
black box that accepts adigital data input
from aCD transport or DAT machine and
outputs amanipulated digital data stream that
can be fed to aD/A processor. The correction applied is specific to one loudspeaker,
Celestion's SL600Si. There are two data
inputs, one Toslink optical, the other coaxial,
the former having priority. (The input automatically switches to the optical unless adigital signal is present at the coaxial input.)
There are also two data outputs, again one
Toslink optical and the other coaxial. Frontpanel LEDs indicate Power On, Data Lock,
and Equalization In/Out, the last controlled
by afront-panel pushbutton. The equalization is only applied to data sampled at
44.1kHz. While 32kHz and 48kHz data are
accepted, the equalization is disabled.
Internally, the DLP600's circuitry is laid
out on asingle printed circuit board. The
input data are received by the ubiquitous
Yamaha YM3623B digital audio decoder IC
and fed to aDSP (Digital Signal Processor)
IC. This is an Analog Devices ADSP-2105,
achip said to be well-suited to being used as
an FIR (Finite Impulse Response) digital filter
due to an efficient instruction set.
Two families of digital filters are realizable with such aDSP chip: FIR and Infinite
Impulse Response (IIR) types. An FIR filter,
which in the real world of limited hardware
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resources is best suited to high-frequency
processing, basically multiplies each input
data sample by each of aset of coefficients
(numbers) in turn, the output being the sum
of the results of each operation. By contrast,
though an IIR filter uses similar multiplying and adding operations on the audio data,
it feeds some of the output back to its intermediate stages. The IIR type is theoretically
more versatile, therefore, and can be used to
process lower frequencies than an FIR type,
but is both more complex to implement and
design for an arbitrary response shape, and
runs the risk of instability under some conditions. The FIR type, however, can produce
complicated response shapes as easily as it can
classical low-, band-, and high-pass filters.
As Celestion's engineers decided only to
apply correction above lkHz, leaving the
speaker's low-frequency rolloff alone, they
were able to implement the filter for the
SL600Si as an intrinsically stable FIR type.
They also decided to accept the fact that there
would be some time delay in the process
which could not be compensated for; the target response for the speaker would therefore
be "linear-phase"; le, the phase increasingly
departs from zero with frequency in alinear
manner.
The 81 coefficients for the DLP600's FIR
filter are held in an EPROM and are loaded
into the DSP engine on power-up. The
EPROM also holds aset of coefficients representing no equalization. These are also loaded
into the DSP; pressing the EQ In/Out button
actually chooses between the two sets of filter
coefficients, the DSP operating on the signal
in both conditions.
As there are 81 coefficients operating at a
sampling rate of 44.1kHz, this means that the
impulse response of the DLP600's FIR filter can be 81 x22µs long: 1.83ms, which
should be enough to compensate for early
reflections of the sound. To determine what
these coefficients should be, the SL600Si's
impulse response is measured at adistance
of 2m. The axis chosen (although Ididn't
know this until Ihad performed all my measurements) was 10° laterally off the listening axis. This impulse response is transformed to the frequency domain with the
Fast Fourier Transform, and the inverse
response above the minimum frequency of
interest calculated. Performing an inverse
FFT and time-windowing the result gives
148

Celestion SL600S1 loudspeaker

the impulse response of the desired filter,
from which the coefficients can be derived.
These are loaded into the DSP and the resultant speaker response auditioned, at which
time the designer decides whether the result
is better or not. If not, it's time to reconsider
the choice of target response.
Because the Fourier Transform implicitly
assumes aperfectly linear system, the loudspeaker must not add distortion in the frequency range of interest. In addition, it must
not have deep notches in its response, nor
must it significantly roll offbelow 22kHz.
These last factors would demand large boosts
in the correction EQ which will compromise
the overall performance.
After processing by the ADSP-2105, the
data are re-encoded with quite alarge amount
of high-speed TTL logic chips and connected
to the DLP's output socket via apulse transformer. There is therefore no electrical
ground connection between the DLP600 and
the user's D/A processor, even if the coaxial feed is used.
Celestion's original SL600 minimonitor
of 1983 was aground-breaking design in that
its cabinet used 0.5" -thick Aerolam, an
aluminum-honeycomb material extensively
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used in the aerospace industry. This is effectively inert in the midrange—see Stereophile,
Vol.15 No.6, June 1992, pp.206-207—and
results in asuperbly transparent presentation
from its 32mm, electsoformed copper-dome
tweeter and 6.5" woofer. A revised version,
the SL600Si, was released in 1988, differing
from the older model in having two sets of
4mm input sockets—two for the HF leg of
the crossover and two for the bass/midrange
—to allow bi-wiring or bi-amping, and a
revised layout for second-order, 12dB/octave
crossover with star-grounding.

SOUND QUALITY

The reference system used to audition the
SL600Sis and the effect of the DLP600 is the
same as that used for my past few reviews.
The all-digital nature of the DLP600 meant
that analog playback had to be (temporarily) abandoned, however. Source components
consisted ola Meridian 602 CD transport
driving either aVTL Reference D/A processor or the Audio Alchemy DDE. Digital
interconnect between the Meridian and the
DLP600 was alm length of AudioQuest's
new Digital Reference; between the DLP and
the DACs Iused a0.5m length of the Mod
Squad's Wonderlink. Preamplifier was the
Melos headphone amplifier, connected to
either apair of Mark Levinson No.20.6s or
Audio Research Classic 120s with AudioQuest Lapis single-ended interconnect. The
speakers were bi-wired with 2m lengths of
AudioQuest Midnight (bass) and Sterling
(treble) and sat on 18" Celestion Si stands.
This put my ears just above the top of the
cabinet, which is the '600's optimal listening axis. Thin pads of Blu-Tak damping
material coupled the speakers to the stands,
which were spiked to the floor beneath the
rug, their center pillars filled with lead shot
and sand' The listening room has adedicated
AC feed with hospital-grade outlets, and all
line-level components were plugged into the
excellent Power Wedge II isolation unit, the
subjective effect of which is to make the
silences more silent, to the benefit of the sys6Inote that some mainstream writers still laugh at those of
us who take such care in the siting of our loudspeakers. Iam
in the middle of aproject where Iuse an accelerometer to measure the effects different loudspeaker stands and interfacing
materials have on the vibrational behavior of aloudspeakers
enclosure walls. The preliminary results show that these effects
can be considerable, but not necessarily predictable or intuitive. More on this subject next month. Dio volante.
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tern's dynamic range.
Ihad asmall problem with the first sample
of the DLP600. While the VTL and Audio
Alchemy processors had no trouble locking
on to the DLP's output at both 44.1kHz and
48kHz rates, neither the CAL System 1that
TJN reviews elsewhere in this issue nor our
Audio Precision System One Dual Domain
would recognize its datastream. The CAL
processor, for example, would just continually cycle through its three sampling-rate
options without locking. Ihad no trouble
with asecond sample, so Iassume that the
first DLP600 was atrifle idiosyncratic.
Ispent aweek using the SL600Si without
the DLP600 to refamiliarize myself with its
sound. When Ireviewed the SL600Si three
years ago? Iwas struck by the clarity of the
rather depressed high frequencies and the
way in which the speaker managed to produce the illusion of good low-frequency
extension. "It is astonishing to hear the clarity
with which the Celestions can present kick
drum, coupled with asuitable degree of
weight," Inoted in that review, adding that
agood second-order, sealed-box loading
seems inherently to have acleaner mid-upper
bass presentation than atypical reflex design.
The '600Si also, in the vernacular, boogied,
though the lower midrange sounded rather
opaque and alittle hard at very high playback
levels. The transition from the upper bass to
the lower midrange was also alittle uneven,
and male spoken voice sounded too chesty.
Then Ihooked up the DLP600. Apart
from slightly more HF energy, there didn't
seem to be much obvious difference in the
sound. Icontinued listening, putting on
one CD after another. The system did seem
to sing that evening. Then Iswitched out
the EQ. "Good grief, Charlie Brown—who
put Vaseline on the lens?" If subtle when
switched in, the DLP600's effect on the system's overall quality represented amajor loss
of quality when switched out. To paraphrase
Gertrude Stein, there was simply more there
there with the DLP600.
Iasked Digital Lad Robert Harley to come
over for asecond opinion. His verdict? "It's
afocus control! Without the DLP, the soundstage seems diffuse, images reasonably welldefined but lacking palpability. With the
DLP, it all pops into focus just as when you
7Stereophile. Vol.12 No.5, May 1989.
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finally get your telescope focused on afaint
galaxy." (Reviewer by day, RH transforms
into an amateur astronomer by night. The
rest of us here in New Mexico just wonder
when he sleeps.)
The Duruflé Requiem has long been one of
my favorite pieces of music, its contemplative
feel so much more appropriate to the acceptance of the inevitable than, say, the bombast
of the Verdi and Berlioz masses. Telarc's 1987
Atlanta recording of it, coupled with Fauré's
better-known Requiem (CD-80135), is perhaps the best-performed and best-sounding,
though it tended to midrange murkiness via
the '600Si. Not with the DLP600 in the
chain. Again, there was that essential clarifying of tonal textures. At the chorale in the first
"Kyrie trumpet and trombone are doubled
in octaves. Without the DLP, their sounds
tend to merge into generic brass; with it, not
only can the two instruments be identified
more easily, but aslight "chorus" effect
becomes audible as the upper partials of the
two instruments beat with each other. The
voices, too, become more separate sonically,
more integrated musically with the DLP600.
Incidentally, the stately moving organ-pedal
line in this music quite gives the lie to the
Celestion's "minimonitor" tag. With the
speakers optimally set up in the room and
driven by appropriate amplification, like the
Mark Levinsons, the organ pedals sound
deep and even.
The soundstage could also be heard to
deepen, as instruments acquired amore
coherent relationship with the reflections of
their sounds from the walls of the recording
site. On recordings that Ihad thought
sounded rather cloudy—the Dutoit/Montréal
performance of Mendelssohn's Midsummer
Night's Dream (London Jubilee 430 722-2)—
the soundstage opened up, with more of a
sense of space apparent. This is an area where
the SL600s had always fallen behind the
time-coherent designs from Thiel and Vandersteen. The DLP600 significantly improved
the speakers' performance in this area.
This improvement in quality did not just
benefit classical recordings. Ifirst heard bass
guitarist Dean Peer's album Ucross (Redstone RR91012) in the Kinergetics room at
Stereophile's 1992 LA Show, played on apair
of Avalon Eclipses reinforced in the bass with
the Kinergetics SW800 stereo subwoofer system. Playing a Kubicki bass that Iwas
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astonished to learn had just four strings, Peer
performs a virtuoso set of short solo
pieces—with no overdubbing—that are not
only musically interesting but also demonstrate every bass-playing technique known
to man (and some that aren't). In particular,
Peer is amaster of the use of "artificial" harmonics, in which the left hand frets anote in
the normal way but an additional finger
lightly touches the string at what would normally be an antinode to kill the fundamental
and allow ahigher harmonic to sound. This
may sound easy until you consider that he
is doing this to every melodic note in afast
passage while also playing abass line. Without the DLP's EQ, the SL600Sis still managed to present awell-defined, punchy bass
sound. With it, the sound became less homogenized, less "loud," while the inner play of
musical voices was more apparent. The artificial reverberation used sounded less "white,"
less noiselike, and more spatially set back
within the stage. Cymbals, too, sounded less
white, less like noise and more like real acoustic objects. The SL600Si's dark high frequencies were straightened out, instrumental tonal
qualities sounding considerably more natural
with the DLP in the chain.
It's rare that recorded sound approaches
the real thing, but at one point in my auditioning, Iwas almost fooled. Iwas playing
the CBS Odyssey double-CD set of the
Bruno Walter performances of the first two
Mahler symphonies (MB2K 45674), which
Irecently bought because the Japanese CBSSony CD Ihad of Symphony 2just doesn't
come close to the LP. Iwas following the
score—first and second symphonies are
included in one Dover volume, incredible
value for just $14.95—and was astonished to
hear in the last movement percussion instruments that sounded incredibly real—except
Icouldn't see them on the page in front of me.
Pressing Pause on the remote revealed adistant neighbour banging away at apiece of
wood, but such was the realism of the
speaker's transients when processed by the
DLP that Ihad almost been fooled into
thinking that the real was recorded. Almost.
Was the improvement offered by the
DLP600 achieved without compromise?
Apparently so. At times, Ithought Iheard
aslight increase in noise modulation on flute
and female chorus, but this seemed to disappear when Iattempted to focus on it. IsusSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

pect the EQ is atrifle excessive in the top
pair in 1982; if you have apair, get them out
octave, which adds avery slight "ifir to the
of storage or back from your brother-in-law
sound. Ialso tried to listen for aslackening
and bring them back from the dead with the
of rhythmic tension and reduced bass slam,
$800 DLP600.
both symptoms of increased data jitter, but
these were conspicuous by their absence.
M EASUREMENTS
Note that the DLP600 works its magic
Before Iexamined the measured effect of the
only in the upper midrange and above. The
DLP600, Iran the SL600Si though StereoSL600 retained its rather lumpy upperphile's almost standardized test regime. Fig.1
bass/lower-midrange transition, and there
shows the manner in which the speaker's
remained the lack of overall clarity in the
electrical impedance magnitude and phase
tenor region. Without this, in fact, Iwould
vary with frequency. The single peak of 30
be tempted to say that the combination of the
ohms at 63Hz indicates the sealed-box tunSL600Si and DLP600 left Celestion's flaging frequency. The speaker is an easy load,
ship SL700SE in the dust. As it is, Ithink that
apart from the drop below 6ohms above
the 600 tandem at least equals the more
4500Hz. Though this dips to 2.7 ohms at
expensive speaker overall, and surpasses it
34kHz, there is insufficient musical energy
in treble clarity and musical ease.
in this range to lead to any problems. Note
To finish my auditioning sessions with the
the sharp impedance peak at 21kHz; this is
DLP600, Idug my 1982 pair of original
due to the individually tuned notch filter
Celestion SL6s out from storage. (I never disCelestion uses to kill the tweeter's primary
card anything—you never know when it will
resonance, which is alittle close to the audio
come in useful.) Though these had not seen
band for comfort compared with the lighter
the light of day since 1985, and had had many
aluminum, magnesium, or titanium domes
the long boat trip, along with the rest of my
used in more recent metal-dome drive-units.
household goods, when Imoved to Santa Fe
Fig.2 shows the individual responses of the
from the UK, they sounded fine right out of
woofer and the tweeter measured with DRA
the box, sitting on the same 18" Celestion
Labs' MLSSA system on the tweeter's axis
Si stands I'd used to audition the SL600Sis.
at adistance of 45". (The response of the
The SL6 (but not its 1985 replacement, the
B&K measuring microphone has been subSL6S) used exactly the same drive-units as
tracted from all the curves shown in this
the '600 and the later '600Si in an identically
report other than the cumulative spectralsized enclosure, the only difference being the
decay plots.) The crossover frequency appears
use of veneered fiberboard rather than aluto be in the region of 2.5kHz. Though both
minum honeycomb for the latter's construcdrive-units roll out in agenerally welltion. In theory, therefore, the DLP600 should
behaved manner, the woofer features alitprovide the appropriate correction for the
tle peakiness at the top of its passband, perolder speaker.
haps due to acone-termination problem. The
Ifound this to be the case. While the SL6
tweeter's balance trend is respectably flat over
doesn't have anything like the degree of
its first two octaves, but rolls off somewhat
lower-midrange transparency of the SL600
in the top octave. The response can be seen
—its cabinet is quite lively, even hooty, in this
to start to rise at 20kHz, but then drops due
region—it was always avery musical, if
to the action of the notch filter . Overall, the
rather dark-sounding speaker. Not only did
tweeter seems rather shelved down in comthe DLP600 usefully lighten the SL6's tonal
parison to the woofer, this due, Iassume, to
character, it opened up the rear of the sound- the relatively high mass of the copper dome
stage in quite adramatic manner. On good
slugging the unit's sensitivity.
How the two drive-units' outputs interecordings, recorded hall ambience sounded
more "coherent," in that it seemed to bear a grate acoustically can be seen on the right of
more genuine spatial relationship to the direct
fig3, which shows the SL600Si's response
sounds of instruments and voices. The DLP/
at 45" on the tweeter axis, averaged across
SL6 combination was still outpointed by the
a30° horizontal window to minimize the
corrected SL600Si—there's no substitute for
effect of position-dependent interference
that inert Aerolam cabinet—but it sounded
effects. Again the tweeter's slight shelvingremarkably satisfying. The SL6 cost $800/
down can be seen, as well as alack of energy
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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in the crossover region. This suggests that
this axis is not quite the optimal one on
which to listen to and measure the speaker,
something which will be confirmed later. To
the left of fig3 is plotted the woofer's bass
output, taken with the microphone almost
touching where the dustcap would have been
had the latter not been inverted. The measured -6dB point, referenced to the maximum level, coincided almost exactly with the
specification at 59Hz. Though this may
sound not particularly low, the "infinite baffle" alignment gives arelatively slow rate of
rolloff, which, combined with the typical
boost in the low bass due to the room, will
give respectable extension down to around
Male If«121011Nell IIIMAY) I F111111(4.)

11,10.31
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the lower notes of the 4-string double bass
or bass guitar.
The manner in which the speaker's balance
changes as the listener moves to its side is
shown in fig.4. (As this only shows the deerences, the on-axis response is depicted as a
straight line.) The top octave smoothly
depresses with increasing off-axis angle, as
does the sound at the top of the woofer's
passband. This does leave the mid-treble a
little boosted in comparison, however, which
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Fig.4 Celestion SL600Si, horizontal response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: reference
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tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield woofer
response plotted below 200Hz.
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Fig.6 Celestion DLP, electrical impulse response,
calculated by DRA Labs MLSSA system using
Manley Reference ADC and Audio Alchemy
DDE DAC (Sms time window, 30kHz measurement bandwidth).
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might mean that sidewalls that are too close,
too reflective, or both, could make the perceived balance atad bright. For alistener to
get the full measure of the extreme highs,
however, fig.4 does suggest that the speaker
should be toed-in to the listening position.
Looking at the way the speaker's balance
changes in the vertical plane (fig.5) confirms
that the tweeter axis is alittle too low to get
the smoothest transition between the driveunits. Again, only the changes in measured
response are shown, which is why the tweeteraxis response appears to be astraight line
with frequency. Fig.5 appears to indicate that
the flattest treble will be obtained with the
listener level with or just above the cabinet
top, suggesting that the 18" Celestion Si
stands will be optimal. Sit so you are on or
below the tweeter, and the suckout at crossover becomes progressively deeper.
So what does the DLP600 do to the measured performance? As adigital equalizer
works by synthesizing the time-domain
behavior of the desired tone-shaping network, Ifirst looked at the DLP600's impulse
response. Idid this in two ways. The first was
to take the MLSSA's analog MLS stimulus,
convert it to 16-bit digital with the excellent
Manley Reference AID converter, and feed
the Manley's S/PDIF output to the DLP600,
this in turn feeding the data input ofan Audio
Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine. The
DDE's analog output fed the analog input
of the MLSSA system.
The second procedure was conceptually
more simple. Iloaded a single positive
impulse waveform into the Audio Precision
System One Dual Domain's waveform store,
fed this in digital form into the DLP600, and
fed the DLP600's data output back into the
Audio Precision. The result of the first technique is shown in fig.6; the impulse response
measured the second way was identical. The
reason Iultimately used the MLSSA technique was that Iwanted to have the DLP's
impulse response and its frequency-domain
equivalent available to the MLSSA system
so that Icould double-check my findings.
Note both the lower-frequency pre-ringing
in fig.6, which is to compensate for the
woofer being further back in time than the
tweeter, and the overall time delay introduced
by the whole ADC/DSP/DAC process,
about 1.4ms to the beginning of the lowfrequency oscillation—equivalent to moving
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

the speaker 19" farther away.
To examine what the DLP does in the frequency domain can be achieved by transforming the impulse response in fig.6, but this
process will include the contribution of the
Manley ADC and Audio Alchemy DAC.
However, the MLSSA system allows you to
subtract one response from another, so I
hooked up the ADC and DAC back to back,
measured their impulse response, transformed that to the frequency domain, then
subtracted it from the DLP's transformed frequency response. (This is what the word
"equalized" means on the description line of
the MLSSA graph: that areference response
has been subtracted from the indicated
curves.) The result can be seen in fig.7, which
shows both the amplitude response changes
introduced by the DLP and the change in
phase response The former may seem severe,
but note the 0.5dB/division vertical scale.
There is actually amild boost, 3dB, in the
crossover region, centered on 2670Hz, with
then some minor peaks and dips in the next
two octaves, followed by alarger 4.7dB peak
centered on 15.1kHz.
How do these changes in frequency and
phase response affect the SL600Si's time- and
frequency-domain behavior? Fig.8 shows the
uncorrected impulse response of the loudspeaker, taken on the tweeter axis at 45" with
a30kHz-bandwidth drive signal. Note the
sharp spike from the tweeter, under which
lies the lazier, opposite polarity and timedelayed output of the woofer. There is also
some residual ultrasonic ringing from the
tweeter, not all of which has been removed
by the notch filter. To get an idea of what the
impulse response of aperfect linear-phase
loudspeaker should look like, fig.9 shows the
impulse response of asteep, audio-bandwidth low-pass filter. (This is flat across the
band, then rolls off abruptly above 20kHz.)
Fig.10 shows the impulse response of the
SL600Si on its HF axis at 45" when corrected by the DLP. You can see that it is very
much more like fig.9 than fig.8 (though
inverted). Note also that the ultrasonic ringing has been eliminated, if for no other reason
than the fact that there is now no signal content above 22kHz, and that the speaker's output has been delayed by asmall amount.
To look at what is happening from adifferent viewpoint, the MLSSA system allows
you to calculate the step response once you
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have captured the impulse response. (A perfect loudspeaker step response would look
like aright triangle, with avertical move away
from the time axis followed by an angled
straight line back to it.) Fig. Il shows the step
response of the uncorrected '600Si. The output of the tweeter moves to the negative side
of the time axis, then back again, overshooting abit on the other side. The woofer then
follows, its output stepping in the opposite
direction (though not at right angles, due to
its slow risetime), then gradually falling back
and overshooting the time axis. With a
second-order crossover, driving the two
drivers in opposite polarity results in an
ostensibly flat amplitude response, this being
achieved, as shown in fig. 11, at the expense
of the time-domain performance. Now look
at fig.12. Ignoring the slight bump just before
5.5ms, which Iimagine is due to the correcting impulse not being optimal at this measur-
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ing distance and on this axis, there is anoticeable, sharp step away from the time axis,
followed by areasonable straight-line fallback. (The latter still overshoots, however,
due to the correction filter not having asufficient number of coefficients to correct for
such low-frequency behavior.) Note that the
woofer output is not only now effectively
coincident in time with that of the tweeter,
its output is in the opposite polarity to that
in fig.11, as suggested by the phase response
in fig.7. (Because of this change in lowfrequency polarity, switching the EQ in or
out can give aslight "pop.") The DLP600
allows the speaker designer to have his cake
and eat it too: second-order slopes with timecoincident, same-polarity drive-units and flat
amplitude response in the crossover region.
The effect of the DLP can also be noted in
the loudspeaker's cumulative spectral-decay
or "waterfall" plots. Fig.13 shows the plot
for the uncorrected '600, fig.14 that for the
same loudspeaker with the DLP applying its
correction. The treble in fig.13 appears somewhat hashy, though it actually is quite good
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Fig.7 Celestion DLP, electrical amplitude and
phase responses, transformed from impulse
response in fig.6 and adjusted for responses
of Manley ADC and Audio Alchemy DAC;
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.I0 Celestion SL600Si, DLP-corrected impulse
response on tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time
window, 30kHz B/W). Note time delay.
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Fig.9 Impulse response of typical linear-phase,
audio-bandwidth low-pass filter (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.I2 Celestion SL600Si, DLP-corrected step
response on tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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in absolute terms. (Ignore the resonant ridge
just below 16kHz, which is acomputer artifact.) There is also some complicated behavior at the top of the woofer passband, between lkHz and 2kHz. This hasn't been
affected in fig.14, but note how the entire treble region is not only more flat, but fills away
in amuch more even manner.
Fig.15 shows in more detail how the DLP's
amplitude response from fig.7 (the bottom
trace in fig.15, now plotted on a5dB/division vertical scale) affects the '600Si's measured frequency response on the listening
axis. The top trace is the original response;
the middle trace is the response after equalization. Note that the EQ peak in the top
octave seems alittle excessive, the result in
this region being slightly boosted. This may
well correlate with the slight 'fir effect

occasionally noted during the auditioning.
This slight peakiness can also be seen in the
spatially averaged room response (fig.16), the
bottom curve above 630Hz being the original 1/
3-octave measured response and the
top one that after being corrected by the
DLP600. The bumps and dips below 300Hz
are room-resonant effects which haven't been
eliminated by the spatial averaging, but note
how smooth the corrected speaker is throughout the upper midrange and treble Here's the
reason the SL600Si/DLP600 combination
sounds so tonally natural.
These measurements appear to reinforce
just how effective the DLP600 is at improving the sound of the SL600Si. But, "No pain,
no gain:' say the philosophers, so Ilooked
at its performance in the digital domain to
see whether it introduced any compromises
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Fig.I4 Celestion SL600Si, DLP-corrected cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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there. Remember that fig.7 showed the
DLP600 introducing boosts at various frequencies. If you think about this, this can't
be possible. A digital system cannot increase
the level of an input signal to be above
OdBFS; at that point, all the 16 bits are "used
up." The word representing the maximum
positive level in twos-complement binary
arithmetic as used in the CD system is
0111111111111111. If you attempt to take the
signal just one bit higher, that word changes
to 1000000000000000, which is the maximum negative level. That kind of change
would be horribly audible, so DSP engines
are arranged just to latch or clip at the maximum level, which is also audible (if alittle
less horrible). This is hardly elegant, however, so if digital equalizers appear to introduce gain, what they actually do is attenuate
the overall signal except at some frequencies.
This turned out to be the case with the
DLP600. Feeding adigital lkHz sinewave
at -10dBFS into the Audio Alchemy DDE
from the Audio Precision S/PDIF output
gave me areference level; physically inserting
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the DLP600 into the data chain (with its
equalization switched out) reduced the
DDE's analog output level by exactly 6.02dB.
This means that before the DLP applies any
tonal compensation, it reduces the signal level
by half. (The way it does this is trivial—it
divides the number represented by every digital word by two, aprocess that fundamentally consists of moving every bit in that
word one place to the right!') The Celestion
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linearity: top, by itself; bottom, with the
DLP600 in the data chain (right channel
dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).
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engineers therefore could apply up to 6dB
boost at some frequencies if they wished; as
shown in fig.7, they ended up with amaximum boost of 4.7dB at 15.1kHz?
As anatural consequence of this 6dB
reduction in signal level, the signal's dynamic
range is compromised by the same 6dB. This
can be seen in figs.17 and 18. The former
shows the audio-band spectrum of the Audio
Alchemy DDE's output when reproducing
adithered lkHz sinewave at -9031dB; the
latter the DDE's output when fed by the
DLP600. (I have adjusted for the 6dB difference in level.) Note the rise in the noise floor,
as expected. But note also something that
surprised me: fig.17 shows that the Audio
Alchemy's residual non-linearity at very low
levels introduces asmall amount of secondharmonic distortion (the spectral line at 2kHz
in fig.17)." Fig.18 shows that if the DLP
doesn't actually eliminate this distortion entirely, it significantly reduces its level, from
-18dB with respect to the fundamental level
to -25dB. There is also aslight reduction in
the DDE's noise content around 81cHz, which
may be due to aresidual idling tone in its oversampling Bitstream filter/DAC combination.
In addition, looking at linearity (fig.19), this
sample of the Audio Alchemy featured a
maximum negative level error of -1dB at
-86dB. Allowing for the drop in absolute
level due to the DLP600, it reduced the
maximum-level negative error to -0.4dB,
though there was ahigher positive error
below -90dB, presumably due to the raising of the noise floor with respect to the signal level.
The implication here is that the DLP
improves the low-level performance of the
DAC to which it is attached. Actually, what
Ibelieve is happening is that it is the addition of 1LSB's worth of noise which improves the DAC's low-level performance. I
examined this by listening to the 500Hz fade8If the additional complexities of the twos-complement
encoding are ignored.
9A word of caution for those who want to do A/B tests on
the effects of the DLP600. Even with the EQ switched out.
the DLP600 attenuates the data. However, using adigital
"tone" with afrequency below the band where the EQ has
any effect, 250Hz, showed that switching the EQ in with the
DLP's front-panel button raised its level by 0.56dB. As well
as the tonal shaping and time-domain equalization, there is
therefore aslight change in level. To those who argue that this
must be the reason Iheard adifference, however—get real!
10 This sample of the DDE, which had served time Mee Corey
Greenberg, was better in this respect than the one reviewed
by RH last August (Vol.14 No.8. August 1991. p.131).
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to-noise track from the CBS Test CD with
and without the DLP physically in the chain
and with the replay gain set all the way up.
With the VTL DAC, Icould hear no difference other than the slightly higher noise level,
which suggests that the processor's UltraAnalog DAC needs no help. With the Audio
Alchemy DAC, the signal's audible secondharmonic content at this very high replay
level was slightly reduced in level, as was the
HF hash. Even with the DLP600, however,
the quality of the low-level tone via the DDE
didn't approach that from the VTL on its
own.

CONCLUSION

If you got the impression from my listening
notes that Iam very enthusiastic about the
improvement in sound quality offered by the
DLP600, you're right. It turned arespectable but somewhat dated loudspeaker into
aleading contender for high-end honors,
seemingly without extracting any penalty
other than the inability of its owner to get
the best sound from analog sources. (It
should also not be forgotten that the SL600Si
is still aminimonitor: those looking for earblasting levels of gut-wrenching lows should
look elsewhere.) The improvements in the
SL600Si's image focus and palpability are,
in my opinion, of equal value to those in the
areas of tonal balance, the result being asignificant increase in musical enjoyment. The
DLP600's market, of course, is limited:
owners of Celestion's SL600, '600Si, and
original SL6 who happen to use separate CD
transports and processors. But to such people,
Ihave to say that there is no better way of
spending $800 on improving the sound of
their systems.
It is also as aportent for the future of loudspeaker design that Celestion's DLP600
excites me. DSP won't transform apoorsounding speaker into aClass A recommendation. Outside of Disneyland, Cinderella
remains in the kitchen—a truly Zen situation
where the speakers that most benefit from
the use of DSP will be those that need it the
least. In addition, it must not be forgotten
that such time-domain equalizers will only
work their magic over acarefully designated
listening area. Ialso note that the ultimate target response for the DLP600's correction was
not flat, which suggests that simplistically
aiming for textbook behavior may not give
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optimal results for any given loudspeaker.
The DLP600 does demonstrate, however,
how an already excellent speaker can be made
even better. While Iam sure Celestion's
introduction of the DLP600 was atoe-inthe-water exercise, Ipredict the appearance
of more general devices, where the filter

coefficients for any particular loudspeaker
will be stored on aplug-in EPROM module. And several companies, including Snell
and B&W, are developing digital equalizers
intended not only to correct the speaker's
failings but those of the room. Exciting times,
gentlemen; exciting times.

M ORE M ASS, M ORE CLASS
Guy Lemcoe fits the Mk.IV upgrade kit to his VPI HW-19 turntable

VPI HW-I9 Mk.IV turntable
Platter, beanng, suspension assemblies, belt, and mounting hardware for Mk.IV modification to VPI HW-I9 turntable. Pnce:
$1800 (VPI HW-I9 Mk.III turntable), $700 )Mk.IV upgrade kit). Acrylic armboard for Eminent Technology Two tonearm:
$100. TNT Mk.II platter $100. Approximate number of dealers: 145. Manufacturer VPI Industries, Inc., 77 Cliffwood Avenue,
f3B, Cliffwood. NJ 07721. Tel: (908) 946-8606. Fax: (908) 946-8578.

In spite of its weight, the box sitting in
Stereophile's receiving room seemed innocent
enough. Little did Iknow its contents would
add immeasurably to my enjoyment of analog playback and send me scurrying to
Nicholas Potter's' in search of fresh vinyl.
I've owned aVPI HW-19 for several years
now and, in addition to the fine job it does
as arecord player, I've always been impressed
by how easy it is to retrofit with the latest
improvements sent from Cliffwood, each
upgrade resulting in noticeably improved
sound.
Well, Harry Weisfeld has done it again
with this latest rabbit from his hat. It must
have come to Harry in aeuphoric state (no
doubt induced by late-night LP-listening)
to make available to his many customers who
don't own aTNT acouple of that statement
1This excellent used-book store, just off the Plaza, is the only
place, outside of the occasional garage sale, to find used records
in Santa Fe.
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product's features; je, the bearing and platter.
The platter, which has four times the inertia of the older one, made the box heavy, but
the combination of the two transformed, in
one fell swoop, the performance oían already
excellent record player into an exceptional
music-making instrument.
Inside the box, nestled neatly in the styrofoam, were the components which enabled
this transformation: a1
/"-thick, 20 lb, lead2
1
impregnated (four layers, bonded via glue
and bolts), precision-machined acrylic platter; an improved bearing identical to the
TNT's; four coil-spring suspension assemblies, two silver and two gold, wound in
opposing directions to counteract the minute
effects of chassis torque generated by the
massive platter's rotational forces; anew drive
belt; mounting hardware; and an intelligent,
easily followed set of instructions.
Once I'd unpacked the parts, it took alittle
over 30 minutes to complete the modificaSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

don. Iencountered no problems whatsoever.
Owners of the HW-19 Jr. (or those who use
Sorbothane pucks in place of the Sr.'s spring
assemblies) should finish in half that time, as
no adjustment of the suspension is required?
The rest of us will be on our hands and knees,
Allen wrench in hand, adjusting the suspension from beneath the turntable (if you were
smart enough to place it on aArcici Lead Balloon or other similar stand).3 Installation of
the new bearing well is similarly straightforward and simple.
The new platter and spindle have white
dots to ensure proper placement of the former
on the latter. This is easier said than done,
however; the dot on the spindle is impossible
to see as you begin to lower the platter on it.
And, since the dot on the platter is on its
underside, lining up the two is not exactly
precise. (I used an upper corner of the base
as alandmark and aimed both dots at it.)
Get agood grip on the platter—this sucker
is heavy. You don't want it to get away from
you, especially if you've left your tonearm
in place. You'll notice the ends of three setscrews protruding from the label area of the
bottom of the platter. These serve as mini
"Tiptoes," balancing the platter on asmall
subplatter (machined integrally with the
bearing). Spurious acoustic and/or mechanical energy is thus routed from platter to
chassis, where it can be benignly dissipated.
These setscrews are factory-set and should
be left alone.
Though the platter is grooved to accommodate the TNT's two belts, it's not necessary to run the HW-19's single drive-belt in
agroove; I'm told it makes no sonic difference. (I could hear none.) However, if you feel
more comfortable with the belt running in
the groove, aminor suspension adjustment
can be made. For an additional $100 you can
order the upgrade kit with the latest TNT
Mk.II platter—a composite of 1/2" acrylic
bonded to an inch of aluminum. This new
platter, besides being machined to closer
tolerances, is said to enhance bass articulation and treble smoothness—as if improvements were necessary in these areas!
2In the former case, there's no suspension to begin with. In
the latter, the suspension has effectively been eliminated.
3Harry Weisfeld recently advised me that this setup step is
now unnecessary.just screw the new spring assemblies all
the way into the base and live happily ever after. The subchassis will be the required distance below the surface of the base.
STEREOPHILE, Aucusr 1992

With the new platter sitting twice as high
as the old, it became necessary to raise the
Eminent Technology Two tonearm in its
mounting post to get the correct arm height
relative to the record surface. In fact, Ihad
to raise it to the max and crank the VTA up
2° to get it right. But what if Ineeded to
adjust the VTA downward? A distress call to
VPI brought relief in the form ola promise
from Harry that anew, thicker ET 2armboard would be sent to Santa Fe as soon as
VPI received them from the machinists
Impatient as Iam, Ihad to listen to my records now, without benefit of VTA adjustment, thankfid that at least the VTA was
skewed in the right direction for the Monster
Cable Genesis 2000 cartridge Iwas using,
which likes its nose tilted down slightly.

Music

If you've read the rave reviews of the HW19 over the years, you know it's been hailed
as one of the best buys in audio, especially
when coupled with the ET 2. This combination has set new standards in analog playback on a"real world" budget. Dynamics,
soundstaging, bass extension, detail resolution, transient speed, and harmonic "rightness" are but some of the outstanding characteristics of this record-playing ensemble.
Only ahandful of 'tables do better; many
don't even come close.
With the availability of the Mk.IV upgrade
kit, the HW-19's achievements are even less
accessible to the competition. How? By
extending the performance parameters of
each of the above strengths into areas heretofore reserved for the megabuck darlings of
the audio elite (m which circle Iinclude VPI's
TNT). One of the initial impressions Ireceived cueing-up the first record was asense
of the music arising from abackground as
pitch-black as the dry, haze-free Santa Fe
night sky, where, on aclear evening, you can
see deep into the galaxy. The effect is as if your
eyesight has been honed to agreater degree
of resolution, enabling you to pick out more
and finer detail, clearer spatial relationships,
color (from stars thousands of lightyears
away!), aheightened sense of scale, and arest4The new amloard is abeautifully machined, I"-thick, beveled (four sides) slab of highly polished black acrylic (to match
the existing top plate) which raises the ET 2arm the proper
height to get full use of its easy VTA adjustability. It looks
great, and the ET 2looks noble sitting on its new throne—a
real touch of class.
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ful perspective.
If you substitute the aural sense for the visual in the above characterization, you'll have
agood idea of the Mk.IV upgrade's sonic
effects on musical events and their effect on
you. Previously veiled, minute performance
details and nuances of instrumental tonal
shading are revealed as intimate and necessary
elements of the overall musical experience.
The squeaking of achair, the turning of a
page of music, the inhalation of breath, the
clicking of keys on aclarinet, sax, or flute,
the release ola piano's sustain pedal, rivets
dancing on ajazz drummer's cymbals—these
are just afew of many types of minutiae to
which Irefer. Each adds believability to a
musical event and tangible cues as to the performance, its participants, and venue.
The upgrades bass performance, as defined
in terms of pitch definition, extension, and
tautness, was extraordinary. Idug into my
record collection and brought out records I
knew had exceptional bass energy: 12" 45s,
movie soundtracks, and reggae Each record
was arevelation—what I'd considered acceptable bass in the past was replaced by alow
end Ihadn't thought my system capable of.5
Ithought Iknew Cat People (MCA-3763). I
was wrong. Never before has this music
assumed such an ominous tone, or exhibited
such dynamic range. Iliterally jumped on several occasions while listening to this blockbuster. Ya want bass? Give this one alisten
through asystem with good extension, control, and speed.
Soundstaging was exemplary, reaching
deeper and stretching wider than before. The
rear and side walls of orchestral venues were
clearly defined on those recordings which
•
captured the effect. Studio recordings took
on ayou-are-there presence only hinted at
before. Linda Ronstadt never sounded more
saturnine on "Míos," afavorite cut of mine
from her 1989 collaboration with Aaron
Neville, Cry Like aRainstorm—Howl Like the
Wind (Electra 60872-1); Brian Wilson's background vocals repeatedly sent chills up my
spine Separation of the two voices was excellent, and image specificity was rock-solid.
The ability to maintain integrity—musical
holism, if you will—while "exposing" often
disparate elements in amusical arrangement,
5Mirage M3 loudspeakers, driven by VTL Deluxe 140 tube
amplifiers and aVT!.. Ultimate preamplifier.
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is arare quality in any component; it's even
rarer in modestly priced ones. Your upgraded
HW-19 will, given synergistic components
downstream, demonstrate this ability. If it
doesn't, you'll have to look elsewhere to find
the weak link.
Trying to define harmonic rightness is like
asking ajazz musician to define his or her art.
Chances are, he or she will just ask you to listen to the music. Similarly, if you've had any
exposure to live music, you'll know when
something sounds right or not—even from
another room. This experience was repeated
again and again in my apartment after I
installed the upgrade Not only were instrumental and vocal signatures unmistakable in
the listening room, they sounded right—
in the kitchen! The essence of what makes
music so exciting and involving—the tonal
colors and shadings of the various instruments (including the human voice)—is conveyed, via the current HW-19 Mk.IV, in an
uncomprornised, realistic, and intimately
involving way. The rhythm of the music, its
pace (or lack of it), is handled with similar
aplomb. No sluggard, this—it "bops" with
the best of them. The Mk.IV's handling of
transients was unequaled in my experience
Want to give your system and your ears a
workout? Try Kraftwerk's The Mix (Electrola
1C 164-7 96650 1). Turn the volume up a
notch and prepare to be bombarded with the
snap, crackle, and pop of high-energy, Teutonic synth madness. The (admittedly artificial) notes begin and end with the speed of
awhiperack. But don't get the idea that the
Mk.IV is only good for bombast, show, and
effect. Nothing could be further from the
truth. The characteristics which make it an
outstanding record-playing device apply
equally to chamber music, string quartets,
and solo piano recordings. There's an ease
about its information retrieval which relaxes
the listener, whatever kind of music is being
played. If the music excites the listener, that
also is asign the VPI is doing its job

THE FINAL ANALYSIS?

A big thumbs-up to Harry Weisfeld and his
Mk.IV upgrade for the EIW-19. Isuspect the
HW-19 Mk.IV will be the last purchase for
6With analog Ifind it possible to react emotionally to the
music while remaining physically relaxed. With alot of digital,
Ifind it difficult to relax physically, even when the music
encourages it.
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many music lovers who appreciate the joys
of vinyl but have put off the purchase ola
state-of-the-art turntable. Whether they buy
it ready to put on astand, or build up to it
from the HW-19 Jr., the Mk.IV's rewards
greatly exceed its cost. It's ironic that, as new
vinyl enters its midnight hour, analog playback devices have reached an unprecedented
level of excellence. It's sad to see LPs consigned to collector status, alabor of love for

afew specialty labels.
But cheer up, you vinyl junkies. Millions
of LPs smile at you from bins in used-record
stores. Right now is perhaps the best time ever
to buy them. And, if you slap 'em on the
Mk.IV platter, they'll love ya for it! Remember—a digit is adigit, but agroove is ...
well,
groovy. Congratulations, Harry; your "baby"
has just jumped up aclass in "Recommended
Components."

SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-I
LINE-STAGE PREAMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
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Sonic Frontiers SFL-I preamplifier
Tube/FET hybrid circuit. Frequency response: 5Hz-100kHz, ±0.5dB. Voltage gain: 2041. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Output
impedance: 300 ohms. Channel separation: 50d13. Dimensions: 19" W by II" Dby 4.5" H. Weight: 17 pounds. Warranty:
5years limited parts and labor (I year for the Gold Aero tube). Serial numbers of samples tested: unknown (first and third
samples), 91077 (second sample), &A97A024 (fourth sample). Price: 11395. Approximate number of dealers: IS. Manufacturer
Sonic Frontiers, Inc, 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario 161 6M5, Canada. Tel: (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416) 847-5471.

A dilemma confronts us every time we sit
down for alistening session. How believable
is the illusion of live music conjured up by
our systems? After all, the prime objective
of an audio system is to forge asatisfying
simulation of the real thing. In the same way
that aconvincing art forgery is able to fool
even the experts, the sound system must be
able to elicit from us the same emotional
reaction live music does. If we were to close
our eyes or turn off the lights so that our
mind wouldn't be distracted by the empty
space between the speakers, just how real
would the sonic images projected by the system seem? There have been magical moments
over the years, usually late at night, when the
Gestalt of being there was very strong. Typically the illusion is not fully developed, partly
due to the limitations imposed by two channels of audio. Exposure to two-channel stereo reproduction in the home is different
from the concert-hall experience in that all
reverb information is directed at the listener
from the front of the room; in the concert
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

hall, the reverb arrives from the side and rear
via sidewall and rearwall reflections. The
home experience is more akin to looking at
the soundstage through awindow.
That window had better be clean and transparent for the illusion to be credible. An accurate palette of tonal colors and harmonic textures is also important, as is transient speed.
But it seems to me that acritical factor, that
could spell the difference between acceptance
of the illusion—at least as asatisfying approximation—and outright rejection, is the
system's ability to infuse the soundstage with
the dynamic flair and dramatic breath of live
music.
Recent discussions among the magazine's
writers have highlighted aconsensus regarding enjoyment derived from the car radio. I
would argue that this is partly afunction of
the driver's more receptive, non-analytical
mindset while driving, and the pleasantly diffuse nature of the presentation. Yet Iam
alarmed at one important implication of all
this. In case you haven't noticed, FM broad161

casts are generally compressed to the point
of having almost zero dynamic range. You
can play the radio loud enough, but the music
flows along with hardly any variation in volume. Has anyone noticed this? Does anyone
care? The same goes for the average TV's
sound system. This constant exposure to
dynamically bankrupt audio has, I'm sure,
diminished our ability to discriminate good
from bad in the listening room. It is important in this context to renew our live aural
impressions by listening to live acoustic instruments. Only by rejuvenating the memory cells by avisit to aconcert hall can our
sense of scale be restored.
This discussion is germane to preamplifiers. Often it is this link in the reproduction
chain that actively interferes with the full
expression of dynamic shadings. Iknow of
only ahandful of preamps that do justice to
the dramatic flair oflive music. My current
reference in these matters is the Jadis JPL linelevel preamp, which betters even the vaunted
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1. As you
will learn, the Sonic Frontiers SFL-1 came
remarkably dose to parity with, though never
quite equaling, the performance of these
much more expensive preamps in resolving
music's dynamic ebb and flow. A remarkable achievement for this new Canadian kid
on the block.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

The SFL-1 is aline-level preamp providing
up to 20dB of voltage gain. As such it is eminently suitable for accepting input from CD
players, digital processors, tape decks, phono
preamps, and tuners. Having lived for several
years now with the Threshold FET-ten and
tenle preamplifier system, I'm convinced of
the efficacy of the modular approach to
preamplification. Thus, the audiophile bent
on a(Heaven forbid) digital-only system can
avoid the needless expense of paying for a
phono stage. In addition, this gives the designer the opportunity to lavish full attention on the line-level stage without having
to tie up asignificant proportion ofhis budget
in the phono stage. Better passive parts and
useful circuit refinements, such as an active
buffer for the output stage, can therefore be
used.
Since its inception in 1988, Sonic Frontiers
has had extensive experience with audiophile-grade parts, acting as adistributor to
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the industry. Not surprisingly, the SFL-1 is
loaded with an amazing array of exceptional
parts. Yes, Virginia, passive parts do make
aBIG difference in the sound of any circuit,
though I'm always concerned about some
manufacturers (present company excluded)
who drop the names of afew quality parts
without any listening tests to enhance the
perceived value of aproduct and appease the
audiophile community.
For starters, MIT Multicap coupling caps
are used at the SFL-1's input and output,
Solen and WIMA caps elsewhere. The list
goes on: Vishay and Holco resistors, Cardas
coaxial signal wire and rhodium RCA jacks,
ELMA rotary switch, C&K silver contact
toggle switches, and ALPS laser-trimmed
volume and balance controls. Wow. The
power supply is shielded from the main circuit board, which contains all of the amplification, regulation, and buffer circuitry. The
main board also exudes quality, being almost
'is" thick with 3.5oz unplated copper traces.
A Gold Aero "Standard Grade" 12AT7A
tube is included, with aone-year warranty
for the tube. My first sample of the preamp
even included awhite cotton glove for handling the tube.
There are four selectable inputs, two sets
of outputs, atape loop, and one Direct input.
The latter bypasses all front-panel switching except for Mute and Volume, and is
invoked by using the Normal/Direct toggle
switch. Another useful feature is the Mute
switch. The muting circuit kicks in automatically whenever the unit is powered on. The
status of the circuit is denoted by atwo-color
LED on the front panel: red for Mute and
green for Operate. After a40-45-second
delay following power on, the circuit reverts
to Operate mode.
The circuit was designed by Joe Curcio,
who should be afamiliar name to readers of
Ed Dell's Audio Amateur magazine. It represents Curcio's latest thinking on line-level
preamp design and is essentially identical to
his Daniel II design. The signal amplification circuitry is quite simple and much less
complex than the power supply—which is
as it should be! A hybrid circuit sandwiches
asingle dual-triode 12AT7A between apair
of field-effect transistors (FETs). The input
FET feeds the 12AT7A to generate about
20dB of voltage gain. The FET in the output stage acts as abuffer and maintains alow
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

output impedance suitable for driving long
cable runs. The power supply is fully regulated—a Curcio trademark.
Aesthetics weren't sacrificed in the design
process. This is agood-looking unit. The
stainless-steel front panel and gold-anodized
faceplate blend beautifully. The rest of the
chassis is finished in black acrylic for an elegant look unmatched at this price point.

longer in production. Iwas told by Chris
Johnson, President of Sonic Frontiers, that
after S/N 25, only current-production Chinese 12AT7A tubes have been supplied.
A couple of tube brands simply struck out
in the subsequent testing and should be
avoided. A homegrown, GE-branded tube
made matters even worse, offering even more
grain at areduced level of transparency. An
avocado in aglass jacket would have done
SONIC IMPRESSIONS
better than the GE. All of the Chinese tubes
A total of four samples of the SFL-1 crossed
Itried, including stock tubes, Gold Aero, and
my path. The first one that Ilaid ears on (in
Golden Dragon, sounded pretty much the
the Fall of '91) cried out to me in no uncertain
same: bright and grainy through the upper
terms: "love me or leave." Its sonic goodies
mids and lower treble These findings should
—quite spectacular by anyone's yardstick—
not be taken as auniversal condemnation of
were unfortunately laced with enough "arsethe Chinese 12AT7A; it may very well turn
nic" to wipe out abusload of audiophiles.
out to work well in another circuit. VariaOn the positive side, the soundstage
tions in the harmonic flavors of different tube
opened up on properly recorded orchestral
brands can lead to synergistic interactions
program material to flood the front third of
with particular circuits. That could well be
the room with agloriously spacious, transthe case here.
parent, and airy acoustic. Image outlines were
Still, as you ease that Chinese Gold Aero
palpably focused. The tonal balance was
out of its packing, my advice to you is to sell
pleasantly on the warmish side. And best
it to afriend or give it to your mother-in-law
of all, the music was recreated with such
as agift.
dynamic force that my jaw almost dropped
ABritish-made Arnperex I
just happened
to my navel. The SF's ability to largely preto have lying around walked off with top
serve the dramatic bite of live music placed
honors—at least at this point in the proceedit in my book, at that moment, in the top tier
ings. It managed to sound much smoother,
of line-level stages.
cleaner, sweeter, ançl better-focused than any
But there was aprice to pay: The unit was
of the Chinese tubes.
noisy. With sensitive speakers (90dB/W/m),
In December 1991 Iwas officially notified
the hiss was audible at the listening seat. The
by SF that the SFL-1 had been upgraded to
SFL-1 was about as bad in this respect as the
address some listeners' concerns about backworst all-tube units I've heard. This was a ground noise and tonal brightness. Apparbit of amystery because Iexpected the noise
ently in the Asian markets where the prefloor of ahybrid to be intermediate between
amplifier was first introduced, these sonic
those of tubes and transistors. Much more
problems were not revealed. However, based
annoying, however, was ahard, grainy, and
on feedback from US dealers, production
bright character through the upper mids and
changes were incorporated to improve matlower treble, which smacked very much of
ters sonically. First, the power supply was
early solid-state sound. The degree of irritweaked by the substitution of an Analog
tation was afunction of volume level, espeDevices AD827JN dual-op-amp for the
cially as the music soared from loud to very
existing IC. Although SF had been skeptiloud.
cal about this change, according to Chris
Encouraged by the SF's sonic potential,
Johnson the sonic outcome proved quite
however, Iexperimented with avariety of
shocking. The noise was said to be reduced
12AT7As. It turned out that the SF was
by 4dB, and bass extension, definition, and
extremely sensitive to the choice of partnerdynamics were also supposed to have been
ing tube. The first sample featured aGold
improved. Other changes were aswitch to
Aero tube labeled "made in China," but it
the continuous-rotation ALPS conductive
didn't look much like acurrent-production
plastic pot, which, due to laser trimming,
Chinese tube. It turned out that this tube was
allows better tracking between channels, and
in fact an early Chinese effort which is no
is said to be the quietest that ALPS manufacSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992
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tures. Also, the selector control was improved
by using the Swiss-made ELMA switch.
Sample two (S/N 91077) arrived about that
time and did indeed sound quieter and
dynamically more eager to please. But with
the Chinese tube provided, the grain and
brightness described earlier, though somewhat reduced in intensity, were still bothersome. Ifound it mandatory to substitute the
Amperex 12AT7A before Icould fully embrace the sound of the SFL-1. In this form,
the unit found ahome in my reference system
for many weeks, where it was used with both
digital and analog sources; in the latter case,
accepting input from the Threshold FETten/e phono preamp.
Surrounded by some of the finest (and
most expensive) audio hardware money can
buy—including the Sound-Lab A-1 loudspeakers and power amplification from Fourier, Berning, and Counterpoint—the SFL-1
found itself ahappy niche. Although it was
bettered in some respects in head-to-head
competition with far more expensive preamps, at no time did Ifeel that it was being
outclassed sonically. From Beethoven to
Walton, the SF was in its element reproducing the dynamic shadings of alarge orchestra
and chorus.
Chesky Records should be congratulated
and thanked for its reissue of the Beethoven
9th with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
René Leibowitz conducting (Chesky CD66).
This is adynamite performance that I've heard
sound all the way from polite to hair-raising,
the difference in every case being the preamp.
Some preamps just drained the drama out of
the music. Not so the SF. When the fill chorus finally breaks out in joyous song, Iwas
on the edge of my seat—the buildup from
loud to very loud was that good. There is a
passage in the fourth movement when all of
the soloists, from Ludwig Weber (bass) all
the way to soprano Inge Borkh, get into it.
The SF managed to reproduce each soloist's
spatial outlines distinctly (not an easy task),
while convincingly portraying the subtle
dynamic shadings and bloom of each voice
as it grew louder. The dramatic breath of each
instrument was recreated in authentic scale.
And while all that was going on, woodwind
passages and subtle percussion effects were
still resolvable.
On suitable program material, the soundstage was lit up by the SFL-1 with the clarity
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and intensity of the midday sun. Hall information was reproduced with such fidelity to
the original acoustic that the sensation of
being there was quite strong.
In terms of fleshing out harmonic textures
realistically, the SF's hybrid nature was clearly
evident. It does, after all, violate Futterman's
First Law of Tubes (as formulated by Harvey Rosenberg): "Thou shalt use atube in the
first gain stage." To sound tube-like, there is
really no substitute for tubes. To quote Harvey (or is it Gertrude Stein?): "A tube is atube
is atube." The SF could be best characterized
as occupying amiddle ground between classic tube sound and transistor sound. Harmonic textures weren't overly liquid or lush,
but neither were they as hard as nails.
Bass extension and definition were both
in solid-state territory, which is to say deep
and controlled. Treble transients were quick
and detailed, exhibiting natural decay—again,
an amalgam of solid-state and tube strengths.
The highs were neither soft nor overly sweet.
The SF's upper-octave speed and definition
were earned the old fashioned way: through
disciplined control of the waveform. Too
often ringing and sizzle are mistaken for
finesse and nuance. These are the type of
artifacts that create "extra notes" for free, to
the delight of those audiophiles for whom
the concept of brightness simply means the
more, the better.

ADVENTURES IN TUBELAND

Keep in mind that my findings are predicated
on the use of an alternative tube. Because the
British-made Amperex Ihad been using is
rather arare bird, Icontinued to search Tubeland for an equally palatable but more readily
available alternative 12AT7A. Icame across
aBritish military 12AT7A (labeled CV 4024)
which actually beat the Amperex hands
down. It was more liquid through the mids,
the upper registers were smoother, and
soundstage depth and focus were noticeably
improved.
The big surprise and the real sleeper in the
12AT7A sweepstakes turned out to be the
Yugoslav Ei tube.' The Ei plant is located in
the city of Nis, in the heart of Serbia. I'm told
that Ei had been manufacturing tubes for
both Siemens and Telefunken on an OEM
basis since the early '60s. If the Yugo autoIThese tubes, provided courtesy of Vacuum Tube Logic, are
said to be aspecial run to VTL's specifications.
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mobile could be described as aleading example of the cutting edge of Serbo-Croatian
technology, Iwas understandably nervous
about testing the waters with an Eunder the
SF's hood. This particular Ei tube was chosen
from ahandful of tubes that Ihad examined
on my B&K tube tester, and was closely
matched in gain between sections. It is readily
distinguishable from other 12AT7As by its
rather large plate surface area and by the
plate's smooth finish.
Sonically, the Serbian tube contrasted
sharply with its Chinese counterpart. It was
so much smoother on top that Iwas tempted
to nickname it the "grain remover:' Image
outlines were better focused in space, and
soundstage depth was more convincingly
realized. Dynamic contrasts flowed more
effortlessly with the Ei installed. Tonally, the
Ei tube sounded darker (less bright) than any
of the Chinese tubes; it thus ought to appeal
to those who value neutrality over upperregister hype.

THE FINAL CHAPTER

Now Iknow what it feels like to be aguinea
pig. In mid-March of this year Iwas notified
by Chris Johnson that the SFL-1 had been
modified yet again: "As with all of our products, we are constantly trying to improve
their design and performance, both empirically and subjectively:' A modification to
the feedback loop (apparently to reduce feedback) had significantly improved the SIN
ratio by lowering the noise floor. In plain
English, the unit was alot quieter. Also
claimed are sonic benefits in transparency,
inner detail, and graininess. This version had
been shipping since mid-January, and Sonic
Frontiers is offering to all of their customers
whose units were shipped previously afree
upgrade if they desire one—but the customer
has to pay shipping both ways.
My first sample of the "latest production"
developed anoisy channel. Iasked for another
sample. The final sample to come my way
(S/N A92A024) was auditioned in Listening
Room No.2 with the Air Tight ATM-3
monoblock amps driving Ensemble's Reference/Profundo loudspeaker system.
Even after aconsiderable break-in period,
Iwas driven to discard the Gold Aero Chinese 12AT7A in favor of the Ei "grain
remover:' Without the Ei in the chain, the
sound was harder, grainier, fuzzier, and more
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opaque, to the point that the SF was no longer pleasant to listen to. The Ei improved
matters dramatically, but not enough to equal
the sonic glory of the older sample. The
"latest production" was indeed considerably
quieter—almost as quiet as the best all-solidstate units—but it never sang quite as well.
The differences were small, to be sure, but
all in favor of the older, noisier unit. Noise
and all, the older version sounded more suave
through the mids, smoother through the
upper register, atad more liquid, and abit
more transparent. So I'm sad to report that
the SFL-1 has taken asmall step backward.

COMPARISONS

During the many months of this evaluation,
Ihad the occasion to compare the SF with
several other preamps. Here is aquick synopsis of these comparisons as ameans of
establishing abasis for the SFL-1's relative
value.
The SFL-1 proved such atiger right out
of the box that the only preamp roughly
comparable in price that Ibothered to compare it with was the Music Reference RM5. Well, the RM-5 just got clobbered in
every way you could imagine. In terms of
dynamics, especially when going from loud
to very loud, there was no contest. Retrieval
of hall information was far superior through
the SF. The soundtrack of Steven Spielberg's
Empire of the Sun (Warner Bros. 25688-2) is
afavorite of mine. The voice ofJames Rainbird, asweet-sounding boy soprano featured
on the "Suo Gan" track, is enervated with
gobs of digital reverberation. The SFL-1 did
afar better job of resolving the extent and
texture of this reverb field. The SFL-1 also
scored higher in the areas of low-end authority, HF extension and airiness, inner detail,
and soundstage transparency.
It was only when the SF was examined in
the light of much more expensive units, such
as the CAT SL-1 and the Jadis JPL, that its
sonic limitations could be readily heard. The
Jadis has quickly become my reference in
matters of dynamic contrast, especially in
coaxing the fullest and most unrestrained
dramatic breath from orchestral crescendos.
The SF could not match the ease and grandeur with which the Jadis expanded and
bloomed when going from loud to very
loud. The SF congested slightly when the
going got really tough. Neither was it as
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smooth and refined through the upper rnids
and lower treble as either the jadis or CAT
And it also sounded more opaque than these
paragons of the preamp universe.
A particularly interesting comparison
involved the Threshold FET-ten/e's line-level
stage, because of the length of time that the
Threshold had been anchored in my reference system. It was clear that the SFL-1 could
not generate the solid-state Threshold's lowend extension and control. The growl and
the menacing body of adouble bass were
more lifelike through the FET-ten/e. But in
other respects the SF was more likeable. The
sense of space it generated within the soundstage was more believable, with amore convincing depiction of instrumental outlines.
The SF sounded warmer, while the Threshold came across as coldblooded and calculating.

M EASUREMENTS BY T
J
N

Ihad two samples of the SFL-1 on hand, the
latest with the Serbian 12AT7A tube (S/N
A92A024), and an older version with aGold
Aero (Chinese) 12AT7A (S/N 91077). The
SFL-1 can be used in either the normal or the
direct mode—the major change in the latter seems to be the deletion of the balance
control. The measured frequency response
and distortion did not differ for these two
modes of operation, but Idid note differences
in crosstalk and gain. The level was about
1.5dB higher in the direct mode (Yugo version) at full volume—something to watch for
when making listening comparisons between
the direct and normal modes. The measurements presented below are those for the normal mode, except as otherwise noted.
The SFL-1 was non-polarity-inverting at
both the line output and the tape monitor
output. DC offset measured OmV in the left
channel and 1.8mV in the right in the Yugo
version (0mV from both channels in the Gold
Aero). Maximum gain (100k load) was
17.8dB in the latest (Yugo) version, 143dB
in the earlier (Gold Aero) version.
The SFL-1's input impedance measured
at lkHz was just over 33k ohms at the CD
input and just over 42k ohms at the direct
input, with the level control at maximum
(either version). Reduced settings of the level
control had asignificant effect on this reading; at unity gain the values were 92k ohms
(direct) and 47k ohms (unity).
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The output impedance of the Yugo version of the Sonic Frontiers was just over 5.4k
ohms in both channels (level control at maximum), 3.4k ohms in the Gold Aero. It drops
slightly but not significantly as the level control is reduced (just over 5.2k ohms at the
9:00 setting in the Yugo version). The output
impedance of the tape monitor with asource
impedance of 25 ohms was just over 25
ohms, suggesting an unbuffered tape output.
The frequency response for the Sonic
Frontiers preamp is shown in fig.l. The Gold
Aero version (lower curve at 20Hz point)
shows aslightly greater low-end loss below
60Hz. Both versions have an early HF
rolloff—common in tube designs. The top
curve at 20IcHz is the Gold Aero, the bottom
the Yugo. The measured differences between
the two versions in the top octaves are not
significant.
Fig.2 shows the crosstalk (1V input, level
control at maximum, which was just below
the measured clip point—see later). The top
pair of curves is for the Yugo-tubed version,
the bottom pair the Gold Aero. Both show
the upper-octave increase in crosstalk due
(generally) to capacitive coupling, but the
Chinese-tubed version has a noticeably
wider separation at lower frequencies. The
difference, however, is unlikely to be subjectively important. Note the symmetry in the
crosstalk between channels. One of the few
measurable differences between the direct
and normal modes of operation is indicated
in fig3, the left-to-right crosstalk for the
Yugoslavian-tubed version in both modes.
The normal mode is the top curve, the direct
mode the bottom. The change is probably
due to the elimination of mutual coupling
through the balance control when the latter
is eliminated from the circuit. Again, the difference here is unlikely to be audible.
Fig.4 shows the THD +noise vs frequency
for an input of 100mV. From top to bottom
(at the lkHz point), the curves, which are
probably dominated by noise, are: unity gain,
Gold Aero; full volume, Yugo; unity gain,
Yugo; and full volume, Gold Aero. The measured unweighted S/N ratios for each sample
(taken with the direct input shorted and referenced to a1V output level with the volume
control at maximum) were 76.5dB (Gold
Aero tube) and 80.5dB (Ei tube). These are
good results for atube preamp, comparable
to some much more expensive competition.
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To get aslightly different look at the distortion of the two versions of the preamp, I
ran aspectral analysis ola lkHz signal (at
100mV) fed into each. The results are shown
in fig.5 (Yugo version) and fig.6 (Gold Aero
version). Note the lower distortion ofthe latter. With the Yugo, the second harmonic
(about -60dB at 2kHz, or 0.1% distortion)
predominates, with all oftheother harmonics
below 0.004% in level. With the Gold Aero
version, the second harmonic is still the
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largest, but it is now at -78dB (about 0.012%),
while all other harmonics other than the fifth,
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Fig.3 Sonic Frontiers SFL- ,El tube, L-R crosstalk
(IV input, level control maximum), in normal
mode (top) and direct mode (bottom)
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Fig.6 Sonic Frontiers SFL-I, Gold Aero tube,
spectral analysis of aIkHz signal at 100mV
input level (20dB/vertical div.). Note reduced
level of all harmonics compared with fig.5.
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2.55V (this producing a13.09V output). In
both cases, lowering the system gain with the
volume control should increase the overload
margin accordingly.
The only aspect of the SFL-1's measured
performance which really concerned me is
its output impedance. Care should be taken
to match this preamp with apower amp of
suitably high input impedance, which includes most tube amplifiers but not most
solid-state ones. Iwould also expect its treble
response to be sensitive to the length and
overall capacitance of the preamp-to-poweramp interconnect.
—Thomas J. Norton

DO SUMS UP
With the caveats noted below Ifeel fully justified in exclaiming: "0 Canada, your native
son, Sonic Frontiers, has done you proud!"
Provided that SF stops screwing around
with the design, and provided that, say, an Ei
12AT7A is substituted for the Chinese tube
the unit is bundled with, the SFL-1 probably
offers 80% of the sound quality obtainable

at any price. At its $1395 asking price, this
has to qualify as aminor miracle.
What it does best, and where it trounces
the competition at its price point, is its faithful
recreation of the music's dynamic contrasts.
The dramatic bite•of alarge orchestra or the
bloom of a solo voice are preserved to
remarkable degrees.
Neither does the SF cheat the frequency
extremes. The highs are nicely extended and
airy, while low-end extension and control
approach the promise of the best of solidstate. The soundstage is illuminated with the
finesse that only tubes afford. The soundstage
perspective is spacious, with 3-D portrayal
of image outlines.
The unit does require considerable breakin before sounding its best. Irecommend at
least 30 hours. Also, heed my advice concerning that Chinese tube. Throw it in the
wok, present it to your mother-in-law, or
give it to your dog to play with. Then ease
in aSerbian 12AT7A and buckle your seat
belt. ..

F OLLOW-UP
Avalon Eclipse
loudspeaker
In the Altis room at the 1991 Summer CES,
an impromptu press conference was called
to demonstrate Jadis's brand-new Digital
Processor, flown in from France the night
before. Jean-Paul Caffi, Mr. Jadis himself, was
present, as was US Jadis importer Victor
Goldstein and, of course, Altis's Howie Mandel. As good as their intentions were to demonstrate the masterful abilities of the Altis
Bitstream processor when mated to atube
analog stage, what ended up impressing me
most was the loudspeaker they'd chosen—
the Avalon Eclipse.'
The sound Iheard was truly outstanding.
It was obvious from the complimentary
comments that they'd shattered the CES
norm of sonically mediocre demos. The sonic
presentation was like abillowing white doud
1The Eclipses cost S5600/pair in agray Nextel finish, $7200
in ahardwood veneer, $9300 in apremium hardwood veneer.
Avalon Acoustics Inc., 2800-B Wilderness Place, Boulder,
CO 80301. Tel: (303) 440-0422. Fax: (303) 440-4396. Although Imentioned in my original review that Charles Hansen played amajor role in the design of the Eclipse, he has since
left Avalon to pursue other interests.
—JA
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etched against the bluest of blue skies. The
speakers projected asonorous, multi-hued,
forceful description of the music. The soundstage, while hovering in the speakers' general
vicinity, seemed completely disassociated
from them. Talk about adisappearing act!
Details abounded; the speakers were alive
with jaunty airiness, and very true, very tuneful timbres?
My first encounter with the Eclipses took
place in JA's Santa Fe listening room during
aStereophik Writers' Conference two years
ago. Was Iimpressed? Absolutely! But, truth
to tell, not to the degree that these speakers
had apparently managed to tickle JA's fancy.
Now, having spent some time with the
Eclipses on my own terms, Ican tell you that
they are nothing but astounding. As JA
pointed out in his original review ,
3 the
Eclipses do certain things—imaging, soundstaging, and tonality—exceedingly well. In
2This kind of performance would have been impossible had
everything before the speakers not been par excellence: Altis
CD drive, Jadis processor, Jadis JPL line stage, two Jadis
DEFY-7s strapped for mono, and XLO cables throughout.
3Vol.14 Na 1, January 1991, with afurther mention in Vol.14
No.10.
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fact, as well as, and sometimes much better
than, any other speaker in Class A. To my
mind, the desire to reward the Eclipses for
these truly remarkable deeds can be so overwhelming that adigression from apurely
analytical evaluation is easy to understand.
What mainly kept the Eclipses from
achieving aClass A rating was their limited
bass performance and, to alesser degree, their
slightly curtailed dynamics! Putting all
thoughts of ratings aside, the Eclipses endeared themselves to me because they shone
in the one aspect Irespect above all: they
made listening to music an absolutely enchanting preoccupation. Ifound the Eclipse's
way with musicality and accuracy to be a
very special experience.
The soundstage mapped out by the
Eclipses was simply phenomenal—wide,
deep, and detailed. It was also aglow with a
pervasive sense of space, aunifying presence
that did not intrude, but was sorely missed
when gone. Next to be noticed (if you can
divert your attention at all to pay attention
to other aspects) was avery well-proportioned spectral distribution. This allowed the
speaker to portray instruments naturally, in
tune with my expectations of proper timbres.
The third endearing quality was the Eclipse's
very low coloration. It's not that it was without sin in this area, but within the context of
overall loudspeaker performance, particularly box loudspeakers, Avalon has succeeded
exceedingly well.
The Eclipses' all-inclusive soundstaging
abilities set them apart from the crowd. Iwas
impressed by the wealth of ambient information Iheard merged with the exact replication of how the instruments were distributed in space, all enhancing the marvelously mapped-out soundstage What developed before me was a space alive with
extremely compelling three-dimensionality,
comprising acarefully reconstructed portrayal of the recorded event and acredible
sense of the surrounding space.
In aconcert hall, the performers are agiven
and the music's the thing. No music can exist
without the performers, of course. In audio,
however, the music is the given; our imagi4Curiously enough, it depends what one's reference is. I
recently spoke to someone who had just set up apair of
Eclipses. He commented that, besides the soundstaging and
some other improvements, the dynamics were very impressive. "Impressive dynamics?" Iqueried. "Sure. Didn't you know
I've been listening to electrostatics all along?"
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nations are taxed with having to recreate the
visual portion of our experience to accompany the music. Obviously this illusion stops
before we feel we can literally reach toward
the artists' physical presence. The visual sense
oían instrumental presence is derived from
aset of auditory clues only—and this is
where the system comes in.
The Avalons' soundstage mapping was
often so compelling that my eyes darted from
one clearly delineated point in the soundstage
to another, in step with the various performers.
Equally impressive was the disappearing
act these speakers were capable of performing. The music never appeared to emanate
specifically from each of the speakers—
unless, of course, the recording called for it.
Instead, the space in front of the listener
welled up with astriking soundspace. This
vivid panorama's depth and breadth sounded
like they went on forever. The sonic presentation was so wholesome and appealing that
it appeared to exist completely independent
of any contribution from the speakers themselves.
Since my enthusiasm for the Eclipses far
exceeds what JA reported, let me point out
that the acoustic setting, ancillary components, and the speakers themselves differed
significantly from what JA had. These differences help explain our respective reactions.
Let's start with room acoustics. Though
both JA and Iplayed the speakers into the
short dimensions of our rooms, in my setup,
Isuspect, the Eclipses benefited from lots of
space. They were positioned 70" from the
wall behind them, 78" from each of the side
walls, and 10' from each other. Toed-in to
face the listener, the distance from the listening position to each tweeter was 9'. This
placed me very close to the speakers, similar to JA's setup.
The Eclipses required alot more room
damping than the Apogee Divas Inormally
use had. My room was thus generously
draped with aquilt, some thin foam sheets,
and five Sonex panels covering a4' by 14'
portion of the wall behind the speakers. This
was in complete contrast to the completely
bare wall behind the Divas. Iplaced Tube
Traps in the two corners facing the listener,
and damped the side walls with Sonex panels
on one side, athin sheet of foam on the other.
The floor is carpeted wall to wall, but Iplaced
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three Audio Selection cones under each
speaker, coupling the speakers to my listening
room's concrete basement floor. The damping materials were distributed empirically,
with no attempt to achieve aLEDE design.
Before delivery to me, the review samples had
been very well broken in at the summer CES.
I'm sure the Eclipses also benefited from
the exalted ancillary gear. First aTheta Data,
then aMicromega/Versa Dynamics Duo
transpert fed aWadia 2000 processor. Jeff
Rowland's wonderful Consummate preamp
fed apair of Krell MDA-300 power amps.
The analog front end consisted of the Ikeda
9R and the Lyra Clavis cartridges, the Airtangent and Graham 1.5S tonearms, the Basis
Gold Standard Debut turntable, and the
balanced Rowland phono stage Alice Power
Block was used with all low-power equipment. Ifound that the Eclipses had aspecial
synergy with Purist Audio balanced Maximus interconnects and Colossus cables.
This is not to say that Irecommend asolidstate amplifier for the Eclipses to perform
their magic. The Jadis DEFY-7, used with
XLO interconnects and Type 5speaker wire,
also elicited wonderful sonics.5And if you
want to hear something special, listen to two
DEFY-7s, each power amp's channels
strapped in parallel for 200Wpc output. In
my experience, the Eclipses really thrived on
large power reserves. The results were very
much to my liking when the Krell MDA300s went to work, their 500W just waiting
to pounce on the Eclipses' 6ohm load.
The speakers discussed here have been
updated to what is being currently shipped
from the Boulder factory. Since Avalon is,
for obvious reasons, loath to go public with
the exact nature of their current configuration—believe me, it's no simple tweak—I'll
honor their wishes and remain mum about
update details.
Having been privy, however, to hearing
the Eclipses "before" and "after:' Ican attest
that the difference is not subtle It was apparent that Avalon has not been sitting on its
hands the last two years. There were obvious gains in dynamics, speed, and transparency, but it all added up to more than just
5The XL0 cables and solid-state power amplifiers did not
mate successfully, producing asomewhat confused soundstage and adding more uneven energy to upper-frequency
regions—with the Eclipses. Do the same thing with the Divas,
and the reverse results—the XL0 cables do better. Go figure
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"cleaner and better." The speakers had acompelling underlying assertiveness, an overall
refined quality that imparted asense of sonic
candor. They also conveyed amore clearly
defined image in the "after" state. All in all,
it was apparent that less of the speaker's personality was now there, allowing more pertinent musical information to shine through.
This is another reason why I've found the
Avalons to be even more formidable than
previously reported.
The grilles had to stay on. No surprise
there—that's exactly what the factory recommends, as the grilles are functional as well as
decorative. Remove them, and some of that
wonderful midrange essence just flies out the
window, causing diminished focus and coherence. Images became diffused, the soundstage confused. Without the grilles, the balance acquired an upper-frequency roughness
that bordered on annoying. Iused Stevie Ray
Vaughan's Couldn't Stand the Weather CD
(Epic EK 39304), track 6, to finalize my impressions here. The guitar snaps went from
dramatic, quick, and clear with the grilles,
to near shrill, almost piercing without. What
at first hearing might have seemed like amore
open soundstage turned out to be abright
prominence begging for the volume to be
turned down—for starters. The speaker continued to call attention to itself by revealing
adistorted spectral balance. The voice lost
its richness and instead became somewhat
coarse and congested. Stevie Ray's hoarse,
whisper-like shouts lost much of their allure,
now sounding higher in pitch.
Reinstalling the grilles restored the speaker's marvelously appealing midrange, though
the Eclipses' tonal balance could now be misinterpreted as being slightly on the dull side.
However, this speaker is not part of the disturbing trend in which acertain amount of
treble exuberance is marketed as the norm
instead of the hi-fi spectacle Ithink it is.
The Avalon Eclipses appeared to be balanced more along the lines of what Ihear in
the concert hall: that sedate, calming tonality
possessed by live music, every jaunty sparkle
nevertheless strongly present, and where any
loss of speed or articulation is unthinkable.
Even though things can get quite dicey in the
fervor of alive performance, acertain muted
—sometimes even dull—calm prevails that
does not intrude on the natural order of our
expectations.
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My experience of the Eclipse's treble performance bore no resemblance to JA's. My
tolerance for high-frequency excesses is very
low, so the discrepancy between our value
judgments cannot be resolved on that basis.
And Ican't call to task the solid-state amps
Iused with the Eclipses. Neither the Krell
MDA-300 nor the Classé DR-25, when
mated to the Purist Audio cables, produced
the hardened treble described by JA.
As much as Iwas taken by the Eclipse, I'm
not going to declare it to be the ideal transducer. It lacked that airy, feather-like effortlessness that only electrostatics have It didn't
delve into the very lows, and even its latest
incarnation still held back in dynamics. Nor
did it perform without revealing some of its
own personality.
The Eclipse was not boxy. It didn't honk
or sound nasal, the usual ills of box loudspeakers. The Eclipse's transgressions were
far more refined. It imparted alittle heaviness to upper-bass notes, and atreble aberration surfaced that at times added aslight
glistening or shimmer to the music.
Bass performance was paradoxical. Iknew
that this speaker did not go low, yet Icould
listen to it easily and usually not miss whatever it couldn't da Inever felt that the Eclipses
sounded light or even limited in the lows,
unless Iplayed something very demanding
in the very low octave.
My listening position for the Eclipses must
have put me in some sort of null; the bass
response there was nothing like what JA had
reported. But Iknow what he's talking about
—on other occasions the speaker did much
better than what Iended up living with. Istill
came away liking the performance overall.
(It also goes to show how differently planars
couple into the room. In practically the same
speaker positions, the Divas successfully produced very low bass for the same basic listening position.)
Most music sounded balanced and appropriately weighted through the Eclipses;
Avalon is also to be commended for creating aseamless midrange/bass transition. Bass
signals fed to the Eclipses are well defined and
do not interfere with the rest of the spectrum,
even though the speakers are incapable of
reproducing all of this information into audible energy. Richard Strauss's Dance of the
Seven Veils (Chesky CD36), for example, is
scored for full orchestra. A full orchestra
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is what Igot, its power, volume, and instrumental integrity conveyed in spades. What
it lacked in force and heft was made up for
by the wonderfully fulfilling soundstage presentation. The music's rhythmic fervor shone
through compellingly. As the score settled
into the more sedate portions of the music,
sheer lyricism and ample musicality stepped
in to overwhelm me. Wave after wave of
Strauss's drama rolled forward, alternating
between beautifully detailed massed strings
and fierce brass salvos. To be sure, the strings
could stand some taming—burnishing, if you
will (after all, this is aCD)—but the metal of
cymbals and brass was unmistakable and
welcome. The sound was not bright or overbearing. Could more dynamics and some
extension of the lower frequencies add to the
overall impact? Obviously. But if there was
any suggestion that the soundstage presentation would then in any way suffer, Iwould
be dead set against such achange. This is a
case of "in addition to" only, not "instead of"
Isuspect that there is atradeoff taking place
here, however. It's easy to obtain enough cues
of authenticity in imaging and tonality, while
abridging low-frequency performance, in
order to satisfy our needs for adequate
authenticity in soundstaging. Ifind the exactitude of the Avalons' point-source imaging
very exciting; the Divas' soundstaging no
longer sounds as clearly pinpointed. But
when Irecently set up the Divas again, Iwas
simply blown away by their low-frequency
extension and heft, their huge and forceful
way of presenting the feel of alarge orchestra:
the Divas' soundstage was as magnificent as
ever. But when it came to precisely zeroing
in on the last ounce of aperformer's presence,
the Eclipses led the way. The Divas may be
very capable at setting the stage aglow with
virtual imaging, but the result is slightly
diffused when compared to apoint-source
origin.
Icannot pay the Eclipses ahigher compliment than this. Despite the compromised
state of the playback art, the Eclipse did several things so well that, at the right time, at
the right place, with the right music, it was
capable of some stunning sonic feats. It significantly contributes to our efforts to recapture some measure of that authenticity which
helps make our playback pursuits more
rewarding. Ilook forward to hearing AyaIon's Ascent.
—Antis Balgalvis S
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S

ir Edward Elgar was in his 50s when
he wrote his First Symphony. By this
time his reputation as acomposer of
rousing patriotic tunes was well established,
and his skill as an orchestrator of fine instrumental music had been proved in 1898 with
the Enigma Variations, composed when he was
41. The success of his first symphonic venture, then, was no great surprise; to acertain
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extent, it combined both of these qualities
that his English audiences had come to love
and respect. The Second Symphony, given
its premiere three years later in 1911, told an
altogether different story.
Elgar never forgot the nightmare of "that
awful first performance." As he was the conductor on that occasion, he knew only too
well that it was not the performance that his
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audience could not understand, but the underlying sentiments of the work. "They
greeted it like alot of stuffed pigs:' he
remembered bitterly. It was not until Adrian
Boult revived the work after World War Ithat
it met with the success it deserved.
The public must have been totally unprepared for the ambiguous and intensely personal statements that Elgar launched upon
them with this Symphony 2—but he was too
close to those sentiments to realize Inscribing
the work cryptically with Shelley's words,
"Rarely, rarely comest thou, Spirit of Delight," he admitted in aletter to afriend, Lady
Colvin, "I do but hide under these notes, like
embers, every spark of that which has consumed me." It represented an autobiographical pot pourri of incidents that he was exorcising from his soul, some dating as far back
as 1903; many of these were of the most
emotionally demanding kind. Little wonder that his audience was unable to cope.
Elgar made sketches for aSymphony in Eflat while staying in Alassio in 1903, and a
theme in the Finale bears more than apassing resemblance to apassage from the overture /n the South that he wrote there. Then,
in 1904, one of his greatest friends, Alfred
Ftodewald, died, and fragments of the lamenting slow movement were written at that time.
Elgar was knighted by Edward VII in the
same year and, on the King's death in 1910,
he dedicated the completed Symphony to
him with the inscription, "designed ...
to be
aloyal tribute" There is, however, no truth
in the rumor that Elgar was also mourning
for the King in the same Larghetto.
In 1905, Elgar jotted down atheme in his
Second Sketchbook which he labeled, "Hans
himself." after his friend, conductor Hans
Richter, who was to give the highly successful premiere of his Symphony 1in 1908. This
theme eventually became the second subject
of the Finale.
It was 1909 when protracted work on the
Symphony was begun in earnest. Elgar was
to visit Careggi and Venice that year, and it
was in Italy that the inspiration for the opening of the third-movement Rondo came to
him in the shape of "some itinerant musicians
who seemed to take agrave satisfaction in the
broken accent of their music." The violent
episode that represents the Rondo's climax is
the memory of ashocking incident when
police fired at ameeting of rioting strikers
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in Rome A first-movement theme was eventually to be entitled the Careggi Allegro, and
the dark and somber atmosphere of San
Marco made alasting impression that further colored the Larghetto.
In 1910, back in England, Elgar went on
amotoring tour of Cornwall with his friend
Frank Schuster, and Alice Stuart-Wortley,
daughter of the painter Millais. Mrs. StuartWortley, known as "Windflower" by Elgar,
had instigated the visit, knowing that Elgar
would be inspired by the seaside town of
Tintagel. He certainly was, and eventually
inscribed the short and full scores of the Symphony with, respectively, "Careggi-Tintagel"
and "Venice-Tintagel."
But it was Elgar's relationship with "Windflower" that was the greatest source of inspiration to him. Although their friendship
seems to have been entirely innocent, he was
sufficiently besotted to give her all the sketches
of "[their] symphony" along the way, and
was to set to work on it with great fervor
after his visit. In five months the work was
finished. He wrote to her, "I have worked at
fever heat and the thing is tremendous in
energy?' He described it as "the passionate
pilgrimage of asoul:' and in aletter to his
publisher declared, "the spirit of the whole
work is intended to be high and pure joy:
there are retrospective passages of sadness,
but the whole of the sorrow is smoothed out
and ennobled in the last movement, which
ends in acalm, and Ihope and intend, elevated mood." Although more classical in
form than Symphony 1then, this work was
steeped in intimate association.
It was inevitable that some kind of reason
for its sober mood would be sought; for a
while, the Second Symphony was considered "the swan song for Edwardian imperialism and the opulent world" that was destroyed by the 1914-18 War. But none of the
recordings now extant in the catalog could
be said to dwell entirely on that ethos—time
has lent amore empathetic ear.
Elgar himself made two recordings of the
work (neither are currently available): the first
in 1924 with the Royal Albert Hall Orchestra
of only 41 players, the second with the LSO
in 1927 with more than double that complement. Like his recording of Symphony 1
(made in 1930), they are both fast at little
under 46 and 48 minutes, respectively. Few
conductors have followed his lead, knowing
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that he had atendency to alter the speed of
his performances quite dramatically.
Sir John Barbirolli made his break into
conducting with aperformance of Symphony 2in 1927, when he covered aconcert
for the indisposed Thomas Beecham. Always
agreat advocate of Elgar's music, Barbirolli's
warm, elegiac comments on the work have,
sadly, passed through the catalog and have
not yet resurfaced. James Loughran also
recorded the work with Barbirolli's orchestra, the Hallé, and this is still available on LP
in the UK (ALH 906, formerly Enigma
K53594). Always asensitive musician, especially in turn-of-the-century works, Loughran brings vitality and reflective insight, but
with no great distinction here. Barenboim's
LPO recording, and Haitink's with the Philharmonia, are also gone, but these could
never have been considered truly idiomatic
and have been far surpassed.
So, of the presently available recordings,
Sir Adrian Boules 1944 performance with
the BBC SO is the earliest (Angel Great
Recordings of the Century CDH 63134 m,
from HMV DB6190/93). Boult worked
closely with the composer (having heard the
Second Symphony for the first time in 1916)
in preparation for his own first performance
of the work in 1920. As aconsequence of that
performance, Elgar declared his music "safe"
in Boules hands. Ifeel Elgar chose his words
carefully here, for all five of Boult's recordings of this emotionally charged music are
simply that: safe. Boule, like Elgar, lived
through the superficialities and insecurities
of Edwardian England and was well able to
handle jingoistic displays of lofty imperialism. He also had an instinctive sense of timing when balancing Elgar's mercurial changes
of mood; sections flow into each other quite
seamlessly. But in this Symphony, with its
far greater intimacies than the First, he
seemed incapable (or maybe unwilling) to
allow his audience to look below the surface
of the music to its heart, and the more vulnerable sentiments it had to express.
Thus his '44 recording of the work is energetic and volatile, but shows more reserve
than Elgar was wont to do; that set down in
1976 with the LPO is also currently available, as part of a3-disc set (CDMC 63099)
including Symphony 1, the Enignia Variations,
Serenadefor Strings, Chansons de Nuit et Matin,
Pomp & Circumstance Marches 1-5, and the
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Cockaigne Overture. It begins almost lethargically, the strings, particularly, sounding
tired and scrappy. The Larghetto, however, is
beautifully controlled, and builds to aperfectly timed climax. The remaining movements gradually gain architectural stature
thanks to Boules solid overview of the work
and an unswerving sense of purpose.
Yehudi Menuhin (Virgin 791182-2) also
collaborated with Elgar (who could forget
his recording of the Violin Concerto at the
age of16?), so it is not surprising that his performance of this Symphony comes closest
to the composer's own in terms of speeds and
attention to dynamics and nuances. Menuhin
allows himself no excesses, and, in driving the
music forward, emphasizes the turbulence
and restlessness beneath its surface. Though
the RPO strings are disappointingly scrappy
in the first movement, by the Larghetto they
have settled down to give apositive, unsentimental statement that is nonetheless incredibly moving for its nobility. Menuhin's witty
handling of the Rondo, until the aggressive
percussion outburst, is let down alittle by
an ill-judged haste in parts of the Finale and
alack of weight at the climax. However, few
can challenge his immaculate pacing and
vision as he winds the coda down to the most
tranquil of endings.
The year before Boules '76 recording with
the LPO, Sir Georg Solti took the same
orchestra into the recording studios with his
own interpretation of the work. Appropriately enough, it is coupled with in the South
on London's 1989 digital remaster (421 3862). As with Symphony 1, Solti adopts anononsense attitude, drawing inspired playing
from his musicians despite aconstant forcing
of tempo and pace. This is amply reflected
in the immediacy of the recording. Yet, for
those new to Elgar's music, or to this Symphony in particular, this approach should not
be seen as idiomatic in flavor.
However, it is nothing like as idiosyncratic
as Sinopoli's more recent recording of the
work with the Philharmonia (DG 423 0852), so devastatingly slow in the first two movements that the music never has achance to
cohere. It is true that, as aconsequence of the
tempo, there is abundant time to study detail
along the way (although Elgar's meticulous
score markings are pretentiously disregarded),
but sequences and repetitions hold no new
magic. The relative merits of the Rondo and
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Finale then are inadequate compensation.
Strangely enough, Jeffrey Tate's new recording with the LSO (Angel CDC 7541922) comes surprisingly close in overall timing to Sinopoli's, although you would never
guess it from listening to the performances.
This is because Tate imbues the opening
Allegro with such immense rhythmic vitality
that the music never has achance to stagnate.
It is certainly as original aview of the Symphony as Sinop°li's, but it works to wonderful effect, for Elgar's specific dynamic and
articulation markings have been closely
followed.
Tate learned the work from Elgar's 1927
recording on 78s, which he picked up at a
yard sale when achild. The personal intensity
of that performance must obviously have
influenced him much more strongly than the
sheer logistics of its performance, for his
approach is so different from Elgar's. It is
almost as if the LSO is attacking the work
with anew lease on life, for they had been
trapped on 78s in Elgar's own recording for
over 50 years until Tate unlocked the studio
door for them again.
Tate's interpretation has so much to offer;
not only does it work through the emotional
anguish that Elgar was feeling, but it also
exposes perfectly that "malign influence" that
threatens in the first movement. The Larghetto
is also extremely slow, but is well balanced
by the Rondo's athletic antics. As requested
by Elgar, Tate allows the percussion to
"drown the rest of the orchestra" at Fig.118,
and this creates atruly terrifying sound. The
Finale exemplifies his sensitivity in balancing
theme and accompaniment, with the opening
bassoon, horn, and cello theme against strings,
and his immaculate attention to detail, as in
expressing the difficult request forfortissimo,
ma dolce. This excellent performance is coupled with an equally excellent reading of the
delicate miniature Sospiri, for strings, harp,
and organ, and is captured in rich, detailed
sound.
Another very slow and passionate performance comes from Bryden Thomson with
the LPO (CHAN 8452), but he too can sustain this well, adhering closely to all ofElgar's
performance markings, particularly the vibrato and glissando at the climax of the Larghetto. Admittedly, there is no sense of urgency
in the entire work, but that is no loss. There
is excitement and involvement enough, alSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

though it is apity that the Chandos acoustic
is far too resonant to hold detail in tight focus.
Both Leonard Slatkin (RCA 60072-2,
coupled with the Serenade Op.20) and Vernon
Handley (CFP 4544, amid-price ADD transfer from 1981) have not only recorded the
Symphony with the LPO, but have also
timed the movements very similarly. Both
also take the option of including organ at the
end of the Finale for added weight, but there
the similarities end. Slatkin's Elgar has been
much praised, and Ihave found his recordings of The Kingdom and Enigma Variations
extremely moving, but Ifeel here he is standing outside the work and letting it play itself
through without referring to that great
wealth of tradition that makes Elgar Elgar.
The listener is made more aware of the slick
virtuosity of the performance than of the
content of the work, and the music itself
expresses its own specific characteristics less
adamantly than it draws comparisons with
that other great contemporaneous Symphony, Mahler's Ninth. Despite an ardent
intensity then, and atruly terrifying climax
to the Rondo, Ifind this interpretation clinical and calculated.
Vernon Handley, on the other hand, holds
the orchestra less firmly in check, both technically and emotionally, drawing from it a
heartfelt performance that is nonetheless
involving for all its inaccuracies. Handley, like
Boult and Menuhin, is excellent at melding
sections together and timing phrases, thanks
to acareful observance of score indications.
Also in ADD transfer, and now available
in Chandos's mid-price Collect series, is
Alexander Gibson's 1977 performance with
the Scottish National Orchestra (CHAN 6523,
coupled with The Crown ofIndiaSuiw). It, like
Handley's performance, is carried along by
its own enthusiasm, but technically the orchestra gives apoor account of itself, and
cannot reflect the power of this great work.
Recommending just one of these performances is no easy matter. Tate and the LSO
come closest to satisfying me in all aspects
of the work, but theirs is ahighly subjective performance. Menuhin has much to
offer, but his performance is patchy, and
Thomson is fighting poor sonics. Isuggest
you try Tate and Slatkin's performance,
which has been so greatly admired elsewhere;
both, at least, give balanced interpretations
with few weaknesses.
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CLASSICAL
BARBER: Prayers ofKierkegaard, The Lovers
Andrew Schenck, Chicago Symphony; Sarah Reese,
soprano (Lovers); Dale Duesing, baritone (Prayers); CSO
Chorus (Margaret Hillis, Dir.)
Koch International Classics 3-7125-2H1 (CD only).
Mitchell G. Heller, mg.; Michael Fine, prod. DDD. TT:
51:31

The late Andrew Schenck was well on his way
to showing the music profession that it's possible for aserious and talented conductor to cultivate high degrees of success, respect, and
admiration from peers, critics, and the public
while operating outside the usual celebrity
limelight. By working with radio orchestras
in Yugoslavia and New Zealand, and by striking record deals with adventurous independent
producer Michael Fine, Mr. Schenck was able
to perform and record repertoire which really
interested him, and for which, in most cases,
there was agenuine need. One of his most
notable achievements was the restoration of
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Barber's discarded Symphony 2, which has
received many performances since he recorded
it with the New Zealand Symphony for Stradivarius.
It was with incredible irony that in October
1991, when he arrived in Chicago to record
these rare Barber works in performance with
the CSO, he carried with him the recent diagnosis of a rare terminal illness, with only
months to live. Mr. Schenck passed away, at 51
years of age, during the very week in February 1992 in which this recording was released.
Only they who have found themselves in such
circumstances can imagine how anyone would
face the task of performing apair of such works
which force us to delve so deeply into the very
essence of mortality.
Prayers of Kierkegaard, ararely performed
work from the early 1950s, is anything but
morbid. This recording has preserved aperformance of such fundamental power, authority,
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and expressiveness as to render irrelevant the one
prior recording, by the Louisville Orchestra
under Jorge Mester on the Albany label.
The Lovers, composed in 1971 and heard here
in its first recording, is asetting in English of
poems by celebrated Chilean poet and Nobel
Prize winner Pablo Neruda. Though much of
the cycle breathes the heavy scents of eroticism,
there is far greater concern given to the evolution of a relationship, from first glance
through final parting. The closing piece, "Cemetery of Kisses," must have been especially
haunting to the conductor, as well as those close
to him, as it would have been to anyone who
has experienced the loss of aloved one. The
Lovers receives aperformance as deeply devoted,
as mordantly witty in appropriate moments,
and as highly polished and finely honed, as has
been given by any of the lionized and idolized
CSO music directors and guest conductors over
the years.
Beyond its virtually unique repertoire value,
this recording provides arare glimpse of the
recording style of Mitch Heller, WFMT
engineer for the syndicated CSO broadcasts.
Until now, Mitch's work has been commercially available only on heavily processed
Chandos recordings. Heller works in an
acoustically unforgiving environment. In the
1966 renovation, the plaster and masonry of
Orchestra Hall's arched ceiling was replaced
by apainted-over scrim, for the sake of an airconditioning system. This single structural
change replaced alarge reflective area with an
absorptive one.
Mitch's approach for this recording involved
four mikes each for chorus and orchestra (he
likes B&Ks), with apair of Neumanns over the
woodwinds. All of this was mixed down (set
once and left that way) into aNeotek console.
Digital conversion was managed on the 20-bit
hi-rer Cambridge, and recorded on Sony DAT.
The controversial aspect comes from Mitch's
employment of the Lexicon 224 to add atouch
of synthetic ambience to what would otherwise be an extremely dry recording. He
describes the application as modest. The Lexicon setting, described as "small concert hall,"
is based on Symphony Hall, Boston.
Though still very dry, this recording resembles the DG Bernstein/Shostakovich in its
general perspective, wide dynamics, and freedom from congestion in high-density passages.
Its lack of depth is authentic, as the orchestra
plays on ashallow stage, the chorus arrayed
high around it on stepped risers which are an
integral part of the stage design. The hall itself
is short and high, not ilong shoebox.
Mitch's very discrete use of the Lexicon gives
us asense of space around instruments and
voices which might otherwise have sounded
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flat and one-dimensional. The performers do
not seem to float in anebulous void as they do
on Chandos recordings. (Ironically, Koch International Service, the parent and godfather of
this label, is also the international distributor
for Chandos.) I'm concerned about what
sounds like faint electronic ringing around the
choral consonants in very quiet passages, as at
the very opening of Prayers. If this is aDSP
artifact, we still have away to go in developing these processes.
All things considered, this recording "puts
you there" for arare evening of 20th-century
American music-making under agifted and illfated maestro. As wonderful as Andrew Schenck
was, there are other low-profile high achievers
out there waiting to be discovered by the overindustrialized "music business."
—Richard Schneider
CARTER: The Four String Quartets
The Juilliard String Quartet
Sony S2K 47229 (2 CDs only). Charles Harbutt, mg.;
Gary Schultz, prod. DDD. TT: 2:16:50

Having been associated with the Carter quartets for over 30 years,' the Juilliard Quartet's
Columbia LP recording of 2and 3is wellknown and rightly celebrated. This new CD
box containing all four quartets, with the "Duo
for Violin & Piano" (1974) thrown in for good
measure, has adistinctly valedictory feeling
about it. Recorded over the past few years in
New York under the supervision of the composer, these renditions make astrong case as
being the set to own, despite strong competition
from the Arditti Quartet on Etcetera and the
Composers Quartet (1 & 2only) on Nonesuch.
It's good to see these intense, challenging modem works available in more than one offering.
Quartet 1(1951) is the longest of the four,
and the Juilliard's reading is afull four minutes
longer than the 1970 recording by the Composers Quartet. While momentum is not sacrificed, the bristling energy and pure excitement
of the CQ version makes it clearly preferable
to this one. Still, the Juilliard offers alegitimate
alternative, one clearly within the boundaries
of Carter's wishes. While similar in spirit to the
earlier CQ recording, the Arditti version fails
to convey some of the texture and cohesion of
this recording. The Juilliard's homogenous
unity is areal asset in negotiating the thicket
of metric complexity which often requires
individual tempos and meters from each of the
four instruments at the same time. They make
this music sound flowing and natural—no easy
trick.
Quartet 2(1959) focuses attention on the
1The Juilliard Quartet debuted Quartets 2and 3in 1960 and
1973. with 3being dedicated to them.
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individual instruments via short cadenzas and,
while Iwould hate to be without the CQ's
energetic and assured performances, the Juilliard demonstrates aconceptual grasp of the
piece that is hard to ignore. Here, as indeed
throughout these recordings, their ensemble
playing and finely honed teamwork serve it
well. Carter's music demands not only accuracy
but sympathetic handling if it is to reveal its
riches and not degenerate into chaos. While the
Arditti's brilliant recording of 2should not be
missed by Carter aficionados for its probing,
analytical precision (it's paired with Quartet
3and the Elegy from 1943), this Juilliard reading
gets my vote.
Where the Arditti Quartet emphasized the
brio and spiky textures of Quartet 3(1971) with
emphatic, razor-sharp intensity, the Juilliard
focuses on the interplay of individual lines, particularly the duos. This set also provides afascinating schematic called "Chart of Movements" that correlates the movements to the
CD tracks linearly between duos Iand H.
Structural form is much easier to follow with
this chart in hand. Incidentally, the comment
that -placement of performers and microphones varies between the four quartets in
accordance with the composer's intentions"
indicates an intelligent awareness of recording
technology by both quartet and composer. Not
surprisingly, these recordings are outstanding,
with enough distance between instruments and
microphones to convey adeep and convincing soundstage.
Quartet 4(1986) was dedicated to the Composers Quartet and, while they offered the premier performance, they have not, to my knowledge, recorded it. The Arditti recording was
the world premier; although excellent, it seems
to lack the depth of the Juilliard reading. Here
again, the ensemble melding and group skills
of the Juilliard make for an intangible rightness
that assuages the music's difficulty. In short,
the Juilliard recordings have an undeniable
warmth. Music of the complexity of Elliot
Carter's needs just this kind of interpretive
warmth to avoid sounding cold and clinical.
Often, precise yet overly detached and analytical readings cause some to regard modern
music in general as being too "academic!' If all
modern music were interpreted with the
respect, insight, and outright affection that the
Juilliard provides the quartets of Carter, attitudes might very well change. The closing
"Duo for Violin & Piano" (1974) is apithy coda
to an excellent program that will hopefully refocus attention on this uniquely gifted American composer.
While Idoubt that listeners who find this
music daunting and forbidding will suddenly
fling back the shutters and trumpet Carter's virSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

tues to the heavens after hearing these recordings, it is fair to state that this music has never
been offered with more sensitivity and understanding. This box belongs on the shelf of any
self-respecting collector of modern music with
even apassing interest in Elliot Carter.
—Carl Baugher
MAHLER: Symphony 8
Deborah Voigt, Margaret Jane Wray, Heidi Grant,
sopranos; Delores Zeigler, Marietta Simpson. mezzos:
Michael Sylvester, tenor; William Stone, baritone; Kenneth Cox, bass; Manta Symphony Chorus, Manta Boy
Choir, Ohio State University Chorale, Ohio State University Symphonic Choir, Master Chorale of Tampa
Bay, Members of the South Florida Chorus. Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra, Robert Shaw
Telarc CD-80267 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT: 79:39
MAHLER: Symphony 8; Symphony 10 (Adagio)
Margaret Price, Judith Blegen, Gerti Zeumer, sopranos;
Trudeliese Schmidt, Agnes Baltsa, altos; Kenneth Riegel,
tenor; Herman Prey, baritone; Jose van Dam, bass;
Vienna Singverein, Vienna Boys' Choir, Vienna State
Opera Chorus, Vienna Philharmonic, Leonard
Bernstein
DG 435 102-2 (2 CDs only). Sym. 8:Josef Sladko, eng.;
Gottfried Kraus, prod. Sym. 10: Rolf P. Schroder, eng.;
John McClure, prod. ADD. TE 108:47

Conductor Robert Shaw has made asolid contribution to America's musical life, both as
Arturo Toscanini's choirmaster and as director
of his own organizations. His contribution to
the artistic life of the city of Atlanta has been,
in aword, immeasurable. Taking over the
middle-of-the-pack regional orchestra in that
up-and-coming city of the '60s, Shaw built up
amusical institution which will survive him.
The ASO today is an excellent ensemble which
can, when the occasion is right, cross over into
world-class. Certainly the orchestra has no
problem focusing the attention of the rest of
the world, given its high-visibility contract
with Telarc and the resultant Grammys.
Shaw assumed in 1988 awell-earned emeritus
status with the orchestra, giving over the Musical Directorship to Yod lLevi. This recording
of the Mahler 8, as public and celebratory a
work as exists in the symphonic canon, was
recorded last year on the occasion of Shaw's
75th birthday, and stands in tribute to his
accomplishments in the city of Atlanta. An
occasion his performance certainly is; Iwish
Icould call it one of the great Eighths on record,
or even aparticularly memorable one. Alas, it
is neither.
One can speculate that the performers tightened up under the weight of the occasion, or
worried too much about their musical blemishes showing up to the probing of Telarc's
notoriously revealing microphones. Not so:
the orchestra performs beautifully, the chorus
even better, and the solo voices, especially the
men, can stand with any on record. (Kenneth
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Cox's Pater Profundus caught my attention
especially: he gets abit portentous and preachy at times, but brings real character to his
part.) No, Ithink the problem with this performance is that Shaw is avery good conductor,
occasionally an inspired one, but in no sense
is he agreat interpreter.
Iread with some surprise areview of this CD
in the March/April issue of Fanfare. There Benjamin Pernick, acritic whose preferences in
Mahler frequently intersect mine, not only
praises Shaw's performance, but attributes some
of its success to the Eighth being "Mahler's
most performer-proof piece," requiring "not
so much the abilities of agreat conductor, as
those ola successful dispatcher or air traffic
controller." My own opinion is pretty much
the opposite. Ican count on one hand the truly
memorable studio recordings of the Eighth and
leave thumb and forefinger untouched; concert and aircheck recordings add perhaps three
more. All come from conductors with assertive
interpretive personalities (specifically Tennstedt, Bernstein, Solti, Stokowski, Horenstein,
Mitropolous). Save perhaps the less-heard Seventh, the Eighth seems to me the least performerproof of Mahler's symphonies—the least
conductor-proof, anyway. Why this should be
can be conjectured all day. My own explanation
(which gets me into lots of trouble) is that the
Eighth is Mahler's most flawed symphony.
This is most apparent in the second movement.
Though Mahler begins it with thrilling, primordial sounds, and ends with some of the most
exalted choral music in the literature, he leaves
alot of troublesome in-between in his settings
of Goethe. In a performance of classical
restraint, Goethe's/Mahler's archetypes can get
amite static, theoretical, and tiresome as they
propel themselves through ever-higher spheres
of heaven. Shaw's cantata-like approach to the
second movement suffers from this fault, but
Shaw also misses some of the spirit in the more
sure-fire, classically proportioned first movement. Even on first hearing, his prosaic handling of rhythm in the opening "Veni, creator
spiritus" gave me an inkling that, though my
spine might ar times be tingled by his recording,
my soul would not be left elevated after all was
sung and done.
Surprisingly, the disc is also of mixed merit
technically. It certainly bears the signature
Telarc sound, with an astonishingly transparent
soundstage—quite arevelation in arecording
of five or six hundred performers, though
maybe not so revelatory as Denon's even more
simply miked recording with Inbal. But there
is adeadness to its sound, common to Telarc
recordings in the Woodruff Memorial Arts
Center, an oppressive silence around the notes
where you know the hall should be heard. It
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is helpful to the budget that Telarc fit the whole
symphony on asingle CD. It is amazingly
inconvenient that Telarc has no indexing of the
first movement, the 23-minute expanse
occupying asingle track.
With Leonard Bernstein conducting, Symphony 8is in the sure hands ola brilliant interpreter. Of course this is not the Eighth Bernstein was to have recorded in New York to
complete his second Mahler cycle. The Grim
Reaper nixed that one. DG has issued instead
Bernstein's 1975 Salzburg Festival performance
with the Vienna PO. (The video of this performance has made occasional rounds on your
local PBS station over the years, more recently
appearing in the video racks at classical record
stores.) That it is asubstitution matters little,
for Bernstein's recording is one of the very best.
It is far more involving than Shaw's, for Bernstein's is an active association with the music.
At the first choral shout of "Accende," his
singers accelerate the pace breathlessly but with
unanimity, acting out acollective yearning for
the Light. The last refrain of "Veni," at track
12, literally thunders; here Bernstein's hairpin
rallentandos take the symphony to the brink of
the grotesque, never over it. His second movement, so messy in lesser hands, works even better, the vocal protagonists for once communicating with one another as characters. In
particular, tenor Riegel, as Doctor Marianus,
forges the same kind of dramatic partnership
he had with Bernstein in their recording of
Liszt's Faust Symphony (ilia in any format—for
shame, DG!). When the choir joins his "Blicket
auf" refrain, there is the sense that, more than
aperformance, this is an occasion for public
devotion. Dangerously slow, rapturous, Bernstein's conducting of the final mystical chorus
is awonder.
The concert has its problems. Soundstage
dimensions may charitably be described as
approximate, with outsized images of singers
wandering over one another. The orchestra,
particularly brasses, sounds atad spent as the
end draws near. There is the occasional cough
from the audience, and much more audible
grunts and stomps from the conductor. But
there is also apresence and richness to the
sound, especially through the bass register, and
acapturing of hall ambience lacking from the
Telarc disc. How much of this is due to the
analog recording, and how much to the intrinsic quality of Salzburg's Grosse Festpielhaus, I
cannot say.
It was obviously amatter of expediency
rather than inspired programming for DG to
flesh this out to two CDs by including the
Symphony 10 Adagio, awork of vastly different
world-view, here taken from a1974 Vienna
concert. Once recovered from that incongruity,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

one is left appreciating ascarifying performance, anguished and emotional, but not without consideration for the moments of repose
scattered among the symphony's tonal cataclysms.
No sense comparing it with the studio recording he made for CBS in the 1960s; Bernstein's
two are now the best stand-alone Adagios in the
catalog.
—Kevin Conklin
MOZART: Die Zauberjlóte
Kurt Moll, Sarastro; Uwe Hellmann, Tamino; Sumi Jo,
Queen of the Night; Ruth Ziesak, Pamina; Michael
Kraus, Papageno; Lotte Leitner, Papagena; Andreas
Schmidt, Speaker; others; Vienna Philharmonic, Sir
Georg Sold
London 433 210 2(2 CDs only). Michael Haas, prod.;
John Pellowe, eng. DDD. TT 2:31:44
MOZARE Die Zauberfliite
Cornelius Hauptmann, Sarastro; Anthony Rolfe Johnson,
Tamino; Beverly Hoch, Queen of the Night; Dawn
Upshaw, Pamina; Andreas Schmidt, Papageno; Catherine Pierard, Papagena; Olaf Mr, Speaker., Schütz Choir,
London; The London Classical Players, Roger Norrington
EMI CDS 754287 2(2 CDs only). David R. Murray,
prod. DDD. Tr 2:18:41
MOZART Die Zamberfliite
Robert Lloyd, Sarastro; Jerry Hadley, Tamino; June Anderson, Queen of the Night; Barbara Hendricks, Patina;
Thomas Allen, Papageno; Ulrike Steinsky, Papagena;
Gotfried Homik, Speaker; Scottish Chamber Orchestra
ez Chorus, Sir Charles Mackerras
Telarc CD-80302 (2 CDs only). James Mallinson, prod.;
Jack Renner, eng. DDD. TT: 2:32:00

It's not even 1991 anymore, and it's still raining
Mozart. Not that I'm complaining; if '91
proved anything, it's that one can't get enough
of agreat thing. But as these three Magic Flutes
bring the total on disc to 20, they'd better have
reasons to exist. All three do, even if one is not
successful.
The new Solti recording is terrific. His last
Flute, in 1969, was fascinatingly cast, with Pilár
Lorengar, Stuart Burrows, Christina Deutekom, Hermann Prey, and Marin Talvela. This
new one isn't as razzle-dazzle, but it works just
as well, if not better. Solti does not see Flute as
asolemn event; here it comes across as the
popular entertainment it is (it was the greatest
success of Mozart's life), and the recording has
areal feel of the theater.
At first the performance seems to have no
point of view; 20 minutes into it you realize that
it simply has no axe to grind—a delightful
change. The recording, too, is honest: there are
sound effects—thunder and the like—but they
aren't the reasons for the recording, and the
balances are ideal. The cast has an ensemble feel,
and dialog is delivered naturally and realistically; indeed, it seems like apart of the show,
and as if it were recorded in correct order.
Individual performances, too, are quite good.
Ruth Ziesak as Pamina has great promise; just
listen to the ecstasy she brings to her cry of "die
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Wahrheit." Uwe Heilmann is an eager, tonally
lustrous Tamino. Michael Kraus's Papageno is
similarly lively and very working-class; what's
nice is that these guys sound as if they're in front
of an audience. Sumi Jo is aspectacular Queen
of the Night. Her voice is small but her reading
has real zip. Kurt Moll's Sarastro is deep (if not
as cavernous as Talvela's, either vocally or
interpretively), and beautiful to listen to as well.
The three boys and three ladies are all impressive, though Andreas Schmidt's Speaker is
lightweight. But you'll like and recognize all
these people.
Roger Norrington brings something else to
the opera: the perky authenticity of period
instruments. This underscores the music's
inherent snappiness, but there's arealness missing; dramatically, this Flute is not believable and
abit sterile. Ialways prefer fast tempi in Mozart,
but here, too often, the whole opera seems
miniaturized. It works in Papageno's light,
witty entrance, and the delicacy is similarly
welcome in the "Hmm, Hmm" quintet. But
the Speaker and Second Priest sound as if
they're on speed in their second-act duet, and
"0 Isis" sounds downright silly performed so
quickly. 1do like the great use of appoggiaturas;
the Queen of the Night's are particularly telling.
Nor is the solo singing aselling point, with
the exception of Anthony Rolfe Johnson's elegant, finely tuned Tamino. The Three Boys
(sung, with startling inauthentidty, by women)
are very good but sound like they're singing
in Martian. No matter what her press people
say, Dawn Upshaw is not asinger of real stature
(I feel the same about her live); her Pamina
comes across as unimportant. She's anice
singer, but lacks avoice or temperament you
can recall after aminute or two—sort of an
operatic Florence Henderson. Andreas Sdunidt's
Papageno, too, never grabs you; he has always
struck me as abuilt-up second stringer. Beverly
Hoch has all the Queen's notes, but she sounds
like someone's sister—a gifted amateur. Hauptmann's Sarastro doesn't call for the requisite
respect verging on awe, but he's good. Recording is good and clean.
Norrington keeps us interested, and his ideas
stimulate, but this recording doesn't leave one
with the feeling of having heard amasterpiece.
It's lightweight in all the wrong ways, and only
occasionally the right ones.
Charles Mackerras strikes anice balance between "authenticity" and Romanticism. The
instruments are modern, but crisply played.
Singers embellish in agood, Classical way,
tempi are quick, and the reading works as a
whole, despite some moments which just
sound wrong. "Ach, ich ftilds" is too quick, no
matter what Mackerras says, and the embellishments in Tamino's "Bildnis" aria are odd.
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Hadley is an excellent Tamino; his familiarity
with Italian roles somehow stands him in good
stead in matters of phrasing and passionate
declamation. He sounds like aprince. Thomas
Allen is agreat Papageno—a nice guy, abit of
aboob, but real. Robert Lloyd's potent Sarastro
still can't come near Moll or Talvela vocally.
Barbara Hendricks's Pamina, lovely but fragile,
is not quite as well-drawn as I'd like, but thanks
to her, the trial scene, with Mackerras's help,
is gorgeous. June Anderson has just the right,
big voice for the Queen, but her diction is a
scream of mushiness and the sound itself does
not ingratiate. Oddly, for Telarc, the recording of voices is fake: there's too much glow
around them, and they're not integrated with
the orchestra. Otherwise, no complaints, and
the recording includes alittle duet for Tamino
and Papageno which Mozart sketched.
To keep score: Best all-around leadership:
Solti. Best Parnina: Solti. Best Sarastro: Solti.
Best recording: Solti. Best Queen: Solti. Best
Tamino: Norrington. Best Papageno: Mackerras. Best Speaker: Norrington. Newest look:
Norrington. Best runner-up in all categories:
Mackerras. Iguess it's Solti. —Robert Levine
VELJO TORMIS: Forgotten Peoples
Tánu Kaljuste, Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir
ECM New Series 1459/60 (434 275-2, 2CDs only). Paul
Hillier, prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD. TT: 2:06:01

With the introduction of the written word,
traditional oral cultures find themselves waking
from the cycling steady-state of dreamtime into
history's linearity and anew myth: progress.
The songs, myths, and creation tales that before
literacy had been seamlessly embedded in daily
life, passed down orally and by cultural osmosis,
now become art, aesthetic artifacts framed by
time. A spiritual tradition formerly embodied
in people's daily lives is now written down,
allowing it, for the first time, to be objectified,
distanced, and forgotten; after all, something
written down can always be re-read and relearned. What had once been asacred way of
life now becomes asacred text.
So begins the transformation and reduction
of an all-encompassing spirituality to mere
religion, art, and science. What we in the West
understand as the beginning of Western civilization and art—the Greek city-states of the fifth
to seventh centuries B.C.—was also the end of
the Greeks' residence in a unified, living,
spiritual surround. What had been aseamless
technology of the sacred was now broken
down into its component parts of drama,
poetry, dance, sculpture, mathematics, astronomy,
geometry, chemistry, and music. Each of these
newly discrete disciplines could now be explored
and perfected in ways unthinkable before, but at
the very great price of the connections linkSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

ing them. The birth of the Siamese triplets of
art, science, and religion almost always kills
their spiritual mother.
Making the best of this seemingly inevitable
bad bargain, composer Veljo Tormis has embalmed and preserved the entering of history
of six indigenous peoples of the Baltic area surrounding his own native Estonia. The 51 songs
of Forgotten Peoples, collected on many trips into
the remote North and set by Tormis over the
past 20 years, comprise six song cycles based
on the folk musics of—working north from
Latvia to Northern Finland—the Livonians,
Votians, lzhorians, Ingermanland Finns, Vepses,
and Karelians. These peoples and their languages are quickly dying out. All of the traditional singers Tormis learned these songs from
are now dead. As he says in the accompanying
notes, "I still get aChristmas card every year
in Livonian, but for how much longer?"
Forgotten Peoples is thus literally haunting.
Listening, Ifelt surrounded, spoken and sung
to by the ghosts of half adozen dying peoples
of whose existence Ihad been entirely unaware.
The "material" (so song becomes object) is
astonishingly rich: Tormis has skimmed the
cream of six entire cultures for these cycles of
runic and folk songs, and has wisely written
for unaccompanied voices throughout, keeping
to that extent true to his sources. There are wedding songs, war songs, creation chants, field
hollers, songs of drinking and courtship, of
birth, death, parting, and mating, songs of
celebration and lament, of the earth, water, fire,
and air—in short, sung primers for ways of life
fast disappearing, of lives lived close to the land,
of direct shamanic address to the powers of the
earth, arite of song for every essential life passage. As Tormis says, "Through modern art
forms, Itry to expose the originality and meaning of runic song. Eternal is the great circle of
life, eternal are the life events repeating in their
own way with each passing age."
The first and earliest-composed cycle, Livonian Heritage, is the most musically derivative,
Tormis's harmonies reminiscent of far too many
British and American church anthems of the
last 60 years. But Tormis quickly finds—or
stops trying to find—his own voice, and the
rest of the collection is effortlessly, simply,
purely, quietly magnificent. The songs themselves are modal, while the choral accompaniment ranges with harmonic freedom. There are
solos and occasional spoken passages ("Incantation of Snakes" sounds lifted directly from
ashamanic ritual), but the chorus is at once the
music's center and circumference, the voice of
people, earth, and gods alike, elements and
elementals. In this spirit, Tormis says, "I do not
use folk song, it is folk song that uses me."
The Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir
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sings in the six original languages, and flawlessly under conductor Kaljuste's direction.
There is no stridency, either musical or sonic;
this is one of those very few recordings which
Iwant to go on all day. (When Ifinished listening to Forgotten Peoples' two hours, Ireplaced
disc 2with disc 1and started over.) There is far
too much here to describe in what is already
an overlong review, but the final song, alullaby to adead child and also the most "composed" of the 51 settings, bears special mention: A verse about afox mourning its own
dead cub, killed by fur trappers, parallels the
verse of the human child's burial. Ifound the
song's naked simplicity deeply moving; all the
more so in its context of what tribal peoples
around the world understand as the essential
democracy of all species, humans included, and
the importance of acknowledging and honoring our agreements with those species—
something we in the "developed" nations have
forgotten, to our imminent peril.
Engineer Peter Laenger and producer Paul
Hillier, himself aworld-class vocalist and vocal
director of the Hilliard Ensemble and the Theatre of Voices, have captured the Choir convincingly in the reverberant Tapiola Church.
ECM's usual "wet" sound is here evidently
entirely natural, captured, as far as Hillier
remembered when Iasked him about it, with
but two pairs of stereo mikes: one for the chorus, one for the hall. The dynamic range is
breathtaking, the sound effortless to listen to,
like the best of analog or digital, and there is a
seemingly infinite amount of "hall sound"
before and after the singing.
ECM's US marketing team dreaded this set's
release—a full-price double CD of an unknown
choir performing unknown music by an unknown composer—until they heard it. Forgotten
Peoples, arecording without amarketing niche,
may well create one of its very own, or find a
home in many already established markets. It
deserves to do both. It is as important as it is
beautiful.
—Richard Lehnert

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 15 in D, Op.28
("Pastoral")
HAYDN: Piano Sonata in E, H.XVI, 31
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in C, D.840
Tom Constanten, piano
Mauroy MR 2001 (CD only). Roy & Maureen Chen,
engs. DDD. TT 65:43

Composer of the Broadway musical Touchstone,
Tom Constanten has also performed with the
Grateful Dead and, according to the promotional literature accompanying this release, was
amajor force behind that group's restructuring
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in the late '60s. He is also aclassically ¡rained
musician, and these performances attest to that
training. They are musical, free of mannerisms,
and benefit from afull-toned projection and
arich, close recording that complements the
sonority of Constanten's B6sendorfer.
Of course, apianist tackling this repertory
on discs comes up against some very stiff competition. The Schubert—a torso here performed
with the third and fourth movements completed by William Balcolm—fares best, with
Constanten's occasionally clipped style being
well suited to the composer's pianistic cragginess. But asimilar style proves less effective
in the Beethoven, where Constanten fails to
suggest the work's underlying tension and its
marked contrasts of the brusque and lyrical.
Here, too, his prevailing rhythmic rectitude
comes close to being metronomic in its lack of
inflection. One has only to listen, say, to the
recordings of Schnabel and Kempff to hear far
more subtlety in dynamic, tonal, and rhythmic shadings. The relatively short Haydn piece
fares well, although even here the concluding
Presto—a sprightly, skittering delight—sounds
just ashade too cautious. Faults notwithstanding, this is surely arespectable release that commands some interest as aresult of Constanten's
background.
—Mortimer H. Frank
NEWBERFtY CONSORT: ¡Ay Amor!
(17th-century Spanish Songs and Theater Music)
The Newberry C.onsort, with Marion Verbruggen, reconier,
Stephen Stubbs, guitar, lute; Andrew Lawrence-King,
baroque harp
Harmonia Mundi (France) HMU 907022 (CD). Robina
G. Young, prod.; Peter McGrath, eng. AAD. TF 68:35

Ihave to say at the outset that this somewhat
obscure 17th-century Spanish music is not
going to be to everyone's taste. In particular,
the vocal selections sound like decent operatic
material which suffers badly out of context. The
songs lie nicely in mezzo Judith Malafronte's
range and she does well enough with them; it's
just that they fail to move me in any special way.
The instrumentals are another thing; melodically inventive and interestingly varied, they
hold the attention nicely, and there are plenty
of them here.
We have encountered the Newberrys before,
in 17th-century English music with Drew
Minter, and their playing here is wonderfully
polished and lively. The real reason to buy this
disc, though, is guest recorder player Marion
Verbruggen. This woman is just an incredible
musician: her tone is rich and smooth, her intonation is as perfect as arecorder gets, and she
gives real meaning to the old cliché about
"making it sound so easy." The ubiquitous
Andrew Lawrence-King turns in his usual
splendid job on harp—I know there are more
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early-music harpists out there, but Mr. L-K
seems to get all the good gigs. At least he plays
well enough to deserve them.
The sound here is certainly something to
write home about. Ihave to say again that the
Young-McGrath team (along with the YoungFaulkner team, of which more anon) produces
some of the most analog-sounding CDs out
there. There is real "air" around the instruments, and the voices are refreshingly devoid
of digital edge. Listen to the theorbo on this
one; there's abeautiful roundness to the sound
of the lower strings that reminds me very much
of the real thing. Isuppose the best thing Ican
say is that Iactually look forward, purely on
sonic grounds, to playing CDs like this one.
If you just bought your Rotel 855, or whatever
you've chosen for your (reluctant) entry into
the land of silver, go out and get this disc. (Like
all CDs, it'll cost you too damn much, but that's
another tale.) If you don't like it, you can call
me vile names, but Idon't think you will.
—Les Berkley

SHOW M USIC
CARMEN JONES: Original London Cast
Henry Lewis, cond.
Music by Charles Bizet, lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein Il
EMI CDC 754351 2(CD only). John Kurlander, eng.;
David Cullen, prod. DDD. TT 63:07

Oscar Hammerstein's "musicolintion" of Bizet's
opera might—depending on one's prejudices—be
described as "clever:' "inventive "unusual:' or
"bizarre!' Hammerstein has changed the setting
from gypsy Spain to black South Carolina;
Carmen and her friends now work in aparachute rather than acigarette factory (better for
your lungs, Isuppose); there are some name
changes (Carmen acquires alast name, Don Jose
is just plain "Joe"), and Escamillo (Husky
Miller) is now aprizefighter rather than abullfighter. Most of the music is retained, with
more idiomatically correct lyrics than the typical opera translation, and it's sung and orchestrated in more ola "pop" style.
Before we go any further, I'd better admit my
prejudices: Ilove musicals, and Ilove opera.
When Ilisten to opera, Iwant the real thing,
not "popularized opera," "opera made simple"
or "opera for people who hate opera." Carmen
is agreat opera and an extremely popular one
in its original form; Iquestion whether it needs
popularizing. (I'm not against surtitles, however.) Ialso think that turning Carmen into CarmenJones is based on the same assumption that
underlies Classic Comics and Readers' Digest
Condensed Books: works of art must be simplified if the great unwashed are to understand
and appreciate them. It's an assumption IproSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

foundly disagree with.
Having said that, Ihave no reason to doubt
the sincerity of Hammerstein's statement,
quoted in the notes to the recording, avowing
adeep respect for Bizet's opera. Nor would I
want to suggest that CarmenJones may not be
effective on stage, or, in fact, that Ididn't enjoy
it on record. The opera has some great tunes,
and David Cullen's arrangements do work in
the style intended. Henry Lewis is an experienced
opera conductor, so he's quite familiar with the
music's cadences. Hammerstein's lyrics, while
undoubtedly better than English translations
of the opera, still seem awkward at times. (I was
also taken aback by the obvious sexual harassment expressed in the lyrics of the initial scene
with the soldiers and Cindy Lou/Micada. This
is merely hinted at in the original.) The casting is excellent, but not without its peculiarities:
there are two Carmens and two Joes. Wilhelmenia Fernandez (the diva from Diva) sings
Carmen in athe first half, Sharon Benson (loice
Heth, the "Oldest Woman in the World" in the
London Barnum) in the second half. Fernandez sounds like she could easily sing the role
in the opera; Benson is an effective belter.
Damon Evans and Michael Austin do well as
the Joes. Gregg Baker is agreat Husky Miller;
I'd like to hear him as Escamillo.
I've left the best aspect of this recording for
last: sound quality. As Tom Norton has already
noted (he scooped me again!), CarmenJones has
amore natural sound than most recordings of
musicals, with an exceptional sense of depth
and with voices pleasantly distanced rather than
in the ultra-close-up pop style.—Robert Deutsch
THE PLAYER: Original Soundtrack
Music by Thomas Newman
Varèse Sarabande VSD-5366 (CD only). Thomas Newman, John Vigran, Bill Bernstein, prods.; John Vigran,
eng. DDD? TT 35:53

The filmgoers' oft-repeated rule—"if you notice
the soundtrack, it's alousy soundtrack"—is
turned on its head by Thomas Newman's
remarkable score for The Player, Robert Altman's recent, bitterly black comedy. The film's
subjects—the producers, screenwriters, story
editors, and script doctors behind the scenes
of contemporary Hollywood's blockbusterstarved, high-concept hegemony—demand
accompaniment by an equally deliberate, almost
Brechtian artifice of alienation. As Altman
knowingly, archly juggles on- and off-screen
"realities" (in LA, the quotation marks are de
rigeur), Newman has agreat deal of fun of his
own, counterpointing the director's already
multi-layered images and dialog tracks with
often jarring, sometimes disturbing, always
interesting musical choices. The end result is
afilm that, on all levels, demands the viewer/
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listener's attention just as strongly as it says,
"What you are watching and hearing is not real!'
Perhaps the most striking of many examples
of this is the track, laconically titled "Sex,"
which accompanies the love scene between Tim
Robbins and Greta Scacchi. This is far from the
usual tear-jerk violins and feel-good celestial
choirs or synths: Newman has recorded heavily
reverb'd drumkit and gamelan-style percussion with mysterious vocalizations, breathings,
and electronic fillips, all seemingly more fitting to a suspenseful scene in Aliens, but
astonishingly appropriate here for the mating
of Robbins's well-tailored sleaze and Scacchi's
icy oblivion.
In addition to Newman's own extremely varied compositions, there is designer lounge
music from Milton and Joyce Nascimento,
"Rose's Cafe" sung in Japanese by akaraoke
bar patron, and Jack Lemmon at the piano playing 28 seconds' worth of a
jazzy "Silent Night!'
Film and soundtrack end in chillingly sardonic
bleakness with "The Player," which plays over
the end credits: here at last are those soaring
Hollywood strings, but with an acid emptiness perfectly matched to the film's emptily
resounding husk of a"Hollywood ending,"
built as it is on venality, lies, and murder.
The recording, too, is as artificial as could be,
heavily manipulated and multimiked. Who
knows? Perhaps even this was deliberate.
Regardless, it's uniquely apt here. One of the
more interesting 36 minutes on disc.
—Richard Lehnert

J
AZZ
THE JIMMY GIUFFRE THREE: 1961
Jimmy Giuffre, clarinet; Paul Bley, piano; Steve Swallow,
bass
ECM 1438/9 (849 644-2; 2CDs only). Creed Taylor,
prod.; Dick Olmstead, eng. ADD. TE 92:50

In 1961, clarinetist Jimrny Giuffre was in transition. His earliest successes as abandleader—
on pieces such as the 1956 "The Train and the
River" and "Two Kind ofBlues"—were tightly
organized trio performances played fervently
by Giuffre, guitarist Jim Hall, and bassist Ralph
Pena. With his understated clarinet and in
drumless performances that stressed the delicate
interaction of his group, Giuffre was inventing anew kind of charnber jazz that combined
compositional skill and countryish charm. His
little band played the blues: they also listened
to one another in amanner that recalls the freeflowing intimacy of the Bill Evans trio. But by
1961, Jim Hall had left Giuffre, and the clarinetist had become interested in the so-called
free jazz that was being played by Omette
Coleman and others. Giuffre was searching for
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away to maintain the contained swing of his
earlier bands while exploring more open forms.
He wanted to play free jazz in his own sweet
tones.
In the spring of 1961, he recorded two
albums for Verve—Fusion and Thesis—which
are (mostly) reissued here. (One number from
Fusion, "Used to Be," has been unaccountably
left off the ECM reissue; "Afternoon" is substituted for it.) The albums were well received
by the critics at the time: they led to athird, Free
Fall, recorded for Columbia. But Free Fall,
which few customers bought, turned out to be
Giuffre's last record for over adecade.
Here's one of the rare cases where the critics
were right. 1961 contains intriguing performances, such as the haunting versions of Carla
Bley's lovely "Jesus Maria" and of Giuffre's
"Cry, Want!' The vigor of "Emphasis" and of
"Ictus" is bracing, even if the Giuffre trio never
achieves the radical restructuring of rhythm and
melody of Omette Coleman's quartet. Paul
Bley stretches out harmonically in afascinating
way on the blues "Carla:' and Steve Swallow,
barely 20 years old at the time, plays inventively.
The band would certainly have become more
confident and perhaps more rhythmically
aggressive had it survived. We'll never know,
but these discs, which include three new pieces,
are satisfying in themselves. They were well
recorded: the musicians are pictured standing
around in asemicircle facing asingle stereo
microphone. There is ample separation in the
recording, and good balance between the breathy clarinet and percussive piano.
—Michael Ullman
JOHN HICKS ac RAY DRUIVIMOND: Two en Kind
John Hicks, piano; Ray Drummond, bass
Evidence ECD 22017-2 (CD only). John Hicks, Ray
Drummond, Allen Pittman, prods.; Mark Needham,
eng. DDD. TE 60:40

In his notes to Two ofaKind, bassist Ray Drummond says that John Hicks is one of ahandful
of pianists "who can play nothing but ballads
all night and pull it offbeautifiilly." That's what
he does here. That may surprise some listeners.
Hicks, who has performed with Betty Carter
and Pharoah Sanders, is better known for his
restless power than for his lyricism. In long performances of modal tunes, he produces thundering chords and sometimes brittle-sounding
runs.
On Two of aKind, he relaxes. The duo performs abuoyant "I'll Be Around" and tackles
the witty, jumpy Duke Ellington tribute to John
Coltrane, "Take the Coltrane!' The natural
drive of Hicks's style, heard on "Without a
Song" and "A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley
Square," is wedded here to alyricism Iwasn't
previously sure was there. Hicks is perfectly
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paired with the big, warm, lyrical sound of Ray
Drummond's bass: he sounds like acontemporary Ray Brown. The recorded sound is, for
the most part, superb: the piano's warm natural sound has remarkable presence. The separation between the instruments is clear, but not
extreme. Strangely, the sound of the piano is
relatively tinny on the last two numbers. I
assume that these were recorded at adifferent,
less well recorded session and placed at the end
because of the inferior sound.—Michael Ullman
VARIOUS: Best of Chatty.,azz and More Andiophik Tests,
Chesky Records JD 68 (CD only). David Chesky, Norman Chesky, Steve Guttenburg, prods; Bob Katz, mg.
(Sound effects recorded by Jeremy R. Kipnis.) DDD.
TT 74:36

This disc continues the tradition established
with the first Chesky sampler, offering the
audiophile an interesting potpourri of tracks
culled from recent Chesky CDs along with
entertaining, useful, and educational listening
and technical tests. The CD's 12 musical selections represent what can be achieved by intelligent engineering, hands-off production, and
lots of talent. There's sure to be something here
to please just about any taste, from Bruce Dunlap's introspective guitar to the carnival-like
Latin jazz of Paquito D'Ilivera, with stops along
the way for high-octane jazz from Tom Harrell,
Clark Terry, Phil Woods, and McCoy Tyner,
and great vocalizing from Sara K., Kenny
Rankin, and Ana Caram. You'll also be exposed
to music outside easy categorization, performed
by David Chesky, Fred Hirsch, and Orquestra
Nova.
Iused David Chesky's spoken introduction,
which opens Part Two of this disc, to set playback volume. With both channels of my VTL
Ultimate preamp wide open and the volume
knob at 12:00, Igot what Ithought was agood
level on David's less-than-stentorian voice. This
proved to be agood choice, for during peaks
on the first tracks of the percussion imaging
tests, Iwas getting areading of 92dB on aRadio
Shack sound-level meter at my listening seats
Ifound it fascinating to switch back and forth
between the "dry" and "live" studio cuts,
listening to the effect each venue had on the
sound of the drum kit. Ihear more detail and
"sparkle" on the latter.
WARNING! You'd better lower the playback level on the sound effects tracks (51-59),
or you could be picking the remnants of your
loudspeakers up off the floor. The dynamic
range of real life extends from the threshold of
hearing to dangerously painful. It is not rolledoff, limited, or compressed in any way, and
2This is louder than Inormally listen to music, but the drums
sure sounded tra/, and had unbelievable in-the-room presence
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Jeremy Kipnis has done acommendable job of
capturing this phenomenon on his portable
DAT recorder. Igot aspecial hoot out of tracks
52 ("Barnyard") and 56 ("Drinking Beer"). The
drum-kit and string-bass cuts will also test your
system's integrity. Again, be careful with the
volume, especially on track 43; drummer
Richard Crooks starts his solo very softly. Other
tests include depth of image, height, and digital
cable and A/D converter comparisons. Track
47 demonstrates acredible surround-sound
effect using only two loudspeakers.
If you enjoy Chesky's taste in music and want
to get ahandle on what some high-end terminology translates into via areal listening experience, you owe it to yourself to purchase this
CD.
—Guy Lemeoe

ROCK
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: An Evening
with the Allman Brothers Band (First Set)
Epic EK 48998 (CD only). Jay Mark, eng.; Tom Dowd,
prod. DDD. IT 74:08
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: At Fillmore
East
Polydor 823 273-2 Y-2 (2 CDs). Aaron Baron, Larry
Dahlstrom, engs.; Tom Dowd, prod. AAD. TE 78:32
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 2-558 (2 24K gold-plated CDs).
Aaron Baron, Larry Dahlstrom, engs.; Tom Dowd,
prod. AAD. IT 78:47
Capricorn SD2-802 (2 LPs, nia). Aaron Baron, Larry
Dahlstrom, engs.; Tom Dowd, prod. AAA. TE 76:26

The reconstituted Allman Brothers Band has
truly hit its stride with this, their third postreunion album in as many years. 1990's Seven
Turns was astiff, almost formal woodshedder,
but last year's Shades of Two Worlds (reviewed
in Vol.14 No.10) was as good astudio album
as they've ever made. Now, 20 years after their
last (mosdy) live album, 1972's Eat aPeach, the
ABB is confident enough in its in-concert
chops to release another.
Evening's nine tracks comprise five covers of
ABB standards (no "Whipping Post," though)
from their first five albums, three strong songs
from Shades that suffer not at all by comparison, and Dickey Betts's almost-acoustic version of Willie McTell's "Midnight Blues:' in
which not alot happens. But that last track, and
aweak, draggy "Melissa," are this long CD's
only disappointments. Otherwise, the band
sounds so happy to be playing together, that
joy fully channeled into excellent interweavings
of guitars, vocals, and percussion, that Ifound
the album irresistible.
Dickey Betts's impressive growth as aplayer
over the years is highlighted on his own loose,
bouncy, jazzy, light-filled "Blue Sky? His playing contrasts as much with his own of 20 years
ago on the same tune as it does with the more
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linear, studied work of Warren Haynes, Duane
Allman's replacement. Still, Haynes proves that
he can fill Duane's shoes and reshape them to
fit his own feet with his slide work on "Get On
With Your Lifer The 15 minutes of "Nobody
Knows," apowerful, dramatic song from Shades
that's as good as anything anyone in the ABB
has ever written, go by like amere 5, so driving
are Betts and Haynes, so desperately impassioned is Gregg Allman's singing. He's still one
of my all-time favorite rock/blues singers.
The DDD sound gets in the way: drums are
flat and harsh, and Ifound myself getting up
every ten minutes to turn the volume down
another notch—exactly what Ididn't want to
do, and this with atube preamp. But the music
is well worth it. Epic tells me that if this one
sells well enough, there'll soon be An Evening
With ...
(Second Set). Ihope so.
Twenty-one years to the day before some of
the new album's concerts were taped, the ABB
played two nights at Bill Graham's Fillmore
East. This gig resulted in the The ABB at
Filbnore East, one of the all-time classic live blues
albums. Icompared three versions of this
album: my original Capricorn LPs, the regular
CDs from Polydor, and Mobile Fidelity's 24K
gold "Ultradisc" version.
There was no question that the Polydor CDs
sounded the worst: harsh, flat drums, attenuated bass, collapsed soundstage, and that mysterious destruction of thefeeling of ensemble
playing that digital so often provokes. Between
the LPs and the Ultradiscs, it was atoss-up. The
late Berry Oaldey's bass sounds so much more
like in-concert rock bass on LP: fat, furry,
spread-toned, warmer but less specifically
placed. The MFSL:s bass was more focused in
timbre and intonation, but receded into the
background more than it should—or at least,
more than I'm used to. But the gold CDs' top
end is atreat: airier without atrace of digital
harshness (unlike the Polydor set), and revealing
agood bit more of the Fillmore's hall sound.
Sonics aside, MFSL has done awonderful
packaging job: the sumptuous, double-covered
booklet includes many previously unpublished—
and good—color photos of the band, plus a20years-on reminiscence by producer Tom Dowd.
I'd be hard put to say that the MFSL's sonic
superiority to the Polydor is actually worth the
$23 difference in price—the Ultradiscs retail
for $50 at my local Akbar &Jeff's. It's alot to
pay for asmidgen of hall sound and adab of
air, especially if you've already got the LPs'
warm-as-a-hearth bass, not to mention the fact
that both Polydor and MFSL could easily have
fit all of this music onto asingle CD (differences in total time are due to lead-in and indexing vagaries). If all you've heard is the Polydor set, know that this album can—and
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does—sound alot better. On the other hand,
the homeless could use the $23 even more. As
we said back in the '60s, when we weren't
shouting "Whipping Po-o-o-o-st!!"—it's your
karma.
—Richard Lehnert
LIGHTNIN' HOPICINS: The Complete Nudge/Bluesville Recordings
Prestige/Bluesville 7PCD-4406-2 (7 CDs only). Compilation producer: Bill Belmont. AAD. TE 8:25:00 of
classic Texas blues

Idreamt Isaw Sam Hopkins last night. No lie;
Iwas the power forward for some barnstorming turn-of-the-century basketball team, alithe
young black athlete with zero fat and gazellelike speed. Now, this happens to be alongtime
fave dream of all white males, but the weird part
was, my other teammates were bluesman Sam
"Lightnin" Hopkins and his two brothers Joel
and Johns, and they were all well into their 60s,
wearing these ridiculous baggy red satin shorts
and passing the leather basketball between their
legs with near-telepathic grace. As Joel drove
to the inside, he passed off to Johns, who
stepped off his man and sky-hooked along,
arcing shot toward the old wooden basket. It
hit the rim, bounced high, and then Lightnin'
shot up like arocket and did abehind-the-head
thunder dunk that brought the capacity crowd
to their stomping feet with ascream. It was only
then that Irealized Ihad no pants on, and Isuddenly woke up.
Idon't usually dream about shooting hoops
with famous bluesmen, but then Idon't usually
listen to seven CDs of said bluesmen over and
over again until Isee them in my sleep, either.
But Idon't care if Ihave ahundred no-pants
dreams over this set; it's the very stuff such
dreams are made of.
Lightnin' Hopkins was ablues anomaly:
revered by bluesologists as one of the very best
artists of the genre, he rarely strayed from his
Houston stomping grounds and so never
achieved the widespread fame of better-traveled
bluesmen like Muddy Waters and B.B. King.
Although his many recordings created international demand for his talents, he only traveled
to out-of-state performances when he was flat
broke? And even though he was received and
treated as royalty by his adoring audiences, he
always high-tailed it back to his Dowling Street
neighborhood in Houston, ever content to
remain abig fish in asmall but familiar pond.
Lightnin's blues were unlike the electrified
Delta blues of Muddy and the swinging,
3l'in not exactly sure what this means, but just when Ityped
this sentence, aroach crawled out from under my computer
and stopped to stare at me. Icertainly hope it wasn't the soul
of Lightnin' reincarnated as acockroach, because even though
the thought did occur to me and made me pause amillisecond
in indecision, Isquished the dang thing with awine bottle
and, yes, relished the act. Sorry. Lightnin'.
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uptown blues of B.B. Lightnin' was first and
foremost acountry bluesman; while artists like
Muddy were quick to assimilate and expand
their sound with electricity and full backing
bands, Lightnin' remained primarily asolo
acoustic performer right up to his death in
1982. He recorded countless times with an
overdriven electric guitar and aruthless rhythm
section,' but most often performed with an
acoustic guitar, either alone or with soft bassand-drums accompaniment.
This is the Lightnin' Hopkins we hear on The
Complete Prestige/Bluesville Recordings. The set's
seven CDs cover all eleven full-length LPs
Lightnin' cut for the Prestige/Bluesville label
between '60 and '64, as well as apreviously
unreleased 1964 solo concert recording at
Swarthmore College.
To those who equate "the blues" with either
abunch of fortysomething white losers with
untucked Hawaiian shirts and Panama hats to
cover their bald spots singin"bout them evilhearted wimmens Lawd they will not let me
be (Sh'yeah! As if1), or acouple of illiterate old
black men with beat-up acoustics lacking several strings croaking maddeningly repetitive
lyrics incomprehensible to anyone north of the
Mason-Dixon, the music of Lightnin' Hopkins will be arevelatory thrill.
Rarely has such universally applicable poetry
and philosopher-king-quality observance been
married to such beautiful and evocative country
blues guitar. This is not the music of Lite Beer
commercials, or Quincy Jones's set-back-theclock bug-eyed minstrelization of The Color
Purple; you will not hear any of the common
blues clichés, either vocal or musical, that
embue 99% of the current blues performers
and recordings. What you will hear is aman
who was born with ten times the wisdom of
Linus Pauling, ten times the guitar technique
of Blind Lemon Jefferson, and more innate
lowdown cool than the entire Magnificent
Seven, spelling it all out in away that cuts across
all barriers of race, class, and geography. I've
heard Lightnin' in BMWs, in BBQ joints, and
on National Public Radio with my fave culturebabe Cokey; hell, six of these eleven albums
were recorded by RUDY VAN GELDER, for
criminy's sake, so even you Audio Nuts can get
off to this stuff with aclear conscience! The
sound is actually quite bitchin' considering they
4If you want to hear Lightnin' really get mean on lectric gi-tar,
check out The Herald Recordings-1954 (Collectables COLCD-5121) CD from Collectable Records, Box 35, Narbeth,
PA 19072. Lightnin' must've been totally cocked on these sessions, they're so hot! Most of the songs have this really cool
slapback tape echo, aclassic and totally unnatural sound effect
wish was still around; check out "Hopkins' Sky Hop" on
track 6to hear what Imean. "Play at maximum volume with
the treble control cranked" wasn't in the liner notes, but it
should've been.
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probably just threw up acouple of tube mikes
and ran 'em directly into an Ampex tape
machine. HEY! MAYBE THAT'S WHY
THEY SOUND SO GOOD!
The bottom line? Ifyou own no blues records
but are vaguely curious, there are better intros
to this music that you should listen to first, like
Muddy's The Real Folk Blues.5But if you're into
blues but have little or no Lightnin' Hopkins,
your collection isn't complete until you pick
up this classic set.
JA used the concept in his "Records To Die
For" Chicken Skin Music review back in February, but I'm going to steal it and use it here; if
you think the Weavers' reunion disc is the last
word in folk music, check out The Complete
Prestige/Bluesville Recordings of Lightnin' Hopkins. May you never hear "Goodnight Irene"
again.
—Corey Greenberg
IAN MCCULLOCH: Mysterio
Sire 26684-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Mark Saunders, Henry Friestman, prods.; Mark Stent, eng. AAA/AAD. TT: 44:11
THE SOUP DRAGONS: Hang-Ten!
Sire 25666-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Soup Dragons, Pat Collier,
prods. AAA/AAD. TT: 27:35

What is it about Warner Brothers? Somehow
everything from the UK north of the Tyne is
suddenly sexy again, so first up is former Bunnyman (of Echo and the) Ian McCulloch, back
from atwo-year hiatus contemplating his navel
at the gates ola Liverpool dawn. Second is a
second try from 1987, agaggle of Scots teens
pre-dating the glorious mosaic (at least one
member, bassist Shusil Dade, incorporates
references from amore widely informed cultural database) and presented to the US—with
astraight face—as the company's bid for this
summer of '92's purveyor of stupid fun.
Well, The Soup Dragons are cannier than
that: Not to be confused with The New Kids
on the Block or their UK antecedents The Bay
City Rollers, atartan-clad pop phenom at least
one legit musician would like to forget, The
Soup Dragons hold up clever visual artifacts
(Mao's Red Flag, aclock, and building blocks
spelling "A-R-T") on the cover to show they're
clever. And oh, yes, they're clever: This is surfing music and pop sensibility played over the
pain threshold and, with two exceptions, at
speeds exceeding Metallica on an amphetamine
high.
Nothing, however, except the idleness of very
long northern lights could excuse smooshing
together Simple Minds, The Butthole Surfers,
and thrash guitar unless this bunch of cowabunga
dudes could also generate the consistent interest
level of, for example, aSurfers track. ("My
5And Idon't care if you hate blues, you should own at least
this disc, if only to impress your descendents when they excavate your ruins.
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Beach," for instance; "butt off" comes to mind;
after all, the very little the Surfers lack in musicianship, if you like that sort of thing, is trebled by attitude.) And, alas, they just can't. Still,
by now they're probably all accountants, which
means the LP will hit. Big. Get the CD for your
boom-car and fight it out with the neighbors
pumping NWA.
Ian McCulloch, on the other hand, is an artist, and that means all he needs for marketing
is amoody, reversed-out liner photo and a
reputation for reclusivity. Thankfully, there's
more to this summer movie than that, and Mysterio is one swell album, full of nifty sonic tricks
and complicated thought, all buoyed on the rising tide of astrong and tightly controlled
stream of musical development. "Magical
World," for instance, deploys apaintbox of studio wizardry to enhance alyric themed on the
shifting nature of inner space as subtly as Penn
& Teller sometimes utilize technology; their
introspective set-piece involving ashadow
screen and agradually depetalled flower provides the same transcendent representation of
artifice co-opted as atool in the service of art.
In addition to the impeccable musicianship
(Mysterio fields McCulloch's now-regular band)
and strong tunes, the album is as compelling
as ahigh-wire act. The activity is simple,
stripped-down, focused—and the artist's skill
is therefore very, very important—so in the end,
because it's hard to say FOR SURE what any
given song is about for fear of dissecting the
butterfly, what Mysterio does is bind audience
and performer together in acommonly shared
experience Like great theater, or asplendid live
performance, both content and technique will
yield to analysis, but here Irecommend enjoying the show.
And because McCulloch is currently in an
intimate and inquiring frame of mind (the
album is based on his recent acoustic sets performed in small club venues), the experience
is mystical; the content of any particular
track—while aconstant joy to hear—is rarely
expressed directly, or completely, but like that
early Ingmar Bergman film about amagical
circus, Sawdust and Tinsel, the portent slides
elliptically, ineluctably, into one's being. Yes,
he does aLeonard Cohen cover ("Lover Lover
Lover," and, in common with the best coverers
of Leonard Cohen, like Jennifer Warnes,
delivers amuch more personal and wryly
acceptable interpretation of the song than the
writer ever could), but the album is hardly
about tragedy. Like aBergman comedy or a
Robertson Davies trilogy, it's about growth.
Mysterio isn't apop response to Parsifal, but
in terms of content and implementation, it's at
the very top of what's out there The better your
sound system (Henry Priestman's program198

ming on "Dug for Love," and the Cohen track
is subtle), the better you'll like it. Enjoy.
—Beth Jacques
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN; Human Touch
Columbia CK 53000 (CD only). Toby Scott, eng.; Bruce
Springsteen, Jon Landau, Chuck Plotkin, Roy Bittan,
prods. TE 58:49
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Lucky noon
Columbia CK 53001 (CD only). Toby Scott, eng.; Bruce
Springsteen, Jon Landau, Chuck Plotkin, prods. TE
39:38

Disclaimer: I'm one of them. One of those tapetrading, bootleg-buying, Stone-Pony-pilgrimaging BRO000000CE fanatics that
keep the local ticket scalper in gold chains and
silk shirts and cheap cigars. So this is going to
be an unqualified rave, right? Well. ..
Human Touch and Lucky Town are the first
Springsteen albums that leave me flat. And very,
very bummed. Iknow for afact that there are
adozen songs Bruce left off Born in the USA that
are better than anything here. Every cut sounds
like aknock-'em-off-in-45-minutes first draft,
but I'm not sure ablue pencil is the answer.
There are 24 songs on these two records and
24 about Bruce Springsteen. About the problems of rock stardom, the problems of too
much success, the problems of divorcing your
model wife and marrying your backup singer.
There's nothing here about the other guy.
Nobody talks about it much, but Springsteen
has always written in character. In real life,
Bruce has always been alittle smarter, alittle
better off, alittle more in control than the hard
guys in his songs, but he was able to climb
inside their skins for three minutes. With
remarkable results. Bruce may have IClingered
his way out of 'Nam, but he was able to pull off
"Born in the USA." He's no laid-off steelworker, but he pulled off "My Hometown" He's no
mass murderer, but he pulled off "Nebraska!'
That ability to find the common ground
between Regular Joe and Joe College has always
been Springsteen's ace in the hole, and maybe
he was able to hold on to it for longer than we
had any right to expect. But now he's Beverly
Hills Bruce, and when he tries to relate the real
world of Desert Storm and drive-by shootings
to his cushy California Dreaming on asong like
"Souls of the Departed," it's not profound, just
contrived. And Ithink even Bruce realizes just
how poorly crafted these songs are. He's
reverted back to his trademark "Bob Dylan
doing Mitch Ryder" vocals. You can't make out
aword without alyric sheet, and damn if you
couldn't break afingernail prying the darn
thing out of the jewelbox.
Just how bad is it? The best song on either
of the two albums is probably "57 Channels,"
and it's about cable TV. It's the only song of
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the two dozen that means more than it says. The
mood is right out of Nebraska, with amenacing
bass riff and amean/funny/crazy narrator who
loses his girl because there's nuthin' on the tube.
But this is '92, not '82: on Nebraska Johnny
would've packed away his girlfriend, or his
neighbor or the judge or a7-Eleven cashier. On
Human Touch, he puts abullet in his 36" Mitsubishi.
I've got atheory about why these albums
stink. What does every artist need more than
anything? Somebody to tell 'ern, "C'mon,
you're fila shit." Mick had 1Cee£ Paul had Jolui,
Pete had Roger, Sonny had Cher. And until
recently, Bruce had Miami Steve. Let the record
show that while Steve Van Zandt was amember
of the E-Street band, Bruce cranked out Born
to Run, Darkness on the Edge of Town, The River,
Nebraska, and Born in the USA in succession.
After Steve left, Bruce released the shaky Tunnel
ofLove. If Bruce had played, say, "Leap of Faith"
for Little Steven, here's what he might have said:
"Hey, man, this sucks. Give it to Gary U.S.
Bonds." Truth be told, half the songs on these
albums wouldn't make the cut on aSouthside
Johnny record.
And now that Clarence and Danny and
Garry have been shown the door too, we get
Springsteen's two weakest albums ever. All the
guys who knew Bruce when he was apimplefaced kid from Freehold have gone missing, and
the session players in the studio now call
Springsteen "Boss" and really mean it Sure,
these high-paid hired guns have better chops
than the homeboys they replaced. Then again,
Jeff Porcaro can keep abetter backbeat than
Ringo, too.
If! had to pick and choose between the two
records, it's atough call. On the one hand the
strongest cuts are on Human Touch. We've
already talked about "57 Channels," but check
out "With Every Wish," which could be an
outtake from The River, and that's no insult. On
"Pony Boy," Bruce shares the mike with the
missus for atruly sweet little lullaby that would
do Woody Guthrie proud. But Human Touch
is also home to "All or Nothing at All," "A
Man's Job," and "I Wish IWere Blind:' three
songs so, well, sexist that they make me check
the calendar.
The one thing that hasn't deserted Bruce is
his sense of melody. Lucky Town, if you don't
listen too closely, is aclassic "roll down the
windows and crank up the Kraco" album.
Without Nils or Steve to divvy up the leads,
Bruce is able to make that Fender Esquire talk
as he never has before (at least on record). Lyrically, Lucky Town is akinder, gentler Springsteen album. The big winner is "Local Hero,"
6Roy Binan, who played on both albums, joined the E-Street
band in 1975.
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about finding yourself immortalized àla Velvet
Elvis. Aim low and how can you miss?
Oh, the sound? By my estimate, Springsteen
has played nearly 1100 live shows over the last
20 years. Md in another couple thousand days
in the studio and what do you get? Can you
speak up alittle? Yeah, right, Deafness on the
Edge ofTown. With the exception of The Wild,
the Innocent.. ., all ofBruce's albums have been
pretty awful sonically. But listen to the albums
in chronological order and the progressive
boost in the upper midrange has got to be heard
to be believed. Lucky Town and Human Touch
aren't the best, but they sure are the brightest.
Ibought the first single on anon-Dolby nonchrome cassette and the dogs only stopped
howling with the EQ switched in. Earplugs are
cheap, Bruce. Use 'em.
Maybe I'm being alittle hard on Springsteen.
Lucky Town and Human Touch don't really
SUUUUUUUUCCCCK. Not much, anyway. Iguess maybe I
just expected alittle too
much. Since Tunnel ofLove we've lived through
acouple of small wars, Iran Contra, Clarence
Thomas, David Duke. This being an election
year and all, 'just figured that Bruce might have
something to say about something besides the
wife and kids. Or himself. Guess not.
—Allen St. John

OUTTAKE
THE RAMONES: Loco Live
Sire/Warner Bros. 926650-2 (CD only). The Ramones,
Adam Yellin. prods.; John Markovich. eng. DDD (but,
alas. no Dee Dee). TT: 67:52

Over an hour's worth of live Ramones recorded
in Barcelona, Loco Live finds the Gab Four
snoozekrieg-bopping through their greatest
hits to the delight of acouple thousand heatcrazed Spaniards, but it all falls alittle flat on
this pinhead's ears. For one, listening to the
Ramones at home on ahi-fi rig is about as
appropriate as gobbing at achamber music
recital. And at this point, the Ramones have hit
that cruise-control level of consistent mediocrity that afflicts 90% of the bands they used
to offer acharged alternative to. Maybe new
bassist C.J. Ramone is getting off to playing
with his heroes, but it doesn't sound like anybody else is having much fun anymore. On the
plus side, though, are ex-Blondie Debbie
Harry's inane, pseudo beat-poetic liner notes:
"The jean pool is full of balls. Ilove it. Iwill
swim the channel covered in slippery coats of
admiration." Gabba Gabba HAHAHAHAHAHA!
—CG 111
7None of the Ramones have ever been related, but they all
take the last name Ramone anyway. Thusly, were Sterrophilis
esteemed publisher to join the band, he would be referred to
henceforth as Larry Ramone.
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
NAIM CDS CD PLAYER
Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to thank
both Stereophile and Bob Harley for taking the
time to review the Naim CDS CD player, and
to make some comments about the review.
Fortunately for us, our dealers and their customers agree with Bob that the CDS has "a natural. ..
sense of ease," that it is aplayer they
"could listen to for hours without fatigue," that
"the upper treble [has] anice sense of air:' that
the lower treble and upper midrange are
"extremely smooth, lacking. ..
glare and
grain," that it is "less aggressive than most digital processors and CD players," that the CDS
is "more incisive and up-front," and has "a
weightier presentation" than a CD player
previously reviewed by Stereophile Yet Bob condudes that acustomer "would be better offspending $1600 less for" this other player! (my
emphasis)
Aren't asense of ease, listenability, airiness,
delicacy, smoothness, lack of glare and aggression, incisiveness, rhythmic involvement, excitement, conveyance of energy, and weight of presentation some of the most significant points
we seek in our choice of musical components?
Ican think ola number of recommendable
components of which Bob could have just as
easily said, while he was discarding musical
criteria, "you may as well get product X, as you
can still tap your foot along with your tunes
and it only costs $595!" We all find ourselves
doing it in our cars every day!
Further, Bob contradicts himself by first stating that "Where the CDS clearly excelled in
relation to [this other product], however, was
in its ability to better involve the listener rhythmically in the music. The CDS was more exciting and upbeat, better conveying the music's
energy. Music was more rhythmically involving through the CDS, particularly with some
jazz, rock, blues, and fusion." He then concludes with the statement that he felt this other
product, which he apparently didn't even have
on hand for A/B comparison, "to be the more
musically involving machine." It reads as
though one person wrote the body of the
S
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review and asecond drew the conclusions!
ALEXIS A. ARNOLD
Vice President, Naim Audio North America
Idiscussed his apparently contradictory reviewfindings
with Bob when he submitted his copy to me. Basically, it appears that the more he listened to the Naim,
the less he valued its ability to involve the listener rhythmically in the music and the more he missed thefine
detail that he appreciated with other (expensive) playback systems.
—JA
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-I
PREAMPLIFIER
Editor:
We would like to thank Mr. Olsher for his thorough review of our SFL-1 line-stage preamplifier.
As with all Sonic Frontiers products, we are
attempting to push the performance boundaries
of our units in each component category,
within agiven price range. With the entry-level
price of the SFL-1, we are once again encouraged
that we have succeeded in our goal. To come dose
to units costing 2.5 to 5times more than ours
is very rewarding. However, one must remember that this is our budget unit. A referencequality SFL-2 is under development!
For the record, it is not our policy to constantly update and modify any of our designs
during their production runs. Although we
constantly strive to improve our products,
design changes (as ageneral rule) are accumulated and implemented only at the beginning
of anew production run. With the SFL-1, we
developed two significant design changes
which improved several performance parameters, most notably our noise specs. In our opinion, the improvement in the noise floor alone
was significant enough to put into production
immediately. Therefore, we have offered (and
still do) free updates to any SFL-1 customer
who received their unit before February 15th.
Mr. Olsher may be encouraged to know that
our second production run is close to reaching the market. These units now incorporate
the Yugo 12AT7A via Gold Aero (thanks,
Dick!), even nicer cosmetics, and the addition
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of two more MIT MultiCap capacitors in the
feedback network which, in our opinion, advance
the performance of the unit modestly, regaining
(if not surpassing) its previous performance.
As soon as one is available, we will send it to
Mr. Olsher for his updated comments. Our fiddling is over!
Once again, we would like to thank Dick for
all his efforts, and we look forward to Stereophile auditioning any and all of our future
products.
CHRIS JOHNSON
President
CHRIS JENSEN
JOHN SLOAN
VP Marketing
VP Product Development
Sonic Frontiers, Inc.
AVALON ECLIPSE LOUDSPEAKER
Editor:
Iwould like to commend Amis Balgalvis not
only on his fine article, but on his in-depth
examination of our Eclipse loudspeakers. Products with this level of attention to detail in their
design and manufacture deserve acommensurate level of dedication in their review.
The only subject that Ifeel requires further
discussion is the matter of room setup. Iwould
not have placed the Eclipses, or treated the listening environment, in the way chosen by AB. The
distance between loudspeakers, as well as the
distances from each Eclipse to the side and rear
walls, break most of our accepted rules of
thumb. Yet AB has obviously achieved superlative results; this is atestimonial to his setup
abilities, and the excellence of his associated
equipment. There is alesson to be learned here
All too often, the final sound ola system does
not approach the potential of the individual
components. A few words of advice for every
listener: Collect as much pertinent information on the proper setup of your components
as possible. Your dealer is there to help you
achieve abasic level of musicality from your
system. This may well be his most important
function; take advantage of it.
The room in which we listen is still one of
the most important links in the audio chain, and
one that is all too often neglected. Two recent
articles in Stereophile, by J. Gordon Holt in
Vol.13 No.4, and Tom Norton in Vol.14 No.10,
are an informative beginning. Read as much as
you can on this subject. Keep in mind that it
is not always necessary to invest in expensive,
commercially available room-treatment products. Overhauling your entire room is also not
always necessary; subtle changes may yield dramatic results. Most important, get involved in
experimenting with the placement of your
loudspeakers and room treatment. This should
be an iterative process. Learning the specific
effects of various changes for yourself is the
simplest way to overcome your room's idiosynSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

crasies and discover the potential of your system.
Thanks once again to AB, and to JA for his
original article, both for their words of praise
and constructive criticism. My goal remains
to leave the listener, or the critic, with nothing to comment on but the music.
NEIL PATEL
President, Avalon Acoustics
Some ofthe tracks on Stereophile's 'Fist CD 2, specifically the ASC Music Articulation Test Tone, and
the bass-decade 1/3-octave warble tones, are specifically intended to help audiophiles set up their speakers
by ear to get the best balance between low-frequency
clarity and extension. The Test CL) 2costs $7.95 plus
$2 S&H. Phone (800) 358-6274 to order. —JA
DANA AUDIO MODEL I
LOUDSPEAKER
Editor:
We would like to thank Jack English and Ste-reophik for recognizing the musical abilities of
the $179/pair Dana Audio Model 1 while
reviewing the PSB Alphas in [Vol.15 No.7, July
1992]. Dana Audio has striven to manufacture
high-end sound at areasonable price. We feel
it is important to recruit listeners into the world
of "high end" by providing an inexpensive
product that has tonal accuracy, imaging,
soundstaging, and bass extension.
As with any true high-end bookshelf-size
speaker, the Model 1provides good bass performance on stands approximately 1' from the
wall. However, many of our customers obtain
good results with the Model Is on bookshelves
because of their "articulate" bass.
Dana Audio prides itself on customer service and the reliability of the Model 1. As anyone who has called knows, we are glad to help
any way we can and even give suggestions on
systems or other speakers. Since Dana Audio
sells direct, all orders are shipped within 24
hours; many times the shipping is less than the
local state sales tax, which under existing law'
is not paid on orders outside of Texas.
Any problem or question acustomer may
have about our product is handled directly by
us, the manufacturer. Shipping for any warranty
work is paid for by Dana Audio. Many people like the idea of being able to talk directly
to myself, Dana, or any of the technical staff.
We have been fortunate in having nothing
but good reviews from the audio press. We feel,
however, that all listeners should judge the
sound of any component for themselves with
their own equipment in their own listening
rooms. Our 30-day trial program gives them
this opportunity.
JOHN 111 DANA FISH
Dana Audio
1This may change.

— JA
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THE CABLE COMPANY
Editor:
Lately Ihave noted some serious getting of wisdom at Stereophile with regard to the importance
of cable matching with components. First LA,
the self-acknowledged "least big fan of exotic
cables at Stereophile," discovers in 1991's last
issue that the differences in digital transmission cables "were all greater than the differences
between two very different DIA converters. ..
with very different price tags" (about $4000
different, in fact).
Next we have "Mr. Get-It-At-Radio-Shack"
himself, Sam Tellig, seriously contemplating
dropping five bills on adigital link for his tenbill processor. This is indeed atransformation!
But Sam is wrong when he perpetuates the
myth that only reviewers are in the position to
borrow cables (or components, for that matter)
before blowing abundle. Send amessage to
your readers: In this day and age, you are king!
Idon't believe that any Stereophile reader has to,
or should, purchase any component or cable
without hearing it at home in his own system
first. And if your dealer won't accommodate
you, find one who will.
A good dealer knows that any high-end
music system is acollection of often unpredictable interactions. The "relationship" dealer
wants to help his customer avoid mistakes, and
may (at least in the case ofThe Cable Company)
all but insist that the consumer check it out at
home first. This approach makes the customer
work alittle harder. After all, you will have to
do more than just read the reviews! But this
willingness to put your ears on the line separates
the audiophile from the mere consumer.
ROBERT STEIN
The Cable Company
FISHER PCD7
PORTABLE CD PLAYER
Editor:
Iwas pleased to see Peter Mitchell's comments
in April [Vo1.15 No.4, p.61] regarding the Fisher
PCD7 portable CD with the industry's first
application of electronic anti-shock technology.
There were acouple oferrors in the information, however, which are important to note.
First, the PCD7 stores 3.8 seconds of music
in digital form in the 4-megabyte memory
buffer, not ahalf-second as indicated. This dramatic increase in time allows the unit to find
its place even if dropped, whereas ahalf-second
would only allow compensation for minor
vibrations.
Second, while the MiniDisc uses asimilar
anti-shock circuit, the data being stored is compressed in the MiniDisc system. MiniDisc uses
aunique 5:1 compression technology, which
effectively makes the digital storage a4-bit sysSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1992

tern vs 16-bit CD storage. The Fisher PCD7
uses no compression or signal manipulation.
The signal from the memory buffer is precisely
the same as that on the disc; therefore, there is
no degradation in the resulting analog signal.
Finally, the MiniDisc system spins the disc
at aset speed, while the Fisher PCD7 is switchable from standard CD speed to AntiShock CD
speed. There are many times that the user will
not need the benefit of the AntiShock circuit;
by switching the unit back to standard mode,
battery life can be extended due to the slower,
normal disc speed.
Again, we are pleased that Peter took note
of this product and brought it to your readers'
attention. Now if we could only change his
perception about innovations by showing him
other innovations, such as the first camcorder
to apply Fuzzy Logic technology to improve
video performance, the first application of MidMount transport technology which improves
both the video and audio performance of
VCRs, and the first application (two years ago)
of the Dolby ProLogic IC designed by Sanyo
Electric, which has been highly regarded by
reviewers at Stereophile!
M ICHAEL A. SHOEMAKER
VP Marketing, Fisher, Sanyo Fisher (USA)
VORTEX
Editor:
We wish to thank Roberts Deutsch (p.101) and
Harley (p.121) for their positive mentions of
Vortex in the April 1992 issue (Vol.15 No.4).
In this highly competitive and sometimes
volatile industry, Stereophile staffers consistently
refresh us with their extreme level of professionalism and objectivity.
We work hard to bring the finest quality and
music money can buy (six models in current
production) to Stereophile readers, and we want
you to know your combined efforts are truly
appreciated.
Good listening,
ROB RAMLOSE
VP Operations, Vortex Acoustics
TICE
Gentlemen:
To correct the speculation and misinformation that
often surround any new technological development, we have initiated anew policy regarding our TPT technology. We are pleased to invite
aselected member of the Stereophile staff to participate in ademonstration of the TPT treatment
equipment. This is the very same equipment
used to treat the TPT clock. We will allow the
selected writer to treat various items and then
evaluate the differences on our reference system
located only steps away. Yes, this offer does have
strings. We only ask that the results of the visit
and experiments be reported accurately and in
205
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Coda Technologies Amplifier System 100, embodies many unique concepts
whose only purpose is to bring the listener closer to the musical ideal.
This and other Coda products may be auditioned at:
DOCTOR B'
SAUDIO/
VIDEO
2166 NORTH HOME
PARK RIDGE ,IL 60068
(708) 296-0375

REEL TO REAL DESIGNS
3021 SAN GAMON AVE .
SPRINGFIELD ,IL 62702
(217) 544-5252

AUDIO RX
2918 N.SUMMIT AVE .
MILWAUKEE ,WI 53211
(414) 964-4300

STEREO
MAGE
We continue to be the small audio retailer committed to bringing our
marketplace and its clients the best in the industry today."
Mary Smith

-Audio Components by:
B&K •ROTEL •ENERGY•SPI CA •AUDI
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GM •REGA
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MARTIN LOGAN •SOTA • M ICRO MEGA •MELOS •MO NITOR •HARMAN KARDON •CARVER

(

Cables and Accessories

STRAIGHTWIRE •CARDA S•MON STER CABLE •SUM IKO •SPACE& TIM E.LAST

NITTY GRITTY •VPI •SME •TIFFANY •MUS EATEX •SIMPLY PHYSICS •SANUS STANDS

1 1

/1//,/
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(303) 442-2166

.:&?

OPEN MON. -SAT. 10-6, OR BY APPOINTMENT
1939 PEARL • BOULDER, COLORADO 80302
TRADE- I
NS WELCOME • 1YEAR UPGRADE POLICY
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atimely fashion in Stereophile, and allow us space
for ashort comment.
What have we claimed for the TPT technology?
1) TPT-treated electrical items plugged into
an AC outlet feeding an audio system will have
aprofound effect on the sound of that system.
2) The TPT treatment can permanently alter
the sound of all power and audio cables (including those operating in the digital domain) in
acontrollable and repeatable manner.
3) The TPT treatment can alter and improve
the sound of passive components, such as capacitors or inductors, in acontrollable and repeatable manner.
4) The TPT treatment can change the sound
of any compact disc, also in acontrolled and
predictable manner. We can make any CD sound
brighter or darker, at will.
The selected journalist will be permitted to
operate the TPT treatment used to treat the
items we will test and evaluate. All of the abovelisted demonstrations will be included. We
encourage the selected writer to bring any items
he may wish to experiment with; je, power
cords, capacitors, compact discs, and audio
cables. The demonstrations and associated
listening tests can be completed in one day. I
look forward to your reply. GEORGE R. licE
President, Tice Audio Products

e

Profflurica
AUDIO fPECIPLI/ 7/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
• Acoustat
• Adcom
• AKG
• Aragon
• Arcam
• Audio Alchemy
• Audio Static
• Beyer
• Celestion
• Cello
• Creek
• CWD
• Energy
• Grado
• H/K
• Janis
• Linn
• Mod Squad
• Nairn
• Paradigm e

• ProAc
• Proton
• Quad
• Rego
• Roksan
• Potel
• J Rowland
• Sound Lob
——

• Spendor
• Spica
• Sumiko
• Target
• Tesla
• Theta
• VTL

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N CLARK •CHICAGO. IL 60614 •312883.9500
5101W DEMPSTER •MORTON GROVE •708 W »00
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As much as we appreciate Mr. Tice's invitation, any
assessment of his products or technology by amember ofStereophile's staff will be performed at their
leisure in their own listening environments, just as
with any component submittedfor review.
—JA
CELESTION DLPI500
LOUDSPEAKER PROCESSOR
Editor:
The first sample of DLP600 that Isent to Stereophile (which JA thought idiosyncratic) was
the first of four prototypes that were handbuilt, in handmade cases. The second sample
was taken from the inventory held at Celestion
USA in Boston, and is anormal production
item.
As JA concludes, it is not sufficient to just
set an "ideal" textbook target response for a
loudspeaker; in the end, you always have to
make some subjective assessment of "goodness," and that can lead to difficulties in deciding
whether the "target" has been achieved by measurement alone.
Despite JA's natural belief that you cannot
get something for nothing, Iam pleased that
his search (and ours) to find the downside of
the DLP600 was in vain.
GRAHAM BANK
Research & Development Director
Celestion International
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ADA •ADCOM •AKG
AUDIOPRISM
AUDIOQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON •CAL
CANTON
CWD CABINETS
DENON •DUAL
KLIPSCH •LEXICON
LUXMAN •MADRIGAL
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN-LOGAN
McINTOSH •N.E A.R.
NILES •PARADIGM
PROCEED •ROTEL
RUSSOUND •SIGNET
SME •SONANCE
SONRISE •SOTA
STAX •SUMIKO •TERK
THORENS •WADIA
VANDERSTEEN
JVC VIDEO
OPTONICA VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO
VIDIKRON VIDEO

The best audio equipment is expensive,
though it still represents excellent value. If
you purchase wisely, good equipment can
last for decades and still give great enjoyment. Much to the chagrin of advertising
copy writers, fine hi-fi equipment made 20
to 30 years ago still sounds excellent by
today's standards. Let us show you what we
sell today, and that you may enjoy in 2022.

When you're ready, we'll be here.
For New England
Quality Sound Since1.928

flic Musk Sox
58 Central Street • Wellesley, MA • 02181

(617) 235-5100

Central Pennsylvania
HiFi House has been servicing former
Penn State students for 21 yrs. throughout Pennsylvania. Our reputation for
quality and service earned us national
recognition as audio retailer of the year;
1983-84.
If you are looking for SOUND advice
and would rather be 'talked to' than
'talked down to', stop in and visit us.
Private Evening & Weekend
Appointments Available

Custom Home & Car Stereo
Installations Are Our Specialty

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
Our $50,000+ investment in test equipment evaluates new components (prior
to our sonic evaluation) and supports
the service needs of our many satisfied
customers. We are an authorized dealer
for all products we sell.
EXPERT CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
We specialize in commercial installations with references available upon
request. For information contact: HiFi House,
3661. College Avenue, State College, PA 16801
(The home of Penn State University)

Nakamichi •B&K •Stax

814/237-2897

ADS •Rotel •Altec Lansing
B&W and more!

We at HiFi House strongly recommend
you support your local dealer, if available!

Hifi House
The Audio/Video Professionals
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W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836.
Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
530 E Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 W Main St
Phoenix
Sound Alternatives
4126 E Lewis
Sounds Like Music
Real HiFi Systems
2734 W Bell Rd #1306
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Gallena
4343 N Scottsdale Rd
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E Broadway
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
Creative Sight 8Sounds
400 N Bowman #B-3
River City Compact Disc
10700 Rod Parham
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Audiophile Selections
8111 E Oak Ridge Circle
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
17178 University Ave
CD World
1573 Solano Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510A Walnut St
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills Audio
8950 W Olympic Blvd #902
Christopher Hansen
8822 W Olympic Blvd
Canoga Park
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Stereo One
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd
Concord
Stereo Unlimited
2151 Salvo #G
Costa Mesa
Upscale Audio
1835 Newport Blvd
Culver City
Armadillo 8. Company
5795 W Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave

Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book and News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Los Angeles
LA Audio Video
101 S Western Ave
Upscale Audio
330 N La Cienega Blvd
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W Olive Ave
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newhall
Record Revolution
24262 Lyons Ave
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E Colorado Blvd
GNP Audio Video
1254 E Colorado Blvd
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
Speaker Craft
1650 Seventh St
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 0St
Paradyme AudioNideo
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd

Santa Barbara
AuchoVision #1
612 N Milpas St
Cymbaline Records
1035 State St
Mission Audio
215 W Mission St
Lenz Arts
142 River St
Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by aPie)
Shelley sStereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
733 Fourth St
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave #100
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W 11th St #G
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
The Audiophile Network
14155 Kinndge St
Vernon
Kinergetics
4260 Charter St
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt Diablo Blvd
Westminster
Upscale Audio
'5251 Beach Blvd
West Sacramento
Mts Inc /Tower Magazines
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Arvada
Sound Track
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E Mississippi Ave
Boulder
ADSystems
San Francisco
2525 Arapahoe Ave 0E4-284
America's Legal Bookstores Eads News 8Smoke Shop
360 Golden Gate Ave
1715 28th St
Sounds Alive
Listen Up
731 Florida St
2034 E Arapahoe
Stereo Plus
SoundTrack
2201 Market St
1685 28th St
Ultimate Sound
Stereo-Image
141 Kearny St
1939 Pearl St
San Jost
Colorado Springs
Books, Inc
Listen Up #3
420 Town 8Country Village 230 N Teton
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Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
SoundTrack
1230 N Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
999 S Logan St
Second Sound
1875 S Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S Colorado Blvd
Englewood
Gold Sound
4285 S Broadway
Fort Collins
Ovation
236 S College
SoundTrack
4606 S Mason St
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E County Line Rd
Littleton
SoundTrack
9350 W Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack
Pearce Electronics
990 W 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Middleton
Madrigal Audio Lab
2081 S Main St
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Stereo Shoppe
279 N Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S US fri
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
523 S 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House or Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10

Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Disctronics Corp
2315 NW 107th Ave
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
11927 S Dixie Hwy
GEORGIA
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L
Stereo 8Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamiila Ave
Tucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
3184A Waialae Ave
IDAHO
Boise
Stereo Shoppe
8778 Fairview Ave
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Record Service
621 E Green St
Chicago
Sound Choice
928 W Diversey Pkwy
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W Rt 64
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W Ogden
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E Arcadia
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S Second St
Schaumburg
Ffi Fi Hutch
879 S Roselle Rd
Skokie
Digital Sound
74 3
5Tripp Ave
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TRANSPARENCY GUARANTEED

Reference Line Model 3000 -$799.00
After extensively evaluating virtually all passive preamps available today, we at Bay Area Audio have concluded that the Reference Line 3000 represents the pinnacle of line-stage technology. We are so confident that you will find the Reference Line
3000 more transparent and detailed than your existing preamp
that we will make you this offer: evaluate the Model 3000 in your
system for 10 days. If you are not completely satisfied, return the
unit. No strings attached.
Call to arrange your in home audition

transparency guaranteed.

408-255-0735
bay area audio 1171 Cordella Ave., San Jose CA 95129

NEW IN LOS ANGELES
Call for an appointment

Acoustic Image
vcostmc pucep.c.

Unity Audio speakers - the deepest, clearest and most convincing
soundstage of any speaker made today

1VRG Control -unparalled solid-state amplifiers and preamplifiers
Forsell airbearing turntables - an analog lover's dream come true
LA Audio -the finest tube amps, preamps and digital processors made
Klyne Audio Arts -the ultimate phono stage and new model 7LX preamp
SoundLab -the legendary electrostatic speakers featuring the new Pristine
AhnaSphere -extremely articulate class A triode OTL tube electronics
Anodyne -atruly wonderful DIA processor with apure tube analog stage
Forsell airbearing transports - agiant leap in digital reproduction
Purist Audio Design -the most well designed and best sounding cable
Koetsu phono cartridges -the perfect transmitter of sound and emotion
Also: OCM Technology, Magnum Dynalab, accessories and more ...
telephone 818-762-1501 fax 818-752-9709
11124 Sunshine Terrace Studio City, California 91604
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Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 a Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Compact Disc Center
7825 E. Harry
Custom Sound
830 a Hillside
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
36368 Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Octave's Super Newsstand
112 University PI
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
West Monroe
The Orbit Exchange
2324-A Cypress St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Record Masters
711 W. 40th St
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
&Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14703-C Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment PI.
Annex Bldg

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Briggs 8Briggs
1270 Massachusetts Ave
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Everett
Everett Music Shop
30 Norwood St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Salisbury
Tape World
E. Main St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Canton
Dearborn Music
42679 Ford Rd
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Rd
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
2800 E. Grand River Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W. Saginaw
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
Southfield
Hi Fi Heaven
12948 Roanoke
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1319 S. Airport
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S
Minneapolis
HiEi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
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MISSOURI
Blue Springs
Seventh Heaven
600S Seven Hwy
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
Kansas City
Primus Audio
1104 Baltimore
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
The Sound Room
747 N. New Ballas Rd
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
GSM Custom Home Audio
3421 E. Tropicana Ave #J
Stereo Plus
4449 W. Flamingo Rd
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo Rd
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Ln
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
Peterborough
Old Colony Sound lab
305 Union St
Ridge Center
DB Systems
Main St
NEW JERSEY
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD I, Rt 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Montclair
Cohen's
635 Bloomfield
Morristown
Sight 8Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
Nutley
Bernhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre SI
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Halo Stereo 8Video
US Rt 1at Texas Ave

Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
Woodbridge
Woodbndge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave

Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Paul Heath Audio
NEW MEXICO
217 Alexander
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
Rowe Audio
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
1737 Mt. Hope
Page One Newsstand
Sound Concepts
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE 2314 Monroe Ave
Santa Fe
Scarsdale
The Candyman
Listening Room
851 St. Michaels Dr
590 Central Park Ave
Downtown Subscription
Stonybrook
376 Garcia St
Esoteric Sound Systems
Galisteo News
Coventry Commons
201 Galisteo St
RI 347
Garcia Street Books
Syracuse
Clark Music
376 Garcia St
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Superior Sight 8Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
NEW YORK
West Babylon
Albany
Audio Visions
Altair Audio
1067 Montauk Hwy
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Glen Cove
Island Audio Video
49 Cedar Swamp Rd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
937 Northern Blvd
Jamaica
RAF HiFi/Stereo
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
Lake Grove
Audio Den
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Uverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8409-B Shallow Creek Rd
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
Trading Corp.
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox &Sutherland
15 S. Mager Ave
Manuel
Eardrum Audio &Video
148 E. RI 59
New York
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St

NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
809 Blowing Rock Rd
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Mr Audio
601 S. Kings Dr HE
Durham
Audio visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Cleveland
The Sound Resource
12621 Larchmere Rd
Columbus
For The Record
1386 Grandview Ave
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2616 Col Glenn Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi 8Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
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New Arrivals
Avalon Acoustics • ViMak
NAD •ATC SCM-I0
V.A.C. Preamplifier • PSB
Meridian 203 DA C 7•Artemis EOS
EAD Enlightened Audio Designs
Classe' Audio •Muse •Coda
Ensemble •XL0 • Tara I.abs
Cardas •Audioquest •Esoteric
Acoustic Energy • Tesla •ME
Kimber •Lexicon •Genesis
Celestial • ;•elodyne •Fan.
.
,
11agnuni/Dynalab •Meridian • lice
Sound Anchor • larget •
Sfax •Regu •Sunrise

301-989-2500

JS

15454
Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsille,
Maryland 20866
FAX (301) 989-2552
VISA, MASTERCARI)
& AMERICAN EXPRESS

Upstate
New York s
Exclusive
Dealer For...

ROO •
MO OW 1
CLASSÉ •
1801 •
1816.
ea Levinson on Moral Processor We On

011111e

ACURUS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AutHOOU EST
GRADO
AGNEPAN

a

MAGNLIM DYNALA
MIRAGE
NAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEE D
R C AUDIO
YELODyNE

You can

UNBELIEVABLE
compare AU.

these brands

at one place.
BiW 800 •Thiel CS-5 •Wilson Watt/Puppy •
Vandersteen •Apogee Centaur •
Theta Digital •
Esoteric Digital •Krell Digital •
Krell •
Spectral •
McCormack •Aragon •Acurus •UK •Adcom

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO
Joui requlat vivo who live music and love to talk about it
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116it N. High Street
Columbus. Ohio 43201
(614) 299-0565
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Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W Central
Jarniesons'
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
It's AClassic
4423 E 31st St
K-Labs Audio
4715 E 41st St
The Phonograph Ltd
5150 S Memorial 0FI
OREGON
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
High Fidelity Unlimited
1428 SE 36th Ave
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
15 W Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th St
Harrisburg
IPD Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn SI
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Mook's Audio
3047 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama entre Ponce de
Leon yMuñoz Rivera
San Juan
Novo Audio
Covadonqa 104 0300
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
1807 Bush River Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Bravo
707 E North St
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeria
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd 0192
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr. Rossville

Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
TEXAS
Abilene
011 The Wall Records
1509 S. 14th St
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Sound Systems
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
1102 W Koenig Ln
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expe
#G441
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd 0159
Shakespeare Beethoven
Gallena 03200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E #1D
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fe
Esoteric Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
Pine
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 013
Mesquite
MJM Audio
1515 Towne E Blvd 0197
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
Wichita Falls
Pro Audio
4020 Rhea Rd 04-E
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
Sound Effects
92 Church St
South Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
8. Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
The Sound Exchange
228 W. Broad St
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Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E Broad St
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth 033
Bellingham
The Landing Discs 8. Tapes
1307 11th St
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
WASHINGTON ,DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S. University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8. Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S Oneida St
Madison
University Audio
402 S Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One. RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
222 S Railway St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No 3Rd

Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
1150 Robson St
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
ONTARIO
Chatham
Absolute Sound
725 St Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Fuel
Disc 'n Dat AudioNideo
5Frances Cl
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
1280 Main St W
Thompson's Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W k2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St 03
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E
North Bay
Popular Audio
144 Main St W
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W 03
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies Audio 8. Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Resdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Sudbury
Total Sight 8. Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Timmins
Professional Sound
175 Third Ave
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Disticor
155 Gordon Baker Rd 0213
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
L'Atelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave

Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio Video
233 Brock St S
QUEBEC
An
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5181 boul Décane
Quebec
COR A
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio QImports
544 Burwood Rd. 1st Floor
Pinmai
8Video
Westfield Shopping Town #54
Burwood Rd. Burwood
Melbourne, Victoria
McGill's Authorised News
187 Elizabeth St
BELGIUM
Hassell
Ghiisens Hi Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14
BERMUDA
Hamilton
KUM International
61 Church St
CROATIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Bltstrup
Copenhagen
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179.181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
Videorythmos
6Sivitanidou St
176 76 Kallithea
Musicompact
293 Kifissias Ave
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TAKE ADVANTAGE
B50 'TIGER'

RIGHT COMPONENTS...
WRONG ROOM?
ECHO TUNES
CORNER TUNES

—

COMPLETE LINE
AVAILABLE

ensemble

2 ECHO
S39
4 CORNER $79
2 DELUXE $229

The reviews are in... 'Imagine a hybrid
(integrated) amplifier rivaling the best tube designs
in the conveyance of music without glare in a
palpable space -oozing liquidity, maintaining
timbral accuracy and preserving the music's pulse."
"a sound stage seemingly unlimited by the
dimensions of my room." "I can not imagine a
music-lover disappointed with what he/she hears
through the Ensemble..."-Guy Lemcoe, Stereophile,
vol.14, no.5.

$2095•

Demo At Home

GET IT RIGHT
WITH AFFORDABLE

RooniTunc

Home Audition Available With
Full Money Back Guarantee.

TOMORROWS HIGH-END TRANSPORT..
HERE TODAY
AUDIO
chemy
-OUTBOARD POWER SUPPLY

—

CLAMP TO SPINDEL,
DIGITAL DRIVE,
TOP LOADING.
SERVOCONTROLLED
FOR ACCURATE
LASER FOCUS

BRUSHLESS
DC MOTOR —

DIGITAL DRIVE
CONTROLLER

HOME DEMO
AVAILABLE

(THE

CABLE

COMPANY)

OUR CABLE LIBRARY SERVICE OFFERS IN-HOME TRIAL OF 258 CABLES FROM
51 COMPANIES. WE ALSO OFFER THE WIDEST RANGE OF AUDIO COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES, AND 13 TOP TUBE BRANDS. FREE CONSULTATION.
EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SYSTEM MATCHING BUT DIDN'T
KNOW WHO TO ASK. BIG ADVANTAGE!

OF US.
THESE SHAPES WILL CHANGE THE
WAY YOU LISTEN TO AUDIO
FOREVER!

TUNING BELT
TUNING DOTS

Grote
Audio &Visual Co
3Zogralou St
Thessaloniki
Audio Hall
2Deiliou St

HONG KONG

The Sound Chamber
Dina House #1001
11 Duddell St
YK Audio Ltd
Room 203 Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock

ICELAND
4

1001

TUNING DEVICES from...

COMBAK.

Complete with application guide

National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF. S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound &Music
Via della Formica 496

JAPAN

SET OF 8.100 EA.

CLEAN ELECTRIC,
CLEANER MUSIC.
CRITICAL DAMPING
AND
SUPRESSION
ACTIVE
INTERCOMPONENT
ISOLATION

DEDICATED
HIGH POWER
OUTLETS

POIVEti WEDGE
9 MODELS AVAILABLE FROM

$1890$539
HOME DEMO AVAILABLE

1-800-FAT-1NYRE
PO BOX 579, POINT PLEASANT, PA. 18950

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
OPEN MON-FRI. 10AM-6PM
215-297-8824 OR FAX 215-297-8661

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617

National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusal Bldg
3-4.1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 Jin Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael

MEXICO
National Distributor
Mixcoac 1384
Mexico 19, DF
Diseño Activo SA
Blvd Adolfo Lopez Mateos
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiF, Stereo
Ronstraat 142-150

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone. Wellington
DR Britton
3Sydney St

POLAND
Warsaw 02 743

Horn Distribution
UL Bacha 101303

PORTUGAL
2700 Amadora
Alasom
Praceta Jose Regio NB-A
Damaia de Banco

SOUTH KOREA
Seoul
Korea Electronics
CPO 1369

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sale Audio Elite
Padre Jotre 22

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grey Turegatan 24

SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdame

TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No 2141 Ln
Chung Shan N Road Sec 7

THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raladamn Rd
Future Land
Amann Plaza. 3rd Fl
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee
SM6M Marketing Co
Peninsula Plaza. 3rd Fl
153 Raiadamn Rd

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
London
Audio 7
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi F,
Harris Arcade Friar St

VENEZUELA
Caracas

Ardica
Centro Comercial Concresa Pisa 1
Local 321 Prados del Este
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A UDIO M ART
RATES Private, 80e per word, $15 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.50 per word, $99 minimum on all commercial ads. PAYMENT All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are
credit card only Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO Stereophile, Classified Ad Department,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE Ads are due on the first
working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY. New arrivals! Linn CD player, Kairn preamp,
Roksan Radius turntable, Naim CD player, Deicer processors, Epos ES-11, McCormack CD drive and electronics. All on demonstration. Our affordable products—
Rotel, Creek, Arcarn, Regs, Castle, and Royd—are musical
and should be auditioned. We care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY
10549, (914) 242-0747.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Acurus,
Apogee, AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Enlightened Audio, Grado, Koctsu, McCormack, Magnum
Dynalab, Music Metre, NEAR, Power Wedge, ProAc,
Straight Wire, Target, Well-Tempered, van den Hul. XL0
cables. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: API Power Wedge, Celestion 100,
TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions
Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts, Mod Squad,
Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Grado, Monster,
Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413. Appt.
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution' 13 , Twin-Balanced' interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Avenue, Trenton, NJ 08629, Fax/phone (609)
599-3828.
CARVER SILVER NINEt 550W amplifiers: pair (unopened), $875 each; C-19 tube prcamp, $835; SD/A 350
5-disc CD, $275; TD-1700 3-head cassette, $415. (305)
262-4766.
A/V MART in S. Calif. Sale: Aragon, Acurus, Audio
Alchemy, Cardas, Dynaco, Kinergetics, Infinity, Mission,
Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Paradigm, Acoustat, Bose, Onkyo,
Esoteric, etc. Esoteric X-1 CD, $5000-$3200; CDZ500,
$850-$550; D-10 DIA, $2000-$1200; Aragon 2P241CMII
preamp, $1250-$995; etc. Limited quantity. Inventory
sale only, call before they're gone Call Fred, (8/8)282-0520
COUNTERPOINT SA-1000, $475; Adcom GFA-535,
$180; Kyocera DA-410 CX CD, $150. (812) 663-2338.
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COUNTERPOINT FACTORY UPDATES—Recently
engineered updates assure Counterpoint owners that your
purchase is alasting investment. SA-2, SA-3, SA-11, SA-4,
SA-5, SA-7, SA-7.1, SA-11, SA-12, SA-20, SA-3000. Please
have serial number(s) ready. For details, cost, and aretum
authorization number, call Counterpoint at (800)275-2743,
x103 or x110.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components. Daily specials. Best prices! CD players, D/A converters, turntables, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners, amplifiers, and speakers. Exclusive: Available now. New lines
of European tube electronics and turntables. Audio America
(VA). Call (703) 745-2223.
MIRROR IMAGE, AUDIOSTATIC, NEAR, VAC,
Enlightened Audio Design, Scientific Fidelity, Symphonic
Line, CODA, XL0, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaudio loudspeakers, IDOS, Definitive Technology, Audio
Alchemy, Celestion SL, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Space
& Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and turntables,
Musical Design, Maranrz, MAS, Arcici, Bright Star, WellTempered, Power Wedge, Wheaton, Fosgate THX, many
more. Straightforward guidance. Ktystal Ckar Audio, 4433
McKinney Avenue, Dallas, TX 75205, (214) 520-7156.
AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audio Note, Aural Symphonies. Benz-Micro, Birwise, Chario, CODA, Dynavector, Ensemble, Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus, Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Design, Oracle, Muse, Roksan, RoomTunes, SOTA, Tice, Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and
more. ..Callfohn Bames, (303) 698-0138, or Fax (303)9220522. 2341 West Yale Ave., Engletvood, CO 80110.
WE QUIT—everything new in box—Aragon 2004, $700$900; Acoustat Spectra 11, $700; KEF 104, $1300; C-95,
$700; Mod Squad Line Drive, $450; Snell E. $600; Q.
$450;J, $400; Thorens TD-316, $275; Sansui RZ9500,
$465; NAD 1600, $240; 1000, $180; 7100, $500; 7000,
$399. (805) 272-5962.
TARA LABS PASSAGE LINE STAGE preamp and Sony
STR-AV570X receiver (with remote). PA, (215) 567-4626.
WEST PA SALE: The Audio Gallery is offering components from C-J, Sonographc, Adcom, Linn, Quad, Classé
Audio, among others, at demo prices of 30-50% off list.
Call (412) 521-9500.
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SWAN'S SPEAKERS! LEDA/GEMINI satellite/subs.
Absolute mint condition with external crossovers. Black.
Peter Mitchell in Stereophile said "capable of gorgeous
sound ...
best sound I've ever heard from CDs" of the
lower-priced Cygnus model (when used with the Valve
Amplification Company DAC) (May 1992, p.61). Original
$9400, now $5300 from authorized dealer. Mike, (512)
345-9269, 6-10pm Central.
VANDERSTEEN 3s, excellent, $1600; Sony CDPX77ES, excellent, $850; Musical Fidelity A100 integrated
amp, 50Wpc class-A, $475. Sidney, (718) 638-4465, NYC
MOD SQUAD LINE DRIVE DELUXE, perfect condition, $525; Entec LFX subwoofer, $350. CallJohn, (512)
691-2933.
EXPRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES IC-1 INTERCONNECT "This is extraordinary interconnect that reveals
detail and timbral shadings Inever knew existed in my
music collection!' Robert Harley, Stereophile, Vol.13 No.12,
December 1990. Also available: the SU -1 moving-coil
step-up transformer, which improves the performance
of the world's best preamplifiers. Customer and dealer
inquiries invited. Expressive Technologies, PO Bar 6401, Holliston, MA 01746, (508) 429-8911, Fax (508) 429-6583.
McINTOSH C34V preamp, MC2I55 power amp, apair
of Classics in immaculate condition, asteal at $3000. Call
(206) 487-2776
APOGEE CALIPERS, $2000; Aragon 4004 Mkil,
$1150; Classé DR-5L, $1300. All mint, boxes. Call (202)
457-5386 days, (301) 279-0352 evenings.
B&K M-200 MONOBLOCK AMPLIFIERS, 3months
old, $1475; Denon DCD-1500 II, digital output, excellent
drive for processor, $325. (817) 776-9953 evenings.
MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL II, dark oak, mint with
boxes, $1575; 2pairs 6' Temporal Continuum speaker
cable, $200 each; Lead Balloon turntable stand, $185;
AudioQuest 404iMH, 500 hours, $200. (701) 237-8977
days, (701) 232-8497 evenings.
HAFLER IRIS preamp, new in box, $550. (601) 856-2057.
SONY CDPX555ESD, new, $575 OBO. Chris, (718)
956-4798.
CROSBY AUDIO WORKS announces the Acme Audio
Cable Charger,' arevolutionary new (patent pending)
cable interface technology designed by Dalian Martin.
The Cable Charger will significantly improve the transfer
function of any cable currently available by dramatically
reducing the storage and charge transfer non-linearities
inherent in any passive interconnect technology. The end
result is that more music gets through your cable system.
Your system will sound more "in tune," with less of that
mechanical quality that is inherent in even the best systems.
Each Cable Charger set consists of four boxes, astereo
pair at source and load. We are offering the Cable Chargers
for sale direct to the consumer for $499 (+$14.95 shp/hdl.)
with our Just Listen' 15-day money-back guarantee. Discover what Bay Arca audiophiles and various well-known
audio manufacturers have already heard. Call (408) 2830890 (PST/CA) to place orders and for more information.
Visa/MC/Amex accepted.
SME VTONEARM, factory-sealed in box, $1450. (713)
974-3207.
TECHNICS 1700 OPEN-REEL, $450; Hailer DH101
preamp, $120; Adcom GFA-535 amp, $225. Will trade
Adcom GFA-545 II for a/d/s/ PA4; Adcom GCD-575 for
aid/S/ CD3. Looking for aldIsl P4 turntable and other
Atelier Series accessories. Call (806) 797-2638 after 3pm.
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VELODYNE ULD-I5 subwoofer, mint, includes 25' AQ
Blue cable, $1300. (615) 487-3140, leave message, all calls
returned.
TANNOY GRF AUTOGRAPH corner speakers, front
and rear, horn-loaded 15" LSU Monitor Golds; matched
pair in red mahogany, $10,000 OBO. Garrard 301, unused,
in original bent, $600. GEC KT88 tubes, used-tested $50,
unused $100. Also Quad, Leak, and Radford valve amps
and preamps. 011 44 428 651 554 (7 hours ahead).
NAKAMICHI, 3-head, 482Z, $250; PS Audio 5.5, 8550.
Both mint, prices include shipping. (907) 486-4892
weekends.
IRS BETAs, $7500; C-J Premier V, $3300; Threshold
SA12e monoblodts, 2weeks old, $12,000. Russ, (313) 4629890 days, (313) 822-1950 evenings.
SOTA SAPPHIRE III, clamp, acrylic armboard, $675;
Sumo Delilah crossover, $285; Monster A. Gen. 1000,
$225; all excellent. Will, (410) 356-5752.
STRAIGHT WIRE SPEAKER CABLES. Music Conductor, 25' pair, $150; Teflon-12, 30' pair, $50. (908)
889-9342.
PRISM 8c ROTEL OWNERS! You haven't heard your
player yet! Ogre Systems has areplacement analog section
that results in aspectacular increase in soundstage depth,
width, and air, asweeter high end rich with detail, and
bass with real power and articulation. No magic, just
sound engineering and the highest-quality components.
Money-back guarantee. Call (510) 930-9104 or write: Ogre
Systems, 11 N. Jefferson, Batavia, IL 6051(1
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 150 monoblock power
amplifiers, with black faceplate, excellent condition, $6650
plus shipping. Call Charles, (206) 721-5636
MARK LEVINSON ML-1 PREAMP, $950; JVC (Laboratory Series) M-7050 amp, $300; Magnepan MG-2c
speakers, $350; Sonographe SD-1 CD, $200; Nakamichi
680ZX cassette, $400. Negotiable. (919) 460-9643.
ATMA-SPHERE MA2 WITH MIT CAPS and Cardas
wire, $7750; Atma-Sphere MP1 with MIT caps and
Cardas wire, $3750; Sound-Lab Al, black lacquer with
MIT caps and Cardas wire, $5000; Sound-Lab Al with
Wings (rosewood), MIT caps, and Cardas wire (latest
power supply), $7000; Sound-Lab BIS stereo subwoofer,
$3400; Sound-Lab B3 subwoofer, $2500; Merlin
Excalibur, $3600; Versa 1.0, $5000; Benz MC3, $450;
Clavis, $800; Grasshopper I. $700; vdH MC2, $400; vdH
MCI 47K (ref. sample), $400; MFA 400W ref. tube amps,
$3500. (408) 954-8786, messsage.
JADIS DEFY 7, new tubes ($5995), $3500; with NBS
cable mod ($900 mod), $3900. Cardas Hadink 5speaker,
5' pair, $250. (602) 298-8315, (602) 795-9351 weekends.
SYMPHONIC LINE RG1 Mk.II amp, $2500. (415)
346-6642.
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC-120 D/A converter, $2700;
Tice Titan energy storage system, $495. Sue, (414)
494-2744.
NAD 2600A AMP, 150W, mint, $800 new, sell $395.
Wanted: surround-sound equipment or receiver. Ian, (301)
955-7683, (301) 889-8618.
MINNESOTA—JCB INC. (JOHN BEDINI) Hexfet/Signature Series amplifiers and CD Stabilizer; also
Arcici, AudioPrism, Bright Star, German Acoustics, LAST,
Musical Concepts, P.A.C., Proton, Rega, RoomTune,
Royd, Shahinian, Surniko, Sumo, VPI, Well-Tempered,
and more. Audition Audio, Minneapolis, (612) 331-3861.
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Fine Audio Components

B &K

We offer only two classes

Centaurus
Counterpoint

of components:

Dahiquist
E.A.D.
Forte'
Fosgate
Kinergetics
Lindsay-Geyer

STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET'
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters
SOUND LAB

MICROMEGA

MUSIK SYSTEM

CLASSE

VTL

MFA

APOGEE

SPEAKER ART

MUSE

MERLIN

HALES

RYAN

PSB

ROWEN

VMPS

WELL TEMP

FIRST SOUND

ROTEL

CARDAS

GRADO

THORENS

WHEATON

AVALON

SHURE HTS

VERSA

Parasound
Mordaunt-Short
Philips Reference
Premier
S ME
Revolver
Room Tunes
Rotel
Siefert Research
Signet

BENZ

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!

Threshold
VPI
van den Hul

CD STORAGE+

111111111i,

Searching for the best CDs at a
LOW price?
We specialize in only the best.
With our already DISCOUNTED
prices, enroll in our incentive
program FREE and receive

11111 il II
I

BIGGER SAVINGS!

•••

No.

We carry:
Audioquest, Chesky, Dorian, EMI,
Harmonia Mundi, London, Mercury.
Ref. Recordings, Sheffield, Wilson. &
a variety of "special selections '
For more information and FREE catalog:

CALL 1-800-998-9669
or (714) 974-9669, FAX: (714) 283-2857

udiophile

P.O. Box 17038

eieCtiOMS

CA

92817-7038

Also

This unit stores 150 CD's behind glass doors.
Three adjustable shelves with brass bookends
hold single &multiple CD's, Videos and
Cassettes — in any combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or
wall mount.
For FREE Literature & Prices on our Full Line:
Call 1.800•432-8005 FAX 1.201 ,748-2592

- P.O.
Box 747-2
Nutley, NJ 07110
SORICC
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TUBE TRAPS, assorted sizes, natural color, best offer;
Vandersteen 2C speakers with Sound Anchors, $750; Mod
Squad Line Drive, $175; Pattern surround Home Theater, $800. (609) 822-7907.
$8—I WANT IT ALL AND IWANT IT NOW—SS—at
aprice Ican afford! So Audio Research and Krell are pretty
good, right? But also pretty expensive. Try the best of both
worlds in aprice-busting way! Convert your Hailer, B&K,
Adcom, or other amp to TUBE hybrid design. We convert
into mono pairs, too. Three-year warranty. Design by Greg
Miller, (818) 982-6477 Lazarus Tube-Hybrid Conversions:
$799.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, Forte, Nakamichi R-DAT,
Threshold, SOTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy,
Monster, Straight Wire, Stax, Nakamichi, NAD, Niles,
Ortofon, Sumac°, VPI, CWD, Kinergetics Research, JVC,
and more. Professional consultation and installation. The
Listening Room, 1305 Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (51
792-3816.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER ONE B power amp,
$2800. (619) 753-1248 evenings and weekends.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI speakers, white with matching AE stands. Virtually new, best offer over $900 OBO.
(714) 724-4585,Jim.
VERY RARE SWISS PHYSICS model 6A amp, model
5preamp, mint condition/factory boxes, $3750; Denon
DCD-1520 with digital outputs, like new, $350. Call (616)
874-3328, leave message.
KIMBER KCAG, perfect condition, 2m pair, $500; lm,
$250; Audio Research SPIO Il modified, $2700. (714)
491-9564.
PURIST COLOSSUS SPEAKER CABLE, two 8' pairs,
$775/pair; Koetsu Rosewood Signature cartridge, new
in box, 0hours, $1175. Call (212)677-1382 EST until lOpm.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, Rel Cap, Solen, Wonder Caps/solder/wire;
Vishay, Caddock, and Holco resistors, all types audio connectors, chassis wires, high-pass modules, tubes, isolation
feet, custom cables and terminations, accessories; request
catalog! Michael Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415)
669-7181, Fax (415) 669-7558.
QUICKMOD IMPROVES THE BASS, midrange,
highs, soundstaging of any amplifier, integrated amplifier,
receiver, $79 +$4 shipping for kit; and $149.95 installed
+ $14.95 shipping. Also available: the new QuickMod
Universal Powercord, designed for all types of equipment.
Lengths: 4'-14', $50 + $4 shipping. 1235 El Prado, Ridgecrest, CA 93555, (619) 446-7621.
HI-FI CLASSICS—SELECT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! Tel: (718) 318-9618, Fax: (718) 318-9623.
SOUND-LAB ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS now available in Central Ohio. Factoryauthorized dealer exclusively offering Sound-Lab's complete product line. Auditions in arelaxed environment
by appointment. Trade-ins welcomejohn Durrett Audio,
Columbus, OH, (614) 436-3123.
B&W MATRIX 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805 OWNERS:
Would you like to improve on the great sound you already
have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS Labs, anecessity
for your B&Ws. Please query your B&W dealer, or call
(716) 822-0159 anytime.
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OLSEN STEREO AM/FM vacuum tube tuner, mint condition, $400 OBO.(619) 446-7621.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
JADISJS-1 with Combak treatment by importer, originally $10,300, must sell, $6250; XL0 cables, various
lengths and configurations, call for prices; 3pairs OCOS
6' speaker cables, $200/pair. Krell MD-10 drive, less than
4months old, $4750. Tice Digital cable, $100; Parasound
HCA-2200, new in box, $825. Rowland Consummate
II, mint, $4350; Muse subwoofer, new in box, $1990. Call
or leave message, (314) 434-3252, all calls returned.
PHILIPS LHH1000 CD PLAYER and processor;
prize—never used, $3100 OBO.Julie, (216) 687-1311 x505,
9-5 EST
HEAR THE VERY BEST Boulder Amplifiers and Mach
1Acoustics loudspeakers. New England audiophiles listen
to the "stunning" Accuton' drivers flawlessly executed
in the most revealing speakers designed to date. Driven
by ultra-low-distortion Boulder electronics. For an audition in southern New Hampshire, please call (603)
654-9826.
XL0/EAD/API/B&W/Spendor and others. Accepting
trade-ins. Call/write for quote. B&W 801 III, 85500+
shipping/tax, Sound Anchor stands (MOO) inc. FREE!
B&W 801 II (85900), $2899; B&W 808 (similar to 800s,
400 lbs.) ($9500), $4500; Avalon Eclipse ($9300), call;
Goldmund Apologue ($72,000), $39,500; Muse 18
($2750), $1950; Duntech Princess ($9000), $4750; Spectral
DMA-200 ($6500), $3750; NRG A201S ($6900), $4850;
Wadia 2000 ($7450), $3600; WT-2000 ($5600), $3600;
ML No30 ($13,000), $9500; Alchemy DDE ($449), $299;
DDS ($900), $650; Sony CDP-R1 ($5000), $1650; Tice
Block w-w/o Titan, B/0. Free price list (& shipping). Brian
Kelly, 730-9:30am.17:30-9:30pm PST except Saturday, (818)
332-3013, Box 1116, Glendora, CA 91740-1116.
BLUE POINT CARTRIDGE OWNERS, UPGRADE
to near class-A performance. Get ultra-rigid coupling to
tonearm. Use our aluminum adapter to replace original
plastic. Results—better resolution, imaging, and bass definition. $35. Meadow Sound Labs, 6Adelaide St. East, Suite
310, Toronto, Ontario MSC 1H6, Canada. Tel: (416)941-1595.
EN INNOVATIONS introduces Bandor 50nrn aluminumcone drive-units. Clean, neutral, and sweet. No other
drive-unit comes close. Response 100Hz through 22kHz,
FS 75Hz. Also available: bookshelf monitors in granite
or wood boxes. The sound is comparable to speakers 10
times their price. All products are refundable within 30
days of purchase 5-year warranty on monitors. For more
information, call (916) 422-1134.
KRELL SBP32X, mint, $2250; TARA Labs Temporal
Continuum 10' speakers cables, like new, $200/pair. (908)
541-2055.
NELSON-REED SPEAKERS, model 8-04/CM, near
new, with latest woofers, $2295. (303) 329-9061.
CELLO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. Absolute mint condition. Suite, Palette, Performance amps, Premium and
Basic Modules, Fischer connectors, Strings, etc., at savings
of 35% off current list. Also brand-new SME V,
Nakamichi Dragon and PA7 amps, Sansui C-2301, cartridges by Accuphase and Highphonic. Call (213)
385-4898.
THETA DS PRO GENII processor, balanced, $2500.
(505) 662-1415/667-1330.
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MARTIN-LOGAN QUEST ESL, zebrawood, immaculate, 7months old, $3100. (804) 360-4819.
ROGERS STUDIO la speakers, Target stands, mint,
$1100; Counterpoint SA-12 amp, transferrable warranty,
$700. Phil, (718) 645-3959, NY area.
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Rel-Cap, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay (stock
VTA and custom SIO2K series), Holco, Matsushita; Alps,
Boums, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuatom; Cardas, Tiffany, WBT, Edison Price Music Posts,
Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable, Teflon wire;
Gold Acro tubes; RAM TubeWorks; Curcio Daniel Mk.I
and Mk.I1 preamp kits/Dynaco rebuild kits; upgrade kits;
Pearl Tube Coolers and Isosockets; Analog Devices
(AD827JN, AD847JN); tube sockets, etc. Discounts up
to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1992 catalogue. Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 Pace Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M.S, Canada Tel (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416)847-5471.
THE ABSOLUTE POWER Series of wholly transparent
Power Line Purifiers will absolutely give your greatest
improvement in sound quality per dollar invested. The
finest, consummate, technologically refined powerconditioning products ever conceived. The audible
improvements are astounding, breathtaking, and not subtle. Will not degrade your sound or limit your dynamics
like other products will. Hear what you have been missing,
your system sounding its absolute best. Affordable models
available for all system sizes, from $299 to $1559. 5-year
warranty with lifetime design. Call now and order or
receive detailed educational information by phone, Fax,
or mail. Guaranteed performance by PC Expert Systems
Corporation. Buyers, representatives, and dealers may
inquire. Call today, (800) 321-6512, or (708) 369-2113. 24
hours daily.
McINTOSH MR71 TUBE TUNER, reconditioned by
McIntosh, mint, cabinet, manuals, boxes, $695. (407) 3554152, after 5pm (407) 283-3243.
MARANTZ 7TUBE PREAMP, one owner, very rare,
cabinet, manual, perfect condition, as new, $1895 OBO.
Randy, (407) 355-4152, after 5pm (407) 283-3243.
ATTENTION QUAD OWNERS: Quad Factoryauthorized service and replacement parts distribution are
now being performed by Quality Service and Distribution. For all technical, service, and/or parts inquiries, please
contact Randy/Mike at: QS&D, Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #108,
Fredricksburg, VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703) 372-3713.
ATTENTION RECORD COLLECTORS and lovers
of analog sound. New laser turntable plays vinyl records
with depth and warmth never previously achieved. 5-point
laser reads 40 times more of groove wall area than styli.
Sensors capture reflection and translate optical image into
super-accurate acoustic analog signal. Frequency 1020k Hz. Model LT-1X, priced at $35,000, plays 78, 33 1
/,
2
and 45rpm. Model LT-1L, priced at $25,000, plays 33 /
2
1
and 45rpm. For more information, contact: Quest America,
Inc., 120 Woodridge Place, Leonia, NJ 07605. Tel: (201) 9471098, Fax (210) 947-1185.
COUNTERPOINT 5.1 PREAMP, $600, excellent condition, box, manual. Magnan Type Vi, 4' pair, S350.
AudioQuest Emerald, 8' pair, $75. Monster Ml, Impair.
$25. WI (715) 874-6641.
YAMAHA B2X, 170Wpc, dual-mono, class-A, $500;
Denon 2400, $375; Sony E77ESD preamp, $495; Kenwood LO7 monoblocks, $350; Revox B286 tuner/preamp,
5650. (313) 471-1223.
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KRELL KSA-50 Mk.11 amp, mint, with box, manual, and
lifetime warranty, $1550; Adcom GFA-555 pro-amp with
many Musical Concepts mods, $550 OBO; TARA Pandora "S" interconnects, 5150 each. Call (216) 747-0010,
message.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 II preamp, mint, $3200;
SP3A, $500; Bryston 7B monoblocks, like new,
$3200/pair, PS Audio 200CX amplifier, $900; Velodyne
ULD18 II subwoofer with crossover/bypass option, new,
$2500. (612) 293-1904, Gustave, anytime.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Rotel, Onkyo, McCormack, Chicago Speaker
Stands, Kimber 'Cable, Music Metre, Scientific Fidelity
loudspeakers, Sonographe, AudioQuest, Acurus Electronics, Power Wedge Line Conditioner, Audio Alchemy,
Linn turntables, cartridges, and loudspeakers, Arcici,
Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson,
VPI, Vandersteen, B&W. Three Rivers Audio, (219)
422-5460.
DAVID BERNING POWER AMPLIFIER, latest model;
EA-2101 with Edison Price posts, list $3600, now for
$2100, pristine condition with manual/box. Frederick, (212)
787-6707.
MUSIC METRE CABLES, INTERCONNECTS:
Music Metre II, $105; Calibre, $165; 121 Reference, $250;
Silver, $400/meter. Speaker cable: S15/foot. New Solid
Silver digital cable, $200/meter. Send for info, reviews,
and dealer list. Second Opinion Audio, 249 N. Brand #701,
Glendale, CA 91203. Tit (818) 242-4535, Fax: (818) 2424415. Dealer inquiries invited.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, and
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY CORMORANT INTERCONNECTS: Because, through the judicious application
of the Laws of Physics in their design and construction,
they sound like nearly nothing, and you need their
accuracy! No-risk purchase: audition for 60 days. Return
for refund if not delighted. lm pair, $129; shipping, $3.
Stewart Grand, Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Avenue, West Palm Beach, FL 3340Z (407) 842-7316.
THERE IS HOPE! High-end comes to the Southeast.
Sight & Sound Design is now offering fine audio for
everyone. Custom home A/V design and installation is
our specialty. Sight & Sound Design, PO. Box 5538, Hilton Head Island, SC 29928, (803) 842-6932.
IMPROVE YOUR SATELLITE SUBWOOFER
PERFORMANCE—Can't get your powered subwoofer
to match with your main speakers? HPX-High pass crossover reduces low bass to your satellite speakers without
sacrificing sound quality. Sound Ideas, 1691 Hydrangea Lane,
San Jose, CA 95124, (408) 267-6015.
SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized sales and service for Harman/Kardon,
JBL, Rotel, AudioQuest. Steno Classics, 75 Church Street,
New Brunswick, NJ 08901, (908)220-1144, Fax (908) 2201284. Buy, sell, trade, service. Amex, MC, Visa.
TI-IE BEST-SPENT IN AUDIO!! Have your room analyzed by the experts! Send or Fax (216/852-2363) your
room diagram with dimensions and equipment/furniture details to: Roorn7irne, Inc., PO. Box 5Z Sugarrrrek, OH
44681. 539.95 Visa/MC. Phone (216) 852-2222 for more
info.
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le 3723 Old Santa Rita Rd, #11
Pleasanton, CA 94588
Telephone 510-463-0993

Straight Talk....
For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices!

106 Brands Available!
Acurus -Adcom -ADS -Audio
Prism - B&W -Boston -CWO Denon -Esoteric Audio Fineline -Forte - Kef -Kirnber
Kable -Klipsch -Martin-Logan Mitsubishi -Monster Cable -NAD
Nakamichi Onkyo -Paradigm Parsec -Phase Technology Phillips -Revoit -Sanus Sennheiser
ShLre -Signet -SME -SneN -Sony Sony ES -Stax Sumko -Target Threshold -Velodyne -Yamaha 8i 66 More -Call for units not listed
Phone: 913 -642 -1811 Ext-6
24th & Iowa. Lawrence, KS 66044

When it comes to selecting an audio dealer,
bigger is not always better.
We are small -on purpose!
Our size guarantees apersonal rapport, an individual relationship that insures maximum enjoyment f
rom your investment in audio. Why not work
with someone who is willing to take the time to
understand your individual needs? We think small
is better. Give us acall today and see if you don't
agree. Ianswer all calls personally. Galen Carol
Classé Audio, Wadia, Basis, Wilson Audio WATT,
Convergent Audio, Quad, VAC, Threshhold,
California Aud io, Quicksilver, Meridian, MagnumDynalab, Berning, E/T, VPI, Graham, Celestion,
Nil FA, Spica, Aragon, Duntech, Lyra, SOTA, Sound
Lab, Genesis, jadis... and many more. We carry
virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.

Mon-This: 10am-8pm. Fri & Sot: 10am-6pm

K.IEF'S
ALJI:1>IC)/NrILSE.4::,
18.000 Display of World Class Audio
12 Sound Pooms -25 000+ CDs

Galen Carol Audio
Galen Carol Audio -"Audio One To One"
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
(5121 805-9927 •FAX (512) 805-9928
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SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY SL1 Reference preamp, excellent shape, low hours, $3000; Fulton
Jmodular speaker system; Van Alstine model 5Dynaco
FM tuner, best offer. (414) 554-0725.

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE MODIFICATIONS. Hybrid
FET analog output upgraded internal power supplies, pure
silver wiring. Realize greater depth and width of soundstage, deeper bass response, and amore open and harmonically correct midrange and top end. $169, money-back
guarantee. SuperMod, (503) 344-3696, or Wave Trace Technologies Inc., (813) 587-7868.

QUAD US with filled Arcici stands, $2400; Nakamichi
Dragon, $1050; MCI MR.500 tuner, $600. Phil, (305) 4261371, FL.

PS AUDIO ULTFtALINK, 2months old, $1595 with
full warranty. (813) 587-7868.
ICRELL KMA-400s, 160s, KBL; Martin-Logan Monolith Illx; Velodyne ULD-18; all mint, warranty. Best
offer. (606) 268-8768.
LINN TROIKA PHONO CARTRIDGE. Recently purchased; only ten hours playing time. Asking $1450 ($2000
new). Bob, (513) 791-8408 evenings.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Belles 150, $450; Focus .7s, $500; B&K Pro 5, $275; B&K
202+, $540; Superphon SP100, $275; and more We represent best-buy products from Belles, B&K, ESS, EAD,
Parasound, Musical Concepts, Music Reference, Fried,
Linaeum, NEAR, Audio Alchemy, Melos, Period, many
more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 117pm EST
ARC SP11 Mk.II, mint, $2800 OBO.Jdj; (219)942-5534,
leave message.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—Reliable
source for Apature, Arcici, Cardas, Dynaco, Merlin, Music
Reference/RAM Labs, Parasound, Philips, Promethean
Audio Products, PS Audio, RoomTune, and TARA Labs
products. Call Mark or Rich for sound advice—sound
price. Signature Sound, PO. Box 2814, Liverpool, NY 13089.
(315) 622-9066, (315) 622-4137.
STEREOPHILE ISSUES, Vols.5, 6, 7, 10, 11.54 each plus
shipping. (414) 421-4630, WI, evenings.
VACUUM-TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER of the '90s.
KSS Audio Engineering vacuum-tube power amplifiers
are the first and only all-direct-coupled, all-triode,
vacuum-tube power amplifiers ever to be offered. No
capacitors or transformers in the signal's path. Also with
harmonic structure reproduction cicuitry with zero phase
shift to DC. The concepts and designs by Kirk S. Simmons result in ultimate power amplification. Sonically
superior to any power amplifier at any price. Dual 100W
and 230W monoblocks available. For more information,
call or write: Kirk Simmons, (714)492-5299 between 9am9pm PST, 2973 Calle Gaucho, San Clemente, CA 92673.
COMPULSIVE'S SALE—Hoard of hi-spec tuners: Sansui TXU701, $275; Maranta ST-54, new!, S250; Pioneer
9500 II, $135. Two amps: Hailer XL-280, $375 each.
George, (612)941-2351, MN.
STEREOPHILES—NEED ASSISTANCE? Ask and Ye
Shall Receive! Your world connection—beside Fort Knox!
For S7/month, 536/6 months, or S63/year, we'll list three
audio-video components you're desiring, selling, or trading. Classics! New! Hundreds available! Then you'll
receive your A-V ID# (card), giving you free access to the
complete computerized A/V Assist List! Unbelievable!
(CDs, $5.) Send name, address, phone number, pictures,
prices, SASE to: Top Notch
A/V Assist List, Highway 3114: P.O. Box 533, Muldraugh, KY 40155, (502)
942-2682.
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AVALON ASCENT Mk.II, maple, $9400; Meridian 602
transport, $1775; Magnum Dynalab Etude BK. $750;
Infinity Modulus satellites with Servo sub, black lacquer,
$1525; Stair SRMI Mk.II with Lambda Pro headphones,
$525; Adcom GCD-575 CD, $325, Adcom GFP-565
pre, $475; Adcom GFA-565 mono amps, $1150; Pioneer
LDS-2 Reference laserdisc player, $2650; Sony PVM3230 32" PRO-XBR with ST-72TV video tuner, $2050;
Sony SCHF-900 II super Beta VCR with NEC BM11EU Beta Camcorder, approx. 1year old, in perfect condition, with boxes and info, $400. Moving, need cash
ASAP, all offers entertained. Dan, (201)467-1950 (am);
Jonathan, (908) 964-6758 (pm).
"ANALOG RAINBOW." The affordable spectrum of
sound. Hybrid stranded and solid-core interconnects.
Designed by senior audio tech/sound engineer. Equivalent
to high-priced brands. Fully burned-in. 30-day moneyback guarantee. 3' pair, only 589.95 complete. The Westwood Group, 1115 Inman Avenue, Suite 330S, Edison, NJ
08820, (908) 548-6700.

LPs/CDs/TApEs
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Sterrophik review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
AUDIO... BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list, without charge, call (716)
377-0432.
RAREST COMPACT DISCS for sale—Aerosmith
through Zappa. Free list. Bill Dorsey, 43 Dee Terrace, Cheektowaga, NY 14227, Fax (716) 668-4316.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N Guilford Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317) 255-3446.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Disk,
Quiex, American, Imports, collectibles. Send $3 for catalog
and update to: William Everette, 52 Pumpkin Delight Road,
.11ilford, CT 06460-4238, (203) 877-3911, 24 hours, fifth
ring—machine.
WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 titles in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rare Records, Ltd., 139 West 72nd Street,
New York, NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212) 595-2941.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, Bebop-present. Free informative catalog (53
overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Belle Fontaine, Framingham, MA
01701.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AUDIOPHILES—LPs
gathering dust since you switched to CDs? For fair value
for your quality records, write Randall Goldman, P.O. Box
2806, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
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FIFTY DOLLARS PAID for mint stereo LPs: RCA LSC
1806 (Strauss), 1817 (Offenbach), 2225 (Witches' Brew),
2183 (Reiner), 2400 (Fistoulari), 2449 (Gibson), LDS 6065
(Ansermet). Others wanted! Randall Goldman, P.O. Box
2806, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
WANTED: All 21 Reiner/Chicago RCA 2-track open-red
tapes. Randall Goldman, PO. Box 2806, Rancho Mirage, CA
92270.
MFSL, NAUTILUS, CBS HALF-SPEEDS, imports, and
more! Rare out-of-print, open and sealed audiophile LPs
from the most respected audiophile source, appearing 7+
years in Goldmine record collectors' magazine. Call, fax,
or write: Ed Herbert, 4Ballydrain Rd., Framingham, MA
01701, (508) 626-9231. MC/Visa.
MOBILE FIDELITY, entire Ultradisc catalog (50 discs),
factory-sealed, $799. If no takers, any 5(single) CDs, $100.
All postpaid. (718) 343-3280 EST evenings and Saturdays
LP Collection, classical, in excellent condition, send SASE
for list to: D.S., 1275 4th Si. #619, Santa Rosa, CA 95404.
900-LP COLLECTION, superb condition, $2500 OBO.
Classical, Jazz, Rock (1975-1985). Send $3 for complete
list (14 pages). R. Trebs, Box 3051, Fullerton, CA 92634.

WANTED
WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Marantz,
Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson,
Krell, Counterpoint, Berning, Elec-trovoice, Jensen, JBL,
Citation, Fisher, Rowland, Threshold, Boulder, Class&
!Clyne, Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton, Sequerra,
Cello, Robertson, Tannoy, tube and solid-state. (713) 7284343, Fax (713)723-1301, Maury Cori>, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX 77035.

WANTED: Cello, ML, Krell, Goldmurbd, Jadis, Nakamichi
TX1000 and 1000ZXL Limited, MIT, Counterpoint,
Rowland, and other fine pre-owned high-end amps,
speakers, CD processors, etc. Call me at (213) 385-489&
WANTED: DYNACO STEREO 400 amplifier, any condition. Robert, (714) 676-8020 or (714) 676-7202.
WANTED:
446-7621.

Bad( EX442,

Counterpoint SA-20. (619)

WANTED: USED SEQUERRA or Day-Sequerra tuner.
Also used Counterpoint, Audio Research, etc. phonostage preamp. Callfarmy, (212) 744-8677 or (516) 283-9669
anytime.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.
WANTED: OLD TUBE MICROPHONES.John Vanorr,
709 Evans Rd., Springfield, PA 19064, (215) 328-9450.
"AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP SS" for clean, collectible
McIntosh tube and solid-state, Maranta tube, Western
Electric, JBL-Paragon, Hartfields, etc. and Alnico parts.
EV Patricians, Georgians, and miscellaneous parts. M.
Levinson, Krell, ARC Spectral, etc. Call me last only when
you're ready to sell!!John, (800) 628-0266.

Arlicikeitika
ATC,
Acurus, Aragon,
Audio Alchemy,
Aural Symphonics,
Barclay Digital, Coda,
Counterpoint, Dynaco, IDOS
Philips, Tara Lab, XLO
Free Shipping u ithin the United States

The best disc and tape
storage system in America
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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We also buy/sell used ARC, Cello,
Levinson, Krell. Threshold, etc.

510-549-2178
The Audio Chamber
Berkeley, California
Fax: (510) 521-3080
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A DVERTISER

INDEX

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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F INAL

CALIBRATING YOUR SIGHTS
All subjective-review magazines, whether
about hi-fi, wine, or art, propose that reviews
are really objective. That is, you will be equally
well-advised about the Mark Levinson No.28
preamplifier whether the review is written by
Robert Deutsch, Robert Harley, or Tom Norton.
At Stereophile I'm confident this is true, but
I'm also sure that the three reviews you would
read from these three hands will be substantially different from each other. It is up to you,
the reader, to correctly interpret whichever reviewer happens to review the products in which
you're interested so as to come up with the most
meaningful conclusion for you.
Regular readers will know that Ijoin my
enthusiasm for high-end sound reproduction
with an enthusiasm for wine. The world of
wine, just like the world of high-end audio, is
filled with gurus: their reviews make profound
differences to the price and availability of certain
wines. Just as with audio, wine enthusiasts are
seen roaming wine stores with the latest issue
of some wine publication in hand, buying
willy-nilly whatever's the latest and greatest.
Also like audio, the most enthusiastic and
faithful reader is not necessarily the best at
producing the greatest wine for aparticular
occasion—he knows what's hot, but may not
know what fits. And just like audio, the proprietors of retail establishments are frequently seen
snickering at the pandering to some writer's
enthusiasm, helplessly raking in what they see
as undeserved sales, while their favorite wine,
or loudspeaker, languishes in some corner.
Iam sympathetic to the plight of the ignorant
hi-fi purchaser. As awine enthusiast, Ihave
spent my share of time and money investing
in the enthusiasms of various writers. Sometimes I'm pleased and sometimes disappointed,
but Imanaged to learn something about those
writers. This Spring, though, Ilaunched amore
formal investigation of wine writers by conducting personal tastings of the famous 1989
Bordeaux vintage.
My technique was pretty simple: line up a
good selection of the famous wines, reprint
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what acouple of magazines thought about
them, and compare their results to mine. Idid
this with members of my wine-tasting group,
so as to share both excitement and expense.
With afew exceptions, the various wine
writers were in substantial agreement on scores,
rarely varying by more than 3points on a100point scale. What varied alot, though, was their
descriptions of the wines. One writer would
describe awine as having overtones of licorice
and ripe plums, while another will talk about
ripe black berries and achocolatey feel in the
mouth—of the very same wine. In fact, at one
of the tastings two different wine publications
employed the same adjectives about the same
wine in only one out of 13 instances. Yet the
scores accorded were very similar.
Hi-fi writers tend to agree on the adjectives,
but disagree on the "score." Before Idid the personal tastings of '89 Bordeaux wines, Ipretty
much had to take on faith the remarks of the
various writers. After I'd tasted them for myself,
Iknew which scores Icould trust and which
went overboard. Even more important, Idiscovered that any writer's description of what
awine tasted like was just that: his description.
Not only did they not agree with each other,
they didn't agree with me.
In asimilar way, you need to find some way
to calibrate the writers to see whose value system accords with yours. After you read the Stereophile review of the ProAc Response Two
speakers, visit agood ProAc dealer and see if
you agree with Corey Greenberg. Find aPSB
dealer to see if you enthuse about the PSB
Alphas as much as Jack English did in July.
This is much easier with speakers than with
other components, so why not start there? If
you're about to buy apair, take them home for
agood workout; if not, pay careful attention
in the store. (Please don't borrow aproduct for
home audition if you have no intention of
purchase—that's how high-end enthusiasts get
bad reputations with dealers.) After you've surveyed anumber of locally available components, you'll know much more what to think
about what we think.G.,%1
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WADIA

W ien we chose to

consolidate technologies, we
couldn' tdo so without major
advancements.
Introducing the Wadia 6 CD Player.

The

challenge of producing a CD player bearing
the standards inherent at Wadia drove us to
advance the potential of the product category in ways that have never been considered
previously. The Wadia 6 utilizes atruly all digital volume control. Accessed by remote,
it negates the need for a traditional preamplifier.

Chassis design and construction
techniques were chosen to
maximize performance. The
unique transport, manufactured exclusively for Wadia,

was designed with characteristics which compliment
the 32 times resampling of
the digital information in the
decoding computer.

The

bottom line is Music... and
we think you'll love what we
have done. See and hear it
at your Wadia Dealer.

War)tia DIGITAL«
The Leader wi Signal Corrversoon

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

State-of-the-art jewels from AudioQuest
AudioQuest •cables and plugs are distinguished by intelligent designs, the finest metals
and superior insulation. Emerald'" uses 9999997% pure copper, Lapis'" and Diamond'" use
pure solid silver. All three are resistance welded to direct-gold plated FPC copper plugs (RCA
or XLR). From Turquoise'" through Diamond, AudioQuest makes seven jewels you will
appreciate and enjoy everyday — not just on special occasions

audioquest.
PO Bea 3060 San Clemente CA 92874 uSA

lei /14/498 2110

Fax 714/498 5112

